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DOCUMENTS

III.

Cmd. 7868
Agreement Relative

to the Status of

of the Brussels Treaty Powers

Members

of the

Armed Forces

x

His Royal Highness the Prince Regent of Belgium, the President
of the French Republic, President of the French Union, Her Royal
Highness the Grand Duchess of Luxembourg, Her Majesty the Queen
of the Netherlands and His Majesty the King of Great Britain,
Ireland and the British Dominions beyond the Seas,
Desiring to define the conditions applicable to armed forces of
any one of them stationed in the territory of any other of them in
conformity with the Treaty signed at Brussels the 17th March, 1948 2
hereinafter referred to as the Brussels Treaty,

Have appointed

as their Plenipotentiaries

[Names omitted],
who, having exhibited their
have agreed as follows

full

powers found in good and due form,

:

Article

1

Definitions

In

Agreement the expression
foreign force'''' means an armed force maintained by

this

(a)

"

a Con-

tracting Party in the execution of duties under the Brussels
Treaty situated in the territory of another Contracting
Party
(b) "sending State" means the Party maintaining the force; and
(c) "receiving State" means the Party in the territory of which
the force is stationed or through which it is passing in
transit

(d)

"members of a foreign force" means members of that force
travelling or resident in the execution of their duties under

the Brussels Treaty in the territory of a Contracting Party
other than the "sending State."
i

Cmd.

7868. This was the basis for the original United States draft of the
Status of Forces Agreement: D-D (51) 23 (23 January 1951).
Treaty Series No. 1 (1949), Cmd. 7599.
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Article 2
1.

For the purposes of

this

Agreement, the members of an armed

force are classified as follows:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Personnel on permanent duty;
Personnel on temporary duty;
Regularly constituted units or formations.

The nominal roll of personnel in category (i) above shall be
kept up to date by the Secretariat-General of the Brussels Treaty
2.

Defence Organisation and forwarded to the representatives on the
Permanent Commission of the Brussels Treaty for transmission to
their Governments.

Article 3
1.

On

the conditions specified in paragraph

2,

the

"members of

a

foreign force" shall be exempt from passport and visa regulations on

entering or leaving the territory of any of the Contracting Parties.

They

shall also be

and control of

exempt from the regulations on the registration

aliens.

The following documents only will be required in respect of
"members of a foreign force." They must be presented on demand:
2.

Personnel on permanent duty

(i)

(a) Officers: Tri-lingual identity card.

Appendix A.)
N.C.O.'s and Other Eanks

(As
(b)

in

Personal service identity card
Individual tri-lingual Movement Order.

(As
(ii)

Appendix B.)

Personnel on temporary duty
Personal service identity card
Individual tri-lingual Movement Order.

(As
(iii)

in

in

Appendix B.)

Regularly constituted units or formations
Personal service identity card
Collective tri-lingual Movement Order.

(As

in

Appendix

C.)

Tri-lingual identity cards will be

made

out and issued to officers on

permanent duty by the Secretariat-General of the Brussels Treaty
Defence Organisation.
Individual tri-lingual

Movement Orders

will be filled in

and issued

by the Service Ministries of the "sending State."

Movement Orders

and issued
by Service Ministries of the "sending State" and counter-signed by
Collective tri-lingual

will be filled in

—
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the representative of the Service Minister concerned of the "receiv-

ing State"

or, if necessary,

"receiving States."

Article 4

The "receiving

State," during the period before the provisions of

Eoad

Geneva, the 19th September, 1949, relating to driving licences or permits come into force so

the Convention on

Traffic signed at

3

far as

it is

concerned, will either

(a) accept as valid without a driving test the driving licences or

military driving permits issued by the "sending State"; or

any "member of a foreign force" who
holds a driving licence or military permit issued by the "sending State" without requiring him to undergo a driving test.
Unless he holds an international driving permit, the statutory

own

(b) issue its

licence to

fee will be payable.

After this period the "receiving State" will follow alternative (a)
above exclusively.

Article

5

The "members of a foreign force" will wear uniform.
They may, however, wear civilian dress; the regulations governing
1.

the wearing of civilian dress will be those in force in the "receiving

State" for

its

own

forces.

Regularly constituted units or formations of a "foreign force" must

when

be in uniform
2.

crossing a frontier.

Military vehicles shall carry, in addition to their registration

number, a distinctive nationality mark, the form of which shall be
agreed by the Military Committee of the Defence Organisation of the
Brussels Treaty.

Article 6
1.

The

possession and carrying of arms by

"members

of a foreign

force" shall be subject to the same laws and regulations as are applied
to the forces of the "receiving State."
2.

"Members

dition that this

of a foreign force" in transit
is

authorised by their

weapons are unloaded and are carried
3.

In any

may

carry arms, on con-

Movement Orders, and
in the regulation

case, officers of a "foreign force" are

I

3

UST

3008

;

TIAS

2487

;

125

UNTS

22.

manner.

always authorised to

retain possession of their regulation personal weapons.

3

that the
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Article 7
1.

"members of a foreign force" to respect the
force of the "receiving State" and to abstain from any activity

It is the duty of

laws in

inconsistent with the spirit of the present Agreement, and, in particular,
2.

from any

political activity.

"Members of

a foreign force"

who commit an

offence in the

"receiving State" against the laws in force in that State can be

prosecuted in the courts of the "receiving State."

When

an offence against the law of the "sending
State," the authorities of the "receiving State" will examine with
the act

the greatest

declared

its

is

also

sympathy any

request, received before the court has

verdict, for the transfer of the accused for trial before

the courts of the "sending State."

Where

a

"member

of a foreign force" commits an offence against

the security of, or involving disloyalty
offence against

its

to,

the "sending State" or an

property, or an offence against a

member

of the

force to which he belongs, the authorities of the "receiving State"

where the offence was committed will prosecute only if they consider
that special considerations require them to do so.
The competent military authorities of the "foreign force" shall
have, within the "receiving State," any jurisdiction conferred upon
them by the law of the "sending State" in relation to an offence committed by a member of their own armed forces.
where a "member of a foreign force" commits on
the territory of the "receiving State" an offence either against the law
of the "receiving State" or against the law of the "sending State,"
3.

In

all cases

the authorities of both States will assist each other in the collection

of evidence and the carrying out of

all

necessary investigations, in-

cluding the seizure, and in proper cases the handing over of exhibits
and of objects connected with the offence.

The handing over of the
however, be made subject to

and of the objects seized may,
return within the time specified by

exhibits
their

the authority delivering them.
4.

Where

the authorities of the "receiving State" consider that, in

respect of an offence committed in the "receiving State"

by

a

"mem-

ber of a foreign force," the necessities of the investigation, trial and
execution of sentence require the imprisonment of the offender, the
authorities of the "foreign force" will assist in

making

the arrest, if

the offender can be found and arrested in the territory of the "receiv-

ing State."

The

same way,
of "members of a

authorities of the "receiving State" will, in the

furnish every facility for the tracing and arrest
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foreign force" wanted by the "sending State" in respect of an offence

These authorities will, as soon as
possible, hand over on their own territory to the "sending State" any

committed

"member

in the "receiving State."

of a foreign force" so arrested.

They

will also

any "member of a foreign force"
may have imprisoned on a charge against their laws but
have decided not to prosecute.
to the "sending State"

5.

(a)

A

hand over

whom
whom

they

they

"foreign force" shall have, in the conditions and within

the limits defined in (b) and (d) below, the right to police

any camps, establishments or other premises (hereinafter
referred to under the general term "camp") which they have
occupied as a result of an agreement with the "receiving
State."
(b)

The

military police of the "foreign force"

may

take

all

appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance of order in
such camps. They shall hand over to the police of the "receiving State," without delay, any person caught in the act
of committing or about to commit or just having committed
(c)

an offence against the laws of the "receiving State."
The police of the "receiving State" may enter any camp for
the purpose of arresting any person who is suspected of
being guilty of an offence against the laws of the "receiving
State."

(d)

The

military police of a "foreign force"

may

only be em-

camps at the request of the authorities of
the "receiving State" and in liaison with those authorities
and in so far as such employment is necessary to maintain
order and discipline among the members of the force. The
"foreign force" shall comply with any such request.
ployed outside

its

Article
1.

8

Subject to paragraph 2 of this Article, each Contracting Party

paying compensation for damage to third
parties, caused in its territory by armed forces which are present
there as a consequence of the Brussels Treaty in all cases where there
would be a right to compensation if the damage had been caused by

will be responsible for

its

own armed

forces.

Subject to paragraph 6 below, claims by third parties in respect
of this damage will be filed and considered, and decisions will be
taken thereon, in accordance with the laws and regulations applicable
the "receiving State" to claims for damage caused by its own
armed forces. If these claims are not settled by agreement, they shall

tin

——

—
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damage caused by its own armed forces and in that
Government of the "receiving State" will ensure the defence

petent in case of
case the

against the claims.
2.

The
(a)

provisions of this Article do not apply to

:

Maritime salvage claims against a vessel used in connection
with the Brussels Treaty or claims against such a vessel for
damage caused by collision. These claims will be brought
against the authorities of the Party to whom the vessel
belongs.

(b)

Any damage

suffered (i) to his person by a

"member

of an

armed force" of any Party, while on duty, or (ii) by any
property belonging to the State and used by Service Ministries (Navy, Army, Air Force) of any Party or its forces.
In both these cases no claim shall lie against the State to whose
forces the person responsible for the damage belongs.
3. Subject to paragraph 4 of this Article, the cost of satisfying the
claims referred to in paragraph 1 will be, at such intervals as may
be agreed, distributed between the Parties in proportions which shall
be provisionally, in default of subsequent agreement to the contrary,
as follows

:

Per cent
United Kingdom
France
Belgium-Nether lands-Luxembourg
4.

The

State on whose territory the

50
25
25

damage has been caused

will

have no claim to contributions under paragraph 3 in respect of the
cost of damage for which its own forces are exclusively responsible.
5. The Chiefs-of-Staff Committee of the Brussels Treaty Defence
Organisation will decide in case of doubt whether the provisions of
paragraph 4 are applicable in any particular case.
6. In the case of damage to State property (not excluded by paragraph 2 above and not covered by paragraph 4 above), the amount
of the damage will be assessed by an arbitrator nominated by the
"receiving State," after consultation with the other Parties, and
chosen from amongst its own nationals who hold or who have held
high judicial office and will be distributed in accordance with para-

graph 3 above.
This paragraph does not apply
less

if

the

amount

of the

damage

is

than
Luxembourg

B.fr.

70,000

Belgium
France

F.fr.

490,000

L.fr.

70,000

Netherlands
United Kingdom

fl.

£

5,320

500

In the case of considerable variation in the rates of exchange be-
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tween these currencies the Contracting Parties shall, by exchange of
letters, agree on the appropriate adjustments of these amounts.
7. Claims arising out of contracts concluded by "members of a
foreign force" in the course of their duties are excluded from the
operation of the preceding provisions of this x\rticle. They shall be
dealt with by the authorities of the "foreign force" and the courts of
the "receiving State'' shall have jurisdiction in regard thereto if they
cannot otherwise be settled.

Article 9
Claims (other than contractual claims) against "members of a

1.

foreign force" arising out of tortious acts or omissions, not relating

performance of their duties, shall be dealt with in accordance
with the following paragraphs of this Article.

to the

The Government

2.

and

of the "receiving State" will consider the claim

compensation in a just and fair manner, taking into
account all the circumstances of the case, including the conduct of
the injured person, and will prepare a report on the matter. This
report will then be delivered to the authorities of the "sending State,"
who will then decide without delay whether they will offer an ex
gratia payment and, if so, of what amount. If these authorities
decide to offer an ex gratia payment, they will offer to settle the claim
by making this payment themselves. If this offer is accepted, they
will inform the "receiving State" of their decision and of the sum
assess the

paid.
3.

Nothing

in the

preceding paragraphs of this Article shall affect

the jurisdiction of the courts of the "receiving State" to entertain the

claims to which this Article relates brought against "members of a
foreign force."

Article 10
If any question arises whether a tortious act or an omission of a
"member of a foreign force" relates to the performance of his
duties, the question shall be submitted to the arbitrator referred to in

paragraph 6 of Article 8, whose decision on this point shall be final
and conclusive in any court before which the claim for compensation

may

be brought. The arbitrator shall be furnished with all the
information necessary to enable him to render a decision judicially.

Article 11
1.

"Members of a foreign force'' may purchase locally goods necesown consumption and such services as they need under

sary for their

the same conditions as the nationals of the "receiving State."
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2.

Goods required for the subsistence of a "foreign

force''

will

normally be purchased through the competent service departments
which purchase such goods for the armed forces of the "receiving
State.''
In order to avoid such purchases having any adverse effect
on the economy of the "receiving State," the competent authorities of
this State will indicate, when necessary, any articles the purchase of
which should be restricted or entirely forbidden.

After agreement between the military authorities of the "sending'' and "receiving States,*' the competent military authorities of the
"receiving State" will assume sole responsibility for making suitable
arrangements to make available to a "foreign force" the buildings
and ground which it requires. These agreements and arrangements
will be, as far as possible, in accordance with the regulations governing the accommodation and billeting of troops of the "receivingState." In the absence of a specified contract, the laws of the "receiving State" shall determine the rights, arising out of the occupation,
3.

of the owner of the buildings or ground occupied.
4.

Civilian labour requirements of a "foreign force" will be satis-

same way as those of the military authorities of the "receiving State" and with the assistance of those authorities through
the employment exchanges. The conditions of employment and work,
in particular wages, supplementary payments and conditions for the
protection of workers, shall be those laid down by the legislation of
the "receiving State." Civilian workers employed by a "foreign
armed force" shall not be regarded for any purpose as being members
fied in the

of that "force."
5.

When

a "foreign force" has at the place

where

it

is

stationed

inadequate medical or dental facilities, the members of that force
may receive medical and dental care, including hospitalisation, under
the same conditions as the forces of the "receiving State."
6.

The "receiving State"

will give the

most favourable considera-

"members of a foreign force" of
travelling facilities on its railways and of concessions with regard
to fares. These facilities and concessions will be the subject of special
arrangements to be made between the Governments concerned.
tion to requests for the grant to

Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements between the Parties, payment in local currency for goods, accommoda7.

5,

and

under paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and, if necessary,
will be made promptly by the military authorities of the "foreign

tion

services furnished

force."
8.

The "foreign

force" shall not by reason of this Article enjoy any

exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services
chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the "receiving State."

—

;
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Article 12
1.

"Members of a foreign force" shall
(a) enjoy exemption from income tax

levied in the "receiving

State" on any pay or allowances which they receive from the

Government of the "sending State." Such other exemptions
from income tax as may be desirable to avoid any appreciable prejudice to "members of a foreign force" by reason
of their service abroad, shall be agreed by the Parties and
put into force as soon as possible
(b) be entitled to temporary exemption from duty and taxes on
private motor vehicles imported temporarily for their own
personal use. There is no obligation under this Article to
grant any exemption from taxes payable in respect of the
use of the roads by motor vehicles.

For the purpose of the levy of death duties on the estate of a
deceased "member of a foreign force," the fact that he has been
2.

present in the "receiving State" shall not be regarded as creating a

change of domicile or residence so far as he is concerned, and the
tangible movable property of the deceased which is situated on the
territory of the "receiving State" only

by reason of

shall be considered as not being situated

his service there,

on that territory.

Article 13

Save as provided expressly to the contrary in this Agreement,
"members of a foreign force" are subject to the laws and regulations
administered by the Customs Authorities of the "receiving State."
In particular, the Customs Officers will have the right, under the
general conditions laid down by the laws and regulations of the
"receiving State," to search "members of a foreign force" and to
examine their luggage and vehicles.
2. The entry, departure and use of registered military vehicles
shall be authorised free of all tax or duty on presentation of a triptyque in the form shown in Appendix D. These vehicles shall also
be exempted from any tax payable in respect of the use of vehicles
1.

on the roads.
3. Official documents under official seal will not be subject to Customs inspection. Couriers carrying these documents, whatever their
rank, must be in possession of an individual Movement Order, issued
in accordance with Article 3. This Movement Order will show the
number of despatches carried and certify that they contain only
official documents.
4. Reasonable quantities of provisions, supplies and other goods,

—

;

.
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imported by the authorities of a "foreign force" for the exclusive
use of that force, shall be exempt from Customs duties and all other
duties and taxes payable on importation. This duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the

with the Customs documents, of a

Customs

Office,

certificate signed

together

by an

Officer

authorised for that purpose.

A

given in Appendix E. The list of
the Officers authorised in each "foreign force" to sign the certificates,
as well as specimens of their signatures and the stamps used, shall
be sent to the Customs administration of the "receiving State."
Imports made by the authorities of a "foreign force" other than
for the exclusive use of their force, and imports effected personally

specimen of this

certificate is

by "members of a foreign force" are not, by reason of this Article,
entitled to any exemption from taxes and duties or other conditions.
5. Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraph 4
above
(i)

can be re-exported to the country of origin of the goods or
to the "sending State" provided that a certificate, issued in
accordance with paragraph 4 above, is presented to the
Customs Office. The Customs Authorities, however, may
verify that the goods re-exported are as described in the
certificate and have in fact been imported under the condi-

paragraph 4
(ii) cannot normally be disposed of in the "receiving State"
by way of either sale or gift. However, in particular cases,
such disposal may be authorised on conditions imposed by
the Customs Authorities (for instance on payment of duty
and tax and compliance with the requirements of the controls of trade and exchange)
6. Goods purchased in the "receiving State" can only be exported
therefrom in accordance with the regulations in force in the "retions of

ceiving State."
7.

Special facilities for crossing frontiers shall be granted by the

Customs Authorities to regularly constituted units or formations,
provided that the Customs Authorities concerned have been duly
notified sufficiently in advance.
8.

Special arrangements shall be

made

cants for use or service in military vehicles, aircraft

may

be delivered free of

all

duties

and

and lubriand vessels,

so that fuel oil

taxes.

Article 14
1.

The Customs

or Fiscal Authorities of the "receiving State"

may, as a condition of the grant of any Customs or Fiscal exemption
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or concession provided for in this Agreement, require such conditions
to be observed as they may deem necessary to prevent abuse.
2.

this

These authorities may refuse any exemption provided for by

Agreement

in respect of the importation into the "receiving

State" of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State
which have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon

repayment

of,

taxes or duties which

would have been chargeable

but for such exportation.

deemed to be
having been exported by reason

Goods removed from a Customs warehouse
imported if they were regarded as
of being deposited in the warehouse.

shall be

Article 15
In order to prevent offences against Customs and Fiscal Laws
and Regulations of a "receiving State," the Customs and Fiscal
1.

Authorities of the "receiving State" and the Military Authorities of
a "foreign force" will afford each other mutual assistance in the

conduct of enquiries and the collection of evidence.
2. The Military Authorities of the "foreign force" will render all
assistance within their power to ensure that articles liable to seizure
by or on behalf of the Customs or Fiscal Authorities of the "receiving State" are handed to those authorities.
3. "Members of a foreign force" committing offences against the
Customs, Foreign Exchange and Fiscal Laws and Regulations of the
"receiving State" will be dealt with under the normal rules of the
"receiving State," but before any offender is prosecuted in a Court
of Law, the facts shall be communicated to the competent military
authority of the "foreign force." This authority will render all
assistance within its power to ensure the payment of duties, taxes

and penalties payable by "members of the foreign force;"
4. Military vehicles and articles belonging to a "foreign force"
seized in connection with an offence against the Customs and Fiscal
Laws and Regulations will be handed over to the appropriate authorities

of the "foreign force" concerned.

Article 16

"Members of a foreign force" remain subject to the Foreign
Exchange Regulations of the "sending State," and are also subject
1.

to the regulations of the "receiving State."
2.

The Foreign Exchange Authorities

of the "sending" and the

"receiving States" may, however, issue special regulations applicable
to a "foreign force."
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Article 17
If any Party

involved in war, each of the Contracting Parties
shall have the right to suspend immediately the application of any
of the provisions of this Agreement so far as its own territory is
is

concerned.

If this right

is

exercised, the Parties will immediately consult with

a view to agreeing on suitable provisions to replace the provisions

suspended.

Article 18
All differences between the Contracting Parties relating to the
interpretation or application of the Agreement shall be settled between the Parties and there shall be no recourse to any outside

Except where express provision is made to the contrary in the Agreement, the Parties will make use of the machinery
of the Permanent Commission for the settlement of such differences.
jurisdiction.

Article 19

Any Party may

any time request that a meeting of representatives of all the Parties to this Agreement should be held to consider
the revision of any Article of this Agreement. The request for a
meeting shall be addressed to the Secretary- General of the Permanent Commission, who shall convoke a meeting within three months
from the date of the receipt of this request. If at any such meeting
agreement is reached on the revision of any provisions of this Agreeat

ment, a protocol containing the revised provisions shall be drawn
up, and shall come into force as soon as it has been approved by
all the Contracting Parties.

Article 20

The

present Agreement shall be ratified.

The Instruments

of Rati-

be deposited as soon as possible with the SecretaryGeneral of the Permanent Commission. It shall enter into force one
fication shall

month

after the receipt of the fifth ratification.

Article 21
After the expiry of four years from the entry into force of the
Agreement, any Contracting Party may transmit a notice of Denunciation to the Secretary-General of the Permanent Commission. He
shall immediately inform all the other Contracting Parties of the
receipt of the notice of Denunciation and shall as soon as possible
1.
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convoke a conference of all the Contracting Parties to consider the
situation. A notice of Denunciation shall take effect one year after
the date on which it is deposited, unless it is withdrawn.
2. The present Agreement shall remain in force until notice of
Denunciation deposited in accordance with paragraph 1 of this
Article has taken effect.
In witness whereof the above-mentioned Plenipotentiaries have
signed the present Agreement and have affixed thereto their seals.
Done this 21st day of December, 1949, in English and French,
both texts being equally authoritative, in a single copy which will
remain deposited in the archives of the Permanent Commission. The
Secretary-General of the Permanent Commission shall transmit certified copies of this Agreement to all signatory Governments.
As soon as possible, a text of this Agreement in the Netherlands
language will be prepared and as soon as this text has been agreed
by all signatory Governments the text in the Netherlands language
will also be authoritative.
[There follow the signatures on behalf of Belgium, France, Luxembourg, the Netherlands and the United Kingdom.] 4

D-D(50) 19
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
Note by the United Kingdom Deputy (4
August 1950)

—

At their meeting on 25 July 1950, the Council Deputies agreed
to set up a subcommittee, consisting of the Representatives of Belgium, France, Italy, Norway, the United Kingdom and the United
1.

States of America, to consider the question of the status of

NATO

Representatives and International Staff.

At

meeting it was agreed, as a first step, to invite the
Deputies to give an indication of the number of persons likely to be
2.

involved.

this

A

questionnaire to this effect was circulated accordingly

to the Deputies.

The Subcommittee has now had a further meeting to consider
the replies to this questionnaire. At this meeting it was agreed that,
although the number of persons involved was perhaps not very great
at the moment, there was every likelihood that an increasing number
3.

of individuals

would be required

tional Delegations in

The Appendices referred
have been omitted.

4
4,

London

to be attached to the different

in the future.

to in Article 3, par.

2,

Na-

Furthermore, an appreand

in Article 13, par. 2

and

—
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ciable

number

of persons would no doubt be employed in

London

in connection with the various "international" sections of the Orga-

nization

—

e.g.,

the Secretariat, the technical staff attached to the

Chairman, the information section, etc. It was also desirable to provide that the Deputies and their staff should be covered as regards
immunities, etc., not only while in the United Kingdom but when
visiting the other countries concerned. It was therefore agreed that
the United Kingdom Representative should propose to the Deputies
that the matter be dealt with on the following lines
:

(1)

In order to deal with the long-term problem an international agreement should be entered into by the countries
which are parties to the North Atlantic Treaty. This would
follow the pattern of the agreement already concluded in
similar cases e.g., the General Convention on Immunities
and Privileges for the Specialized Agencies of the United
Nations. It would define in detail the privileges and immunities to be enjoyed by the Organization itself and by all
persons connected with it in the various countries concerned.
In this way, it would be possible, as far as the United
Kingdom is concerned, to cover not only the Deputies and
their immediate staff but the personnel serving as national
representatives on bodies such as the Military Production
and Supply Board or the Regional Planning Groups, and
individuals attached to any "international" staffs which
might be established in London. The L^nited Kingdom
authorities would be glad to prepare the first draft of such
an agreement, the details of which could then be discussed
between appropriate representatives of the various Governments. This procedure would, however, inevitably take some

—

little

time

—

all

the more so since, before

it

can be finally

put into effect as far as the United Kingdom
Parliamentary approval would be required.
(2)

is

concerned.

In the meantime, therefore, and until the proposed agreement comes into force, the Deputies themselves and their
immediate personal staff should be notified to the Foreign
Office by their respective diplomatic representatives as members of the latters' staffs. This would enable such persons to
enjoy full diplomatic privileges and immunities. The only
persons to be notified in this way would as a rule be those
persons working directly with the Deputy in connection with
the work of the Committee of Deputies; and persons working on the other bodies, such as the Defense Financial and
Economic Committee or the Regional Groups, would not

——

:

normally be included. It is anticipated, therefore, that only
a comparatively small number of persons would be involved
in respect

of each country.

As soon

as the international

agreement came into force, these persons would cease to be
"on the diplomatic list."
(3) In the case of persons other than those covered by paragraph (2) above, who arrive in this country to take up duty
in connection with any part of the NATO before the coming
into force of the projected international agreement, every
effort will be made to ensure that they receive the maximum
consideration possible consistent with the regulations in the
matter of customs facilities, etc., at the time of their entry
into the United Kingdom.

D-D (51)
Status

Agreement Draft Submitted by the United
Deputy (23 January 1951) 1

of

States

23

Forces

Privileges and Immunities of Personnel of the
North Atlantic Treaty Nations Subject to Military

Law 2
Preamble

The

Washington on
mutual privileges and immu-

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in

4th April, 1949, desiring to establish
nities for personnel,

who

are subject to military law, of one

ber nation on duty in the territory of another

Have agreed

mem-

member nation

as follows:

Article I
In

Agreement the expression
"contingent" means military personnel of the sending State
and civilian personnel subject to military law of the sending

this

(a)

The

Roman numerals

for Arabic in the enumeration
two reasons: (a) the Articles in the final text,
as well as most of the intermediate texts, of this Agreement bear Roman
numerals; and (b) the use of Roman numerals makes it easier to distinguish
this draft from the corresponding Articles in the Brussels Treaty Status
1

editor has substituted

of the Articles of this draft for

Agreement.
2Reference: MS-R(51) 1-4 (29-31 January 1951); MS(F)-R(51) 2 (13
February 1951); MS(F)-R(51) 4-5 (14-15 February 1951); MS(J)-R(51)
1-2 (8 February 1951).
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State maintained by a Contracting Party on duty in the territory of another Contracting Party, except nationals of the
receiving State

who

are not also nationals of the sending State,

and persons ordinarily resident

in the receiving State

who

are

not nationals of the sending State;
(b) "sending State" means the Party maintaining the contingent;
(c) "receiving State"

means the Party

in the territory of

which

is stationed or through which it is passing in
and
(d) "dependent" means the spouse of a member of the contingent
or a child of the member depending on him for support.

the contingent

transit;

Article II
1.

On

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article, and

by the receiving State relating to
entry and departure, the members of a contingent shall be exempt
subject to procedures established

from passport and

and immigration inspection on
entering or leaving the territory of any of the Contracting Parties,
and shall also be exempt from the regulations on the registration and
control of aliens but shall not be considered as acquiring any rights
of permanent residence or domicile in the territories of the receiving
visa regulations

State.

The following documents only will be required in respect
members of a contingent. They must be presented on demand:
2.

(a) personal

of

government identity card; and

movement order

English and
French languages, issued by an appropriate agency of the
sending State, certifying to the status of the individual as
subject to military law, to the contingent of which he is a
member, and signed by an appropriate representative of
each receiving State.

(b) individual or collective

in the

Article III

The
fee,

receiving State will accept as valid, without a driving test or

the driving permit or licence or military driving permit issued

by the sending State or sub-division thereof to a member of its contingents, or to any of his dependents; or will, to the extent it is
bound to the sending State by the provisions of the 1949 Geneva
Convention on Road Traffic, apply those provisions in recognition of
a driving permit issued by the sending State or sub-division thereof
to a member of its contingents and any of his dependents. In lieu of
the foregoing, the receiving State or sub-division thereof

may

issue

:

:

;
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any member of a contingent or any of his dependents, a driving
permit or license, providing no driving test or fee is required.

to

Article
1.

Members

IV

of regularly constituted military units and formations

normally wear uniform. They may, however, wear civilian dress
the regulations governing the wearing of civilian dress will be those
in force in the receiving State for its own forces. Kegularly constituted military units or formations of a contingent must be in
uniform when crossing a frontier.
will

2.

vehicles shall carry, in addition to their registration

Official

number, a distinctive nationality mark.

Article
1.

V

Military members of a contingent

that this

is

may

carry arms, on condition

authorised by their orders.

In any

always authorised to retain possession of their regulation personal weapons.
2.

case, military officers of a contingent are

Article

VI

duty of members of a contingent to respect the laws of
the receiving State and to abstain from any activity inconsistent with
the spirit of the present Agreement, and in particular from any
1.

It is the

political activity in the receiving State.
2.

Members

of a contingent shall be subject to the exclusive crim-

inal jurisdiction of the sending State

when charged with

an offence solely against the property of a dependent of the
sending State or against the person or property of another
member of the contingent of the sending State;
(b) an offence punishable by the applicable law of the sending
State but not by the laws of the receiving State;
(c) an offence relating to the security of the sending State but
(a)

not to that of the receiving State.
a particular State shall include
(i) treason against that State;

A

security offence against

any offence of the nature of sabotage or espionage or
against any law relating to official secrets of that State;
(d) an offence arising out of any act done in the performance
of official duty or pursuant to a lawful order issued by the
competent authorities of the sending State.
In particular cases, the sending State may waive any immunity
(ii)

;

;

;

:
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from criminal jurisdiction of the receiving State which the members
of its contingent may derive by virtue of this paragraph upon written notice of such waiver delivered to the appropriate authorities of

the receiving State as soon as practicable.

Except as provided above, a member of a contingent charged
with having committed within the territory of a receiving State an
offence punishable by the laws thereof and also by the laws of the
3.

sending State shall be subject to the jurisdiction of both States, provided that the receiving State shall have the right to exercise jurisdiction in the

instance. If the receiving State decides not to

first

exercise jurisdiction,

State of

its

it

shall notify the authorities of the sending

decision as soon as practicable.

The

authorities of the

receiving State shall promptly notify the authorities of the sending

State of the arrest of any
4.

Whenever

member

a

member

of a contingent.

of a contingent

is

prosecuted in the courts

of the receiving State he shall be entitled
(a)

(b)

To
To

a speedy and public trial;

be informed in advance of trial of the specific charge or

charges
(c)

(d)

made

against

him

To be confronted with the witnesses against him:
To have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses

in his

favour
(e)

To

defence by a qualified advocate or counsel of his

own

choice, or failing such a choice, the court shall appoint a

qualified advocate or counsel to conduct his defence;
(f) If

he considers

it

necessary, to the services of a competent

interpreter
(g)

To have

a representative of his

stage of the detention and trial
5.

ities

government present at any
by the receiving State.

Subject to the provisions of this convention, the military authorof the sending State shall have the right to exercise within the

and control conferred on them by
the laws of the sending State over all members of their contingents.

receiving State

6.

Members

all

jurisdiction

of a contingent shall be

immune from

diction of the receiving State in matters arising

ance of their

immunity may
7.

Upon

the civil juris-

from the perform-

provided that in particular cases such
be waived by the sending State.

official

duties,

the request of the sending State, the receiving State

agrees to seek such legislation as the military authorities of both
States agree is necessary to insure the adequate security and protection within

and

official

its

territory of installations, equipment, property, records,

information of any other Contracting Party and the

:
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punishment of persons who may contravene such laws or regulations
enacted for that purpose.

The

8.

authorities of the receiving

and sending States

will assist

each other in the arrest and handing over of offenders, the collection
of evidence and the carrying out of all necessary investigations, including the seizure and in proper cases the handing over of exhibits

and

all objects

connected with the offence.

Regularly constituted military units or formations shall have
the right to police any camps, establishments or other premises which
they have occupied as a result of an agreement with the receiving
State, under the following conditions
9.

The

(a)

military police of the regularly constituted military

units or formations

may

take

all

appropriate measures to

ensure the maintenance of order in such installations.
(b)

Employment

of the military police of a regularly constituted

unit or formation outside its installation will be subject to

arrangement with the authorities of the receiving State and
in liaison with those authorities where such employment is
necessary to maintain discipline and order among the members of such regularly constituted units or formations.

Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, it is mutually agreed
that in time of hostilities in the North Atlantic area the sending
State shall have the right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over any
offence which may be committed by a member of its contingent in
the receiving State, except security offences as defined in paragraph
2(c) above against the receiving State.
10.

Article VII
1.

Whenever

in the

a

member

of a contingent of one Contracting Party

performance of his

damage

activities causes

official

duties incident to

noncombatant

to or loss or destruction of private property

in the territory of another Contracting Party, or the injury or death

of individual therein, the responsibility for paying compensation with
respect to claims for such damage, loss, destruction, injury or death
shall rest

upon the receiving State

in accordance with the provisions

of this Article.
2.

Claims and

suits shall be filed, considered

and determined or

adjudicated in accordance with the laws and regulations of the receiving State with respect to claims or suits arising from the activities

of

its

or suit in

settlement

own

The receiving State may settle any such claim
its currency, and payment of the amount agreed upon in
or of any judgment obtained shall be made by the receivforces.
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ing State. Such payment, or the final adjudication by the competent
tribunals of the receiving State, denying payment, shall be binding

and conclusive upon the claimant and the Contracting Parties. The
government of the receiving State will ensure the defence against
claims and suits arising under this Article.
3. Each Contracting Party waives all claims for damages to public
property caused by a member of a contingent of any other Contracting Party wherever such claims for damage may arise.
4. The provisions of this Article do not apply to injury or death
suffered by members of an armed force of any Contracting Party
while in the performance of their official duties. In such cases, no
claim shall lie against the Contracting Party to whose contingent
the person causing the injury or death belongs.

paragraph

shall not affect

any

benefits

The

provisions of the

which the municipal law of

may

provide for members of its contingents.
5. The costs incurred by the Contracting Parties in satisfying
claims pursuant to the provisions of this Article shall be taken into
full account in the assessment of each nation's contribution to the
security of the North Atlantic area with a view to distributing as
the sending State

equitably as possible the total burden of collective defence measures

under North Atlantic Treaty plans.
Article VIII
1.

Members

of a contingent and their dependents

may

purchase
consumption and such services

goods necessary for their own
as they need under the same conditions as the nationals of the

locally

receiving State.

which are required for the subsistence
of a contingent will normally be purchased through the competent
departments which purchase such goods for government personnel
of the receiving State. In order to avoid such purchases having any
adverse effect on the economy of the receiving State, the competent
authorities of this State will indicate, when necessary, any articles
the purchase of which should be restricted or forbidden.
3. After agreement between the authorised representatives of the
sending and receiving States, the competent authorities of the receiving State will assume sole responsibility for making suitable arrangements to make available to a contingent the buildings and grounds,
as well as such other facilities and services as it requires. These
agreements and arrangements will be, as far as possible, in accordance with the regulations governing the accommodation of similar
2.

Goods purchased

locally

personnel of the receiving State. In the absence of a specific contract
the laws of the receiving State shall determine the rights and obliga-

:
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tions arising out of the occupation or use of the buildings, grounds

or facilities.

Local civilian labour requirements of a contingent will be satisfied in the same way as those of the comparable authorities of the
receiving State and with the assistance of those authorities through
the employment exchanges. The conditions of employment and work,
4.

supplementary payments and conditions for the
protection of workers shall be those laid down by the legislation of
the receiving State. Such civilian workers employed by a contingent
shall not be regarded for any purpose as being members of that
in particular wages,

contingent.
5.

When

a contingent has at the place

quate medical or dental

where

it is

stationed inade-

members of that contingent
medical and dental care, including

facilities,

the

and their dependents may receive
hospitalisation, under the same conditions as comparable personnel
of the receiving State.
6.

The

receiving State will give the most favourable consideration

to requests for the grant to

members of

and concessions with regard

a contingent of travelling

These facilities and
concessions will be the subject of special arrangements to be made
between the Governments concerned.
7. Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements
between the Parties, payment in local currency for goods, accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, and,
if necessary, 6, will be made promptly by the authorities of the
facilities

to fares.

contingent.
8.

The members

of a contingent shall not by reason of this Article

enjoy any exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and
services chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State,
except foods imported or services created by a sending State for the
use of, or resale to,

its

own

personnel.

Article
1.

Members

of a contingent

who

IX

are neither nationals of nor resi-

dent in the receiving State, and their dependents who are neither
nationals of nor resident in the receiving State shall

exemption from income tax levied in the receiving
State on any income which they receive from sources outside the receiving State and on compensation for official

(a) enjoy

services.

exemption from duty and taxes on private
motor vehicles imported for their own personal use while
on North Atlantic Treaty duty. There is no obligation under

(b) be entitled to
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any exemption from taxes payable in
respect of the use of roads by private motor vehicles. Official
vehicles shall be exempted from any tax payable in respect
of the use of vehicles on public roads,
be entitled to exemption from personal property taxes of
the receiving State. For this purpose personal property of a
member of a contingent or their dependents shall not be
deemed to be located or present in or to have a situs for
this Article to grant

(c)

taxation in the receiving State.

In determining whether a member or his dependent is resident in
the receiving State within the meaning of this paragraph, the presence in the receiving State of such member or dependent resulting
solely from the employment by the sending State shall not be considered.
2.

For the purpose of

the levy of death duties on the estate of a

deceased member of a contingent or their dependents, the fact that
he has been present in the receiving State shall not be regarded as
creating a change of domicile or residence so far as he is concerned,
and the tangible movable property of the deceased which is situated
on the territory of the receiving State only by reason of his service
there, shall be considered as not being situated on that territory.

Article
1.

The customs

right,

X

authorities of the receiving State shall have the

under the general conditions laid down by the laws and reg-

ulations of the receiving State, to search

members of
luggage and

and their dependents and to examine their
seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.
2. The entry, departure and use of official vehicles

a contingent

vehicles,

and

shall be author-

ized free of all tax or duty on presentation of a triptyque in the

form shown
3.

Official

in

Appendix A.

documents under

official seal will

not be subject to cus-

toms inspection. Couriers carrying these documents, whatever their
status, must be in possession of an individual movement order, issued
in accordance with Article II. This movement order will show the
number of despatches carried and certify that they contain only
official
4.

documents.

Provisions, supplies, household or other goods,

imported as

authorised by the sending State for the exclusive use of a contingent

and its members and their dependents, shall be exempt from customs duties and all other duties and taxes payable on importation.
This duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the
customs office, together with the customs document, of a certificate

:

.
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signed by an
certificate is

official

authorised for that purpose.

given in Appendix B. The

list

A

specimen of this

of the officials authorised

each contingent to sign the certificates as well as specimens of
their signatures and the stamps used, shall be sent to the customs
in

administration of the receiving State.
5.

Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraph 4

above
(a)

can be re-exported to the country of origin of the goods or
to the sending State provided that a certificate, issued in
accordance with paragraph 4 above, is presented to the
customs office the customs authorities, however, may verify
that goods re-exported are as described in the certificate
and have in fact been imported under the conditions of
:

paragraph 4.
(b) cannot normally be disposed of

way

in the receiving State

by

of either sale or gift: however, in particular cases such

disposal

may

be authorised on conditions imposed by the

customs authorities (for instance, on payment of duty and
tax and compliance with the requirements of the controls
of trade and exchange)
6.

Goods purchased

in the receiving State can only be exported

therefrom in accordance with the regulations in force in the receiving State.
7.

Special arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted by

the customs authorities to regularly constituted units or formations,

provided that the customs authorities concerned have been duly notified in advance.
8.

Special arrangements shall be

made by

the receiving State so

and lubricants for use or service in contingent official
aircraft and vessels, may be delivered free of all duties

that fuel oil
vehicles,

and

taxes.

Article
1.

The customs

or fiscal authorities of the receiving State

a condition of the grant of

cession provided for in this

may deem
These authorities may

observed as they
2.

this

Agreement

XI
may

as

any customs or fiscal exemption or conAgreement, require such conditions to be
necessary to prevent abuse.
refuse any exemption provided for by

in respect of the importation into the receiving State

of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State which

have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon repayment of, taxes or duties which would have been chargeable but for
such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse shall be
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deemed to be imported if they were regarded as having been exported
by reason of being deposited in the warehouse.
Article
1.

XII

In order to prevent offences against customs and

fiscal

laws and

regulations of a receiving State, the customs and fiscal authorities of
the receiving State and the authorities of a contingent will afford

each other mutual assistance in the conduct of enquiries and the collection of evidence.
2.

Authorities of a contingent will render

power

their

all

assistance within

by or on behalf
authorities of the receiving State are handed

to ensure that articles liable to seizure

of the customs or fiscal
to those authorities.

This authority will render all assistance within its power to
ensure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties payable by mem3.

bers of the contingent.

Article XIII
1.

Members

of a contingent shall comply with the foreign exchange

regulations of the sending State and the receiving State.

The foreign exchange authorities of the sending and the receiving States may issue special regulations applicable to a foreign contingent and their dependents.
2.

Article
If any party

is

XIV

involved in hostilities in the North Atlantic area,

each of the Contracting Parties shall have the right, so far as its
own territory is concerned, to suspend 60 days after due notification
the application of any of the provisions of this Agreement. If this
right

is

exercised, the Parties will immediately consult with a view

to agreeing on suitable provisions to replace the provisions suspended.

Article

XV

All differences between the Contracting Parties relating to the
interpretation or application of the Agreement shall be settled be-

tween the Parties and there shall be no recourse to any outside jurisdiction. Except where express provision is made to the contrary in
the Agreement, the Parties will make use of the machinery of the
North Atlantic Council for the settlement of such differences.

Article

Any Party may
tives of all

XVI

any time request that a meeting of representathe Parties to this Agreement should be held to consider
at
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the revision of any Article of this Agreement.

The

request for a

meeting shall be addressed to the Secretary, North Atlantic Council,
who shall request the convocation of a meeting within three months

from the date of the

receipt of this request.

Article
1.

The

present

Agreement

XVII

shall be ratified

and the instruments of

with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each signatory State of the date of deposit thereof.
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible

Agreement shall, when instruments of ratification
have been deposited by all the signatory States, come into force on
the thirtieth day after the deposit of the final instrument of rati2.

The

present

fication.
3.

The present Agreement

shall be

open to accession on behalf of

any State which accedes to the North Atlantic Treaty. Accession shall
be effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each
signatory and acceding State of the date of deposit thereof. In
respect of any State on behalf of which an instrument of accession
is deposited, the present Agreement shall come into force thirty days
after the date of the deposit of such instrument.

Article

XVIII

Agreement may be denounced by any Contracting
Party after the expiration of a period of four years from the date
on which the Agreement came into force.
1.

The

present

The denunciation

Agreement by any Contracting Party
shall be effected by a written notification addressed by that Party
to the Government of the United States of America, which shall
notify all the other Contracting Parties of each such notification and
2.

of the

the date of receipt thereof.
3.

The denunciation

shall take effect one year after the receipt of

the notification by the Government of the United States of America.
After the expiration of this period of one year, the Agreement shall
cease to be in force as regards the Party which denounces it, but
shall continue in force for the remaining Parties.

In witness whereof the" undersigned, being duly authorised by
Agreement.

their respective Governments, have signed the present

Done

Washington this
day of
English and French languages, each equally authentic,
at

,

in the

in a single

:
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original which shall be deposited in the archives of the
of the United States of America.

The Government

Government

of the United

States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof to

all

the

signatory and acceding States.

MS-D(51)
Status of Forces

the

Agreement

Armed Forces

States Draft (30

1

—Comparison between

the Status of

of the Brussels Treaty Powers and the United

January 1951)

In conformity with the decision taken by the Working Group
at its meeting on Monday, 29 January, the Secretary has the honor
to transmit herewith
(a) the articles of the draft submitted by the United States Delegation, regrouped under various specialized headings;
(b) a comparative table of the articles of the Agreement on the
Status of the Armed Forces of the Brussels Treaty Powers 1
and those of the draft submitted by the United States Dele1.

gation. 2
2.

Regrouping of Articles by

subjects.

—Preamble; Articles
XIV, XV, XVI, XVII and XVIII.
Articles
dealing with juridical questions — Articles
III.
(b)
VI, VII, VIII, IX, X and XII.
Articles dealing with financial questions—Articles IV, VII,
VIII, IX, X, XI, XII and XIII.
(d) Articles dealing with military questions — Articles II (2), IV
(a) Articles dealing with general questions
I,

II,

(c)

and V.
3. Comparison between the Agreement on the Status of the Armed
Forces of the Brussels Treaty Powers and the draft submitted by the
United States Delegation.
A table comparing the Agreement and the Draft is annexed; it
has been drawn up from the standpoint of the United States draft.
Opposite each article of the United States draft, appearing in the
first column, there stands in the second column the corresponding

Armed

Forces of the Brussels Treaty
Powers. On account of the great number of differences between the
two documents, it has not been possible to reproduce them verbatim
they are however briefly described in the third column.
article of the Status of the

;

iCmd. 7868 (21 December 1949).
2D-D(51) 23 (23 January 1951)
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This comparative table shows that a number of articles or sections of articles which appear in the Status of the Armed Forces of
the Brussels Treaty Powers have been omitted in the draft submitted
by the United States Delegation, namely: art. 1(d) art. 2; art, 3(2),
three last paragraphs; art. 6(1); art. 7(3), second paragraph; art.
art.
7(4) art. 7(5), second sentence of (b) and (c) art. 8(2) (a)
4.

;

8(4) art. 8(5)
second sentence;

;

;

graph;
5.

;

;

;

art.

8(6)

art.

;

8(7)

13(1), first paragraph; art.
art.
art. 15(3), first sentence; art. 15(4)
art.

The following

12(1) (a),
13(4), third para19, third sentence,

art. 9; art, 10; art.

;

;

articles of the draft are similar or identical to

those of the Status of the

Armed Forces

of the Brussels Treaty

Powers: art. I (b) and (c) beginning of art. II, 1; art. IV, 1 and 2;
art. V, 1 and 2; art. VI, 1, 5 and 8; art. VII, 3; art. VIII, 1, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6 and 7; art. X; art. XI; art. XII; art. XIII; art. XV; art.
XVI art. XVII, 1 and 2 art. XVIII Annex B.
;

;

;

;

ANNEX
Comparison between the Agreement on the Status of the Members
of the Armed Forces of the Brussels Treaty Powers and the
Draft submitted by the United States Delegation
Draft

Preamble

3

Comment

Agreement

The preamble

Preamble

drafted

in

Agreement is
the same wording as
of the

the Brussels Treaty

itself,

where-

as the preamble of the draft has
been shortened.

Art. 1(a)

The term "contingent"

Art. 1(a)

stead

of

"foreign

is

used

force"

;

inits

definition includes military per-

sonnel and civilian personnel subject to the military

law of the

sending

State,

force"

reserved exclusively for

except certain
categories of persons expressly
named. The expression "foreign
is

the "armed forces," but

may

in-

clude non-combatant units.

3 The word "Agreement" will be used for the articles of the Status of Armed
Forces of the Brussels Treaty Powers the word "Draft" for the articles of the
draft submitted by the United States Delegation [footnote in original].
;
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Draft

Comment

Agreement

Art. 1(b)

Art. 1(b)

Identical.

Art. 1(c)

Art. 1(c)

Identical.

Art. 1(d)

new

Entirely

definitio

ents not mentioned in the Agree-

ment.

Art. 11(1)

Art. 1(d)

Not repeated

in the draft.

Art. 2

Not repeated

in the draft.

Art. 3(1)

Identical as regards passport and
visa

regulations

and

certain

regulations on the registration
and control of aliens the last
;

new, referring to the problems of permanent residence or domicile.
clause in the draft

Art. 11(2)

Art. 3(2)

is

Relating to the documents required
in respect of members of a "contingent" enumeration of docudifferent, no reference
ments
being made in the draft to the
trilingual
identity card mentioned in the Agreement.

—

:

Art. Ill

Art. 3(2)

The

Art. 4

Changes as regards the issue of

last three paragraphs are not
repeated in the draft.

driving permits in the receiving
State, no tax or test being required.

Art.

IV (1)

Art. 5(1)

Similar.

Art.

IV (2)

Art. 5(2)

Similar.

Art. 6(1)

Not repeated

Art.

V(l)

Art. 6(2)

Similar.

Art.

V(2)

Art. 6(3)

Identical.

Art.

VI

(1)

Art. 7(1)

Identical.

Art.

VI (2)

Art. 7(2)

Different.

in the draft.
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Draft

Comment

Agreement

Art.

VI (3)

Art.

VI (4)

Art.

VI (5)

Art.

VI (6)

Entirely new.

Art.

VI (7)

Entirely new.

Art.

VI (8)

Different.

Art. 7(2)

Entirely new.
Art. 7(2), last par.

Similar.

Similar to the

Art. 7(3)

first

paragraph of

7(3).

Not repeated

in the draft.

Art. 7(4)

Not repeated

in the draft.

Art. 7(5) (a)

Similar.

Art. 7(5) (b)

First sentence similar; second sen-

Art. 7(3),

Art.

VI (9),

Art.

VI (9)

1st par.

(a)

2nd par.

tence not repeated.

Art.

VI (9)

Art.

VI (10)

Art.

VII (1)

(b)

Art. VII(2)

Art. VII(3)

Art, 7(5) (c)

Not repeated

Art. 7(5) (d)

Different.

in draft.

Entirely new.
Art. 8(1), 1st par.

Different.

2nd par.

Different.

Art. 8(1),

Art. 8(2) (a)

Not repeated

Art.8(2)(b)

Different.

in draft.

Art.

VII (4)

Art. 8(2) (b)

Different.

Art.

VII

Art. 8(3)

Different.

Art. 8(4)

Not repeated

in draft.

Art. 8(5)

Not repeated

in draft.

Art. 8(6)

Not repeated

in draft.

Art. 8(7)

Not repeated

in draft.

Art. 9

Not repeated

in draft.

(5)
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Draft

Art. VIII (1)

Comment

Agreement
Art. 10

Not repeated

Art. 11(1)

Identical, except for specific refer-

in draft.

ence to dependents.
Art. VIII (2)

Art. 11(2)

Similar.

Art. VIII (3)

Art. 11(3)

Similar

slight

;

changes

in the last

sentence.

VIII (4)

Art. 11(4)

Similar.

Art. VIII (5)

Art. 11(5)

Identical,

Art. VIII (6)

Art. 11(6)

Similar

Ait.

except for a
reference to dependents.
the Agreement

;

specific

restricts

the facilities to the railways.
Art. VIII (7)

Art. 11(7)

Similar.

Art. VIII (8)

Art. 11(8)

Different

:

the draft provides for

certain exemptions from import
duties.

Art. VIII (9),

Art. 12(1)

Different.

Art. 1(a)

Different

1st par.

Art. 1(a)

:

last

Agreement

is

sentence

of

the

not repeated in the

draft.

Art. 1(b)

Similar, except for last sentence.

Art. 1(b)

Entirely new.

Art. 1(c)

Art. II
Art.

X(l)

Art. 12(2)
Art. 13(1),

Identical.

2nd par

Similar

in addition provides that

:

custom authorities shall have the
right of seizure.

graph

is

The

first

para-

not repeated in the

draft.

Art.

X(2)

Art. 13(2)

Different.

Art.

X(3)

Art. 13(3)

Identical.

Art.

X(4)

Art. 13(4)

Similar in the

first and second
paragraphs specific reference to
dependents the third paragraph
;

;

is

not repeated in the draft.
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Comment

Agreement

Draft
par

Art. 13(5

,

X(5)(a)

Art. 13(5

(i)

Identical.

Art.

X(5)

Art. 13(5

(ii)

Identical.

Art.

X(6)

Art. 13(6

Identical.

Art.

X(7)

Art. 13(7

Identical.

Art.

X(8)

Art. 13(8

Identical.

Art.

XI (1)

Art. 14(1

Identical.

Art.

XI (2)

Art. 14(2

Identical.

Art.

XII

(1)

Art. 15(1

Identical.

Art.

XII (2)

Art. 15(2

Identical.

Art.

XII

Art. 15(3

Art.

X(5),

Art.

1st

(b)

(3)

,

1st par.

last

sentence

Identical.

the first sentence
repeated in the draft.

Identical

:

is

not

Art.

XIII

(1)

Art. 16(1

Similar.

Art.

XIII

(2)

Art. 1G(2

Similar, but with specific reference
to dependents.

Art.

XIV

Difference between the terms "hos-

Art. 17

tilities" and "war"
provides for
an interval of sixty days.
;

Art.

XV

the Agreement provides
recourse to the Brussels

Similar

Art. 18

for

:

Treaty Permanent Commission,
which corresponds to the Council Deputies of the Atlantic Pact,
whereas the draft envisages recourse to the North Atlantic
Council
Art.

XVI

Art. 19, last

two

sentences

Same comment

as for the preceding article concerning the Coun-

cil
is

Art.

XVII (1)

Art. 20, first

sentences

two

itself.

Deputies. The third sentence
not repeated in the draft.

Similar

provides that the instruratification shall be deposited with the Government of
the United States, instead of
with the Secretary-General of
the Treaty.
:

ments of

—
362

XVII (2)

Art.

Comment

Agreement

Draft

Art. 20, last

Similar.

sentence
Art.

XVII (3)

Art.

XVIII (1-3)

Annex

A

Annex B

Entirely new.
Art. 21(1-2)

Similar.

Annex

A, B,

Annex

D

Different.

Annex E

Identical.

C

Not repeated

in draft.

MS-D(51) 2
Status

of Forces Agreement

(6 February 1951)

Proposed Redraft of Article VI

1

Note by the Secretary

The United States Representative has been in consultation with the
United Kingdom and French Representatives regarding Article VI,
and the three Representatives, without committing their several
Governments, propose the following redraft of Article VI as a basis
for discussion by the Working Group (Juridical Subcommittee) at
the meeting on Thursday, 8 February 1951.
The redraft is substantially a rearrangement of the United States
draft, with some amendments suggested by the other Representatives.
It omits paragraph 6 of the United States draft with the thought
that civil jurisdiction could more properly be handled under Article
VII. It also uses the word "forces," instead of the word "contingent"
used in the United States draft, and it does not attempt to cover
civilians accompanying the forces, which is to be the subject of
further consideration.

Article

VI

Subject to the provisions of this Article, the military authorities
of the sending State shall have the right to exercise within the receiving State all jurisdiction and control conferred on them by the laws
1.

of the sending State over all
2.

The

members

Previous reference: Article VI of

ence:

their forces abroad.

military authorities of the sending State shall have exclusive

criminal jurisdiction over
i

members of

MS(J)-R(51)

of their forces with respect to

D-D (51)

2 (8 February 1951).

23 (23 January 1951).

Refer

:
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offences punishable

by the law of the sending State but not by the

laws of the receiving State, including offences relating to the security
security
of the sending State, but not to that of the receiving State.
offence against a particular State shall include

A

(a) treason against the State;

(b) Sabotage, espionage or violations of
official secrets

any law relating to

of that State.

the duty of the forces of the sending State to respect the
laws of the receiving State, and to abstain from any activity inconIt

3.

is

with the spirit of the present Agreement, and in particular,
from any political activity in the receiving State.
4. The authorities of the receiving State shall have jurisdiction
over the members of a foreign force with respect to offences committed within the territory of the receiving State and punishable by
sistent

the law of that State, except that the military authorities of the

sending State and the authorities of the receiving State shall have
concurrent jurisdiction over the members of a foreign force with
respect to offences committed within the territory of a receiving State
and punishable by the laws of both States, provided that in the case of
the following offences, the military authorities of the sending State
shall

have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction
(a) Offences solely against the property of the sending State, or
offences against the person, property or a dependent of
another member of the forces of the sending State;
(b) Offences arising out of any act done in the performance of
official duty, or pursuant to a lawful order issued by the
competent authorities of the sending State.

In particular

cases, the

sending State

may waive

the primary right

of criminal jurisdiction by written notice of such waiver delivered to
the appropriate authorities of the receiving State as soon as possible.

In the case of any other offence in which the military authorities
of the sending State and the authorities of the receiving shall have
concurrent jurisdiction, the receiving State shall have the primary
5.

right to exercise jurisdiction.

The

authorities of the receiving State

promptly notify the military authorities of the sending State
of the arrest of any member of the forces of the sending State, and if

shall

the receiving State decides not to exercise jurisdiction,

it

shall notify

the military authorities of the sending State as soon as practicable.

The

and sending States will assist
each other in the arrest of offenders in the territory of the receiving
State and in handing them over to the authority which is to exercise
jurisdiction in accordance with the above, as well as in the collection
of evidence and the carrying out of all necessary investigations, the
6.

authorities of the receiving

;

;

;

;

;

:

:
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seizure

and

in

proper cases handing over of exhibits and

all objects

connected with the offence.
7.

Whenever a member of

a foreign force

is

prosecuted in the

courts of a receiving State, he shall be entitled

and public trial;
be informed in advance of

(a) to a speedy

(b) to

charges
(c)

made

against

trial of the specific

charge or

him

to be confronted with the witnesses against him

(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

favour
(e)

to defence

by a qualified advocate or counsel of his own
by the court to con-

choice, or failing such choice, appointed

duct his defence
(f) if

he considers

it

necessary, to the services of a competent

interpreter
(g) to have a representative of his Government present at any
stage of his detention or trial, except during the preliminary

examination (instruction) or grand jury proceeding.

Regularly constituted military units or formations of foreign
forces shall have the right to police any camps, establishments or
other premises which they have occupied as the result of an agreement with the receiving State, under the following conditions
8.

(a)

The

may

military police of the units or formations

take

all

appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance of order on
such premises;
(b)

Employment

of such military police outside of

will be subject to

its

premises

arrangement with the authorities of the

receiving State and in liaison with those authorities, where

such employment
order
9.

Upon

among

the

is

necessary to maintain discipline and

members of such

units or formations.

the request of the sending State, the receiving State will

seek such legislation as the authorities of both States agree

sary to ensure the adequate security and protection within

is

ritory of installations, equipment, property, records

and

neces-

its ter-

official

infor-

mation of the sending State, and the punishment of persons who

may

contravene such laws enacted for that purpose.

Notwithstanding the foregoing provisions, in time of hostilities
in the North Atlantic area the sending State shall have the right to
denounce paragraph 5 of this Article and to have the primary right
to exercise criminal jurisdiction over members of its forces committing any offence within a receiving State except a security offence
as defined in paragraph 2 committed against the receiving State.
10.
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Agreement

—United Kingdom Note on

tion of "Contingent" in the Draft (7 February
Civilians (Article I

1951)

the Defini*

and generally)

widen the definition of an armed force or "contingent" of a sending State so as to include any category of civilians
not entitled to wear uniform raises serious difficulties for the follow-

The proposal

to

ing reasons.
It is recognized that a certain number of civilians employed by the
sending State normally accompany an armed force of that State and
are necessary for its operational efficiency. But such civilians are few

number in
usually move

in

number of the armed force. They
individuals or in small parties, and while they

relation to the total

either as

are in the receiving State they are not subject to the same close

and control as the uniformed members of the force they
accompany. It can hardly be urged that, if they are excluded from
the definition of the force of a sending State, they would in practice
be subject to interference, either when entering, remaining in or
departing from a receiving State, to an extent that would prevent
them from performing efficiently their official duties.
Moreover, if a limited class of civilians were included in the general definition of a "force," it would only be possible to identify individuals by means of a certificate, issued by the sending State, to be
carried by each entitled person. The duties performed by such
civilians are so various in character that it would hardly be possible
to specify them in the Agreement. In the case of States whose central administration was unimpaired, the control of issue of personal
certificates for such civilians might be satisfactorily maintained. But
if the administration of a sending State were under severe stress,
even before the outbreak of hostilities, with the result that the machinery for the issue of personal certificates became impaired, there
would be a risk that such certificates might be obtained by persons
whose presence in the receiving State would imperil the security of
that State and of NATO forces for the time being in it.
For the above reasons it is considered that, in order to reach quickly
the fullest measure of agreement between Contracting Parties, the
definition of a "force" should not be widened to include any category
of civilian not entitled to wear uniform.
Nevertheless, the United Kingdom Government are considering
discipline

i

Reference: MS(J)-R(51)

1,

par. 5 (8

February 1951).

:
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whether, for the purpose of certain Articles governing fiscal concessions, a limited class of civilians accompanying the armed forces can
be covered, provided that a satisfactory definition of the class can be
arrived at.
separate definition of the class might have to be devised
for each Article affected, as considerations differ according to the

A

kind of concession in view.

MS-D(51) 4
Agreement
(9 February 1951) 1

Status of Forces

—United

States Redraft of Article VII

Article VII

Each Contracting Party waives all claims for damages to any
property owned by such Contracting Party and used by its Service
Ministries (Army, Navy or Air Force) or its forces, caused by a
member of the forces of any other Contracting Party, wherever such
claims for damage may arise.
2. No action shall lie against any Contracting Party or any member
of its forces for injury or death suffered by any member of the forces
1.

of any Contracting Party while in the performance of his
duties.

The

official

provisions of this paragraph shall not affect any benefits

which the municipal law of any State may provide for members of
its forces.

Subject to the provisions of the two preceding paragraphs, civil
actions brought against a member of the forces of a sending State
3.

heard and determined by the courts of the receiving State,
except that members of the forces of a sending State shall be immune
shall be

from the civil jurisdiction of the receiving State in matters arising
from the performance of their official duties, and provided that in
particular cases such immunity may be waived by the sending State.
4. Claims against members of the forces of a sending State arising
out of acts done in the performance of their
to non-combatant activities,

official

and causing damage

duties incident

to or loss or destruc-

tion of the property of private persons in the territory of the receiv-

ing State, or the injury or death of individuals therein, shall be
settled by the receiving State in accordance with the following
provisions
(a) Claims shall be filed, considered and determined or adjudiPrevious reference: Article VII of D-D (51) 23 (23 January 1951). Reference: this text was never the subject of formal discussion by the Working
Group, having been first superseded by MS-D(51) 4(R) (12 February 1951).
i
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cated in accordance with the laws and regulations of the
receiving State with respect to claims arising from the
activities of its
settle

own armed

any such claim in

its

forces.

own

The

receiving State

currency, and

may

payment of

amount agreed upon shall be made by the receiving
State. Such payment, or the final adjudication of the com-

the

petent tribunals of the receiving State denying payment,

binding and conclusive upon the claimant and the
Contracting Parties. The Government of the receiving State
will ensure the defence against claims arising under this
shall be

Article,

(b)

The

cost incurred

such

cost.

by the Contracting Parties in satisfying
claims pursuant to the preceding sub-paragraph shall be
taken into full account in the assessment from time to time
of each nation's contributions to the security of the North
Atlantic area, with a view to distributing as equitably as
possible the total burden of defence measures under North
Atlantic Treaty plans. In the meantime, if the cost incurred
by any particular receiving State in the settlement of claims
against the forces of any sending State becomes unduly
burdensome or disproportionate, either because of the smallness of size of the receiving State, or for any other reason,
such cost may, at the request of the receiving State, become
the subject of bilateral negotiation between the two Parties
for a contribution by the sending State to the payment of

Claims against members of the forces of a sending State arising
out of tortious acts or omissions not relating to the performance of
their official duties may be dealt with in the following manner. The
Government of the receiving State may consider the claim and assess
compensation to the claimant in a fair and just manner, taking into
account all the circumstances of the case, including the conduct of
the injured person, and may prepare a report on the matter. The
report may be delivered to the authorities of the sending State, who
will then decide without delay whether they will offer an ex gratia
payment, and if so, of what amount. If an offer of ex gratia payment
is made, and accepted by the claimant in full satisfaction of his claim,
the authorities of the sending State will make the payment themselves and inform the Government of the receiving: State of their
decision and of the sum paid. Nothing in this paragraph shall affect
the jurisdiction of the courts of the receiving State to entertain an
action against a member of the forces of a sending State when unless
there has been payment in full satisfaction of the claim.
5.

368

MS-D(51) 4(R)

—

Agreement Revised United
VII (12 February 1951) 1

Status of Forces
Article

States Redraft of

Article VII

Each Contracting Party waives all claims for damages to any
property owned by such Contracting Party and used by its Service
Ministries (and, sea or air armed services) including their public
vessels, caused by a member of the armed services of any other Con1.

tracting Party or by the operation of a public vessel of any other

Contracting Party, wherever such claims for damage may arise. The
representations of the Government involved as to what vessels are its
public vessels and as to what constitutes its public property shall be
conclusive.
2.

No

action shall

lie

member
by any member of

against any Contracting Party or any

armed services for injury or death suffered
the armed services of any Contracting Party while in the performance of his official duties. The provisions of this paragraph shall not
affect any benefits which the municipal law of any State may provide
for members of its armed services.
of

its

3.

Subject to the provisions of the two preceding paragraphs,

actions brought against a

member

civil

of the force or civilian component

of a sending State shall be heard and determined by the courts of the

receiving State, except that

members

component of a sending State

shall be

of the force or of a civilian

immune from

diction of the receiving State in matters arising

the civil juris-

from the perform-

and provided that in particular cases such
immunity may be waived by the sending State.
ance of their

4.

official duties,

Claims against members of the forces of a sending State arising

out of acts done in performance of their

non-combatant

activities,

official

and causing damage

duties incident to

to or loss or destruc-

tion of the property of private persons in the territory of the receiv-

ing State, or the injury or death of individuals therein, shall be
settled

visions

by the receiving State

in accordance

with the following pro-

:

D-D (51) 23, Article VII (23 January 1951); MS-D
February 1951). References: MS(F)-R(51) 1-2 (13 February 1951)
MS(J)-R(51) 3 (15 February 1951).
i

Previous references:

(51) 4 (9

;
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(a)

Claims shall be

filed,

considered and determined or adjudi-

cated in accordance with the laws and regulations of the
receiving State with respect to claims arising from the
activities of its

own armed

forces.

The

receiving State

may

any such claim in its currency, and payment of the
amount agreed upon shall be made by the receiving State.
Such payment, or the final adjudication of the competent
tribunals of the receiving State denying payment, shall be
binding and conclusive upon the claimant and the Contracting Parties. The Government of the sending State and the
receiving State will cooperate in the procurement of evidence
for a fair hearing and disposition of claims arising under
settle

this Article.

(b)

The

by the Contracting Parties in satisfying
claims pursuant to the preceding sub-paragraph shall be
taken into full account in the assessment from time to time
of each nation's contribution to the security of the North
Atlantic area, with a view to distributing as equitably as
possible the total burden of defence measures under North
Atlantic Treaty plans. In the meantime, if the cost incurred
by any particular receiving State in the settlement of claims
against the forces of any sending State becomes unduly burdensome or disproportionate, such cost may, at the request of
the receiving State, become the subject of bilateral negotiation between the two Parties for a contribution by the sending State to the payment of such cost.
cost incurred

Claims against members of the force of a sending State arising
out of tortious acts or omissions not relating to the performance of
their official duties may be dealt with in the following manner. The
Government of the receiving State may consider the claim and assess
compensation to the claimant in a fair and just manner, taking into
account all the circumstances of the case, including the conduct of
the injured person, and may prepare a report on the matter. The
report may be delivered to the authorities of the sending State, who
will then decide without delay whether they Avill offer an ex gratia
payment, and if so, of what amount. If an offer of ex gratia payment
is made, and accepted by the claimant in full satisfaction of his claim,
the authorities of the sending State will make the payment themselves and inform the Government of the receiving State of their
decision and of the sum paid. Nothing in this paragraph shall affect
the jurisdiction of the courts of the receiving State to entertain an
action against a member of the force of a sending State unless and
5.

until there has been

payment

in full satisfaction of the claim.

;

:

;

;

;

:

;
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Agreement

—Redraft

of Articles

I

to

VI (12

1

Preamble

The

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington on

4th April, 1949, desiring to establish the status of the force of one
Party maintained in the territory of another Party

Have agreed

as follows

Article I
In this Agreement the expression
(a) "force" means any personnel belonging to the land, sea or air
armed services of one Contracting Party, maintained by it in
the territory of another Contracting Party
(b) "civilian component" means any civilian personnel accompanying a force who are in the employ of an armed service of a
Contracting Party, and who are not nationals of, or ordinarily
resident in, the State in which the force is maintained;
(c) "dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or of a
civilian component, or a child of such member depending on
him or her for support
(d) "sending State" means the Contracting Party maintaining the
force
(e)

"receiving State"

means the Contracting Party

of which the force

is

maintained, whether

it

in the territory

be stationed there

or passing in transit

sending State" means those authorities of a sending State who are empowered by its law to
enforce the military law of that State with respect to members
of its forces or civilian components.

(f) "military authorities of the

Article II
1.

On

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article, and

subject to procedures established by the receiving State relating to

entry and departure, the members of a force or civilian component
shall be

exempt from passport and visa regulations and immigration

D-D (51) 23, Articles I- VI (23 January 1951) MS-D
February
1951). References: MS(F)-R(51) 1-6 (13-16
(51) 2,
(6
February 1951); MS(J)-R(51) 1-5 (8-17 February 1951); in all of these
Summary Records, the new definition of "force" and "civilian component" in
MS-D (51) 5, Article I, forms the basis for discussion of other Articles.
i

Previous references:
Article

VI

;

:
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inspection on entering or leaving the territory of a receiving State,

exempt from the regulations on the registration and
control of aliens, but shall not be considered as acquiring any rights
of permanent residence or domicile in the territories of the receiving
and

shall also be

State.

The following documents only will be required in respect of
members of a force or civilian component. They must be presented
on demand
(a) personal government identity card, showing name (surname
first), date of birth, rank and number (if any), service, and
photograph, and in the case of a member of a civilian com2.

ponent, also the place of birth and the ordinary residence

and the nationality of the member;
(b) individual or collective

movement

order, in the language of

the sending State, and in the English and French languages,
issued by an appropriate agency of the sending State, certi-

fying to the status of the individual as a member of a force
or of a civilian component, or to the status of an organized
unit as a force or civilian component, and to the
ordered, which

may

movement

be countersigned by an appropriate

representative of the receiving State.

Article III

The
fee,

receiving State will accept as valid, without a driving test or

the driving permit or licence or military driving permit issued

by the sending State or a sub-division thereof to a member of a force
or of a civilian component or will, to the extent that it is bound to
the sending State by the provisions of the 1949 Geneva Convention
on Road Traffic, apply those provisions in recognition of a driving
permit issued by the sending State or sub-division thereof to a member of its force or civilian component. In lieu of the foregoing the
;

receiving State or sub-division thereof

may

issue a driving

permit
holds a

any member of a force or civilian component who
driving permit or licence issued by the sending State or a sub-division
thereof, provided that no driving test is required.
or licence to

Article
1.

Members

IV

of a force will normally wear uniform. Regularly con-

stituted units or formations of a force

must be

in

uniform when

crossing a frontier.
2.

Service vehicles of a force shall carry, in addition to their regisnumber, a distinctive nationality mark.

tration

;

:

372

Article
1.

Members

of a force

may

V

carry arms, on condition that

it

is

authorised by their orders.

In any

always authorised to retain
possession of their regulation personal weapons.
2.

case, officers of a force are

Article

VI

Subject to the provisions of this Article, the military authorities of the sending State shall have the right to exercise within the
receiving State all jurisdiction and control conferred on them by the
laws of the sending State over all persons subject to the military law
1.

of that State.
2.

The military

authorities of the sending State shall have exclu-

sive jurisdiction over

members of

their forces

and of

civilian

com-

ponents who are subject to the military laws of the sending State
with respect to offences punishable by the law of that State but not
by the law of the receiving State, including offences relating to the
security of the sending State but not to that of the receiving State.

A

security offence against a particular State shall include:
(a) treason against the State;

(b) sabotage, espionage, or violation of

any law relating

to

offi-

cial secrets of that State.
3.

It

the duty of the forces and civilian components of the

is

sending State to respect the law of the receiving State, and to abstain
from any activity inconsistent with the spirit of the present Agree-

ment and,

in particular,

from any

political activity in the receiving

State.
4.

The

authorities of the receiving State shall have jurisdiction

over the members of a force and of a civilian component with respect

committed within the territory of the receiving State and
punishable by the law of that State, except that the military authorities of the sending State and the authorities of the receiving State
shall have concurrent jurisdiction over the members of a force and of
a civilian component subject to the military law of the sending State
with respect to offences committed within the territory of a receiving
State and punishable by the laws of both States, provided that in the
to offences

cases of the following offences, the military authorities of the sending

State shall have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction
(a) Offences solely against the property of the sending State, or

offences against the person, property or dependent of another

member
State

of the forces or civilian components of the sending

; ;

;

;

:
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any act done in the performance of
official duty, or pursuant to a lawful order issued by the
competent authorities of the sending State.

(b) Offences arising out of

In particular cases, the sending State
to exercise jurisdiction
to the

may waive

the primary right

by written notice of such waiver delivered

appropriate authorities of the receiving State as soon as

practicable.

In the case of any other offence in which the military authorities
of the sending State and the authorities of the receiving State shall
have concurrent jurisdiction, the receiving State shall have the pri5.

mary

right to exercise jurisdiction.

The

authorities of the receiving

State shall promptly notify the military authorities of the sending

member

State of the arrest of any
of the sending State, and
jurisdiction,

it

if

of the force or civilian component

the receiving State decides not to exercise

shall notify the military authorities of the sending

State as soon as practicable.
6.

The

authorities of the receiving

and sending States

will assist

each other in the arrest of offenders in the territory of the receiving
State and in handing them over to the authority which is to exercise
jurisdiction in accordance with the above, as well as in the collection

and the carrying out of all necessary investigations, the
seizure and in proper cases handing over [of] exhibits and all objects
of evidence

connected with the offence.
7.

Whenever

member

a

of a force or civilian component

is

prose-

cuted under the jurisdiction of a receiving State, he shall be entitled
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

To a prompt and speedy trial;
To be informed in advance of trial of the specific charge or
charges against him
To be confronted with the witnesses against him;
To have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his
favour

(e)

To

defence by a qualified advocate or counsel of his

choice,

own

or failing such choice, appointed to conduct his

defence
(f) If

he considers

it

necessary, to the service of a competent

interpreter
(g)

To have

a representative of his

Government present

at

any

stage of his detention or trial, except during the preliminary

examination or grand jury proceeding.

Regularly constituted military units or formations of forces
shall have the right to police any camps, establishments or other
8.

;

:
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premises which they have occupied as the result of an agreement with
the receiving State, under the following conditions
(a)

The

military police of the units or formations

may

take

all

appropriate measures to insure the maintenance of order on
such premises
(b)

Employment

of such military police outside of

its

premises

arrangement with the authorities of the
receiving State and in liaison with those authorities, where
such employment is necessary to maintain discipline and
will be subject to

order
9.

among

the

The Contracting

members

of such units or formations.

Parties will seek such legislation as

may

be

necessary to insure the adequate security and protection within their
respective territories of installations, equipment, property, records

and official information of other Contracting Parties, and the punishment of persons who may contravene such laws enacted for that
purpose.
10.

The provisions

special arrangements

of this Article are without prejudice to any

which may be made

to

meet the requirements of

a sending State with respect to the exercise of
of hostilities in the North Atlantic

persons

who

Area over

its

jurisdiction in time

offences

are subject to its military laws

committed by

and who are within

the receiving State.

ADDENDUM 2
VI: New Paragraph

by the United States
Delegation, to be inserted after existing paragraph 5.
Where a primary right of jurisdiction has been exercised by the
authorities of a Contracting Party, a trial of the accused by such
authorities shall preclude his subsequent trial for the same offence by
Article

(6), submitted

the authorities of another Contracting Party.

MS-D(51) 6

—

Agreement French Proposal on Distribution of
the Financial Burden under Article VII, paragraph 4(b) (14
February 1951) *
(b) The costs incurred by one of the Contracting Parties in

Status of Forces

satisfying claims pursuant to sub-paragraph

(a)

shall be

distributed as follows:
(i)

2

Where

Dated 15 February

a sending State alone

involved in the claim,

1951.

Previous reference: MS-D(51) 4(R)
MS(J)-R(51) 7-8 (22-23 February 1951).
i

is

(12

February 1951).

References

:
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the claim and sundry charges shall be distributed in the
proportion of 25% chargeable to the receiving State and

75%
(ii)

chargeable to the sending State.
Where several States are simultaneously involved in the
same claim, the claim and sundry charges shall be dis-

among

the receiving State and the various sending States involved, each of those countries bearing the

tributed

(iii)

same burden.
Every claim submitted to the receiving State shall be
immediately communicated to the sending States concerned, together with full particulars and a proposed
distribution on a percentage basis in conformity with

(iv)

sub-paragraph (i) and (ii) above. In default of a
reply within two months, the proposal shall be regarded as accepted.
In the event of disagreement between the receiving
State and certain sending States on the application of
sub-paragraph (i) and (ii) above, as in cases where
it
cannot be clearly established which State is the
responsible party,

SHAPE

shall arbitrate in the matter,

without right of appeal,
(v) Every half-year, a statement of the sum paid by the
receiving State in the course of the half-year period,

regarding which the proposed
distribution on a percentage basis has been accepted,
shall be sent to the sending States concerned, together
with a request for reimbursement. Such reimbursement
shall be made within the shortest possible time, the
amount being calculated in the currency of the sending State, taking into account the rate of exchange on
the date on which payment of the sums to be reimbursed
will have actually taken place.

in respect of every case

MS-D(51)

—

Agreement United Kingdom Amendments
IX and X (14 February 1951 ) 1

Status of Forces
Articles

7

Article
In order that Article

to

IX

IX

should only contain clauses relating
to the stay in a receiving State of foreign forces and civilian
1.

i

The paragraph numbers have been added by the

D-D (51)
1951).

23

(23 January 1951).

Aference:

editor.

Previous reference

MS(F)-R(51)

5

(15

February
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components and their dependents, and not to their entry to and
exit from the receiving State, paragraph 1(b) should be deleted
and a new paragraph 4 added, which should read as follows:
Official vehicles shall be exempt from any tax payable in
respect of the use of vehicles on public roads. There is no
obligation under this Article to grant exemption from taxes
payable in respect of the use of the roads by private vehicles.
Article

X

In paragraph 4, delete the words "Provisions, supplies,
payable on importation," and substitute:
The authorities of a force may import free of customs duties
and all other duties and taxes payable on importation, provisions, supplies and other goods for the exclusive use of that force.
3. Delete the words "A specimen of this certificate is given in
Appendix B."
4. Renumber existing paragraph 4 as 4(a), and add new subparagraphs as follows:
2.

(b)

Members

of a force or of a civilian component

the time of

State

first

import

arrival to take

free

of

duty

up duty

their

.

.

.

may

at

in the receiving

personal

effects

and

Any new
may be admitted
temporarily free of duty for the term of duty of the persons
concerned. They may, on the termination of their duty
in the receiving State, or before that date, export free
of duty their personal effects and furniture then in use.
furniture then in use.

(c)

Members

furniture

of a force or of a civilian component

may import

temporarily free of duty their private motor vehicles
for the personal use of themselves and their dependents.

MS-D(51) 8
Status of Forces

Agreement

—Belgian Note on

Article

VI of the

Draft (Traffic Accidents) (16 February 1951 J 1

Road Accidents
1.

In the terms of paragraph 4 of Article VI, the members of

foreign

forces

are subject to

the

jurisdiction

of

the

authorities

of the receiving State with respect to offenses committed within
i

Previous reference:

MS(J)-R(51)

MS-D(51)

5,

4 (16 February 1951).

Article

VI

(12

February 1951). Reference
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the territory of the receiving State and punishable
State,

that

except

that

the

military

authorities

by the law of

of

the

sending

State and the authorities of the receiving State shall have concurrent jurisdiction over the

members

of the foreign force with respect

committed within the territory of a receiving State and
punishable by the laws of both States, provided that the military
authorities of the sending State shall have the primary right to
exercise jurisdiction in the case of offenses arising out of any act
done in the performance of official duty.
2. The attention of the Belgian Delegation has been drawn to
the effects of this provision in the case of road accidents.
to offenses

3.

the

The Belgian Delegation considers that it may be
Working Group to set out the principal points

of use to
that

have

occurred to them on this subject.

Road

two major categories:
those which have caused only material damage, and those in
which persons have been injured.
4.

accidents can be classified into

5. In the first case, as the accident has only caused material
damage, the only legal provision which will have been violated
in most legislative systems is a provision of the road regulations.
Most penal codes do not render punishable involuntary damage

to the personal estate of another party.

In the majority of countries, therefore, an accident of this
nature is regarded as a purely domestic offense, punishable only
under the law of the receiving State.
7. Thus, the judicial
authorities of the receiving State shall
6.

exercise the exclusive right of jurisdiction.

The only exception

when, in the case of the
occupation of foreign territory, the occupying authority, by virtue
of the legislative power to which it is entitled under international
law, issues a number of domestic decrees, by means of an ordinance
applying to its armed forces. But here we have a situation in which
there should be no question of the occupation of one country by
8.

to this rule is

another.
9.

The second

case, in

which the accident has caused injury or

death,

is

which

all legislations recognize.

In addition to the violation of the road re£ulations, there will be the offense of unintentional assault and battery
10.

different.

With regard

ing State

may have

to this last offense, the authorities of the send-

the primary right to exercise jurisdiction.

The

which country should take cognizance of the accident is thus made dependent on the character of the damages
which the accident has caused, the material damage on the one
decision

as to

—
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hand, the injury on the other. This means that account is taken
of a fortuitous circumstance which does not appear to be sufficiently
determinative to justify such an
11.

Those are not

all

effect.

the difficulties which arise.

we only take the case of the accident involving personal
injury or death, we see that we nearly always have a conjunction
12. If

of offenses, since one and the same fact

on one hand, a violation
of a set of road regulations and will in the majority of cases only
be punishable by the law of the receiving State, and, on the other
hand, an offense against common law unintentional assault and
battery which is punishable by both legislations.
13. The authorities of the receiving State will have to take
cognizance of the first offense, and the authorities of the sending
State will have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction with
is,

—

—

respect to the second.
14. It is difficult to

imagine, in a case of such close connection

as the ideal conjunction of offenses,
stituted before

two

how proceedings can

be in-

courts.

must not be forgotten that this [connection] is closer
than in any other field, for the offense which is the essential factor
in the assault and battery is usually the violation of the road
15. It

This

regulations.

last

offense

at

is

the root of the

first.

It

is

impossible to dissociate them.

There is another difficulty. In the majority of road accidents
it might be said that two persons may be charged at first, and
the one who is in fact the victim will frequently only appear to
be so after a very detailed enquiry and even, in many cases, only
after judgment has been given.
16.

17.

The victim

himself,

— for

an

individual

who has

suffered

—

misfortune is often called a victim, will perhaps be guilty for
the same reason as the individual who has caused the accident.
Cases of shared responsibility often arise.
18. In the case of road accidents, we do not have an active
party and a passive party as in cases of theft, where it is not
very difficult to distinguish between the robber and the robbed.

Both

parties are active,

of the two

is

and

it

is

often difficult to decide which

responsible for the offense.

It

may

even be that both

are guilty.

In the case of one vehicle grazing the side of another when
overtaking, is the guilty party the driver who was overtaken and
did not keep close enough to the right, or the overtaking driver
who did not go far enough out to the left (vice- versa in the United
19.

Kingdom)

?
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20.

How

is

it

possible

to

bring this problem, which concerns

an indivisible whole, before two courts for judgment?
21. Such a procedure appears neither very reasonable nor very
practical. In addition to these considerations, it must be borne
in mind that it will very often be difficult to decide in these circumstances whether the accident did or did not arise out of the
performance of official duty by members of an armed force, and
that there can be no question of an extrajudicial authority giving
a judge's verdict.
22. It is finally in the interests of the

also of the receiving State

which has

to

victim of the offense, as

meet the claim for com-

pensation, that in every case in which a third party

is

injured the

courts of the receiving State should carry out the enquiry
collect the evidence required to enable

respect to the [civil]

2

and

judgment to be given with

interests involved.

In conclusion, the Belgian Delegation considers that the
provisions of paragraph 4(b) of Article VI should not apply in
the case of road accidents.
23.

MS-D(51) 9

—

Agreement Revised Draft of
XI, XII and XIII (16 February 1951) 1

Status of Forces

Articles VIII, X,

Article VIII
1.

Members

of a force or of a civilian component and their de-

pendents may purchase locally goods necessary for their own
consumption and such services as they need under the same conditions as the nationals of the receiving State.

Goods purchased

which are required for the subsistence of a force or a civilian component will normally be purchased through the competent departments which purchase such
goods for armed services of the receiving State. In order to avoid
such purchases having any adverse effect on the economy of the
receiving State, the competent authorities of this State will indicate, when necessary, any articles the purchase of which should be
2.

locally

restricted or forbidden.
3.

2

After agreement between the

Original text

:

authorised

representatives

of

"civilian."

Previous reference: D-D(51) 23, Articles VIII, X-XIII (23 January 1951)
Reference: MS(F)-R(51) 6 (16 February 1951).
i
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the

sending and

the

receiving

receiving

State

will

suitable arrangements to

States,

assume

make

competent

the

sole

authorities

responsibility

for

of

making

available to a force or a civilian

component the buildings and grounds,

and
services connected therewith. These agreements and arrangements
will be, as far as possible, in accordance with the regulations governing the accommodation and billeting of similar personnel of the
receiving State. In the absence of a specific contract the laws of
the receiving State shall determine the rights and obligations
arising out of the occupation or use of the buildings, grounds or
as well as the facilities

facilities.

Local civilian labour requirements of a force or a civilian
component will be satisfied in the same way as those of the comparable authorities of the receiving State and with the assistance
of those authorities through the employment exchanges. The conditions of employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary
payments and conditions for the protection of workers shall be those
4.

laid

down by

the legislation of the receiving State.

Such

civilian

workers employed by a force or civilian component shall not be
regarded for any purpose as being members of that force.
5. When a force or civilian component has at the place where
it

is

and

stationed inadequate medical or dental facilities,

may

its

members

and dental care, including
hospitalisation, under the same conditions as comparable personnel
their dependents

receive medical

of the receiving State.
6.

The

receiving State will give the most favourable considera-

members of a force or a civilian
component of travelling facilities and concessions with regard to
fares. These facilities and concessions will be the subject of special
arrangements to be made between the Governments concerned.
7. Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements
between the Parties, payment in local currency for goods, accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5,
and, if necessary, 6, will be made promptly by the authorities of

tion to requests for the grant to

the force or a civilian component.

A

component or members thereof shall
not by reason of the Article enjoy any exemption from taxes or
duties relating to purchases and services chargeable under the fiscal
8.

force or

its

civilian

regulations of the receiving State.

Article

X

Save as provided expressly to the contrary in this Agreement,
members of a force and civilian component are subject to the laws
1.
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and regulations administered by the customs authorities of the
customs authorities of the
receiving State shall have the right, under the general conditions
laid down by the laws and regulations of the receiving State, to
search members of a force or civilian component and their dependreceiving

State.

In

particular

the

examine their luggage and vehicles, and seize articles
pursuant to such laws and regulations.
2. The temporary importation and the re-exportation of service
vehicles shall be authorised free of duty on presentation of a
triptyque in the form shown in Appendix A. These vehicles shall
be exempt from any tax payable in respect of the use of vehicles
on the roads.
3. Official documents under official seal will not be subject to
customs inspection. Couriers carrying these documents, whatever
their status, must be in possession of an individual movement
order, issued in accordance with Article II. This movement order
will show the number of despatches carried and certify that they
ents

and

to

contain only
4.

The

official

documents.

authorities

of

a

force

may import

free

of

duty

the

and

equipment and reasonable quantities of provisons,
other goods for the exclusive use of that force. This duty-free
importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the customs office,
together with the customs documents, of a certificate signed by an

I

supplies

official

authorised for that purpose.

The

list

of the

officials

author-

ised to sign the certificates, as well as specimens of their signatures

and the stamps used,

shall be sent to the

customs administration

of the receiving State.
5.

Members

of a force or of a civilian component

time of

first

free of

duty their personal

arrival to take

up

may

at the

service in the receiving State import

effects

and furniture then

in use.

Any

new furniture may be admitted temporarily free of duty for the
term of service of the persons concerned. They may on the termination of their service in the receiving State, or before that date, export

and furniture then in use.
6. Members of a force or civilian component may import temporarily free of duty their private motor vehicles for the personal
use of themselves and their dependents. There is no obligation
under this Article to grant exemption from taxes payable in
respect of the use of the roads by private vehicles.
7. Imports made by the authorities of a force other than for
the exclusive use of their force, and imports, other than those
dealt with in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this Article, effected by mem-

free of duty their personal effects
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any exemption from duty or other conditions.
Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraph

Article, entitled to
8.

4 above:

provided that a certificate, issued
in accordance with paragraph 4 above, is presented to
the customs office: the customs authorities, however, may
verify that goods re-exported are as described in the
certificate and have in fact been imported under the con-

(a) can be re-exported freely

paragraph 4.
(b) cannot normally be disposed of
ditions of

way

in the receiving State

by

however, in particular cases
such disposal may be authorised on conditions imposed
by the customs authorities (for instance on payment of
duty and tax and compliance with the requirements of the
controls of trade and exchange).
9. Goods purchased in the receiving State can only be exported
therefrom in accordance with the regulations in force in the
of either sale or gift

:

receiving State.

Special arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted

10.

by the customs authorities

to regularly constituted units or forma-

provided that the customs authorities concerned have been
duly notified in advance.
11. Special arrangements shall be made by the receiving State
tions,

and lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft
and vessels of a force or civilian component may be delivered free
of all duties and taxes.
12. In this Article "duty" means customs duties and all other
duties and taxes payable on importation or exportation, as the case

so that fuel, oil

may

be.

Article
1.

The customs or

fiscal

authorities of the receiving State

as a condition of the grant of

concession provided for in this
to be observed as they
2.

this

These authorities

Agreement

in

XI
may

any customs or fiscal exemption or
Agreement, require such conditions

may deem necessary to prevent abuse.
may refuse any exemption provided

respect of the

for by

importation into the receiving

State of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State

which have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon
repayment of, taxes or duties which would have been chargeable but
for such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse
shall be deemed to be imported if they were regarded as having
been exported by reason of being deposited in the warehouse.
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Article

XII

In order to prevent offences against customs and fiscal laws
and regulations of a receiving State, the customs and fiscal authorities of the receiving State and the authorities of the sending State
will afford each other mutual assistance in the conduct of enquiries
1.

and the

collection of evidence.

The

2.

power

authorities of a force will render all assistance within their

by or on behalf of the
authorities of the receiving State are handed to

to ensure that articles liable to seizure

customs or

fiscal

those authorities.
3.

The

authorities of a force will render all assistance within its

power to ensure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties payable
by members of the force or civilian component and their dependents.
4. Service vehicles and articles belonging to a force seized in connexion with an offence against the customs and fiscal laws and
regulations will be handed over to the appropriate authorities of
the force concerned.

Article XIII
1.

Members

and civilian component shall remain
the foreign exchange regulations of the sending State

subject to

and are
2.

of

force

a

also subject to the regulations of the receiving State.

The foreign exchange

ing States

may

authorities of the sending

and

issue special regulations applicable to a

receiv-

force or

component.
[There follows an Appendix, identical with the Appendix in the
final version of the Agreement. This is the "Appendix A" which
is referred to in Article X, par. 2, supra.
There is no Appendix

civilian

B.]
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Agreement Norwegian Note on the Death Penalty
VI of the Draft (16 February 1951) 1
The Death Penalty

The criminal jurisdiction of a sending State over members
its armed forces in the territory of a receiving State, which

of
is

provided for in Article VI, par. 2 and 4, of the revised draft
Agreement, raises a question of particular importance to the

Norwegian Government.
penalty

It concerns the possibility that the death

may

be applied by foreign military authorities in Norway.
In the event that Norway becomes a receiving State, nothing in
the draft
i

Agreement

Previous reference:

MS(J)-R(51) 4

will prevent the visiting force

MS-D(51)

5,

(16 February 1951).

Article

VI

(12

from pronounc-

February 1951). Reference:
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ing and carrying out death sentences against members of the force
or civilian components who are subject to military law. Instances
of this kind

may

and treason.

very well occur, especially in cases of murder
Should such a thing happen in peacetime, it would

certainly be very repugnant to general feelings in

Norway. Capital

Norway with

respect to
punishment was formally abolished in
civil crimes about 50 years ago, and the last execution in peacetime took place as long ago as 1875. The death penalty is maintained in the Norwegian military criminal code (the War Articles),
but it can only be applied in war-time or under certain emergency
conditions which may be assimilated to wartime. Public opinion
and the Legislative Assembly are decidedly hostile to capital
punishment except as an ultimate measure of national self-defence.
Under these circumstances, the Norwegian Government would ap-

preciate the introduction in the

Agreement of a reservation with

regard to the execution of death sentences. Other countries, represented on the committe, which have abolished capital punishment,
may possibly be inclined to take the same view. It may be recalled
that a similar question was raised in the United

Kingdom

in the

was passed. On that
occasion the difficulty was solved, at least so far as regards Norway,
by an informal exchange of letters according to which all death

autumn of 1940 when

the Allied Forces Bill

sentences should be reported to the appropriate British Govern-

ment Department for the Service concerned. If the British authorities felt bound to recommend that the sentence should be reduced
in severity, so as to bring it into harmony with the law or custom
of the United Kingdom as regards British forces, it was understood that the Norwegian Government would take the necessary
steps to commute the sentence.

A

reservation as mentioned above

draft of Article VI, paragraph

"The execution of death

1,

may

be inserted in the revised

by adding the following words:

sentences shall, however, be subject

to approval

by the receiving State, which can refuse

proval

own

ment

if its

its

ap-

legislation does not provide for capital punish-

in similar cases."

MS-D(51)

11

—

Agreement Revised Text (Articles
XI-XIV) of the Draft (19 February 1951) 1

Status of Forces

I- VII,

IX,

Note by the Secretary

The members
i

of the

Working Group on

the Status of the

Armed

Previous references: for Articles I-VII, supra: MS-D(51) 5 (12 February
for Articles IX and XI-XIV, supra: MS-D(51) 9 (10 February 1951).

1951)

;
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Forces of the North Atlantic Treaty countries will find attached the
amended text of Articles I- VII, IX, and XI-XIV, as well as that
of Appendix A. As soon as the Subcommittees have finished their

work, Delegations will receive the texts of those Articles which do
not appear in the present version; these Articles will be published
under the same document number. 2

In order to avoid all confusion, the table below gives the number
of each Article in the present edition and also the corresponding
numbers in previous editions. This renumbering has been made necessary by the addition of a new Article II, which was formerly part
of Article VI.

(1)

(2)

(3)

Numbering in
MS- D(51) 11

Previous

Documents in which
the numbering listed
in column (2) is used

numbering

Preamble

Preamble

MS-D(51)

5

I

I

MS-D(51)

5

II

VI, par. 3

MS-D(51)

5

III

II

MS-D(51)

5

IV

III

MS-D(51)

5

V

IV

MS-D(51)

5

VI

V

MS-D(51)

5

2

Articles referred to (Articles VIII and X under the new numberwere finally published as Addenda to MS-D(51) 11 (R), on 22 February
They have been inserted by the editor in the text of MS-D(51) 11 (R).

The two

ing)
1951.

;

—

;

:

;

;
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(1)

(2)

Numbering in
MS--D(51)ll

numbering

(3)

Documents

Previous

in

which

the numbering listed
in

column

(2) is

used

VI

MS-D(51)

5

VII

MS-D(51)

4 (Revise)

IX

VIII

MS-D(51)

9

X3

IX

MS-D(51)

9

XI

X

MS-D(51)

9

XII

XI

MS-D(51)

9

XIII

XII

MS-D(51) 9

XIV

XIII

MS-D(51)

VII
VIII

3

9

Preamble

The

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington on

4th April, 1949, desiring to establish the status of the forces of one
Party maintained in the territory of another Party

Have agreed

as follows

Article I
In this Agreement the expression
(a) "force" means any personnel belonging to the land, sea or air
armed services of one Contracting Party maintained by it in
the territory of another Contracting Party
(b) "civilian component" means any civilian personnel accompanying a force who are in the employ of an armed service of a
Contracting Party, and who are not nationals of, nor ordinarily resident in, the State in which the force is maintained;
(c) "dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or of a
civilian component, or a child of such member depending on
him or her for support
(d) "sending State" means the Contracting Party maintaining the
force
3

This Article will be published

supra].

later.

[Footnote in original text; see note

2,

;

:

;
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(e)

"receiving State''

means the Contracting Party

of which the force

is

maintained, whether

it

in the territory

be stationed there

or passing in transit
(f) "military authorities of the

thorities of a sending State

sending State" means those au-

who

are

empowered by

its

enforce the military law of that State with respect to
of

its

law to

members

forces or civilian components.

Article II
It

is

the duty of the forces and civilian components of the sending

State and their dependents to respect the law of the receiving State,

from any activity inconsistent with the spirit of the
present Agreement, and in particular, from any political activity in
and

to abstain

duty of the authorities of the sending State to take necessary measures to that end.
the receiving State. It

is

also the

Article III
1.

On

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article, and

by the receiving State relating to
entry and departure, the members of a force or civilian component
shall be exempt from passport and visa regulations and immigration
subject to procedures established

inspection on entering or leaving the territory of a receiving State,

exempt from the regulations on the registration and
control of aliens, but shall not be considered as acquiring any rights
of permanent residence or domicile in the territories of the receiving
and

shall also be

State.

The following documents only will be required in respect of
members of a force or civilian component. They must be presented
on demand
(a) personal government identity card, showing name (surname
first), date of birth, rank and number (if any), service, and
photograph, and in the case of a member of a civilian com2.

ponent, also the place of birth and the ordinary residence
and the nationality of the member
(b) individual or collective

movement

order, in the language of

the sending State, and in the English and French languages,

by an appropriate agency of the sending State, certifying to the status of the individual as a member of a force
or of a civilian component, or to the status of an organised
unit as a force or civilian component, and to the movement
ordered, which may be countersigned by an appropriate

issued

representative of the receiving State.
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Article

The
fee,

IV

receiving State will accept as valid, without a driving test or

the driving permit or licence or military driving permit issued

by the sending State or a sub-division thereof [to] a member of a
force or of a civilian component or will, to the extent that it is bound
to the sending State by the provisions of the 1949 Geneva Convention
on Road Traffic, apply those provisions in recognition of a driving
permit issued by the sending State or sub- division thereof to a member of its force or civilian component. In lieu of the foregoing, the
receiving State or sub-division thereof may issue a driving permit or
licence to any member of a force or civilian component who holds a
driving permit or licence issued by the sending State or a sub-division
thereof, provided that no driving test is required.
;

Article

Members

V

of a force will normally wear uniform.

Regularly
constituted units or formations of a force must be in uniform when
1.

crossing a frontier.
2.

Service vehicles of a force shall carry, in addition to their regis-

tration number, a distinctive nationality mark.

Article
1.

Members

of a force

may

VI

carry arms, on condition that

it

is

authorised by their orders.

In any

always authorised to retain
possession of their regulation personal weapons.
2.

case, officers of a force are

Article VII
Subject to the provisions of this Article, the military authorities
of the sending State shall have the right to exercise within the receiving State all jurisdiction and control conferred on them by the
1.

persons subject to the military law
of that State. Death sentences, however, shall not be carried out in
the receiving State if the legislation of the receiving State does not

laws of the sending State over

all

provide for such punishment in similar cases.
2. The military authorities of the sending State shall have exclusive jurisdiction over members of their forces and of civilian components who are subject to the military law of the sending State with
respect to offences relating to the security of the sending State, but
not to that of the receiving State, and to all other offences punishable

by the law of that State but not by the law of the receiving State.

;

:
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A

security offence against a particular State shall include:
(a) treason against that State;

(b) sabotage, espionage, or violation of
cial secrets of that State,

any law relating

to

offi-

or secrets relating to the national

defence of that State.
3.

The

over the

authorities of the receiving State shall have jurisdiction

members

of a force and of a civilian component with respect

committed within the territory of the receiving State and
punishable by the law of that State, except that the military authorities of the sending State and the authorities of the receiving State
shall have concurrent jurisdiction over the members of a force and of
a civilian component subject to the military law of the sending State
with respect to offences committed within the territory of a receiving
State and punishable by the law of both States, provided that, in the
to offences

case of the following offences, the military authorities of the sending

State shall have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction
(a) offences solely against the property or the security of the

sending State, or offences solely against the person, property
or a dependent of another member of the forces or civilian
component of the sending State
(b) offences arising out of any act done in the performance of
official duty or pursuant to a lawful order issued by the competent authorities of the sending State.

In particular

cases, the

to exercise jurisdiction

sending State

may waive

the primary right

by written notice of such waiver delivered to

the appropriate authorities of the receiving State as soon as practicable.

The sending

State will give sympathetic consideration to a

request for waiver in cases which the receiving State considers to be
of particular importance.

In the case of any other offence in which the military authorities
of the sending State and the authorities of the receiving State shall
have concurrent jurisdiction, the receiving State shall have the
primary right to exercise jurisdiction. The authorities of the receiving State shall promptly notify the military authorities of the sending State of the arrest of any member of the force or civilian component of the sending State, and if the receiving State decides not to
4.

exercise jurisdiction,

it

shall notify the military authorities of the

sending State as soon as practicable.

Where an accused has been

by the authorities of one Contracting Party and has been acquitted, or has been convicted and is
5.

tried

serving or has served his sentence, he may not be tried again for the
same offence within the territory of that Contracting Party by the
authorities of another Contracting Party.

; ;

;

;

:

:
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6.

The

authorities of the receiving

and sending States

will assist

each other in the arrest of offenders in the territory of the receiving
State and in handing them over to the authority which is to exercise
jurisdiction in accordance with the above, as well as in the collection
of evidence and the carrying out of all necessary investigations, the
seizure and, in proper cases,

handing over

[of] exhibits

and

ob-

all

connected with the offence. The authorities of the Contracting
Parties shall notify one another of the results of all investigations
jects

and
7.

trials in cases in

Whenever

a

which there

member

is

concurrent jurisdiction.

of a force or civilian component

is

prose-

cuted under the jurisdiction of a receiving State, he shall be entitled
(a) to a

prompt and speedy

(b) to be

informed in advance of

charges
(c) to

trial;

made

against

trial of the specific

charge or

him

be confronted with the witnesses against him;

(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

favour
(e)

to defence

by a qualified advocate or counsel of

his

own

choice or, failing such choice, appointed to conduct his

defence
(f) if

he considers

it

necessary, to the service of a competent

when

interpreter, and,

the rules of court permit, to the

presence of a representative of his Government.

Regularly constituted military units or formations of forces
shall have the right to police any camps, establishments or other
premises which they have occupied as the result of an agreement with
the receiving State, under the following conditions
8.

(a)

The military

police of the units or formations

may

take

all

appropriate measures to insure the maintenance of order on

such premises
(b)

Employment

of such military police outside of

its

premises

arrangement with the authorities of the
receiving State and in liaison with those authorities, where
such employment is necessary to maintain discipline and
will be subject to

order
9.

among

the

members of such

Each Contracting Party

units or formations.

will seek such legislation as

it

deems

necessary to ensure the adequate security and protection within their
respective territories of installations, equipment, property, records
and official information of other Contracting Parties, and the punish-

ment

of persons

purpose.

who may contravene such laws

enacted for that

.
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Article VIII

[A

revised draft of Article

ment. See note

3,

VIII was not contained

supra]

Article
1.

Members

in this docu-

IX

of a force or of a civilian

component and

their depend-

purchase locally goods necessary for their own consumption
and such services as they need under the same conditions as the na-

ents

may

tionals of the receiving State.

Goods purchased locally which are required for the subsistence
of a force or civilian component will normally be purchased through
the competent departments which purchase such goods for armed
2.

services of the receiving State.

In order to avoid such purchases

having any adverse effect on the economy of the receiving State, the
competent authorities of this State will indicate, when necessary, any
articles the purchase of which should be restricted or forbidden.
3. After agreement between the authorised representatives of the
sending and receiving States, the competent authorities of the receiving State will assume sole responsibility for making suitable arrangements to make available to a force or a civilian component the buildings and grounds which it requires, as well as facilities and services
connected therewith. These agreements and arrangements will be, as
far as possible, in accordance with the regulations governing the accommodation and billeting of similar personnel of the receiving
State. In the absence of a specific contract the laws of the receiving
State shall determine the rights and obligations arising out of the
occupation or use of the buildings, grounds or facilities.
4. Local civilian labour requirements of a force or a civilian component will be satisfied in the same way as those of the comparable
authorities of the receiving State and with the assistance of those
authorities through the employment exchanges. The conditions of
employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary payments
and conditions for the protection of workers shall be those laid down
by the legislation of the receiving State. Such civilian workers employed by a force or civilian component shall not be regarded for any
purpose as being members of that force.
5. When a force or a civilian component has at the place where it
is stationed inadequate medical or dental facilities, its members and
their dependents may receive medical and dental care, including
hospitalisation, under the same conditions as comparable personnel
of the receiving State.

The

receiving State will give the most favourable consideration
to requests for the grant to members of a force or a civilian com6.
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ponent of travelling facilities and concessions with regard to fares.
These facilities and concessions will be the subject of special arrangements to be made between the Governments concerned.
7. Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements
between the Parties, payment in local currency for goods, accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and, if
necessary, 5 and 6, will be made promptly by the authorities of the
force or a civilian component.
8. Neither a force nor a civilian component nor the members
thereof nor their dependents shall by reason of this Article enjoy
any exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State.

Article

[A

revised draft of Article

See note

3,

supra]

X

X was not contained in

this

document.

.

Article

XI

Save as provided expressly to the contrary in this Agreement,
members of a force and a civilian component, as well as their dependents, are subject to the laws and regulations administered by the
customs authorities of the receiving State. In particular, the customs
authorities of the receiving State shall have the right, under the
general conditions laid down by the laws and regulations of the
receiving State, to search members of a force or civilian component
and their dependents and to examine their luggage and vehicles and
seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.
2. The temporary importation and the re-exportation of service
vehicles shall be authorised free of duty on presentation of a triptyque in the form shown in Appendix A. These vehicles shall be
exempt from any tax payable in respect of the use of vehicles on the
1.

roads.
3.

Official

documents under

official seal will

not be subject to cus-

toms inspection. Couriers carrying these documents, whatever their
status, must be in possession of an individual movement order, issued
in accordance with Article III, par. 2(b). This movement order will
show the number of despatches carried and certify that they contain
only

official

documents.

4. The authorities of a force may import free of duty the equipment and reasonable quantities of provisions, supplies and other

goods for the exclusive use of that force. This duty-free importation
shall be subject to the deposit, at the customs office, together with the

:

;

Q

customs documents, of a
that purpose.

The

list

certificate

signed by an

official

93

authorised for

of the officials authorised to sign the certifi-

specimens of their signatures and the stamps used,
shall be sent to the customs administration of the receiving State.
cates, as well as

Members

5.

of

first

of a force or of a civilian component may, at the time

up

arrival to take

service in the receiving State, import free

of duty their personal effects and furniture then in use.

furniture

may

Any new

be admitted temporarily free of duty for the term of

service of the persons concerned.

They may, on the termination of

their service in the receiving State, or before that date, export free of

and furniture then in use.
6. Members of a force or civilian component may import temporarily free of duty their private motor vehicles for the personal use
of themselves and their dependents. There is no obligation under this
Article to grant exemption from taxes payable in respect of the use
of the roads by private vehicles.
duty their personal

effects

Imports made by the authorities of a force other than for the
exclusive use of their force, and imports, other than those dealt with
in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this Article, effected by members of a force
or civilian component, are not, by reason of this Article, entitled to
any exemption from duty or other conditions.
8. Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraph 4,
7.

above
(a)

can be re-exported freely provided that a certificate, issued
in accordance with paragraph 4, above, is presented to the
customs office the customs authorities, however, may verify
that goods re-exported are as described in the certificate and
have in fact been imported under the conditions of para:

graph 4
(b) cannot normally be disposed of in the receiving State

by way

however, in particular cases such disposal may be authorised on conditions imposed by the customs authorities (for instance, on payment of duty and tax
and compliance with the requirements of the controls of
trade and exchange).
9. Goods purchased in the receiving State can only be exported
therefrom in accordance with the regulations in force in the receiving
of either sale or gift

:

State.

Special arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted
by the customs authorities to regularly constituted units or forma10.

tions,

provided that the customs authorities concerned have been

duly notified in advance.
11. Special arrangements shall be

made by

the receiving State so
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and lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft and
vessels of a force or civilian component, may be delivered free of all
duties and taxes.
that fuel,

oil

In paragraphs 1-10 of this Article, "duty" means customs
duties and all other duties and taxes payable on importation or ex12.

portation, as the case

may

be.

Article
1.

The customs

XII

or fiscal authorities of the receiving State

a condition of the grant of

sion provided for in this

may, as

any customs or fiscal exemption or concesAgreement, require such conditions to be

may deem necessary to prevent abuse.
These authorities may refuse any exemption provided

observed as they
2.

this

Agreement

for by

in respect of the importation into the receiving State

of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State which

have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon repayment of, taxes and duties which would have been chargeable but for
such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse shall be
deemed to be imported if they were regarded as having been exported
by reason of being deposited in the warehouse.

Article XIII
In order to prevent offences against customs and fiscal laws and
regulations of a receiving State, the customs and fiscal authorities of
the receiving State and the authorities of the sending State will
afford each other mutual assistance in the conduct of enquiries and
1.

the collection of evidence.
2.

The

power

authorities of a force will render all assistance within their

by or on behalf of the
authorities of the receiving State are handed to

to insure that articles liable to seizure

customs or

fiscal

those authorities.
3.

The

authorities of a force will render all assistance within its

power to insure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties pa} able by
members of the force or civilian component and their dependents.
4. Service vehicles and articles belonging to a force seized in connection with an offence against the customs and fiscal laws and regulations will be handed over to the appropriate authorities of the force
7

concerned.

Article

component and the members thereof as well
their dependents shall remain subject to the foreign exchange

1.

as

A

XIV

force, a civilian

—
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regulations of the sending State and are also subject to the regulations of the receiving State.
2.

may

ing States
a

authorities of the sending

The foreign exchange

and the

receiv-

issue special regulations applicable to a force or

component, or the members thereof as well as their

civilian

dependents.

[There follows an "Appendix A" which is identical with the
Appendix contained in the final text of the Agreement. There is
no Appendix B].

MS-D(51) 11 (R)

—

Agreement Revised Text
XIX) of the Draft (20 February 1951) 1

Status of Forces

(Articles I-V, IX, XI-

Agreement Between the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty
Regarding the Status of Their Forces
The Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington
on 4th April, 1949,
Desiring to define the status of the forces of one Party serving
in the territory of another Party,

Have agreed

as follows:

Article I
In this Agreement the expression

means the personnel belonging to the land,
armed services of one Contracting Party when

(a) "force"

sea or

air

in the

Contracting Party in connexion with
the operation of the North Atlantic Treaty;
(b) "civilian component" means the civilian personnel accompanying a force who are in the employ of an armed service
of a Contracting Party, and who are not nationals of, or
territory of another

ordinarily resident

in,

the State in which the force

is

located;

"dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or
of a civilian component, or a child of such member depending on him or her for support;
(d) "sending State" means the Contracting Party maintaining

(c)

the force;
i

MS-D(51) 11 (19 February 1951). The text of Articles
was not contained in the original version of this document,
as Addenda to it on 22 February 1951. The text of all four

Previous reference:

VI, VII, VIII and

X

but were distributed

Articles has been inserted in the text of

MS-D(51)

11 (R) by the editor.
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(e) "receiving State"

means the Contracting Party

of which the force

located,

is

whether

it

in the territory

be stationed there

or passing in transit;

means those
authorities of a sending State who are empowered by its
law to enforce the military law of that State with respect
to members of its forces or civilian components.

(f) "military

authorities

of

the

sending

State"

Article II
It is the

duty of a force and

members thereof

as well

its

civilian

component and the

as their dependents to

respect the law

of the receiving State, and to abstain from any activity inconsistent

with the spirit of the present Agreement, and, in particular,

from any

political activity in the receiving State.

It

is

also the

duty of the sending State to take necessary measures to that end.

Article III
1.

On

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article

and subject

compliance with the formalities established by the
receiving State relating to entry and departure of a force or civilian
component or the members thereof, such members shall be exempt
from passport and visa regulations and immigration inspection
on entering or leaving the territory of a receiving State. They
shall also be exempt from the regulations on the registration and
control of aliens, but shall not be considered as acquiring any
to

right to permanent residence or domicile in the territories of the
receiving State.

The following documents only will be required in respect of
members of a force or civilian component. They must be presented
on demand:
2.

by the sending State, showing
rank and number (if any), service,

(a) personal identity card issued

names, date of birth,
and photograph, and, in the case of a member of a civilian
component, also the place of birth and the ordinary residence and the nationality of the member;

movement order, in the language
sending State and in the English and French
languages, issued by an appropriate agency of the sending State and certifying to the status of the individual or

(b) individual or collective

of

the

group as a member or members of a force or of a civilian
component and to the movement ordered. The receiving
State

by

its

may

require a

movement order

appropriate representative.

to be countersigned
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IV

Article

The

receiving State shall either

(a) accept as valid, without a driving test or fee, the driving

permit or licence or military driving permit issued by the
sending State or a sub-division thereof to a member of a
force or of a civilian component; or

own driving permit

(b) issue its

or licence to any

a force or civilian component

who

member

of

holds a driving permit

sending State or a sub-division
or licence issued by
thereof, provided that no driving test shall be required.
the

Article
1.

Members

of a force shall normally wear uniform.

constituted units or formations

when
2.

V

of a

force

shall

Regularly

be in uniform

crossing a frontier.

Service vehicles of a force shall carry, in addition to their

registration number, a distinctive nationality mark.

Article
1.

Members

of a force

may

VI 2

carry arms, on condition that they

are authorised to do so by their orders.

The

authorities of the

sending State shall give consideration to requests from the receiving State concerning this matter.

always authorised to retain possession
of their regulation personal weapons.
2.

Officers of a force are

Article VII
1.

3

Subject to the provisions of this Article,
(a) the military authorities of the sending State shall have
the right to exercise within the receiving State all juris-

and control conferred on them by the law of the
sending State over all persons subject to the military law
diction

of that State;
(b) the authorities of the receiving State shall have jurisdiction over the members of a force or civilian component

with respect to offences committed within the territory of
the receiving State and punishable by the law of that
State.
2.

2
3

(a)

The

See note
See note

military authorities of the sending State shall have

1,

supra.

1,

supra.
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exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject to the military law

of that State with respect to offences relating to

its security,

but not to that of the receiving State, and to all other acts
punishable by the law of the sending State but not by the
law of the receiving State.

The

(b)

authorities of the receiving State shall have exclusive

jurisdiction over

members of

a force or civilian

component

with respect to offences relating to the security of that
State, but not to the security of the sending State, and to
all other acts punishable by the law of the receiving State
but not by the law of the sending State.

A security

(c)

(i)
(ii)

offence against a particular State shall include

treason against that State;
sabotage, espionage or violation of any law relating to
officials

secrets of that State, or secrets relating to the

national defence of that State.

In cases where there
rules shall apply:
3.

The military

(a)

is

concurrent jurisdiction the following

authorities of the sending State shall have

the primary right to exercise jurisdiction in relation to
(i)

offences

solely

against the property of that State, or

offences solely against the person, property or a depend-

ent of another

member

of the

force

or civilian com-

ponent of that State;

done in the performance
of official duty (or pursuant to a lawful order issued by
the competent authorities of that State).
(b) In the case of any other offence the authorities of the
receiving State shall have the primary right to exercise
(ii)

offences arising out of

any

act

jurisdiction.
(c)

If

the

State

having the primary right decides not to

exercise jurisdiction,

it

shall notify the authorities of the

other State as soon as practicable.

The

authorities of the

State having the primary right will give sympathetic con-

from the authorities of the other
State for a waiver of its right in cases where that other

sideration to a request

State considers such waiver to be of particular importance.

A

death sentence shall not be carried out in the receiving State
by the authorities of the sending State if the legislation of the
receiving State does not provide for such punishment in a similar
4.

case.
5.

(a)

The

authorities of the receiving

assist

and sending States

shall

each other in the arrest of offenders in the territory of

—

;
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the receiving State and in handing them over to the authority

which

is

to exercise jurisdiction in accordance

with the above

provisions.
(b)

The

authorities of the receiving State shall notify

promptly

the military authorities of the sending State of the arrest

member

of any
(c)

The custody
is

of a force or civilian component.

of an accused over

whom

to exercise jurisdiction shall, if

he

is

the receiving State
in the

hands of the

sending State, remain with that State until his arraign-

ment by the receiving
6.

(a)

The

State.

authorities of the receiving

and sending States

shall

each other in the carrying out of all necessary investigations into offences, and in the collection of evidence, inassist

cluding the seizure and in proper cases the handing over of
objects connected with an offence,
(b)

7.

The

authorities of the Contracting Parties shall notify one

another of the results of all investigations and trials in
cases where there is concurrent jurisdiction.
Where an accused has been tried by the authorities of one

Contracting Party and has been acquitted, or has been convicted
and is serving or has served his sentence, he may not be tried again
for the

same offence within the territory of that Contracting Party

by the authorities of another Contracting Party.
8.

Whenever

cuted under

member

a

the

of a force or civilian

jurisdiction

of

a

receiving

component
State

he

is

prose-

shall

be

entitled
(a) to a

prompt and speedy

trial;

informed in advance of trial of the specific charge or
charges made against him;
(c) to be confronted with the witnesses against him;
(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

(b) to be

favour,

within the jurisdiction of the receiving State;
(e) to defence by a qualified advocate or counsel of his own
choice, or, failing such choice, appointed to conduct his
defence
if

he considers

necessary, to have the services of a competent interpreter; and

(f) if

(g) to

it

communicate with

government
and, when the rules of the court permit, to have such a
a representative of his

representative present at his trial.
9.

(a)

Eegularly constituted military units or formations of forces
shall have the right to police any camps, establishments or
other premises which they have occupied as the result of

—
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an agreement with the receiving State. The military police
of the force may take all appropriate measures to ensure the
maintenance of order and security on such premises.
(b) Outside these premises, such military police shall be employed only subject to arrangements with the authorities of
the receiving State and in liason with those authorities,
and in so far as such employment is necessary to maintain
discipline and order among the members of such units or
formations.
10.

Each Contracting Party

will seek such legislation as

necessary to ensure the adequate security

it

deems

and protection within

equipment, property,
records and official information of other Contracting Parties, and
the punishment of persons who may contravene such laws enacted
for that purpose.

their

respective

territories

of

installations,

Article VIII

4

Each Contracting Party waives all its claims for damage to
any property owned by it and used by its Service Ministries (land,
1.

sea or air) against

any other Contracting Party or

its

servants or

agents, provided such claims arise out of or in connexion with the

operation of the North Atlantic Treaty.

For the purpose of

paragraph the expression "owned by a
Contracting Party" includes a vessel on bare boat charter to that
Contracting Party or requisitioned by it on bare boat terms or
otherwise in

its

this

possession

loss or liability is

(except to the extent that the risk of

borne by some person other than such Contracting

Party or its insurer).
2. In the case of damage to property owned by a Contracting
Party and not covered by paragraph 1 above, the amount of
damage will be assessed by an arbitrator nominated by the receiving
State, after consultation with any of the other Contracting Parties
involved, and chosen from amongst its own nationals who hold
or have held high judicial office, and will be distributed in accordance with paragraph 5(b) below.
Nevertheless each Contracting Party waives its claim in any such
case where the damage is less than:
Luxembourg

L.fr.

Canada

Netherlands

Fl.

Denmark

Norway

Belgium

France
Iceland
Italy
4

See note

1,

supra.

B.fr. 70,000

F.fr. 490,000

Portugal
United Kingdom
United States

70,000
5,320

£500
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In the case of considerable variation in the rates of exchange
between these currencies the Contracting Parties shall, by exchange
of letters, agree on the appropriate adjustments of these amounts.
3.

Each Contracting Party waives

claims against any other

all

Contracting Party for injury or death suffered by any member
of its armed services while in the performance of his official duties.

Claims (other than contractual claims) arising out of acts
done by members of a force or civilian component in the performance
of their official duties, not incident to combat, and causing damage
to or loss or destruction of the property of private persons in the
territory of the receiving State, or the injury or death of individuals
therein, shall be settled by the receiving State in accordance with
4.

the following provisions:
(a)

Claims shall be

filed,

considered and determined or ad-

judicated in accordance with the laws and regulations of
the receiving State with respect to claims arising from
the activities of
(b)

The

its

receiving State

own armed forces.
may settle any such

claim in

its

cur-

and payment of the amount agreed upon shall be
made by the receiving State.
(c) Such payment, or the final adjudication of the competent
tribunals of the receiving State denying payment, shall
be binding and conclusive upon the Contracting Parties.
(d) The authorities of the sending State and the receiving
State will co-operate in the procurement of evidence for
a fair hearing and disposal of such claims
rency,

(e)

The

cost

incurred

claims pursuant to the
preceding sub-paragraphs will, at such intervals as may be
agreed, be distributed between the Contracting Parties in
in

satisfying

proportions which shall be provisionally, until agreement
to the contrary, as follows:

Belgium-Luxembourg
Canada

Denmark
F ranee
Iceland
Italy

(f)

A

member

subject to

5.5%

7%
3%
15.5%

0%
7%

Netherlands

Norway
Portugal
United Kingdom
United States

5%
3%
3%
23%
28%

of a force or civilian component shall not be
any proceedings for the enforcement of any

judgment given against him in the receiving State in a
matter arising from the performance of his official duties.
The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to any claim
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arising out of or in connexion with the navigation or operation of
a ship or the loading, carriage, or discharge of a cargo.

Claims against members of the force of a sending State arising
out of tortious acts or omissions not relating to the performance
of their official duties shall be dealt with in the following manner.
The authorities of the receiving State shall consider the claim and
assess compensation to the claimant in a fair and just manner,
taking into account all the circumstances of the case, including the
conduct of the injured person, and shall prepare a report on the
5.

The report shall be delivered to the authorities of the sending State, who shall then decide without delay whether they will
offer an ex gratia payment is and if so, of what amount. If an
offer of ex gratia payment is made, and accepted by the claimant
matter.

in

full

satisfaction

make

of his claim, the

authorities of

the sending

payment themselves and inform the Government of the receiving State of their decision and of the sum paid.
Nothing in this paragraph shall affect the jurisdiction of the courts
State shall

the

an action against a member
of the force of a sending State unless and until there has been

of the receiving State to entertain

payment
6.

a

in full satisfaction of the claim.

If any question arises whether a tortious act or omission of

member

of a force or civilian component relates to the performance

submitted to the arbitrator
referred to in paragraph 2 of this Article, whose decision on this
point shall be final and conclusive.
of his duties, the question shall be

7.

The

courts of the receiving State shall have jurisdiction to

hear and determine contractual claims against members of a force
or a civilian component.

Article
1.

Members

of

a

force

or

of a

IX
civilian

component and their

dependents may purchase locally goods necessary for their own
consumption and such services as they need under the same conditions as the nationals of the receiving State.

Goods purchased

which are required for the subsistence of a force or a civilian component will normally be purchased through the competent departments which purchase such
goods for armed services of the receiving State. In order to avoid
such purchases having any adverse effect on the economy of the
2.

locally

receiving State, the competent authorities of this State will indicate,

when

necessary, any articles the purchase of which should be re-

stricted or forbidden.
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After agreement between the authorised representatives of the
sending and receiving States, the competent authorities of the
receiving State will assume sole responsibility for making suitable
arrangements to make available to a force or a civilian component
the buildings and grounds which it requires, as well as facilities
and services connected therewith. These agreements and arrangements will be, as far as possible, in accordance with the regulations
3.

governing the accommodation and billeting of similar personnel
of the receiving State. In the absence of a specific contract the
laws of the receiving State shall determine the rights and obligations
arising out of the occupation or use of the buildings, grounds or
facilities.

Local civilian labour requirements of a force or a civilian component will be satisfied in the same way as the comparable requirements of the receiving State and with the assistance of the authorities of the receiving State through the employment exchanges. The
conditions of employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary payments and conditions for the protection of workers shall
be those laid down by the legislation of the receiving State. Such
4.

workers employed by a force or civilian component shall

civilian

not be regarded for any purpose as being members of that force or
civilian
5.

is

component.

When

a force or a civilian

component has

stationed inadequate medical or dental facilities, its

may

where it
members and

at the place

and dental care, including
hospitalisation, under the same conditions as comparable personnel
dependents

their

receive medical

of the receiving State.
6.

The

receiving State will give the most favourable consideration

to requests for the grant to

ponent of travelling

These

facilities

ments

to

7.

members

facilities

of a force or a civilian com-

and concessions with regard to

fares.

and concessions will be the subject of special arrangebe made between the Governments concerned.

Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements be-

tween the Contracting Parties, payment in local currency for goods,
accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and,

and 6, will be made promptly by the authorities of the
force or civilian component.
if necessary.. 5

8.

Neither a force, a civilian component, nor the members thereof,

nor their dependents, shall by reason of this Article enjoy any
exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services
chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State.
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Article
1.

Where

X

5

form of taxation

the incidence of any

in a receiving State

depends upon residence or domicile, periods during which a member
of a force or civilian component is in the territory of that State by
reason solely of his being a member of such force or civilian component shall not be considered as periods of residence or domicile
therein for the purposes of such taxation. Members of a force or
civilian components shall be exempt from taxation in the receiving
State on the salary and emoluments paid to them as such members
by the sending State or on any property the presence of which in
the receiving State is due solely to his temporary presence there.
2. Nothing in this Article shall prevent taxation of a member of a
force or civilian component with respect to any profitable enterprise, other than his employment as such member, in which he may
engage in the receiving State.

Article
1.

Save

XI

as provided expressly to the contrary in this

members of

Agreement

component as well as their dependents are subject to the laws and regulations administered by the
customs authorities of the receiving State. In particular the customs
authorities of the receiving State shall have the right, under the
general conditions laid down by the laws and regulations of the
receiving State, to search members of a force or civilian component
and their dependents and to examine their luggage and vehicles, and
seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.
2. The temporary importation and the re-exportation of service
a force

and a

civilian

vehicles shall be authorised free of duty on presentation of a trip-

tyque in the form shown in the Appendix to this Agreement. These
vehicles shall be exempt from any tax payable in respect of the use
of vehicles on the roads.

documents under

not be subject to
customs inspection. Couriers carrying these documents, whatever
their status, must be in possession of an individual movement order,
issued in accordance with Article III. This movement order will
show the number of despatches carried and certify that they contain
3.

only
4.

Official

official

The

official

seal

will

documents.

authorities of a force

may import

ment and reasonable quantities

free of duty the equip-

of provisions, supplies

and other

goods for the exclusive use of that force and its civilian component.
This duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the
5

See note

1,

supra.

;

:

:
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customs

signed by an

The

list

together with the customs documents, of a certificate

office,

official

of the

of the sending State authorised for that purpose.

officials

authorised to sign the certificates as well as

specimens of their signatures and the stamps used, shall be sent to the
customs administration of the receiving State.
5.

first

Members

of a force or civilian

arrival to take

up

component may

at the time of

service in the receiving State import free of

duty for the time of such service their personal effects and furniture
then in use. Additional furniture shall be admitted at any time on
the same conditions.
6.

Members

of a force or civilian component

may import tempo-

motor vehicles for the personal use
of themselves and their dependents. There is no obligation under this
Article to grant exemption from taxes payable in respect of the use
of roads by private vehicles.
7. Imports made by the authorities of a force other than for the
exclusive use of that force and its civilian component, and imports,
other than those dealt with in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this Article,
effected by members of a force or civilian component are not, by
reason of this Article, entitled to any exemption from duty or other

rarily free of duty their private

I

conditions.
8.

Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraphs
above
(a) can be re-exported freely, provided that, in the case of goods
imported under paragraph 4, a certificate, issued in accordance with that paragraph, is presented to the customs office
the customs authorities, however, may verify that goods reexported are as described in the certificate, if any, and have
in fact been imported under the conditions of paragraph 4,

5 or 6

5 or 6, as the case

may

be

normally be disposed of in the receiving State by way
of either sale or gift however, in particular cases such disposal may be authorised on conditions imposed by the customs authorities (for instance on payment of duty and tax
and compliance with the requirements of the controls of
trade and exchange).

(b) cannot

:

9.

Goods purchased

in the receiving State can only be exported

therefrom in accordance with the regulations in force in the receiving
State.
10. Special arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted by
the customs authorities to regularly constituted units or formations,

provided that the customs authorities concerned have been duly noti-
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Special arrangements shall be

11.

made by

the receiving State so

that fuel, oil and lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft and
vessels of a force or civilian

component may be delivered

free of

all

and taxes.
12. In paragraphs 1-10 of this Article "duty" means customs
duties and all other duties and taxes payable on importation or

duties

exportation, as the case

may

be.

Article XII
1.

The customs

or fiscal authorities of the receiving State

may,

as

a condition of the grant of any customs or fiscal exemption or concession provided for in this Agreement, require such conditions to be

may deem necessary to prevent abuse.
These authorities may refuse any exemption provided

observed as they
2.

Agreement

for by this

in respect of the importation into the receiving State of

grown, produced or manufactured in that State which have
been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon repayment of,
taxes or duties which would have been chargeable but for such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse shall be deemed
to be imported if they were regarded as having been exported by
articles

reason of being deposited in the warehouse.

Article XIII
In order to prevent offences against customs and fiscal laws and
regulations of a receiving State, the customs and fiscal authorities
of the receiving State and the authorities of the sending State will
afford each other mutual assistance in the conduct of enquiries and
1.

the collection of evidence.
2.

The

power

authorities of a force will render all assistance within their

by or on behalf of the
authorities of the receiving State are handed to

to ensure that articles liable to seizure

customs or

fiscal

those authorities.
3.

The

authorities of a force will render all assistance within

its

power to ensure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties payable by
members of the force or civilian component and their dependents.
4. Service vehicles and articles belonging to a force or its civilian
component seized in connexion with an offence against the customs
and fiscal laws and regulations will be handed over to the appropriate
authorities of the force concerned.

Article

A

XIV

component and the members thereof as well
as their dependents shall remain subject to the foreign exchange
1.

force, a civilian
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regulations of the sending State and are also subject to the regulations of the receiving State.
2.

The foreign exchange

authorities of the sending

and the

receiv-

ing States

may

a civilian

component, or the members thereof as well as their

issue special regulations applicable to a force or

dependents.

Article
If any Contracting Party

is

XV

involved in hostilities in the North

Atlantic area, each of the Contracting Parties shall have the right,

by giving 60 days notice to the other Contracting Parties, to suspend
the application of aiw of the provisions of this Agreement so far as
it is concerned. If this right is exercised, the Contracting Parties will
immediately consult with a view to agreeing on suitable provisions to
replace the provisions suspended.

XVI

Article

All differences between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation or application of this

Agreement

shall be settled

by

them and there shall be no recourse to any outExcept where express provision is made to the

negotiation between
side jurisdiction.

contrary in this Agreement, the Contracting Parties will make use
of the machinery of the North Atlantic Council for the settlement
of any differences which cannot be settled

Article

Any

Contracting Party

may

at

by

direct negotiation.

XVII

any time request the revision of any

The request shall be addressed to the
Chairman of the North Atlantic Council, who shall refer the request

Article of this Agreement.
to the Council.

Article
1.

The

XVIII

present Agreement shall be ratified and the instruments of

with the Government
of the United States of America, which shall notify each signatory
State of the date of deposit thereof.
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible

Thirty days after four signatory States have deposited their
instruments of ratification the present Agreement shall come into
force between them. ]t shall come into force for each other signatory
State thirty days after the deposit of its instrument of ratification.
3. After it has come into force, the present Agreement shall be
open to accession on behalf of any State which accedes to the North
Atlantic Treaty. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an
2.

.
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instrument of accession with the Government of the United States of
America, which shall notify each signatory and acceding State of
the date of deposit thereof. In respect of any State on behalf of
which an instrument of accession is deposited, the present Agreement
shall

come

into force thirty days after the date of the deposit of such

instrument.

Article
1.

XIX

The present Agreement may be denounced by any Contracting

Party after the expiration of a period of four years from the date on
which the Agreement comes into force.
2. The denunciation of the Agreement by any Contracting Party
shall be effected by a written notification addressed by that Contracting Party to the Government of the United States of America which
shall notify all the other Contracting Parties of each such denunciation and the date of receipt thereof.
3. The denunciation shall take effect one year after the receipt of
the notification by the Government of the United States of America.
After the expiration of this period of one year, the Agreement shall
cease to be in force as regards the Contracting Party which denounces
it, but shall continue in force for the remaining Contracting Parties.
In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorised by their
respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.
Done in London this
in the English and
day of
French languages, both texts being equally authoritative in a single
original which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government
of the United States of America. The Government of the United
,

America shall transmit certified copies thereof to all the
signatory and acceding States.
[There follows an Appendix, identical with the Appendix contained in the final version of the Agreement]
States of

MS-D(51) 11 (2R)
Status of Forces

Agreement

—New Revised Text

of the Draft (24 February 1951)

Agreement Between the Parties

to the

(Articles I-XIX)
*

North Atlantic Treaty Re-

garding the Status of Their Forces

The

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington

on 4th April, 1949,
i

Previous reference:

MS-D(51)

11 (R) (20 February 1951).

—
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Desiring to define the status of the forces of one Party serving
in the territory of another Party,

Have agreed

as follows:

Article I
In this Agreement the expression
(a) "force"

sea or

air

in the

means the personnel belonging to the land,
armed services of one Contracting Party when

territory of another Contracting

Party in connexion with

North Atlantic Treaty;
"civilian component" means the civilian personnel accompanying a force of a Contracting Party who are in the
employ of an armed service of that Contracting Party, and

the operation of the
(b)

who

are not nationals of, nor ordinarily resident in, the

State in which the force

is

located;

"dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or
of a civilian component, or a child of such member depending on him or her for support;
(d) "sending State" means the Contracting Party maintaining

(c)

the force;
(e) "receiving

territory

means the Contracting Party in the
of which the force is located, whether it be
State"

stationed there or passing in transit;
(f) "military

authorities

of the sending

who

authorities of a sending State

State" means those

are

empowered by

its

law to enforce the military law of that State with respect
to members of its forces or civilian components.

Article II

component and the
members thereof as well as their dependents to respect the law
of the receiving State, and to abstain from any activity inconsistent
with the spirit of the present Agreement, and, in particular, from
any political activity in the receiving State. It is also the duty
It is the

duty of a force and

its

civilian

of the sending State to take necessary measures to that end.

Article III
1.

On

subject

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article and

compliance

with

formalities established by the
and departure of a force or the
members thereof, such members shall be exempt from passport
and visa regulations and immigration inspection on entering or
to

the

receiving State relating to entry

;

:
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They

exempt
from the regulations of the receiving State on the registration and
control of aliens, but shall not be considered as acquiring any
right to permanent residence or domicile in the territories of the

leaving the territory of a receiving State.

shall also be

receiving State.

The following documents only will be required in
members of a force. They must be presented on demand
2.

respect of

by the sending State, showing
rank and number (if any), service,

(a) personal identity card issued

names, date of birth,

and photograph
(b) individual or collective

movement

order, in the language of

the sending State and in the English and French languages,
issued by an appropriate agency of the sending State and

certifying to the status of the individual or group as a

member or members of a force and to the movement ordered.
The receiving State may require a movement order to be
3.

countersigned by its appropriate representative.
In order that members of a civilian component or dependents of

component may enjoy the privileges to which they
by this Agreement, they should be so described in their

a force or civilian

are entitled
passports.
4.

If a

member

of a force or civilian component leaves the employ

of the sending State and

not repatriated, the authorities of the
sending State shall immediately inform the authorities of the receiving State, giving such particulars as may be required.
5. If the receiving State has made an expulsion order against an

ex-member of

is

a force or civilian component, the authorities of the

sending State shall be responsible for receiving him within their
own territory or otherwise disposing of him outside the receiving
State.

Article

The

IV

receiving State shall either

(a) accept

as valid, without a driving test or fee, the driving

permit or licence or military driving permit issued by the
sending State or a sub-division thereof to a member of a
force or of a civilian component; or
(b) issue its own driving permit or licence to any member of a
force or civilian component who holds a driving permit or
licence issued by the sending State or a sub-division thereof,
provided that no driving test shall be required.

Article
1.

Members

V

of a force shall normally wear uniform.

Regularly
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when

constituted units or formations of a force shall be in uniform

crossing a frontier.

Service vehicles of a force or civilian component shall carry,
in addition to their registration number, a distinctive nationality
2.

mark.

VI

Article

may

carry arms, on condition that they are
authorised to do so by their orders. The authorities of the sending
State shall give consideration to requests from the receiving State
concerning this matter.
2. Officers of a force are always authorised to retain possession of
1.

Members of

a force

their regulation personal weapons.

Article VII
1.

Subject to the provisions of this Article,
(a) the military

authorities of the sending State

shall

have

the right to exercise within the receiving State all juris-

and control conferred on them by the law of the
sending State over all persons subject to the military law
diction

of that State;

have jurisdiction over the members of a force or civilian component with
respect to offences committed within the territory of the
receiving State and punishable by the law of that State.
The military authorities of the sending State shall have the

(b) the authorities of the receiving State shall

2.

right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject to the

military law of that State with respect to offences relating to

its

and to all other
by the law of the sending State, but not by the

security, but not to that of the receiving State,
acts punishable

law of the receiving State.

The

authorities of the receiving State shall have the right to

exercise exclusive jurisdiction over

component with respect

members of

a force or civilian

to offences relating to the security of that

State, but not to the security of the sending State,
acts punishable

and to all other
by the law of the receiving State, but not by the

law of the sending State.

A

security offence against a particular State shall include:
(a) treason against that State;

(b) sabotage,
official

espionage or violation of any law relating to

secrets

of that

State,

national defence of that State.

or

secrets

relating

to

the
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In cases where the right to exercise jurisdiction is concurrent
the following rules shall apply:
(a) The military authorities of the sending State shall have the
primary right to exercise jurisdiction in relation to
(i) offences solely against the property of that State, or
offences solely against the person, property or the dependent of another member of the force or civilian
3.

component of that State;
any

offences arising out of

(ii)

done in the performance

act

duty (or pursuant to a lawful order issued
by the competent authorities of that State).

of

official

In the case of any other offence the authorities of the
receiving State shall have the primary right to exercise

(b)

jurisdiction.

If

(c)

State

the

having the primary right decides not to

exercise jurisdiction,

it

shall notify the authorities of the

other State as soon as possible.
State

The

authorities of the

having the primary right shall give sympathetic

consideration to a request from the authorities of the other

State for a waiver of

its

right in cases where that other

State considers such waiver to be of particular importance.

A

death sentence shall not be carried out in the receiving State
by the authorities of the sending State if the legislation of the
receiving State does not provide for such punishment in a similar
4.

case.
5. The authorities of the receiving and sending States shall assist
each other in the arrest of members of a force or civilian component in the territory of the receiving State and in handing them
over to the authority which is to exercise jurisdiction in accordance
with the above provisions.

The

authorities of the receiving State shall notify promptly the

military

sending State of the arrest of any
of a force or civilian component.
authorities

member
The custody

of the

of an accused over

exercise jurisdiction shall, if he

remain with that State until he

is
is

whom

the receiving State

is

to

hands of the sending State,
charged by the receiving State.

in the

6. The authorities of the receiving and sending States shall assist
each other in the carrying out of all necessary investigations into

offences,

and

in

the collection of evidence, including the seizure

and, in proper cases, the handing over of objects connected with an
offence.

The

authorities

of

the

Contracting

Parties

shall

notify

one

;

:

;
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another of the results of all investigations and trials in cases where
there is concurrent jurisdiction.

by the authorities of one
Contracting Party and has been acquitted, or has been convicted and
7.

is

Where an accused has been

tried

serving, or has served, his sentence, he

may

not be tried again

same offence within the same territory by the authorities

for the

of another Contracting Party.
8.

Whenever

a

member

of a force or civilian

component

pros-

is

under the jurisdiction of a receiving State he shall be

ecuted
entitled

I

(a) to a

prompt and speedy

trial;

informed in advance of
or charges made against him;

(b) to be

(c) to

(d) to

trial of the specific

charge

be confronted with the witnesses against him;

have compulsory

process

for

obtaining

witnesses

in

his favour, if within the jurisdiction of the receiving State
(e)

to defence

by

a qualified advocate or counsel of his

choice, or, failing such choice,

own

appointed to conduct his

defence
(f) if

he considers

it

necessary, to have the services of a com-

petent interpreter; and
(g) to

communicate with a representative of

and,

when

his

Government

the rules of the court permit, to have such a

representative present at his trial.

Regularly constituted military units or formations of forces
shall have the right to police any camps, establishments or other
premises which they have occupied as the result of an agreement
with the receiving State. The military police of the force may take
all appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance of order and
9.

security on such premises.

Outside these premises, such military police shall be employed
only subject to arrangements with the authorities of the receiving
State and in liaison with those authorities, and in so far as such

employment is necessary to maintain discipline and order among
the members of such units or formations.
10.

Each Contracting Party

will seek such legislation as

it

necessary to ensure the adequate security and protection
their

respective

records and

territories

official

of

installations,

equipment,

deems
within

property,

information of other Contracting Parties, and

the punishment of persons

who may

contravene such laws enacted

—

.
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Article VIII

Each Contracting Party waives all its claims against any
other Contracting Party for damage to any property owned by it
1.

and used by its Service Ministries (land, sea or air) caused by a
member or employee of the armed forces of any other Contracting
Party, provided that such damage was caused by such member or
employee in the execution of his duties in connexion with the
operation of the North Atlantic Treaty. Claims for salvage by the
respective Service Ministries are similarly waived.

paragraph the expression "owned by a
Contracting Party" includes a vessel on bare boat charter to that
Contracting Party or requisitioned by it on bare boat terms or

For the purpose of

otherwise in
or liability

its
is

this

possession (except to the extent that the risk of loss

borne by some person other than such Contracting

Party or its insurer)
2. In the case of damage to property owned by a Contracting
Party and not covered by paragraph 1 above, the amount of
damage will be assessed by an arbitrator nominated by the receiving State, after consultation with any of the other Contracting
Parties involved, and chosen from amongst its own nationals who
hold or have held high judicial office, and will be distributed in
accordance with paragraph 4(e) below.
Nevertheless each Contracting Party waives its claim in any
such case where the damage is less than
:

Belgium

B.fr.

70,000

Luxembourg

L.fr.

70,000

Canada

$

1,460

Netherlands

Fl.

Denmark

Kr.

9,670

Norway

Kr.

10,000

France

F.fr. 490,000

40,250

Kr.

Italy

Li

Portugal
United Kingdom
United States

Es.

Iceland

22,800

850,000

5,320

£

500

$

1,400

In the case of considerable variation in the rates of exchange
between these currencies the Contracting Parties shall agree on the
appropriate adjustments of these amounts.
3. Each Contracting Party waives all claims against any other
Contracting Party for injury or death suffered by any member
of its armed services while in the performance of his official
duties.

Claims (other than contractual claims) arising out of acts
done by members of a force or civilian component in the performance
of their official duties and causing damage to or loss or destruction
of the property of persons or bodies, other than the Contracting
4.

Parties in the territory of the receiving State, or the injury or

—

—
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death of individuals therein, shall be settled by the receiving State
in accordance with the following provisions:
(a) Claims shall be filed, considered and settled or adjudicated
in accordance with the laws and regulations of the receiving
State with respect to claims arising from the activities of
its

(b)

own armed

forces.

may

any such claims in its
currency, and payment of the amount agreed upon or determined by adjudication shall be made by the receiving

The

State

receiving

settle

State.

Such payment, or the

(c)

tribunals of the

final

adjudication of the competent

receiving State denying payment,

shall

be binding and conclusive upon the Contracting Parties.
(d) The authorities of the sending State and the receiving
State will co-operate in the procurement of evidence for
a fair hearing and disposal of such claims.

Every claim paid by the receiving State

communicated to the sending States concerned together with
full particulars and a proposed distribution in conformity
with sub-paragraphs (f ) (i) and (ii) below. In default
of a reply within two months, the proposal shall be regarded

(e)

shall

be

as accepted.
(f)

The

cost

incurred in

satisfying

claims

pursuant to the

preceding sub-paragraphs will, at such intervals as may be
agreed, be distributed between the Contracting Parties, as
follows
(i)

:

Where one sending

State

amount awarded and taxable
in the proportion of

State and
(ii)

is

responsible,

the

costs shall be distributed

25%

chargeable to the receiving
chargeable to the sending State.

Where more than one State is responsible for the
damage, the amount awarded and taxable costs shall be
distributed equally among them: however, if the receiving State

(iii)

75%

alone

not one of the States responsible its contribution shall be half that of each of the sending States.
Every half-year, a statement of the sums paid by the
receiving State in the course of the half-yearly period
is

in respect of every case regarding

which the proposed

distribution on a percentage basis has been accepted,
shall be sent to the sending States concerned, together

with a request for reimbursement. Such reimbursement
shall be made within the shortest possible time, in the
currency of the receiving State.
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(iv)

In cases where the burden imposed on the Contracting
Party by this paragraph causes it serious hardship, it
may request the Council to arrange an adjustment of
its liability.

A

(g)

member

ject to

of a force or civilian component shall not be sub-

any proceedings for the enforcement of any judg-

ment given against him in the receiving State in
arising from the performance of his official duties.

The provisions

a matter

of this paragraph shall not apply to any claim aris-

ing out of or in connexion with the navigation or operation of a ship
or the loading, carriage, or discharge of a cargo.
5. Claims against members of the force or civilian component of a
sending State arising out of tortious acts or omissions in the receiving
State not relating to the performance of their official duties shall be
dealt with in the following manner. The authorities of the receiving
State shall consider the claim and assess compensation to the claimant
in a fair and just manner, taking into account all the circumstances
of the case, including the conduct of the injured person, and shall
prepare a report on the matter. The report shall be delivered to the
authorities of the sending State, who shall then decide without delay
whether they will offer an ex gratia payment, and if so, of what
amount. If an offer of ex gratia payment is made, and accepted by
the claimant in full satisfaction of his claim, the authorities of the
sending State shall make the payment themselves and inform the

Government of the receiving State of their decision and of the sum
paid. Nothing in this paragraph shall affect the jurisdiction of the
courts of the receiving State to entertain an action against a

member

of the force or civilian component unless and until there has been

payment
6.

in full satisfaction of the claim.

If any question arises whether a tortious act or omission of a

member

of a force or civilian component relates to the performance

of his duties, the question shall be submitted to an arbitrator ap-

pointed in accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article, whose decision on this point shall be final
7.

The sending

and conclusive.

State shall not claim immunity from the jurisdic-

members of a force or
of claims not covered by the provisions

tion of the courts of the receiving State for
civilian

component

in respect

of the preceding paragraphs.

Article
1.

ents

Members

may

IX

of a force or of a civilian component and their depend-

purchase locally goods necessary for their

own consumption
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and such services as they need under the same conditions as the
nationals of the receiving State.

Goods which are required from local sources for the subsistence
of a force or civilian component will normally be purchased through
the authorities which purchase such goods for the armed services of
the receiving State. In order to avoid such purchases having any
adverse effect on the economy of the receiving State, the competent
authorities of this State will indicate, when necessary, any articles
the purchase of which should be restricted or forbidden.
2.

After agreement between the authorised representatives of the
sending and receiving States, the authorities of the receiving State
will assume sole responsibility for making suitable arrangements to
3.

make

component the buildings and
which
grounds
it requires, as well as facilities and services connected
therewith. These agreements and arrangements will be, as far as possible, in accordance with the regulations governing the accommodation and billeting of similar personnel of the receiving State. In the
available to a force or a civilian

absence of a specific contract the laws of the receiving State shall
determine the rights and obligations arising out of the occupation or
use of the buildings, grounds or facilities.

Local civilian labour requirements of a force or a civilian component will be satisfied in the same way as the comparable require4.

ments of the receiving State and with the assistance of the authorities
of the receiving State through the employment exchanges. The conditions of employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary
payments and conditions for the protection of workers, shall be
those laid down by the legislation of the receiving State. Such
civilian workers employed by a force or civilian component shall not
be regarded for any purpose as being members of that force or
civilian component.
5.

is

When

a force or a civilian component has at the place where

stationed inadequate medical or dental facilities,

members and

it

their

dependents may receive medical and dental care, including hospitaliunder the same conditions as comparable personnel of the

sation,

receiving State.
6.

The

receiving State will give the most favourable consideration

members of a force or of a civilian component of travelling facilities and concessions with regard to fares.
These facilities and concessions will be the subject of special arrangements to be made between the Governments concerned.

to requests for the grant to

7. Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements between the Contracting Parties, payment in local currency for goods,
accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and,
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if

and

necessary, 5

6,

will be

made promptly by the

authorities of the

force or civilian component.

Neither a force, nor a civilian component, nor the members
thereof, nor their dependents, shall by reason of this Article enjoy
any exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services
chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State.
8.

Article
1.

Where

X

the incidence of any form of taxation in a receiving State

depends upon residence or domicile, periods during which a member
of a force or civilian component is in the territory of that State by
reason solely of his being a member of such force or civilian component shall not be considered as periods of residence or domicile
therein for the purposes of such taxation. Members of a force or

exempt from taxation in the receiving
State on the salary and emoluments paid to them as such members by
the sending State or on any tangible movable property the presence
of which in the receiving State is due solely to their temporary

civilian

component

shall be

presence there.
2.

Nothing

in this Article shall prevent taxation of a

member

of a

force or civilian component with respect to any profitable enterprise,

other than his employment as such member, in which he

may engage

in the receiving State.

Article

XI

Save as provided expressly to the contrary in this Agreement,
members of a force and of a civilian component as well as their
dependents are subject to the laws and regulations administered by
the customs authorities of the receiving State. In particular the
customs authorities of the receiving State shall have the right, under
the general conditions laid down by the laws and regulations of the
receiving State, to search members of a force or civilian component
and their dependents and to examine their luggage and vehicles, and
to seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.
2. The temporary importation and the re-exportation of service
vehicles shall be authorised free of duty on presentation of a triptyque in the form shown in the Appendix to this Agreement. These
vehicles shall be exempt from any tax payable in respect of the use
of vehicles on the roads.
3. Official documents under official seal will not be subject to customs inspection. Couriers, whatever their status, carrying these documents, must be in possession of an individual movement order, issued
in accordance with Article III. This movement order shall show the
1.

—

;
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carried and certify that they contain only

number of despatches
official
4.

documents.

The

authorities of a force

may import

free of duty the equip-

ment for that force and reasonable quantities of provisions, supplies
and other goods for the exclusive use of that force and its civilian
This duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the customs officer for the place of entry together with the
customs documents, of a certificate signed by an official of the sending
component.

State authorised for that purpose.

The

list

of the

officials

authorised

to sign the certificates, as well as specimens of their signatures

and

the stamps used, shall be sent to the customs administration of the
receiving State.
5.

first

Members of a

force or civilian

arrival to take

up

component may

service in the receiving State import free of

duty for the term of such service their personal
6.

Members

at the time of

effects

of a force or civilian component

and furniture.

may import tempo-

duty their private motor vehicles for the personal use
There is no obligation under
this Article to grant exemption from taxes payable in respect of the
use of roads by private vehicles.
rarily free of

of themselves and their dependents.

Imports made by the authorities of a force other than for the
exclusive use of that force and its civilian component, and imports,
other than those dealt with in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this Article,
effected by members of a force or civilian component are not, by
reason of this Article, entitled to any exemption from duty or other
7.

conditions.
8.

Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraphs

5 or 6

4,

above

(a)

may

be re-exported freely, provided that, in the case of

goods imported under paragraph 4, a certificate, issued hi
accordance with that paragraph, is presented to the customs
office
the customs authorities, however, may verify that
goods re-exported are as described in the certificate, if any,
and have in fact been imported under the conditions of paragraph 4, 5 or 6 as the case may be
:

(b) shall not normally be disposed of in the receiving State

way

by

of either sale or gift: however, in particular cases such

disposal

may

be authorised on conditions imposed by the

customs authorities (for instance on payment of duty and
tax and compliance with the requirements of the controls
of trade and exchange).
9.

Goods purchased

in the receiving State shall be exported there-
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from only

in accordance

with the regulations in force in the receiving

State.
10.

Special arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted

by the customs authorities to regularly constituted units or formations, provided that the customs authorities concerned have been duly
notified in advance.
11.

Special arrangements shall be

made by

the receiving State so

that fuel, oil and lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft and
vessels of a force or civilian
all

and

duties

component,

may

be delivered free of

taxes.

12. In paragraphs 1-10 of this Article "duty" means customs duties
and all other duties and taxes payable on importation or exportation,

as the case

may

be.

Article
1.

The customs

XII

or fiscal authorities of the receiving State may, as a

condition of the grant of any customs or

fiscal

exemption or conces-

sion provided for in this Agreement, require such conditions to be

observed as they
2.

this

may deem necessary to prevent abuse.
may refuse any exemption provided

These authorities

Agreement

for

by

in respect of the importation into the receiving State

of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State which

have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon repayment of, taxes or duties which would have been chargeable but for
such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse shall be
deemed to be imported if they were regarded as having been exported
by reason of being deposited in the warehouse.

Article XIII
customs and fiscal laws and
regulations of a receiving State, the customs and fiscal authorities
of the receiving State and the authorities of the sending State shall
afford each other assistance in the conduct of enquiries and the col1.

In order

to prevent offences against

lection of evidence.
2.

The

power

authorities of a force shall render all assistance within their

to ensure that articles liable to seizure by, or

customs or

fiscal

on behalf

authorities of the receiving State are

handed

of. the

to those

authorities.

The authorities of a force will render all assistance within their
power to ensure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties payable
by members of the force or civilian component or their dependents.
3.

4.

Service vehicles and articles belonging to a force or to

civilian

component seized

in

its

connexion with an offence against the
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customs or

fiscal

laws or regulations will be handed over to the appro-

priate authorities of the force concerned.

Article

A

XIV

component and the members thereof as well
as their dependents shall remain subject to the foreign exchange
regulations of the sending State and shall also be subject to the regu1.

force, a civilian

lations of the receiving State.
2.

The foreign exchange

ing States
civilian

may

authorities of the sending

and the

receiv-

issue special regulations applicable to a force or

component

or

the

members thereof

well

as

as

their

dependents.

Article

XV

Subject to paragraph 2 of this Article, this Agreement shall
remain in force in the event of hostilities to which the North Atlantic
1.

Treaty applies, except that Article VIII shall not apply to war
damage and the provisions of the Agreement, and, in particular of
Articles III and VII, shall immediately be reviewed by the Contracting Parties concerned who may agree to such modifications as they
may consider desirable regarding the application of the Agreement
between them.
2. In the event of such hostilities, each of the Contracting Parties
shall have the right, by giving 60 days notice to the other Contracting
Parties, to suspend the application of any of the provisions of this

Agreement

so far as

it is

concerned. If this right

is

exercised, the

Contracting Parties will immediately consult with a view to agreeing
on suitable provisions to replace the provisions suspended.

Article

XVI

All differences between the Contracting Parties relating to the

Agreement shall be settled by
them and there shall be no recourse to any outExcept where express provision is made to the con-

interpretation or application of this

negotiation between
side jurisdiction.

trary in this Agreement, the Contracting Parties will

make

use of the

machinery of the North Atlantic Council for the settlement of
ences which cannot be settled by direct negotiation.
Article

Any

differ-

XVII

Contracting Party may at any time request the revision of any
Article of this Agreement. The request shall be addressed to the
Chairman of the North Atlantic Council, who shall refer the request
to the Council.
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XVIII

Article
1.

The

present Agreement shall be ratified and the instruments of

with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each signaratification shall be deposited as soon as possible

tory State of the date of deposit thereof.

Thirty days after four signatory States have deposited their
instruments of ratification the present Agreement shall come into
force between them. It shall come into force for each other signatory
State thirty days after the deposit of its instrument of ratification.
3. After it has come into force, the present Agreement shall be
open to accession on behalf of any State which accedes to the North
Atlantic Treaty. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an
instrument of accession with the Government of the United States of
America, which shall notify each signatory and acceding State of the
date of deposit thereof. In respect of any State on behalf of which
an instrument of accession is deposited, the present Agreement shall
come into force thirty days after the date of the deposit of such
2.

instrument.

Article
1.

The

present Agreement

may

XIX

be denounced by any Contracting

Party after the expiration of a period of four years from the date on
which the Agreement comes into force.
2. The denunciation of the Agreement by any Contracting Party
shall be effected by a written notification addressed by that Party to
the Government of the United States of America which shall notify
all the other Contracting Parties of each such notification and the
date of receipt thereof.
3.

The denunciation

shall take effect one year after the receipt of

Government of the United States of America.
After the expiration of this period of one year, the Agreement shall
cease to be in force as regards the Contracting Party which denounces
it, but shall continue in force for the remaining Contracting Parties.
In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorised by their
respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.
Done in London this
day of
in the English
and French languages, both texts being equally authoritative, in a
single original which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the United States of America. The Government of the
United States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof to all
the signatory and acceding States.
[There follows an Appendix, identical with the Appendix contained in the final version of the Agreement].

the notification by the

,

:
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MS-D(51) 12
Status of Forces

on Article IX
1951) *

Agreement

—Conclusions

(Fiscal Questions)

Working Party

of the

of the Draft

(19 February

Note by the Secretary
Since the discussions of the

fiscal

experts had not succeeded in

achieving agreement on direct taxation (income tax, property tax,
death duties, etc.), a Working Party met on 16 February 1951 in

order to go into the problem in detail and define the difficulties which
it

raised.

The conclusions

of this

Working Party, which was composed

Representatives of Belgium, Canada, Denmark,

the

of

France, the

Netherlands and the United Kingdom, are summarized in the Annex
below.

ANNEX
/.

General Comments.
1.

The

chief concern of the

Working Party has been

to devise a

would ensure first, that members of a foreign force or civilian component do not suffer loss on
account of their service abroad; and secondly, that such members do
not profit by undue advantages which would give the impression that
taxation system of such a kind that

they enjoy
2.

The

it

:

fiscal privileges.

question has arisen whether

Agreement

sions in the

in favor of

it is

necessary to insert provi-

members who may already have
when they

their "fiscal domicile" in the receiving State at the time

enter the service of the

The majority
measure

is

armed force or

civilian

component.

of Representatives were of the opinion that no special

necessary with respect to such

members for the following

reasons

We cannot

concern ourselves with exceptional cases.
(b) As a general rule, their position will be covered in any case
by the operation of international conventions intended to
prevent double taxation.

(a)

(c)

Should conventions of this type not exist, it would be for
the Governments concerned to take the necessary steps on
the bilateral level, at their discretion.

i

Draft under discussion

1951). Article

1951) and in

IX

all

is

of that draft

that of

D-D (51)

became Article

subsequent drafts.

X

23,

in

Article

MS-D(51)

IX

(23

January

11 (19 February
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A
who
//.

number

of Representatives considered that the case of persons

are nationals of the receiving
& State should also be excluded.
l

Income 7 ax.

3.

All the Representatives recognized that there could be no ques-

tion of the receiving State taking advantage of the presence on

its

component to increase its
resources by levying a tax on the sums paid by the sending State to
the members of the armed force or civilian component in remuneraterritory of an

armed

force or civilian

tion for their official duties.

They

noted, however, that

if

an exemption were granted in the

receiving State, this might have the result of relieving the persons

concerned from all taxation, if the legislation of the sending State
did not permit the taxation of the remunerations, owing to the fact
that the recipients in view of the duration of their stay abroad could
no longer be regarded as having a fiscal domicile in the sending State.
4. To prevent such a situation arising, it has appeared to be necessary to lay

down

the principle that the mere fact that the

member

of

an armed force or civilian component is serving in the territory of a
State other than the State in which he possessed his fiscal domicile
at the time when he entered the service of the force or civilian component does not imply the transfer of this fiscal domicile.
It would appear that, if such a provision were inserted into the
Agreement, it should after receiving legislative approval permit the
taxation of remunerations in the sending State, even when the present
legislation of that State does not so authorize.

If this principle were laid down, moreover,
the sending State

is

it

would not imply that

obliged to levy such taxation.

All the Representatives agreed that the receiving State should
be entitled to levy taxation for its own benefit on those incomes other
5.

than the remunerations mentioned above, which are derived from
sources in
6.

its

own

territory.

With regard to incomes derived from sources abroad, the prindown under paragraph 4 should logically mean that the

ciple laid

receiving State should exempt them from taxation.

Although this view was shared by a number of Representatives,
several however made reservations on this point. These Representatives considered that it was legitimate for the receiving State to tax
the incomes in question insofar as they are brought into

its territory,

and accordingly thought that the aforementioned principle should
have a restricted application. These Representatives stated that

it

was imperative to give further consideration to this subject.
7. It would be valuable if all the delegations present at the next

.
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meeting of the committee of experts were in a position to state definitely whether or not their Governments are in favor of granting a
complete exemption in the receiving State of incomes derived from
sources outside that State.

///.

Taxes on Property.

Agreement submitted by the United States Delegation
provides under Article IX, par. 1(c), that the members of a foreign
force or civilian component shall be exempted from personal property
8.

The

draft

In this connection, it specifies that
the personal property of a member shall not be deemed to be located
taxation in the receiving State.

or present in the receiving State.

In the present state of the legislations of the North Atlantic
countries, such taxation is levied either on personal estate, or on real
estate, or on both categories of property at once.
It is true that such taxation exists only in certain countries, but

the Representatives nevertheless recognize the advisability of defining

the conditions under which the

component may be subject

members

of a foreign force or civilian

to such taxation.

The view was expressed by

a

number of Representatives

that

it

did

not seem expedient to adopt the full text of the United States proposal,

which would provide

the receiving State.

It

total

exemption from such taxation in

could indeed be considered unsatisfactory

if

the receiving State did not retain the right to impose such taxation
on the personal estate and real property which might be derived from
investments within its territory, though an exception might be made
in favor of certain types of personal estate (for example, personal

property necessary to the execution of duties or the provision of the
personal accommodation of the person concerned, credit balances of
bank accounts insofar as these balances can be regarded as representing part of the emoluments received by the person concerned in
remuneration for his official duties)
9.

The Representatives generally reserved the

right to refer the

question to their respective authorities, particularly in view of the
fact that the matter might concern communities other than the State
(provinces, "departments," municipalities).

IV. Taxation in Respect of the Occupation of Property.
10. In a number of countries taxation of this kind is levied usually
for the benefit of the communities mentioned in paragraph 9.

The Working Party expressed

the wish that the Delegations con-

;

:
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cerned should investigate whether and

how

from such

far exemption

taxation in the receiving State should be provided.
V. Death Duties.

With regard

11.

to death duties, consideration

might be given

to

the following solution.

Assuming that the

member

principle

is

accepted that the presence of a

in the receiving State does not

would be provided that,
tangible movable property necessary
domicile,

it

imply the transfer of the

fiscal

in the event of his decease, the

to the said

cise of his official duties or the provision of his

member

in the exer-

personal accommoda-

tion shall be considered as not being situated on the territory of the

receiving State

—in

the same

way

as the credit balances of

banking

accounts, insofar as those balances can be regarded as representing

part of the emoluments received by the person concerned in remuneration for his official duties.

In the course of the discussion on this point, the Delegations
will have to decide whether it is possible to accept the exemption
envisaged above, in particular insofar as it applies to banking account
balances. On this point, reservations have in any case been made by a
12.

number

of Representatives.

MS-D(51) 13

—

Agreement Portuguese Proposal for Redraft
VI on Criminal Jurisdiction (20 February 1951) 1

Status of Forces

of Article

Article
1.

Members

VI

of a force shall be under the exclusive jurisdiction of

the sending State,

if

indicted

an offence solely against a member of the armed force
of the sending State or against a dependent of a member of
such force
(b) for an offence punishable under the law of the sending State,
but not punishable under that of the receiving State;
(c) for an offence against the security of the sending State. Included in this category are treason, sabotage, espionage,
and any contravention of the laws relating to the official
secrets of the sending State.

(a) for

VI (23 January 1951) MS-D(51)
VI
(12 February 1951). Reference:
5,
MS(J)-R(51) 6 (22 February 1951). This was renumbered as Article VII in
MS-D(51) 11 (19 February 1951) and in all subsequent redrafts.
i

Previous reference: D-D(51)

2 (6 February 1951)

;

MS-D(51)

23, Article

Article

;

;

:

;

~

;
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2.

Apart from the

cases

under paragraph

1

above,

members of a

contingent shall be under the criminal jurisdiction of the receiving
State, even though the offence is solely punishable by the laws of that

may waive

State.

The

of

jurisdiction in the event of the following conditions being

its

authorities of the receiving State

present concurrently

:

that the offence

is

the exercise

not punishable by a heavy

sentence; that the sending State withdraws the offender

receiving State; that the sending State

from the

makes provision

for the

immediate and direct payment to the victim of the offence of the due
indemnity to be fixed by the jurisdiction of the receiving State.
Subject to the provisions of this Article, the military authorities
of the sending State shall have the right to exercise within the receiving State all the disciplinary jurisdiction and control thereof con3.

ferred on
its

them by the laws of the sending State over

all

members of

forces abroad.

the duty of the force of the sending State to respect the

4. It is

laws of the receiving State, and to abstain from any activity inconsistent with the spirit of the present Agreement, and in particular,

from any

political activity in the receiving State.

5. The authorities of the receiving State will assist those of the
sending State by arresting offenders, handing them over to the authority which is to exercise jurisdiction, collecting the evidence and
carrying out all other investigations necessary for the preparation of
the case, and handing over documents and exhibits connected with

the prosecution or the defence.
6.

Whenever

a

member

of a foreign force

is

prosecuted in the

courts of a receiving State he shall enjoy the same treatment as that

enjoyed by the nationals of the receiving State, and, specifically, he
shall be entitled

and public trial;
informed in advance of

(a) to a speedy

(b) to be

charges

made

against

trial of the specific

charge or

him

to be confronted

with the witnesses against him;
(d) to secure the evidence of such persons as he may indicate,
in accordance with the procedural norms of the receiving

(c)

-—

K7.

State

defence by a qualified advocate or counsel of his own
by the court to conduct his defence

(e) to

choice, or failing such choice, appointed

(f) if

he considers

it

necessary, to the services of a competent

interpreter.

It shall be lawful for the sending State to police

any camps,

:
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result of

an agreement with the receiving State, under the following

conditions

The

(a)

military police of the units or formations

may

take

all

appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance of order on
such premises.
(b) Employment of such military police outside of its premises
will be subject to arrangement with the authorities of the
receiving State and in liaison with those authorities, where

such employment
order
8.

Upon

among

the

is

necessary to maintain discipline and

members of such

units or formations.

the request of the sending State, the receiving State

may

promulgate such legislation as the authorities of both States agree is
necessary to ensure the adequate security and protection within its
territory of installations, equipment, property, records and official
information of the sending State, and the punishment of persons who
may contravene such laws enacted for that purpose.

MS-D(51) 14
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Status of Forces

of Article

Article VII

Each Contracting Party waives all claims for damages to any
property owned by such Contracting Party and used by its Service
Ministries (land, sea or air armed services) or by its armed forces,
caused by a member of the armed services of any other Contracting
1.

Party while in the performance of his official duties.
Sub. Should any dispute arise as to whether the damage was
caused by a member of a force while in the performance of
his official duties, the matter shall be submitted to the arbitration of an umpire appointed by the President of the highest
court of the receiving State.
2.

No

action shall

lie

member
by any member of

against any Contracting Party or any

armed services for injury or death suffered
the armed services of any Contracting Party while
of

its

ance of his

in the

perform-

official duties.

Sub. The provisions of this paragraph shall not affect any benefits
Previous reference: D-D(51) 23, Article VII (23 January 1951) MS-D(51)
(12 February 1951). Reference: MS(J)-R(51) 6 (22 February 1951).
Article VII of the original draft was renumbered as Article VIII in MS-D(51)
11 (19 February 1951) and in all subsequent drafts.
i
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which the municipal law of the receiving State may provide
for members of its armed services.
3. Subject to the provisions of the two preceding paragraphs, the
members of the force of a sending State shall be under the civil
jurisdiction of the receiving State, unless:

done in the performance of official
duties directly connected with combatant activities;
(b) the sole injured party is the sending State or a member of
(a) the case arises

from

acts

the latter's force.

Cases arising from the acts of members of a force of a sending
State done in the performance of their official duties incident to noncombatant activities shall be settled in accordance with the legal
provisions of the receiving State relative to claims arising from acts
4.

done by

its

own armed

forces.

Compensation may be settled in the currency of the receiving State, which will effect its payment.
(b) The decision of the court shall be binding on the claimant
and on the Contracting Parties.

(a)

(c)

The

receiving State shall provide the defence in connexion

with such
(d)

The

cases.

by the Contracting Parties in satisfying
claims pursuant to the preceding sub-paragraph shall be
taken into full account in the assessment from time to time
of each nation's contribution to the security of the North
Atlantic area, with a view to distributing as equitably as
possible the total burden of defence measures under North
Atlantic Treaty plans. In the meantime, if the cost incurred
by any particular receiving State in the settlement of claims
against the forces of any sending State becomes unduly
burdensome or disproportionate, such cost may, at the request of the receiving State, become the subject of bilateral
negotiation between the two Parties for a contribution by
cost incurred

the sending State to the

payment of such

cost.

In cases involving payment of compensation for acts done by a
member of a force of a sending State, not relating to the performance
5.

of his official duties, the receiving State

may

stipulate the

amount

of compensation payable to the claimant, having regard to all the

circumstances of the case.
(a)

The

authorities of the sending State shall decide, without

delay and in the light of the report submitted by the receivState, whether or not they will offer to pay the proposed
compensation.

Iing

.
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amount
latter
(c)

The

stipulated to the receiving State in order that the

may hand

it

to the claimant.

provisions of this paragraph shall affect neither the

right of the injured party to have recourse to the courts of
the receiving State nor the latter's jurisdiction.

D-D (51)
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—Revised Draft (28 February 1951)

1

Report of the Chairman of the Working Group
have the honor to submit herewith the draft of an Agreement
relative to the status of the forces of one Contracting Party to the
North Atlantic Treaty serving in the territory of another Contracting
1.

I

Party.

This draft covers the same range of subjects as the corresponding Agreement arranged between the Brussels Treaty Powers, which
was signed in London on 21 December 1949, but has not yet been
ratified. It goes beyond the provisions of the Brussels Treaty Powers
Agreement in certain respects, of which the most important are as
2.

follows:
(a) It deals

with the status of certain classes of civilians accom-

panying a

force.

(b) It deals in a

more

positive

manner with the

situation, in

regard to the Agreement, which may be expected to arise on
the outbreak of hostilities to which the North Atlantic
Treaty applies (see Article XV)

The draft Agreement represents the greatest common measure
assent at which the Working Group could arrive as to the pro-

3.

of

posals which should be laid before the Governments of the respective

Contracting Parties. The members of the Working Group, not being
in a position to commit their Governments, cannot be regarded as
having agreed to the several provisions of the draft of merits. During
the course of our discussions they have kept in touch with their
Governments, and every endeavor has been made by the Working
Group to meet requests and to eliminate possible grounds of dissent.
Nevertheless, the Governments of the Contracting Parties cannot be
expected to form considered opinions about the provisions of the
draft Agreement until they have seen the complete text as here prei

Previous reference: MS-D(51) 11(2R) (24 February 1951). References
MS-R(51) 10-16 (19-26 April 1951).
(2 March 1951)
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sented.

We

recommend that copies of the draft be sent as
the several Governments concerned, with a request

therefore

soon as possible to
that their acceptance of

it,

or their observations thereon, be furnished

within a limited time.

have been received, we contemplate that it may be
necessary to call a further meeting of the Working Group, with a
view to revising the draft and bringing it into acceptable form.
4.

When

replies

Draft Agreement Between the Parties

to the

North Atlantic

Treaty Regarding the Stains of Their Forces

The

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington on

4th April, 1949,

Being desirous

to define the status of the forces of one

Party serv-

ing in the territory of another Party,

Have agreed

as follows

Article I

In

this

(a)

Agreement the expression

"force"

means the personnel belonging

to the land, sea or air

Party when in the territory
of another Contracting Party in connexion with the operation
of the North Atlantic Treaty

armed

services of one Contracting

component" means the civilian personnel accompanying a force of a Contracting Party who are in the employ of
an armed service of that Contracting Party, and who are not
nationals of, nor ordinarily resident in, the State in which

(b) "civilian

the force
(c)

is

located

"dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or of a
civilian

component, or a child of such member depending on

him or her

for support

(d) "sending State"

means the Contracting Party

to

which the

force belongs
(e)

"receiving State"

means the Contracting Party

of which the force

is

located,

whether

it

in the territory

be stationed there or

passing in transit
(f) "military authorities of the

thorities of a sending State

sending State" means those au-

who

are

empowered by

its

law to

enforce the military law of that State with respect to members
of

its

forces or civilian components.

;

:
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Article II

component and the members thereof as well as their dependents to respect the law of the
receiving State, and to abstain from any activity inconsistent with
the spirit of the present Agreement, and, in particular, from any
It is the duty of a force

and

its civilian

political activity in the receiving State.

It is also the

duty of the

sending State to take necessary measures to that end.

Article III
1.

On

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article and

subject to compliance with the formalities established by the receiv-

ing State relating to entry and departure of a force or the members
thereof, such members shall be exempt from passport and visa regulations and immigration inspection on entering or leaving the territory
of a receiving State. They shall also be exempt from the regulations
of the receiving State on the registration and control of aliens, but
shall not be considered as acquiring

any right

to

permanent residence

or domicile in the territories of the receiving State.

The following documents only will be required
members of a force. They must be presented on demand
2.

in respect of

by the sending State, showing
rank and number (if any), service, and

(a) personal identity card issued

names, date of birth,
photograph

(b) individual or collective

movement

order, in the language of

the sending State and in the English and French languages,
issued by an appropriate agency of the sending State and

certifying to the status of the individual or group as a

member or members of a force and to the movement ordered.
The receiving State may require a movement order to be
countersigned by
3.

Members

its

appropriate representative.

of a civilian component and dependents shall be so

described in their passports.
4.

If a

member

of a force or civilian component leaves the employ

of the sending State and

is

not repatriated, the authorities of the

sending State shall immediately inform the authorities of the receiving State, giving such particulars as may be required. The authorities of the sending State shall similarly inform the authorities of the
receiving State of any such person who has absented himself for more
than 21 days.
5. If the receiving State has made an expulsion order against an
ex-member of a force or of a civilian component, the authorities of
the sending State shall be responsible for receiving him within their

;
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own

territory or otherwise disposing of

him

outside the receiving

State.

Article

The

IV

receiving State shall either

(a) accept as valid, without a driving test or fee, the driving

permit or licence or military driving permit issued by the
sending State or a sub-division thereof to a member of a
force or of a civilian component; or
(b) issue its own driving permit or licence to any member of a
force or civilian component who holds a driving permit or
licence issued by the sending State or a sub-division thereof,
provided that no driving test shall be required.

Article
1.

Members

V

of a force shall normally wear uniform.

Regularly

constituted units or formations of a force shall be in uniform

when

crossing a frontier.
2.

Service vehicles of a force or civilian component shall carry, in

addition to their registration number, a distinctive nationality mark.

Article

Members

of a force

may

VI

carry arms, on condition that they are

authorised to do so by their orders.

The

authorities of the sending

sympathetic consideration to requests from the
receiving State concerning this matter.
State

shall

give

Article VII
1.

Subject to the provisions of this Article,
(a) the military authorities of the sending State shall have the
right to exercise within the receiving State all jurisdiction

and control conferred on them by the law of the sending
State over all persons subject to the military law of that
State
(b) the authorities of the receiving State shall

2.

have jurisdiction
over the members of a force or civilian component with
respect to offences committed within the territory of the
receiving State and punishable by the law of that State.
The military authorities of the sending State shall have the

right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject to the
military law of that State with respect to offences relating to its
security, but not to that of the receiving State, and to all other acts

:
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punishable by the law of the sending State, but not by the law of
the receiving State.

The

authorities of the receiving State shall have the right to exer-

cise exclusive jurisdiction over

members of

a force or civilian com-

ponent with respect to offences relating to the security of that State,
but not to the security of the sending State, and to all other acts
punishable by the law of the receiving State, but not by the law of
the sending State.

A security offence against a State shall include
(a) treason against that State;

espionage or violation of any law relating to

(b) sabotage,

official secrets

of that State, or secrets relating to the na-

tional defence of that State.

In cases where the right to exercise jurisdiction is concurrent
the following rules shall apply
(a) The military authorities of the sending State shall have the
primary right to exercise jurisdiction over a member of a
force or of a civilian component in relation to
(i) offences solely against the property of that State, or
offences solely against the person or property of another
3.

member

of the force or civilian component of that State

or of a dependent;
(ii)

offences arising out of
official

any act done

duty [or pursuant to

performance of
a lawful order issued by the
in the

military authorities of that State]. 2
(b)

In the case of any other offence the authorities of the receiving State shall have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction.

(c)

If the State having the primary right decides not to exercise
jurisdiction,

it

shall notify the authorities of the other State

as soon as practicable.

The

authorities of the State having

the primary right shall give sympathetic; consideration to a
request

of

its

from the

authorities of the other State for a waiver

right in cases where that other State considers such

waiver to be of particular importance.
4. A death sentence shall not be carried out in the receiving State
by the authorities of the sending State if the legislation of the
receiving State does not provide for such punishment in a similar
case.
5.

(a)

The

authorities of the receiving

assist

2

and sending States

shall

each other in the arrest of members of a force or

Square brackets

in original text.

;

;
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component in the territory of the receiving State
handing them over to the authority which is to exer-

civilian

and

in

cise jurisdiction in

(b)

The

accordance with the above provisions.

promptly

authorities of the receiving State shall notify

the military authorities of the sending State of the arrest of

any member of
(c)

The custody

a force or civilian

of an accused over

component.

whom

the receiving State

is

hands of the
sending State, remain with that State until he is charged by
to exercise jurisdiction shall, if he

is

in the

the receiving State.
6.

(a)

The

authorities of the receiving

assist

and sending States

each other in the carrying out of

all

shall

necessary investi-

gations into offences, and in the collection of evidence, in-

cluding the seizure and, in proper cases, the handing over
of objects connected with an offence,
(b)

7.

The

authorities of the Contracting Parties shall notify one

another of the results of all investigations and trials in cases
where there are concurrent rights to exercise jurisdiction.
Where an accused has been tried by the authorities of one Con-

tracting Party and has been acquitted, or has been convicted
serving, or has served, his sentence, he

may

and

is

not be tried again for the

same offence within the same territory by the authorities of another
Contracting Party.

Whenever

8.

a

member

of a force or civilian

component

is

prose-

cuted under the jurisdiction of a receiving State he shall be entitled:
(a) to a

prompt and speedy

(b) to be

trial;

informed in advance of

trial of the specific

charge or

charges made against him
(c) to be confronted with the witnesses against him;
(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his
favour, if within the jurisdiction of the receiving State;
(e)

to defence

by a qualified advocate or counsel of

choice, or,

failing such choice, appointed to

his

own

conduct his

defence

he considers it necessary, to have the services of a competent interpreter; and

(f) if

(g) to

communicate with a representative of his Government
when the rules of the court permit, to have such a

and,

representative present at his trial.

Regularly constituted military units or formations of a force
have the right to police any camps, establishments or other
premises which they have occupied as the result of an agreement with
9.

shall

the receiving State.

The military

police of the force

may

take

all
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appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance of order and security

on such premises.
Outside these premises, such military police shall be employed only
subject to arrangements with the authorities of the receiving State
and in liaison with those authorities, and in so far as such employ-

ment

is

necessary to maintain discipline and order

among

the

mem-

bers of such units or formations.
10.

Each Contracting Party

shall seek such legislation as

it

deems

necessary to ensure the adequate security and protection within

its

and official
information of other Contracting Parties, and the punishment of

territory of installations, equipment, property, records

persons

who may contravene such laws

enacted for that purpose.

Article VIII
1.

(a)

Each Contracting Party waives all its claims against any
other Contracting Party for damage to any property owned
by it and used by its Service Ministries (land, sea or air)
caused by a member or employee of the armed forces of any
other Contracting Party provided that such damage was
caused by such member or employee in the execution of his
duties in connexion with the operation of the

North At-

Such waiver shall extend to a vessel owned
by a Contracting Party and used by its Service Ministries
lantic Treaty.

being used in connexion with the operation of the North Atlantic Treaty, wherever such damage
shall occur, and whether it is caused by a member or
employee of the armed forces of any other Contracting
Party or by a vessel owned by any other Contracting Party
and used by its Service Ministries in connexion with the
operation of the North Atlantic Treaty. Claims for mariwhile such vessel

is

time salvage by one Contracting Party against any other
Contracting Party shall be waived, provided that the vessel
or cargo salved was owned by a Contracting Party and
being used by its Service Ministries in connexion with the
operation of the North Atlantic Treaty,
(b)

paragraph the expression "owned by
a Contracting Party" includes a vessel on bare boat charter
to that Contracting Party or requisitioned by it on bare boat

For the purpose of

this

terms or otherwise in

its

possession (except to the extent that

borne by some person other

the risk of loss or liability is
that such Contracting Party or

its

insurer).

In the case of damage caused as stated in paragraph 1 to other
property owned by a Contracting Part} the issue of liability shall be
determined and the amount of damage shall be assessed by an arbi2.

T

,

—
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any
of the other Contracting Parties involved, and chosen from amongst
its own nationals who hold or have held high judicial office, and shall
be distributed in accordance with paragraph 4(e) (i) and (ii) below.
Nevertheless each Contracting Party waives its claim in any such
case where the damage is less than
trator nominated

State, after consultation with

by the receiving

:

Luxembourg

Belgium

B.fr.

Canada

$

1,4G0

Netherlands

Fl.

Denmark

Kr.

9,670

Norway

Kr.

10,000

France

F.fr. 490,000

40,250

Iceland

f

500

Italy

Li.

Portugal
United Kingdom
United States

Es.

Kr.

$

1,400

70,000

22,800

850,000

L.fr.

70,000
5,320

In the case of considerable variations in the rates of exchange between these currencies the Contracting Parties shall agree on the
appropriate adjustments of these amounts.
3.

Each Contracting Party waives

all its

claims against any other

Contracting Party for injury or death suffered by any member of
armed services while in the performance of his official duties.

its

Claims (other than contractual claims) arising out of acts done
by members of a force or civilian component in the performance of
their official duties and causing damage to, or loss or destruction of,
the property of persons or bodies, other than the Contracting Parties,
4.

in the territory of the receiving State, or the injury or death of

individuals therein, shall be settled by the receiving State in accord-

ance with the following provisions
(a)

Claims shall be filed, considered and settled or adjudicated
in accordance with the laws and regulations of the receiving
State with respect to claims arising from the activities of its

own armed forces.
The receiving State may

any such claims, and payment
of the amount agreed upon or determined by adjudication
shall be made by the receiving State in its currency.
(c) Such payment, or the final adjudication of the competent
tribunals of the receiving State denying payment, shall be
binding and conclusive upon the Contracting Parties.
(d) Every claim paid by the receiving State shall be communicated to the sending States concerned together with full particulars and a proposed distribution in conformity with subparagraphs (e) (i) and (e) (ii) below. In default of a reply
within two months, the proposal shall be regarded as

(b)

settle

accepted.
(e)

The

cost incurred in satisfying claims pursuant to the pre-

:
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ceding sub-paragraphs shall be distributed between the Contracting Parties, as follows
(i)

Where one sending

State alone

awarded or adjudged
tion of

25%

is

responsible, the

amount

shall be distributed in the propor-

chargeable to the receiving State and

75%

chargeable to the sending State,
(ii)

Where more than one

State

is

responsible for the damage,

amount awarded or adjudged shall be distributed
equally among them. However, if the receiving State is
the

not one of the States responsible, its contribution shall be
half that of each of the sending States,
(iii)

Every half-year, a statement of the sums paid by the
receiving State in the course of the half-yearly period in
respect of every case regarding which the proposed dis-

tribution on a percentage basis has been accepted, shall

be sent to the sending States concerned, together with a
request for reimbursement.

made within

Such reimbursement

shall be

the shortest possible time, in the currency

of the receiving State,
(iv)

(f)

In cases where the application of the provisions of subparagraphs (b) and (e) would cause a Contracting Party
serious hardship, it may request the North Atlantic

Council to arrange a settlement of a different nature.
of a force or civilian component shall not be subject to any proceedings for the enforcement of any judgment
given against him in the receiving State in a matter arising

A

member

from the performance of

The

his official duties.

provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to any claim aris-

ing out of or in connexion with the navigation or operation of a ship
or the loading, carriage, or discharge of a cargo.
5.

Claims against members of a force or civilian component arising

out of tortious acts or omissions in the receiving State not relating
to the performance of their official duties shall be dealt with in the

following manner. The authorities of the receiving State shall consider the claim and assess compensation to the claimant in a fair and
just manner, taking into account all the circumstances of the case,
including the conduct of the injured person, and shall prepare a
report on the matter.
of the sending State,

The report shall be delivered to the authorities
who shall then decide without delay whether

they will offer an ex gratia payment, and if so, of what amount. If
an offer of ex gratia payment is made, and accepted by the claimant
in full satisfaction of his claim, the authorities of the sending State
shall make the payment themselves and inform the Government of
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the receiving State of their decision
this

paragraph

and of the sum paid. Nothing

shall affect the jurisdiction of the courts of the receiv-

ing State to entertain an action against a
civilian

in

component unless and

member

of a force or of a

until there has been

payment

in full

satisfaction of the claim.

If a dispute arises whether a tortious act or omission of a member of a force or civilian component relates to the performance of his
duties, the question shall be submitted to an arbitrator appointed in
6.

accordance with paragraph 2 of this Article, whose decision on this
point shall be final and conclusive.
7. The sending State shall not claim immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts of the receiving State for
civilian

component

members

in respect of claims not covered

of a force or

by the provisions

of the preceding paragraphs.

The

and the receiving State
shall cooperate in the procurement of evidence for a fair hearing and
disposal of claims in regard to which the Contracting Parties are
8.

authorities of the sending State

concerned.

Article
1.

Members

IX

of a force or of a civilian

component and their depend-

may

purchase locally goods necessary for their own consumption,
and such services as they may need, under the same conditions as the

ents

nationals of the receiving State.
2.

Goods which

are required

from

local sources for the subsistence

of a force or civilian component shall normally be purchased through
the authorities which purchase such goods for the

the receiving State.

armed

services of

In order to avoid such purchases having any

adverse effect on the economy of the receiving State, the competent
authorities of this State shall indicate,

when

necessary, any articles

which should be restricted or forbidden.
3. After agreement between the authorised representatives of the
sending and receiving States, the authorities of the receiving State
shall assume sole responsibility for making suitable arrangements to
make available to a force or civilian component the buildings and
grounds which it requires, as well as facilities and services connected
therewith. These agreements and arrangements shall be, as far as
possible, in accordance with the regulations governing the accommodation and billeting of similar personnel of the receiving State. In
the purchase of

the absence of a specific contract to the contrary, the laws of the
receiving State shall determine the rights and obligations arising out
of the occupation or use of the buildings, grounds or facilities.

Local civilian labour requirements of a force or civilian component shall be satisfied in the same way as the comparable require4.
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ments of the receiving State and with the assistance of the authorities
of the receiving State through the employment exchanges. The conditions of employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary
payments and conditions for the protection of workers, shall be those
laid down by the legislation of the receiving State. Such civilian
workers employed by a force or civilian component shall not be regarded for any purpose as being members of that force or civilian
component.
5.

is

When

a force or a civilian

component has

stationed inadequate medical or dental facilities,

may

where it
their members and

at the place

and dental care, including
hospitalisation, under the same conditions as comparable personnel
their dependents

receive medical

of the receiving State.
6.

The

receiving State shall give the most favourable consideration

members of a force or of a civilian comfacilities and concessions with regard to fares.

to requests for the grant to

ponent of travelling
These facilities and concessions will be the subject of special arrangements to be made between the Governments concerned.
7. Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements
between the Contracting Parties, payment in local currency for goods,
accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and,
if necessary, 5 and 6, shall be made promptly by the authorities of

the force.

Neither a force, nor a civilian component, nor the members
thereof, nor their dependents, shall by reason of this Article enjoy
any exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services
chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State.
8.

Article
1.

Where

X

the incidence of any form of taxation in the receiving

State depends upon residence or domicile, periods during which a

member

of a force or civilian

component

State by reason solely of his being a

component

is in

member

the territory of that

of such force or civilian

shall not be considered as periods of residence therein, or

as creating a change of domicile, for the purposes of such taxation.

Members

of a force or civilian component shall be exempt from taxa-

and emoluments paid to them
as such members by the sending State or on any tangible movable
property the presence of which in the receiving State is due solely to
their temporary presence there.
tion in the receiving State on the salary

2.

Nothing

in this Article shall prevent taxation of a

member

of a

force or civilian component with respect to any profitable enterprise,
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other than his employment as such member, in which he

may engage

in the receiving State.

Nothing in this Article
graph 12 of Article XI.

shall

3.

apply to "duty" as defined in para-

Article

XI

Save as provided expressly to the contrary in this Agreement,
members of a force and of a civilian component as well as their
dependents shall be subject to the laws and regulations administered
by the customs authorities of the receiving State. In particular the
customs authorities of the receiving State shall have the right, under
the general conditions laid down by the laws and regulations of the
receiving State, to search members of a force or civilian component
and their dependents and to examine their luggage and vehicles, and
to seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.
2. The temporary importation and the re-exportation of service
vehicles shall be authorised free of duty on presentation of a triptyque in the form shown in the Appendix to this Agreement. These
vehicles shall be exempt from any tax payable in respect of the use
of vehicles on the roads.
3. Official documents under official seal shall not be subject to customs inspection. Couriers, whatever their status, carrying these documents must be in possession of an individual movement order, issued
in accordance witli Article III. This movement order shall show the
number of despatches carried and certify that they contain only
1.

official
4.

documents.

The

authorities of a force

may import

free of duty the equip-

ment for that force and reasonable quantities of provisions, supplies
and other goods for the exclusive use of that force and, in cases where
such use is permitted, its civilian component and dependents. This
duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the customs
office for the place of entry, together with the customs documents,
of a certificate signed by an

for that purpose.

official

of the sending State authorised

The

list of the officials authorised to sign the
specimens of their signatures and the stamps
used, shall be sent to the customs authorities of the receiving State.

certificates, as well as

5.

first

Members

of a force or civilian

arrival to take

up

component may

Members

time of

service in the receiving State import free of

duty for the term of such service their personal
6.

at the

effects

of a force or civilian component

and furniture.

may

import tem-

porarily free of duty their private motor vehicles for the personal
use of themselves and their dependents. There is no obligation under
this Article to grant exemption from taxes payable in respect of the
use of roads by private vehicles.

:
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Imports made by the authorities of a force other than for the
exclusive use of that force and its civilian component, and imports,
other than those dealt with in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this Article,
effected by members of a force or civilian component, are not, by
reason of this Article, entitled to any exemption from duty or other
7.

conditions.

Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraphs

8.

5 or 6

4,

above

(a)

may

be re-exported freely, provided that, in the case of

goods imported under paragraph 4, a certificate, issued in
accordance with that paragraph, is presented to the customs office the customs authorities, however, may verify
that goods re-exported are as described in the certificate, if
any, and have in fact been imported under the conditions of
paragraph 4, 5 or 6 as the case may be;
(b) shall not normally be disposed of in the receiving State by
way of either sale or gift: however, in particular cases such
disposal may be authorised on conditions imposed by the
customs authorities (for instance on payment of duty and
tax and compliance with the requirements of the controls
of trade and exchange).
9. Goods purchased in the receiving State shall be exported therefrom only in accordance with the regulations in force in the receiving
:

State.

Special arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted

10.

by the customs authorities

to regularly constituted units or forma-

provided that the customs authorities concerned have been duly
notified in advance.
11. Special arrangements shall be made by the receiving State so
that fuel, oil and lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft and
tions,

vessels of a force or civilian

component may be delivered free of

all

and taxes.
12. In paragraphs 1-10 of this Article "duty'' means customs duties
and all other duties and taxes payable on importation or exportation,

duties

as the case

may

be.

Article
1.

The customs

XII

or fiscal authorities of the receiving State

a condition of the grant of any customs or

fiscal

may,

as

exemption or con-

cession provided for in this Agreement, require such conditions to be

observed as they
2.

this

may deem
may

These authorities

Agreement

necessary to prevent abuse.
refuse any exemption provided for by

in respect of the

importation into the receiving State

of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State which
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have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon repayment of, taxes and duties which would have been chargeable but for
such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse shall
be deemed to be imported if they were regarded as having been exported by reason of being deposited in the warehouse.

Article XIII
In order to prevent offences against customs and fiscal laws and
regulations, the customs and fiscal authorities of the receiving and of
the sending States shall assist each other in the conduct of enquiries
and the collection of evidence.
2. The authorities of a force shall render all assistance within their
power to ensure that articles liable to seizure by, or on behalf of, the
customs or fiscal authorities of the receiving State are handed to
1.

those authorities.
3.

The

authorities of a force shall render all assistance within their

power to ensure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties payable
by members of the force or civilian component or their dependents.
4. Service vehicles and articles belonging to a force or to its civilian component seized by the authorities of the receiving State in
connexion with an offence against its customs or fiscal regulations
shall be handed over to the appropriate authorities of the force
concerned.

Article

A

XIV

component and the members thereof, as well
remain subject to the foreign exchange regulations of the sending State and shall also be subject to the regula1.

force, a civilian

as their dependents, shall

tions of the receiving State.

The

foreign exchange authorities of the sending and the receiving States may issue special regulations applicable to a force or
2.

civilian

component or the members thereof as well as

to

their

dependents.

Article

XV

Subject to paragraph 2 of this Article, this Agreement shall
remain in force in the event of hostilities to which the North Atlantic
Treaty applies, except that the provisions for settling claims in para1.

graphs 2, 4, and 5 of Article VIII shall not apply to war damage,
and that the provisions of the Agreement, and in particular of Articles III and VII, shall immediately be reviewed by the Contracting
Parties concerned,

may

who may

agree [to] such modifications as they
consider desirable regarding the application of the Agreement

between them.
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In the event of such hostilities, each of the Contracting Parties
shall have the right, by giving 60 days notice to the other Contracting
Parties, to suspend the application of any of the provisions of this
2.

Agreement

so far as

it is

concerned.

If this right

is

exercised, the

Contracting Parties shall immediately consult with a view to agreeing on suitable provisions to replace the provisions suspended.

Article

XVI

All differences between the Contracting Parties relating to the

Agreement shall be settled by
negotiation between them without recourse to any outside jurisdiction. Except where express provision is made to the contrary in this
Agreement, differences which cannot be settled by direct negotiation
shall be referred to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
interpretation or application of this

Article

Any

Contracting Party

may

Article of this Agreement.

Chairman

of the

at

XVII

any time request the revision of any

The

request shall be addressed to the

North Atlantic Council, who

shall refer the request

to the Council.

Article

The present Agreement

XVIII

and the instruments of
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each sig1.

shall be ratified

natory State of the date of deposit thereof.

Thirty days after four signatory States have deposited their
instruments of ratification the present Agreement shall come into
force between them. It shall come into force for each other signatory
State thirty days after the deposit of its instrument of ratification.
2.

has come into force, the present Agreement shall be
open to accession on behalf of any State which accedes to the North
Atlantic Treaty. Accession shall be effected by the deposit of an
instrument of accession with the Government of the United States
of America, which shall notify each signatory and acceding State of
the date of deposit thereof. In respect of any State on behalf of
which an instrument of accession is deposited, the present Agreement
shall come into force thirty days after the date of the deposit of
such instrument.
3.

After

it
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XIX

Article

The present Agreement may be denounced by any Contracting
Party after the expiration of a period of four years from the date
on which the Agreement comes into force.
2. The denunciation of the Agreement by any Contracting Party
1.

by a written notification addressed by that Contracting Party to the Government of the United States of America, which
shall be effected

shall notify all the other Contracting Parties of each such notifica-

tion

and the date of receipt thereof.

3.

The denunciation

shall take effect one year after the receipt of

Government of the United States of America.
After the expiration of this period of one year, the Agreement shall
cease to be in force as regards the Contracting Party which denounces
the notification by the

it,

but shall continue in force for the remaining Contracting Parties.

In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorised by their
respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.

Done

London

in

day of

this

,

in the

English and French languages, both texts being equally authoritative,
in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives of the
Government of the United States of America. The Government of
the United States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof
to all the signatory and acceding States.

D-D(51) 58
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
Original Draft Submitted by the United
Kingdom (1 March 1951) 1

—

Memorandum by
At

their meeting of 8

the

August

1950, the Council Deputies

the report of the subcommittee set

Status of

Kingdom Deputy

United

up

approved

to consider the question of the

NATO,

National Representatives and International Staff,
and agreed that the most satisfactory method of dealing with this
problem would be for member Governments to conclude an inter-

national

Agreement on the

the United

Kingdom

subject.

The Deputies

also agreed that

authorities should prepare the draft of such

an Agreement.

This draft has now been drawn up, and a copy of
i References
D-R(51) 15 (2 March
MS-R(51) 7-9 (16-17 April 1951).
:

1941)

;

D-R(51) 20

it is

(13

attached.

March 1951)

;

;

:
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Convention on Privand Immunities for the Specialized Agencies of the United

It largely follows the lines of the International

ileges

Nations. 2

my

understanding that it was agreed by the Deputies at their
meeting on 26 February 1951 that each Deputy would now forward
It is

Government for the latter's observations.
A few weeks later a subcommittee or working group, composed of
experts from all those Governments which wished to be represented,
would be assembled to consider the comments of the various Governments and to draw up an agreed draft text for submission to Gov-

the draft Agreement to his

ernments.

General Agreement on Privileges and Immunities
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation

The

States signatory to the present Agreement,
Considering that, for the exercise of their functions and the fulfillment of their purposes, it is necessary that the Council and its subsidiary bodies established under Article 9 of the North Atlantic

and the representatives of Member States
attending meetings thereof should have the privileges and immuTreaty, their

officials

nities set out hereunder,

Have agreed

as follows

PAKT

I.— GENEKAL
Article

1

In the present Agreement,
(a) "the Council"

means the organisation established by Article

9

of the North Atlantic Treaty including, unless the context
requires otherwise,

its

subsidiary bodies

means the Council Deputies and any other
organ or committee which, having been established by the
Council, may from time to time be in existence;
for the purposes of Part V, "representatives" means representatives and their alternates.

(b) "subsidiary bodies"

(c)

PAKT

II.— PEKSONALITY

AND CAPACITY

Article 2

The Secretary

of the Council shall co-operate at all times with the

competent authorities of Member States
2

33

UNTS

262 (21 November 1947).

to facilitate the

proper ad-

;
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ministration of justice, secure the observance of police regulations

and prevent the occurrence of any abuse in connexion with the
privileges and immunities set out in the present Agreement.
Article 3

The Council

have the
capacity to conclude contracts, to acquire and dispose of movable
and immovable property and to institute legal proceedings.
In these matters the Secretary of the Council shall, where appropriate, act on behalf of the Council.

PART

shall possess juridical personality;

III.— PROPERTY,

it

shall

FUNDS AND ASSETS

Article 4

The

property and assets, wheresoever located and by
whomsoever held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
process, except in so far as in any particular case it, or the Council
Deputies on its behalf, may expressly authorise the waiver of this
Council,

its

immunity. It is, however, understood that no waiver of immunity
shall extend to any measure of execution or detention of property.

Article

The buildings and premises

5

of the Council shall be inviolable. Its

wheresoever located and by whomsoever held,
shall be immune from search, requisition, confiscation, expropriation
or any other form of interference, whether by administrative, judicial
property and

assets,

or legislative action.

Article 6

The
to

it

archives of the Council and in general

or held by

it

all

documents belonging

shall be inviolable, wheresoever located.

Article 7

Without being restricted by
any kind,

financial controls, regulations or

mora-

toria of

may

hold currency of any kind and operate accounts in any currency
(b) the Council may freely transfer its funds from one country to
another or within any country and convert any currency held
(a) the Council

by

it

into

any other currency.

;

:
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In exercising its rights under sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) above,
the Council shall pay due regard to any representations made by any
Member State and shall give effect to such representations in so far
as it is practicable to do so.

Article 8

The

Council,

(a)

from all direct taxes; the Council will not, however, claim
exemption from rates, taxes or dues which are no more than

its assets,

income and other property

shall be

exempt

charges for public utility services;
(b)

from

all customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions on
imports and exports in respect of articles imported or exported
by the Council for its official use articles imported under such
exemption shall not be sold in the country into which they
are imported, except under conditions approved by the Government of that country
;

(c)

from

customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions on
imports and exports in respect of its publications.
all

Article

9

While the Council will not as a general rule claim exemption from
excise duties and from taxes on the sale of movable and immovable
property which form part of the price to be paid, nevertheless when
the Council is making important purchases for official use of property on which such duties and taxes have been charged or are chargeable, Member States will whenever possible make the appropriate
administrative

arrangements for the remission or return of the

amount of duty or

tax.

PART IV.— COMMUNICATIONS
Article 10

No
other

censorship shall be applied to the
official

official

correspondence and

communications of the Council.

The Council

have the right to use codes and to despatch and
receive correspondence by courier or in sealed bags, which shall have
the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic couriers and bags.

Nothing

shall

in this Article shall

be construed to preclude the adoption

of appropriate security precautions to be determined by agreement

between a

Member

State and the Council.

;;

;
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PART V.—
REPRESENTATIVES OF MEMBER GOVERNMENTS
Article 11
Representatives of

Member

States on the Council and

its

subsidiary

bodies shall, while exercising their functions, enjoy the following

and immunities:
immunity from personal

arrest or detention

immigration restrictions,

aliens' registration or national service

privileges

and from seizure
of their personal baggage, and, in respect of words spoken or
written and of acts done by them in their official capacity,
immunity from legal process
(b) inviolability for all papers and documents;
(c) the right to use codes and to receive papers or correspondence
by couriers or in sealed bags
(d) exemption in respect of themselves and their spouses from
(a)

obligations in the State in

(e)

which they are visiting or through

which they are passing in the exercise of their functions;
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange restrictions as are accorded diplomatic representatives of comparable
rank;

same immunities and facilities in respect of their personal
baggage as are accorded to diplomatic representatives of comparable rank
(g) the right to import free of duty their furniture and effects at
the time of first arrival to take up their post in the country in
question, and on the termination of their functions in that
country, to remove such furniture and effects free of duty to
(f ) the

their future country of residence.

Article 12
In order to secure for the representatives of Member States at
meetings of the Council and of its subsidiary bodies complete freedom of speech and complete independence in the discharge of their
duties, the immunity from legal process in respect of words spoken
or written and of acts done by them in discharging their duties shall
continue to be accorded, notwithstanding that the persons concerned
are no longer engaged in the discharge of such duties.

Article 13

Where

the incidence of any form of taxation depends

dence, periods during

upon

resi-

which the representatives of Member States

at

—

;
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meetings of the Council or of

subsidiary bodies are present in the

its

Member

State for the discharge of their duties shall
not be considered as periods of residence. In particular, they shall be
territory of a

exempt from taxation on

their official salary

and emoluments during

such periods of duty.

Article 14
Privileges and immunities are accorded to the representatives of

Member

States, not for the personal benefit of the individuals

them-

but in order to safeguard the independent exercise of their
functions in connexion with the North Atlantic Treaty. Consequently, a Member State not only has the right, but is under a duty,
selves,

immunity of its representatives in any case where, in its
opinion, the immunity would impede the course of justice and it can
be waived without prejudice to the purposes for which the immunity
to waive the

is

accorded.

Article 15

The

provisions of Articles 11 to 13 above shall not require any

State to grant any of the privileges or immunities referred to therein
to

any person who

is its

national or

is

or has been

its

representative.

PAET VI.— OFFICIALS OF THE COUNCIL
Article 16

The categories of officials of the Council to which this Part
Agreement applies shall be determined between the Secretary
Council and the Governments of

Member

of the
of the

States.

Article 17
Officials of the

shall

Council to

whom

Part of the Agreement applies

this

:

(a) be

immune from

legal process

is

written or acts done by them, in

words spoken or
their official capacity and

respect of

within the limits of their authority; they shall continue to be
so immune after completion of their functions as officials of
the Council

exempt from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid
to them in their capacity as such officials;
be immune, together with their spouses and relatives dependent
on them, from immigration restrictions and aliens' registra-

(b) be

(c)

tion;

(d) be accorded the

same privileges

in respect of

currency or ex-
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change restriction as are accorded to officials of comparable
rank of diplomatic missions;
be given, together with their spouses and relatives dependent
on them, the same repatriation facilities in time of international crisis as officials of comparable rank of diplomatic

(e)

missions;
(f )

have the right to import free of duty their furniture and effects
at the time of first arrival to take up their post in the country
in question, and, on the termination of their functions in that
country, to remove such furniture and effects free of duty to
their future country of residence.

Article 18

whom

Part of the Agreement applies
shall be exempt from national service obligations; provided that, in
relation to the States of which they are nationals, such exemption
shall be confined to officials whose names have, by reason of their
duties, been placed upon a list compiled by the Secretary of the
Council and approved by the Government concerned.
Should other officials be called up for national service, the GovernOfficials of the

ment concerned

Council to

this

shall, at the request of the

Secretary of the Council,

grant such temporary deferments in the call-up of such

may
tial

officials as

be necessary to avoid interruption in the continuation of essen-

work.

Article 19
Privileges and immunities are accorded to

officials in

the interests

of the Council and not for the personal benefit of the individuals

themselves.

The Secretary of the Council shall have the right and
immunity of any official in any case where, in
the immunity would impede the course of justice and it

the duty to waive the
his opinion,

can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the Council. In
the case of the Secretary of the Council, the Council, or the Council
Deputies on its behalf, shall have the right to waive immunity.

PAKT

VII.— EXPERTS

ON MISSIONS FOR THE COUNCIL
Article 20

Experts (other than officials coming within the scope of Part VI)
employed on missions on behalf of the Council shall be accorded
the following privileges and immunities so far as is necessary for
the effective exercise of their functions during the period of their

;

;

:
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service, including the time spent

on journeys in connexion with such

service
(a)

(b)

immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure
of their personal baggage
in respect of words spoken or written or acts done by them
performance of their official functions for the Council,
immunity from legal process, such immunity to continue notwithstanding that the persons concerned are no longer employed on missions on behalf of the Council;
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange restrictions and in respect of their personal baggage as are accorded
to officials of foreign Governments on temporary official misin the

(c)

sions

;

(d) inviolability for all papers and documents relating to the

work

on which they are engaged for the Council.

Article 21
Privileges and immunities are accorded to experts in the interests

of the Council and not for the personal benefit of the individuals con-

The Secretary of the Council shall have the right and the
duty to waive the immunity of any expert in any case where, in his
opinion, the immunity would impede the course of justice and it

cerned.

can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the Council.

PART

VIII.—ABUSE

OF PRIVILEGES

Article 22
Representatives of
of

its

Member

States at meetings of the Council and

subsidiary bodies, while exercising their functions and during

and from the place of meetings, officials to whom
Part VI of this Agreement applies and experts to whom Part VII
applies, shall not be required by the territorial authorities to leave
the country in which they are performing their functions on account
of any activities by them in their official capacity. In the case, however, of abuse of privileges of residence committed by any such per-

their journeys to

son in activities in that country outside his

official

functions, he

may

be required to leave by the Government of that country, provided
that:
(a) representatives of

Member

States shall not be required to leave

the country otherwise than in accordance with the diplomatic

procedure applicable to diplomatic representatives accredited
to that country

—
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(b) in the case of

an

official

or expert no order to leave the country-

than with the approval of the Foreign
Minister of the country in question, and such approval shall
be given only after consultation with the Secretary of the
Council, and, if expulsion proceedings are taken against any
such person, the Secretary shall have the right to appear in
such proceedings on behalf of the person against whom they
are instituted when they are of a judicial character, and when
the matter is dealt with administratively he shall have the
shall be issued other

right to

make

representations in writing to the administrative

authorities concerned.

PAKT IX.— SETTLEMENT OF DISPUTES
Article 23

The Council, or

the Council Deputies on

vision for appropriate

its

modes of settlement

behalf, shall

make

pro-

of:

(a) disputes arising out of contracts or other disputes of private

character to which the Council
(b) disputes involving

any

official

is

a party;

of the Council, or any expert

whom

Part VII of the Agreement applies, who by reason
of his official position enjoys immunity, if immunity has not
been waived in accordance with the provisions of Articles 19
to

or 21.

PART X.— SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENTS
Article 24

The

Council, or the Council Deputies on

with any

Member

its

behalf,

may

conclude

State or States supplementary agreements modify-

ing the provisions of the present Agreement, so far as that State or
those States are concerned.

PART XL— FINAL PROVISIONS
Article 25

The present Agreement shall remain open for signature by Member
States of the Council and shall be subject to ratification. Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Government of the
United States of America which will notify all signatory States of
each such deposit.
As soon as nine signatory States have deposited their instruments
of ratification, the present

Agreement

shall

come

into force in respect
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of those States.

It shall

come

into force, in respect of each other

signatory State, on the date of the deposit of
fication.

its

instrument of rati-

Nevertheless, pending the entry into force of the Agree-

ment, in accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph,
the signatories agree, in order to avoid any delay in the efficient working of the Council, to apply it provisionally from the date of signature, so far as it is possible to do so under their respective constitutional systems.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly
authorised to that effect, have signed the present Agreement.

Done

French and
in English, both texts being equally authoritative, in a single copy
which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of the
United States of America, which will transmit a certified copy to
day of (month, year)

at (place) this

in

each of the signatories.

MS-D(51) 15
Status of Forces

Agreement

(3 April 1951)
1.

The following

—Amendments

Proposed by Canada

1

are the views of the

Canadian Government con-

cerning the draft Agreement on the Status of

NATO

Armed

Forces.

2.

Subject to further consideration with respect to existing bilat-

eral

arrangements with other parties to the North Atlantic Treaty,

the Government of

Canada is, in general, disposed to accept the text
of the draft Agreement contained in D-D (51) 57, of 28 February,
1951, but has the following suggestions and comments to make on the

details of the draft
3.

It

Agreement.

would be most desirable

to confer on a receiving State a

primary right to exercise jurisdiction over a member of a force or
civilian component who carried out his superior's order in an unlawful manner which resulted in injury or damage. It is suggested that
this might best be accomplished by substituting for the existing words
in Article VII, paragraph 3(a) (ii), the following clause:
"Acts or omissions done or omitted pursuant to an order issued by
a military superior of that State and carried out according to the
tenor thereof."

Reference: D-D(51) 57 (28 February 1951). See also MS-R(51) 10-14
(19-24 April 1951). The paragraphs in the above document have been renumbered consecutively by the editor.
i

:

:

:
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The following amendments to Article VII
order to make the drafting conform
4.

are also suggested in

In paragraph 3(a) (i), delete the word, "offences," wherever
it occurs and substitute the words, "acts or omissions."
(b) In paragraph 3(b), delete the word, "offences," and sub(a)

stitute the words, "acts or omissions."

paragraph 7, and substitute the following:
Where an accused has been tried in respect of any act
or omission by the authorities of one Contracting Party and
has been acquitted or convicted and is serving or has served

(c) Delete
"7.

may

not be tried again in respect of the
same act or omission within the same territory by the authorities of another Contracting Party."

his sentence, he

(d) In order to provide against possible injustice to

members

of

a force or civilian component serving in a territory which
ascribes to an offense a more severe penalty than the sending
State does, the following paragraph should be added to
Article VII, possibly after paragraph 3

"In any case where a court of the receiving State exercises jurisdiction over a member of a force or a civilian component of a
sending State, the court shall, when passing sentence, take into
account the penalty which would normally be imposed under the
law of the sending State for a similar offence."
In order to prevent possible abuse of privileges and to render
administration easier, the term, "authorities of a force," used in
Article XI, paragraph 4, should be defined so that a single organization or individual will be responsible for certifying that an importer
under the paragraph is entitled to free entry privileges under the
Agreement.
5.

Consideration should be given to allowing the free importation
of personal effects and furniture at the time of first arrival of de6.

pendents of members of a force or civilian component as well as at
the time of first arrival of the members themselves.
Consideration should be given to extending the tax exemptions
to the dependents of members of a force or of a
civilian component.
7.

of Article

8.

It

X

would be desirable

to include in the draft

Agreement an

Article in the following sense

"The Contracting Parties agree that any reservations to this
Agreement shall be made not later than the date of signature."
There are, in addition, a number of smaller points of drafting
which I will raise at the meeting of the Working Group on 16 April.
9.
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Status of Forces

—Amendments Proposed by Portugal
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Article I

Subparagraph (a). Proposed to add to this subparagraph, after
"North Atlantic Treaty," the words "and who are not nationals of,
nor ordinarily resident in, the State in which the force is located."
1.

Article III
2.

In paragraph

1, it is

proposed that the words "and immigration

inspection" be deleted.

Article
3.

V

proposed to add, at the end of the first sentence of parathe words "but may wear civilian dress, on the same condi-

It is

graph

1,

tions as

members of the

forces of the receiving State."

Article

VI

proposed that this Article be worded as follows (wording
adopted for the Brussels Pact)
4.

It

is

:

Members

of a force shall be assimilated to the military personnel

of the receiving State in the matter of the application of the laws

and regulations relating

to the possession

and carriage of arms.

Article VII

For paragraph 1(a), the following wording is proposed:
The military authorities of the sending State shall have the
right to exercise within the receiving State all criminal and disciplinary jurisdiction over all members of their forces and of their
civilian component, conferred on them by the law of the State.
It would be preferred to omit this sub6. Paragraph 3(a) (ii).
5.

paragraph.
7. In paragraph

7, insert

the

word "duly"

after "has been"

and

before "tried," and add the following sentence: "In the case of an
offence

punishable by a heavy sentence, the receiving State

may

Reference: D-D (51) 57 (28 February 1951). See also MS-R(51) 10-14
(19-24 April 1951). The paragraph numbers in the above document have been
added by the editor.
i

:

:
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require the accused's removal, whether he has been convicted or
acquitted."

Article VIII
In paragraph 1(a), insert "intentionally" after "caused" and
before "by a member."
8.

In paragraph 2 (second sentence), insert "has not been caused
intentionally and" after "the damage" and before "is less than."
9.

In paragraph 3, it is proposed that the following wording be
adopted
Each Contracting Party waives all its claims against any other
Contracting Party for injury or death suffered by any member of
its armed forces, while the victim was engaged in the performance
10.

of his
11.

official duties.

In paragraph 4(e)

fixed at

(i), it is

proposed that the percentages be

15% and 85%.

In paragraph 4(e) (ii), the following wording is proposed for
the last part of this subparagraph: "However, if the receiving State
is not one of the States responsible, its contribution shall amount to
10%, and in no case shall it be greater than half that of each of the
sending States."
12.

13.

In paragraph

5,

the following wording

is

proposed for the

fourth sentence of this paragraph
If an offer of ex gratia payment

is

made, and accepted by the

claimant in full satisfaction of his claim, the authorities of the
sending State shall send the appropriate amount to the authorities
of the receiving State in order that the latter may make the

payment.

MS-D(51) 17
Agreement
ment (5 April 1951)

Status of Forces

—Observations by

the Belgian Govern-

1

In view of the compromise nature of the draft Agreement on
the Status of NATO Forces, the Belgian Government deem that they
can agree to the general form and content of the draft. They nevertheless desire to see the text amended with respect to a number of
1.

points, as described below.

i

Reference:

D-D (51)

(19-24 April 1951).
added by the editor.

57

(28 February 1951).

The paragraph numbers

in the

See also MS-R(51) 10-14
above document have been
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Article 1(e)
2.

The

definition of "receiving State" should

mention the civilian

personnel on an equal footing with the force.

Article

As

subparagraph

IV (b)

would appear advisable

mention
not only the "driving permit," but also "the military driving permit"
issued by the sending State.
3.

in

(a),

it

Article

to

VI

The Belgian authorities suggest the addition of the following
phrase "Arms shall be carried in such a way that they are visible."
4.

:

Article VII
5.

Paragraph 1(a).

The Belgian Government propose

that the

words: "over all persons subject to the military law of that State"
should be replaced by the following words: "over members of the
force

and

civilian

component of that State and over

their

de-

pendents."

In Belgian law, as in many other legislative systems, the fact of
subjection to military law and the right of military courts to exercise
jurisdiction are two distinct concepts which do not cover the same
ground. It is inconceivable that military courts, sitting in the territory of another State, should not have the power to try persons
under their jurisdiction, whether or not those persons are subject to
military law, whenever the authorities of the receiving State waive
the primary right to exercise jurisdiction.

would be necessary to make simamendments to subparagraph (b) of the same paragraph, and
to paragraph 2 of the same Article.

If this proposal were accepted,
ilar

also
6.

Paragraph 3(a). The

it

text should specify over

which persons

the military authorities of the sending State have the primary right
to exercise jurisdiction

and should

state explicitly that such persons

who are subject to the military law
necessary to make a statement to this effect
are those

of that State. It appears
if

the text

is

to be clear,

on account of the fact that the persons over whom exclusive jurisdiction is exercised are not always the same in the various cases.

Paragraph 5(c). Whereas the English text describes the persons who are held in custody by the authorities of the sending State
by the word "accused," the French text specifies that such persons
7.
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are

members

able that the

of a force or civilian component.

same

specification should also

It

would seem

desir-

appear in the English

text.

Article VIII

Paragraph 1(a). The terms "member or employee" might give
rise to difficulties of interpretation. It would appear more logical to
abide by the terminology of Article I.
8.

IX

Article

Paragraph 4. The last sentence in the French text should correspond to the English text and therefore read as follows: "Ces travailleurs civils employes par une force armee or par des civils faisant
partie de cette force, ne sont considered en aucun cas comme membres de cette force armee or comme personnel civil faisant partie de
9.

celle-ci."

The Belgian
definition

as used in

authorities consider that this sentence clarifies the

and bearing of the term
Article I and Article X.

"civilian component,'' particularly

XI

Article
10.

Paragraph

2.

tous droits et taxes''

In the French text, the words "en franchise de
should be replaced by the words "en franchise

des droits."

Paragraph

In the French

words "sous pli scelle"
2"
and "conditions indiquees a l'article
should be replaced respec11.

tively

3.

by the words: "sous

text, the

pli scelle

d'un sceau

officiel"

and "condi-

tions indiquees a l'article III."

Paragraph

The words "an

and "the officials" should
be replaced respectively by the words "a person" and "the persons."
13. Paragraph 5. The Belgian authorities consider that the text
should return to the wording of document MS-D(51) 9, of 16 Feb12.

4.

official"

ruary 1951, with the exception of the last sentence.
14. Paragraph 6. In the French text, the words "peuvent beneficier
de la franchise des droits en cas d'importation temporaire de vehi-

words "peuvent beneficier de
temporaire des droits en cas d'importation de vehicules

cules prives" should be replaced b}^ the
la franchise

prives."

Article XIII

Paragraph

4. The Belgian Administration considers that this
Article applies to the restitution of vehicles and articles belonging to
the "force" or "civilian component," but the text should be worded

15.

:
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in such a

vehicles
ilian

way

and

that

it

articles

does not imply the obligation to hand over the

belonging to members of the "force'' or "civ-

component."

The Belgian Government

bound to point out that the
wording of the French text could be improved and, moreover, that
in some respects the French text differs from the English text. Dis16.

feel

crepancies appear in the following Articles in particular

IV

(b)

1-2

;

;

V, paragraph 2; VII, paragraph 5(a); X, paragraphs

XIII, paragraph

4.

The Belgian Government propose

that a drafting committee should

be charged with the revision of the French text and with
tion where necessary to reconcile it with the English text.

its

correc-

MS-D(51) 18
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Agreement Preliminary Observations by the
Danish Government (5 April 1951) x

Status of Forces

/.

Proposed Amendment
1.

to Article

VII.

The Danish Government assume

draft Agreement

is

that the sole purpose of the

to regulate the status of

members

of a "force" or

a "civilian component" and, to a certain extent, of "dependents" of
the Contracting Parties. It is, therefore, assumed that the jurisdictional provisions of the draft do not purport to grant

any authority

any person who is not a member of its
component. This interpretation of Article VII is

to exercise jurisdiction over

force or civilian

presupposed in the definition contained in Article 1(f) of the draft,
and in the provision in paragraph 8 of Article VII, which also
seems to appear from NATO documents MS(J)-R(51) 6, para-

graph

11.

In the opinion of the Danish Government there

exists,

however,

the possibility that, apart from the context, the provisions in para-

graph 1(a), paragraph 2 (1st subsection), and paragraph 3(b),
might be interpreted as granting to the military authorities of the
sending State the right to exercise jurisdiction (as regards paragraph 3(b), subsidiary jurisdiction) even over nationals and permanent residents of the receiving State, i.e., to the extent to which these
i Reference:
D-D (51) 57 (28 February 1951). See also MS-R(51) 10-14
(19-24 April 1951). The paragraph numbers in the above document have been
added by the editor.

:
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persons, in time of peace or war, come under the military law of the
sending State. In order to clarify this matter beyond all doubt,

the following alternative
(a)

paragraph

In

amendments to Article VII are submitted
1(a) and paragraph 2 (1st subsection),

persons subject to the military law of
that State,'' and "persons subject to the military law of
that State," should be substituted for by "members of

the

words, "all

component"; or
(b) In paragraph 1(a) and paragraph 2 (1st subsection),
the words, "all persons" and "persons" should be substituted for by "members of their force or civilian component" or
(c) A new paragraph should be inserted before the present
paragraph 4:
"The above provisions shall not imply any right for the
their force or civilian

;

military authorities of the sending State to exercise jurisdiction over persons who are nationals of or permanent residents
in the receiving State, unless they are

members of the

forces

of the sending State."

Points for Clarification and Elaboration.

//.

Article III, par. 4
2.

The second

sentence

of

this

paragraph

raises

the

question

of the action to be taken by the receiving State regarding deserters.
It

might be appropriate

to

include in this paragraph provisions

specifying the right of the receiving State to detain and extradite

sending State any deserters notified to the receiving State
in accordance with the second sentence of this paragraph.
It
should also be clarified whether the receiving State is under any
general obligation to detain and extradite such deserters, or whether
such detention and extradition shall only take place on request.

to the

Article VIII

There would appear to be some doubt about the scope of
this Article, particularly whether the rules contained therein apply
only to Government vessels proper or also to privately owned vessels
operating under the authority of the NATO Defense Shipping
3.

Authority.

Article

X

paragraph 2 of this Article should be deleted.
The taxation authorized in this paragraph would seem to be already
4.

It

is

felt that
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Danish
Government would suggest that the wording of the paragraph be

provided for in paragraph

1.

If paragraph 2

is

retained, the

altered so as to indicate that nothing shall prevent the receiving

State from levying taxes on members of a force or civilian com-

ponent in accordance with the regulations governing the taxation
of persons residing outside the receiving State. This might be done
by inserting the words "e.g." between "shall" and "prevent.''

Article XI, par. 4
This paragraph deals exclusively with the exemption from duty
on equipment, etc., imported by forces into the receiving State. The
question of compliance with other laws and regulations governing
the import of goods would seem to merit further study by the Working Group.
5.

Article XI, par. 8(b)
6.

It is suggested that the

amended

to read

:

words "the customs authorities" be

"the authorities concerned."

MS-D(51) 19
Agreement
ment (7 April 1951)

Status of Forces

—Observations by

the French Govern-

1

The French Government herewith

signify their agreement to the

general lines of the draft prepared on 28 February 1951, subject
to

a

number

of observations

bearing on general and particular

points, as follows.

General Observations.

/.

In the course of the discussions of the Working Group, it was
frequently recalled that the provisions regarding the Status of
Forces prejudged neither questions relating to the entry or stationing of forces nor those relating to the facilities made available to
those forces by the receiving State. Although it does not appear that
any hesitation on this point was expressed by any member of the
Working Group, the question arises Avhether it would not be advisable to recall in the draft Agreement on the Status the necessity
1.

D-D (51)

57 (28 February 1951). See also MS-R(51) 10-14
(19-24 April 1951). The paragraphs in the above document have been renumbered consecutively by the editor.
i

Reference

:
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of entering into special agreements to settle problems of this kind.
2. The French Government fully appreciate the efforts which have

been made, both in drawing up the draft

itself

and

in recording the

an exact definition of the civilian component
of the forces. While they are willing to grant such civilians the
privileges which are provided by certain clauses of the Agreement
and which are sometimes very considerable, the French Government
discussions, to establish

consider that

it

would be very desirable

to clarify this definition

further by specifying that the civilian component of a force
should possess the nationality of the sending State.

still

3.

The French

D-D (51)

text of

57 calls for a

number

of observa-

by the French Delegation, which do not affect the English
text and will be communicated directly to the Secretariat.

tions

//. Observations

on Particular Points.

VI

Article
4.

Mention should be made of the possession of arms

members of

of the carriage of arms, in order that
ized not only to carry their

arms but

also to

as well as

a force be author-

have them in their

possession.
5.

It

would be advisable,

— without

it

being necessary, however, to

include a statement to that effect in the text of the Agreement,

—to

request

SHAPE

to

draw up

as

comprehensive a

set of regula-

tions as possible concerning the carriage of arms, for the use of the

forces of the various Parties to the Treaty, with a view to stand-

ardizing as far as possible the individual regulations dealing with
the matter and thus to facilitating the application of the provisions

of the Agreement.

Article VII, par. 7
6.

It

would appear

to be consistent

principles, to regard the

pardon of

with justice and general legal

a convicted individual as equiva-

lent to the fact that he has served his sentence.

Article VIII, par. 4

The

which appear

paragraph regarding
damage or loss should in no case be restrictive, and
moreover they are too indefinite. Furthermore, they are unnecessary,
since subparagraph (a) refers to the laws and regulations of the
7.

specifications

in this

the type of

receiving State in this connection; they are therefore liable to give

misunderstanding.

In these circumstances, it would appear
preferable to word paragraph 4 as follows: "Claims (other than

rise to
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contractual claims) arising out of acts done by

members of

or civilian component in the performance of their

official

a force

duties in

the territory of the receiving State, shall be settled by the receiving

State in accordance with the following provisions:

.

.

."

The

rest of

the paragraph remains unchanged.

In order to avoid the difficulties of interpretation which might
be raised by the following passage "arising out of acts done by
members of a force or civilian component in the performance of
8.

:

their official duties

in

the territory of the receiving State," the

French Government would prefer to return to a wording similar
to that contained in paragraph 1 of Article 8 of the Agreement
signed in London on 21 December, 1949.
9. It w ould no doubt be preferable to state the procedure to be
r

followed in the case of contractual claims.

Article
10.

The French Government

X

are of the opinion that

it

would be

would not be better to follow
the text of the Agreement of 21 December 1949 in listing the fiscal
exemptions to be enjoyed by the persons covered by the Agreement,
advisable to reconsider whether

it

rather than to restrict the text, as in the present draft, to a statement
of principle.

however, it was found unfeasible to make such a list, the
French Delegation would wish to see included in the Summary
Records a number of definitions which they w ould put forward in
If,

r

the course of discussion.

Article

XI

French Government would prefer to
return to the original wording of this passage.
12. In paragraph 5, the French text differs from the English
11.

In paragraph

4,

the

text in several respects.

MS-D(51) 20
Agreement
(9 April 1951)

Status of Forces
States

The following are
Government concerning
1.

NATO

Armed

—Amendments Proposed by

the United

1

the

present views of

the

draft

the United

States

Agreement on the Status of

Forces.

i Reference:
D-D(51) 57 (28 February 1951). See also MS-R(51) 10-14
(19-24 April 1951). The paragraphs in the above document have been renumbered consecutively by the editor.
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Article I
In order to make the Agreement applicable to all military
personnel on duty status in the North Atlantic Treaty area, substitute in Article 1(a), for "in connexion with the operation of the
North Atlantic Treaty," the phrase "in the North Atlantic Treaty
2.

area."

In Article I it should be made clear that provisions of the
Agreement apply to political subdivisions of the Contracting Parties
as well as to the central government.
3.

Article III
In Article III, add after "issued by an appropriate agency of
the sending State" the phrase "or of NATO." This provision takes
into consideration that SHAPE Headquarters and perhaps other
international commands will be directing their members on various
4.

missions.

In Article III, paragraph 4, omit "such" in the last sentence.
6. In paragraph 5, insert after "civilian component" the words
"or a dependent."
5.

Article VII
In Article VII, paragraph 1(b), add "or dependents" after
"members of a force or civilian component."
8. In paragraph 2, delete "other" before "acts," in order to avoid
7.

ambiguity.

In the second subparagraph of paragraph 2, insert "or dependents" after "civilian component."
10. Strike bracketed phrase in paragraph 3(a) (ii).
Paragraph
6(b) should be amended to read: "The authorities, etc., shall notify
one another of the disposition of all cases in which there are con9.

current rights to exercise jurisdiction and in which another party
has an interest."

Article VIII
In Article VIII, paragraph 1, omit the designations "(a)"
and "(b)" in order to avoid confustion in the reference to "paragraph" in the present paragraph 1(b).
12. In the hrst sentence of paragraph 1, change "service min11.

istries" to

"armed

Strike the

services."

first

subparagraph of paragraph

2,

and substitute

113.

therefor the following:
(a) In the case of
to

other

damage caused
owned by

property

paragraph 1
a Contracting Party and
as stated in

4G6
located in
parties

territory,

its

stipulated

it

is

agreed, unless the interested
of

liability

and the amount of damage

shall be

otherwise,

shall be determined,

that

the

issue

by a sole arbitrator selected in accordance with
paragraph 2(b) of this Article.
(b) The Contracting Parties agree to establish within the
framework of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
a panel of jurists to be composed of designees of each
Contracting Party. Claims presented pursuant to paragraph 2(a) of this Article shall be adjudicated by sole
arbitrators drawn from such panel and selected by mutual
agreement between the Governments of the interested
parties. If the Governments are unable, w ithin a reasonable
assessed,

T

upon the selection, either may request the
Chairman of the North Atlantic Council Deputies to make
the selection from among members of the panel who are
not designated by an interested party. The arbitrator
shall perform his function at such time and places as may

time, to agree

be necessary to adjudicate the claim.

The

accordance
with applicable laws, including international law.
(d) Any decision taken by the arbitrator shall be binding and
conclusive upon the Contracting Parties.
(e) The amount of any compensation aw arded shall be distributed in accordance with the provisions of paragraph
4(e) (i) and (ii) below
(f) The compensation of the arbitrator shall be fixed by agreement between the interested parties and shall, together with
the necessary expenses incidental to the performance of his
duties, be defrayed in equal proportions by the parties con-

(c)

arbitrator shall

adjudicate

the claim

in

r

7

.

cerned.

Designate the present second subparagraph of paragraph 2
as "2(g)."
15. In paragraph 4(e) (ii), strike "half that of the sending State,"
14.

and

substitute: "the

16.

same

as specified in

In paragraph 4(f), the

members

United

paragraph

above."

w ould prefer that
immune from suit if

States

of a force or civilian component be

(i)

y

a case can be adjudicated without joinder of the individual as a
party.
17.

to

Strike the second subparagraph of paragraph 4(f), and add

paragraph 4 the following provisions:
(g) Each Contracting Party will assume, process, and pay
claims of

its

nationals, including vessels flying

its flag,

all

for
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damages arising out of any maritime incident, including
damage by vessels to land structures, caused by the public
vessels of any other Contracting Party, wherever such
claims for damages may arise.
The assumption of claims, arising out of any maritime incident,
shall apply and be paramount in any situation where any vessel
involved shall be engaged in any activity connected with or arising
out of the operation of the North Atlantic Treaty, including
situations where the other vessel or damaged property is not being
utilised in connexion with the North Atlantic Treaty.
The representations of any Contracting Party involved, as to
what vessels are its public vessels and whether they are engaged
in any activity arising out of the North Atlantic Treaty, shall
be conclusive.

The cost incurred in the assumption of claims involving maritime incidents shall be distributed between the Contracting Parties
same manner as is specified for the distribution of assumed
claims under paragraph 4 of this Article. The State of which

in the

the claimant

The

is

a national shall be considered the "receiving State."

nationals of a "receiving State" shall, in any maritime

incident where the receiving State

is

obligated by this Agreement

assume and process the claim arising out of the maritime
incident, have no right of action in the courts of any other Contracting Party arising out of such incident.
to

18.

Paragraph 7 should be omitted.
Article

19.

In paragraph

1,

insert the

X

word "legal" before "incidence."

Article

XI

In Article XI, paragraph 2, insert after "service vehicles"
the words, "under their own power."
21. Add as the second sentence of paragraph 2: "The temporary
importation of such vehicles not under their own power shall be
governed by paragraph 4, and the exportation thereof by paragraph 8, of this Article."
22. The United States feels that the permission for forces to
enter any country includes permission to bring its equipment and to
obviate any inference that this is not necessarily true, the United
States wishes to strike the words, "the equipment for that force
and," in the first sentence of paragraph 4.
23. In paragraph 4, after the words, "for the exclusive use of that
20.

;

:

4G8
force," insert "or sale to

members

of that force,"

and correspond-

ingly insert after "where such use" the words, "or sale," in the

same
24.

sentence.

In paragraph

8,

insert the

number "2" before

"4, 5, or 6" in

both places where those numbers are used.
25. Add to Article XI the following two new paragraphs:
"13. The provisions of this Article shall apply to persons or
things in transit as well as those located in the territory.
"14.

Whenever

the context permits in this Article and whenever

such interpretation

is

consistent with the revenue laws of the re-

ceceiving State, the word, 'imported,' shall include [goods] with-

drawn from customs bonded warehouses

or continuous customs

custody."

Articles

XV-XVII

In Article XV, insert between "agreement" and "such modifications" the word, "to."
27. In Article XVI, insert before "North Atlantic Treaty Organisation" the words, "Council Deputies of the."
28. In Article XVII, change the second sentence to read: "the
request should be addressed to Chairman of the Council Deputies
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation."
26.

Article

XIX

In the last paragraph of Article XIX, substitute "Washington" for "London." It is our view that, since the United States is
to be a depository of the Convention, signature should be in Wash29.

ington following approval.

Other Points
30.

The United

States views on one or two other points are not

yet fully formulated but will be circulated, should present wording

not be acceptable.

In Article X, add new paragraph reading as follows
"4. For the purposes of this Article, the term, 'members of a

31.

force,' shall

not include persons

who

are nationals of the receiving-

State."
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Article 1(a)
In special cases there might be some doubt about the meaning
of the words "in connexion with the operation of the North
Atlantic Treaty." The Netherlands Delegation feels that in such
cases the procedure mentioned in Article XVI should be applied.
1.

Article VII

Amend by

2.

The

adding, after paragraph 5(c), the following:

authorities of the receiving State shall give sympathetic

consideration to a request from the authorities of the sending

State for assistance in carrying out a sentence of imprisonment

pronounced by the authorities of the sending State under the
provisions of this Article within the territory of the receiving
State.

Amend, by adding at the end of paragraph 6(a), the following sentence: "The handing over of the exhibits and of the objects
seized may, however, be made subject to their return within the
3.

time specified by the authority delivering them."

Article VIII
4. In Article VIII, par. 1(a), read the second sentence ("Such
.") as follows:
waiver shall extend
.

As

.

far as vessels are concerned, such waiver shall only apply to

men-of-war used in connexion with the operation of the North
Atlantic Treaty, Avherever such damage shall occur, and whether
it is caused by a member or employee of the armed forces of
any other Contracting Party or by a man-of-war owned by any
other Contracting Party and used in connexion with the operation of the North Atlantic Treaty.
Also, in paragraph 1(a)

maritime salvage

.

.

delete the last sentence

.").

The Netherlands Delegation has
claims under paragraph

men-of-war.
extension to
(a)

("Claims for

1

The following
all vessels

the opinion that the waiver of

of this Article should be confined to
objections

must be made against the

on bare boat charter:

fall outside the scope of this Agreement
dealing only with the status of members of forces and

These matters

civilian components.

(b)

These matters are to be dealt with in an agreement to be
drafted by the Ocean Shipping Planning Board of NATO.
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IX

Article

The Netherlands Delegation deems
be made concerning the way in which a
5.

it

necessary that provisions

force

is

to be supplied with

without disturbing the monetary balance in the
receiving State. An amendment concerning this matter will be
currency

local

tabled in due time.

X

Article
6.

In paragraph

1

sentence as follows:

of Article

"...

X, read

the last part of the

first

shall not be considered as periods of

residence therein or as creating a change of residence or domicile,
for the purposes of such taxation."

In the second sentence of paragraph
by "granted."

1,

replace the

word "paid"

Delete paragraph 2 of Article X.

Article

XV

In paragraph 1 of Article XV, replace the words "paragraphs
2, 4 and 5" by "paragraphs 2 and 4." The Netherlands Delegation
has the opinion that the expression "war damage" never includes
tortious acts or omissions not relating to the performance of the
7.

official

duties of a force.

MS-D(51) 22

—

Agreement Comments of the United Kingdom
Government (11 April 1951) 1

Status of Forces

1.

The United Kingdom Government

are prepared to accept in

Agreement on the Status of North Atlantic
Treaty Organization Forces. They have, however, the following
amendments to suggest.
principle the draft

Article III
In paragraph 5, after the words "civilian component," add:
"or a dependent of such member."
2.

i Reference:
D-D(51) 57 (28 February 1951). See also MS-R(51) 10-14
(19-24 April 1951). The paragraph numbers in the above document have been
added by the editor.

:

:
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Article VII

Paragraph 1(a) should be amended on the
the comments of the Danish Government. 2
4. Paragraph
2 as it stands would confer
3.

lines suggested in

on

State exclusive jurisdiction over an offense relating to

the

sending

its

security,

notwithstanding that that offense might be punishable by the law
of the receiving State as well as by that of the sending State. We

would therefore suggest that the paragraph should be redrafted

as

follows

The

military authorities of the sending State shall have the

right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject to

the military law of that State with respect to offences, including
offences relating to the security of the sending State, punishable

by the law of that State, but not by the law of the receiving
State.

The words "or

security" should then be inserted after the words

"against the property" in paragraph 3(a)

(i).

proposed that paragraph 8(e) of Article VII should be
redrafted as follows: "to have legal representation of his own
choice for his defence, or to have free or assisted legal representation under the conditions prevailing for the time being in the
5.

It is

receiving State."

In paragraph 9, it is suggested that the w^ords "such units or
formations" at the end of the paragraph should be replaced by the
words "the force."
6.

Article VIII

As

paragraph 1(a) would operate unfairly.
For instance, in the event of a collision between a vessel owned
by one Contracting Party and used by its Service Ministries which
was engaged on NATO duties, and a similar vessel of another
Contracting Party engaged on non-NATO duties, the latter Government would be obliged to waive its claims for damage, whereas the
former could claim in the ordinary way. In order to make the
7.

at present drafted,

waiver provided for fully reciprocal, the following amendment is
proposed
Each Contracting Party waives alHts claims against any other
Contracting Party for damage to any property owned by it and
used by its Service Ministries (land, sea or air) caused either:
(i) by a member or an employee of the armed forces of any Contracting Party, provided that such damage was caused by such
2

See

MS-D(51)

18, par. 1 (5

April 1951)
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member

or employee in the execution of his duties in con-

nexion with the operation of the North Atlantic Treaty; or
(ii) by a vehicle, vessel or aircraft owned by a Contracting Party
and used by its Service Ministries, provided either that the
vehicle, vessel or aircraft causing the damage was being used
in connexion with the operation of the North Atlantic Treaty
or that the damage was caused to property being so used.
Claims for maritime salvage by one Contracting Party against
any other Contracting Party shall be waived, provided that the
vessel or cargo salved was owned by a Contracting Party and being
used by its Service Ministries in connexion with the operation of
the North Atlantic Treaty.
8.

Since the definition contained in paragraph 1(b)

applies to

paragraph 2 as well as to paragraph 1, this subparagraph 1(b) should
become paragraph 3 and be amended to read "For the purposes of
." Paragraphs 3
paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article, the expression
onwards would then be renumbered accordingly.
9. It is suggested that the second sentence of paragraph 4(f)
should become subparagraph (g) with the addition, after the words
"discharge of cargo," of the words "other than claims for death
or personal injury to which paragraph 4 above does not apply."
10. In paragraph 7, after the words "civilian component" change
:

.

the sentence to read

:

.

"in respect of the civil jurisdiction of the courts

of the receiving State, except as

is

provided by the preceding para-

graphs of this Article."
Article
11.

In paragraph

5,

before the

IX

word "members"

substitute "its" for

"their."

Article
12.

The

XI

provisions in paragraph 8(b), for disposal of goods im-

ported free of duty, should presumably apply also to service vehicles

under paragraph

The

2.

paragraph 12 should apply also to
paragraph 11, and it is suggested that paragraph 12 should be reworded so as to begin "For the purposes of this Article. ."
13.

definition of "duty" in

:

.

Article
14.

As

it is

not

known

in

XVIII

what circumstances other States might

accede to the North Atlantic Treaty,
the present

down by

it is

suggested that accession to
to conditions laid

Agreement should be made subject

the Contracting Parties in the light of circumstances at the

:

:
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time. This could be

done by amending the

first

sentence of paragraph

3 to read

has come into force, the present Agreement shall, subject to the approval of the Contracting Parties and to such conditions as they may decide, be open to accession on behalf of any
State which accedes to the North Atlantic Treaty.

After

it

XX

Article

The United Kingdom Government cannot commit Colonial

15.

Agreement without their consent. As consultawith these Governments may take some time, the addition of a

Governments
tion

(new)

to this

"Colonial Application" Article

Any

1.

is

proposed as follows

State may, at the time of the deposit of

its

instrument of

any time thereafter, declare by notification given to the Government of the United States of America
that the present Agreement shall extend to all or any of the territories for whose international relations it is responsible, and the
Agreement shall extend to the territory or territories named therein
thirty days after the receipt by the Government of the United
States of America of the notification, or when it has come into
force under Article XVIII, whichever is the later.
ratification or accession or at

A

made

under paragraph 1 of
this Article extending the present Agreement to any territory for
whose international relations it is responsible, may denounce the
Agreement separately in respect of that territory in accordance
"2.

State which has

with the provisions of Article
16.

In addition

a declaration

XIX."

to this Article, the following definition of "ter-

ritory" should be included in Article I

:

"Territory in relation to a

means the metropolitan territory of that State and any of its
territories to which the Agreement has been extended under Article
State

XX."

MS-D(51) 23

—

Agreement Note by the French Representative
on Application of the Agreement to Troops on the Staff of
SHAPE (16 April 1951)

Status of Forces

At its meeting of 27 February, 1951 (MS-E(51)
Working Group requested the French Representative

6,

par. 18), the

to obtain infor-
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mation on a number of problems which were connected with the
draft Agreement on the Status of Forces under consideration and
concerned
1.

The

SHAPE.
first

question related to the application to

SHAPE

of the

provisions of the Agreement [on the Status of Forces] in course of

preparation.

The French Delegation

is

able to state on this point that the

French Government and SHAPE agree to apply in principle the
Agreement on the Status to be established for the armed forces of
the North Atlantic countries. Nevertheless, the automatic application
to the case of SHAPE of this Agreement on the Status would endue to the fact that SHAPE is an
integrated Headquarters forming a separate entity, the members
of which are not responsible to the same national authority. In these
circumstances, it will be necessary, without altering in any way the
general sense of the Agreement on the Status [of Forces] to lay
down the special provisions called for in the case of SHAPE by
means of a special agreement between the French Government and
the Supreme Commander. It is pointed out, as an example, that the
provisions appearing in Article VII of the draft Agreement give
counter a number of

rise to difficulties in

difficulties

the case of

SHAPE,

which are often particularly

difficult to solve.

These questions are at present under consideration in Paris. If such
is the wish of the members of the Working Group, the French
Delegation is prepared to give them further information on the
progress of those talks before the close of the Working Group's own
discussions.

At the request of the Canadian Representative in particular, the
Working Group expressed the desire to know whether it was
SHAPE'S intention to have internal legislative measures worked
2.

out with a view to placing at the disposal of an integrated

command

forces or individuals belonging to the various national armies.

For the time being,

as regards the

arrangements whereby such

forces or individuals are placed at the disposal of the

mander by
acceptable.

the

the countries concerned, the existing situation seems to be

The

question whether the position should be examined in

way suggested above

SHAPE

Supreme Com-

will be considered

when the organization of

reaches a stage which makes this possible.

The Working Group has been asked whether the possibility of
setting up special inter-allied military courts was under consideration. The reply is in the negative.
3.

:
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MS-D(51) 24
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff

—Amended

Draft (16 April 1951)

Version of Articles 1-9 of the

1

Draft Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National Representatives

The

and International Staff

States signatory to the present Agreement,

Considering that, for the exercise of their functions and the fulfilment of their purposes, it is necessary that the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation,

its officials

and the representatives of Member States

attending meetings thereof should have the status set out hereunder,

Have agreed

as follows

PAKT

I.— GENEKAL
Article

1

In the present Agreement,
(a) '"the Organisation" means the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, consisting of the Council established under Article 9 of
the North Atlantic Treaty and its subsidiary bodies;
(b) "the Council'' means the Council established under Article 9
of the North Atlantic Treaty or any person or body authorised
to act on its behalf;
(c) "subsidiary bodies" means the Council Deputies and any other
organ, committee or service which, having been established by
the Council, may from time to time be in existence;
(d) for the purposes of Part V, "representatives" means representatives

and

their alternates.

Article 2

The Organisation shall co-operate at all times with the competent
authorities of Member States to facilitate the proper administration
of justice, secure the observance of police regulations, and prevent
the occurrence of any abuse in connexion with the privileges and

immunities
i

set out in the present

Agreement.

This draft incorporates the amendments to

which were proposed at the meeting reported

in

D-D (51)
MS-R(51)

58
7

(1

March 1951)

(16 April 1951).

The present redraft was not the basis for any discussions by the Working
Group, having been superseded by MS-D(51) 25 (20 April 1951).
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PAKT

II.— PERSONALITY

AND CAPACITY

Article 3

The Organisation

the capacity to conclude contracts, to

and immovable property, and

The Council

have
acquire and dispose of movable

shall possess juridical personality;

shall

act

it

shall

to institute legal proceedings.

on behalf of the Organisation in these

matters.

PART

III.— PROPERTY,

FUNDS AND ASSETS

Article 4

The Organisation,

property and assets, wheresoever located and
by whomsoever held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of
legal process, except in so far as in any particular case the Council,
acting on behalf of the Organisation, may expressly authorise the
waiver of this immunity. It is, however, understood that no waiver
of immunity shall extend to any measure of execution or detention
its

of property.

Article

The premises
and

5

of the Organisation shall be inviolable. Its property

wheresoever located and by whomsoever held, shall be
from search, requisition, confiscation, appropriation or any

assets,

immune

other form of interference.

Article 6

The

archives of the Organisation and in general

belonging to

it

or held by

it

shall be inviolable,

all

documents

wherever located.

Article 7

Without being restricted by
moratoria of any kind,

financial

controls,

regulations

or

may

hold currency of any kind and operate
accounts in any currency;
(b) the Organisation may freely transfer its funds from one
country to another or within any country and convert any
currency held by it into any other currency.
(a) the Organisation

In exercising its rights under sub-paragraphs (a) and (b) above,
the Organisation shall pay due regard to any representations made
by any Member State and shall give effect to such representations in
so far as it is practicable to do so.

:

:
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Article 8

The Organisation,
exempt
(a) from

all

its assets,

direct taxes;

income and other property shall be

the Organisation will not, however,

claim exemption from rates, taxes or dues which are no more
than charges for public utility services;
(b)

(c)

from

customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions on
imports and exports in respect of articles imported or exported by the Organisation for its official use; articles imported under such exemption shall not be sold in the country
into which they are imported, except under conditions approved by the Government of that country;
from all customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions
on imports and exports in respect of its publications.
all

Article 9

While the Organisation will not as a general rule claim exemption
from excise duties and from taxes on the sale of movable and immovable property which form part of the price to be paid, nevertheless when the Organisation is making important purchases for official
use of property on which such duties and taxes have been charged or
are chargeable, Member States will whenever possible make the
appropriate administrative arrangements for the remission or return
of the

amount of duty or

tax.

MS-D(51) 25
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
Revised Version of Draft (20 April 1951) 1

—

Draft Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National Representatives and International Staff

The

States signatory to the present Agreement,

Considering that, for the exercise of their functions and the fulfilment of their purposes, it is necessary that the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation,

its officials

and the representatives of Member States

attending meetings thereof should have the status set out hereunder,
Have agreed as follows
i

Reference:

The present

D-D (51)

revision

58 (1 March 1951); MS-D(51) 24 (16 April 1951).
was prepared by the Chairman of the Working Group in

the light of the discussions recorded in MS-R(51) 7-9 (16-17 April 1951).
also MS-R(51) 17 (30 April 1951) for discussion of the present text.

See

;
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I.— GENERAL

PART

Article

1

In the present Agreement,
(a) "the Organisation" means the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, consisting of the Council established by Article 9 of the
North Atlantic Treaty and its subsidiary bodies
(b) "subsidiary bodies" means the Council Deputies and any other
organ, committee or service which, having been established by
the Council, may from time to time be in existence.

Article 2

Where any duty

2

imposed or any right or power conferred on the
Council by the present Agreement, the duty may be performed, and
the right or power may be exercised by the Council or by any other
person or body authorised to act on its behalf.
is

Article 3

The present Agreement

apply to the Standing Group
established to serve the Military Committee of the Organisation, nor
to the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers in Europe, nor to any
force or civilian component to which the Agreement between the
Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their
Forces applies.
Article 4

The Organisation

shall not

competent
proper administration
of justice, secure the observance of police regulations, and prevent
the occurrence of any abuse in connexion with the immunities and
privileges set out in the present Agreement. If any State party to
this Agreement considers that there has been an abuse of any immunity or privilege conferred by the Agreement, consultations shall
be held between that State and the Organisation to determine whether
any such abuse has occurred, and, if so, to attempt to ensure that no
authorities of

shall co-operate at all times with the

Member

States to facilitate the

repetition occurs.

PART

II.— PERSONALITY
Article

1.

The Organisation

AND CAPACITY

5

shall possess juridical personality;

it

shall

have the capacity to conclude contracts, to acquire and dispose of
This new Article has been inserted because the definition of "the Council"
previously agreed was not appropriate in Part V [footnote in original text].
2

;

:

;
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movable and immovable property, and to institute legal proceedings.
2. The Council shall act on behalf of the Organisation in these
matters.

PAKT

III.— PKOPEKTY,

FUNDS AND ASSETS

Article 6
property and assets, wheresoever located and
by whomsoever held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
process, except in so far as in any particular case the Council, acting
on behalf of the Organisation, may expressly authorise the waiver
of this immunity. It is, however, understood that no waiver of im-

The Organisation,

munity

its

any measure of execution or detention of

shall extend to

property.

Article 7

The premises of

the Organisation shall be inviolable. Its property

wheresoever located and by whomsoever held, shall be
immune from search, requisition, confiscation, appropriation or any

and

assets,

other form of interference.

Article 8

The

archives of the Organisation and in general

belonging to

it

or held by

it

shall be inviolable,

all

documents

wherever located.

Article 9

Without being restricted by
moratoria of any kind,
1.

may

hold currency of any kind and operate
accounts in any currency
(b) the Organisation may freely transfer its funds from one
country to another or within any country and convert any
currency held by it into any other currency.
In exercising its rights under paragraph 1 above, the Organisa-

(a) the Organisation

2.

financial controls, regulations or

tion shall

pay due regard

to

any representations made by any Member

State and shall give effect to such representations in so far as
practicable to do so.

it is

Article 10

The Organisation,
exempt
(a) from

all

its assets,

direct

income and other property

shall be

taxes; the Organisation will not, however,

claim exemption from rates, taxes or dues which are no more
than charges for public utility services
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customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions on
imports and exports in respect of articles required by the
Organisation for its official use; articles imported under such
exemption shall not be sold in the country into which they are
imported, except under conditions approved by the Govern-

from

(b)

all

ment of that country.
from

(c)

all

customs duties and prohibitions and restrictions on

imports and exports in respect of

its

publications.

Article 11

While the Organisation will not as a general rule claim exemption
from excise duties and from taxes on the sale of movable and immovable property which form part of the price to be paid, nevertheless when the Organisation is making important purchases for official
use of property on which such duties and taxes have been charged or
are chargeable, Member States will whenever possible make the
appropriate administrative arrangements for the remission or return
of the

amount of duty or

tax.

PART IV.— COMMUNICATIONS
Article 12

The Organisation

shall enjoy in the territory of each

Member

State, for its official communications, treatment at least as favourable

by the Government of that State to the diplomatic
missions of any other Government in the matter of priorities, rates
and taxes on mails, cables, telegrams, radiograms, telephotos, telephones, and other communications and press rates for information to
the press and radio, except in so far as such treatment would be contrary to the terms of the International Telecommunications Conas that accorded

vention.

Article 13
1.

No

other

censorship shall be applied to the

official

official

correspondence and

communications of the Organisation.

2.

The Organisation

3.

Nothing

have the right to use codes and to
despatch and receive correspondence by courier or in sealed bags,
which shall have the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic
couriers and bags.
shall

in this Article shall be construed to preclude the

tion of appropriate security precautions to be determined

ment between

a

Member

State and the Council.

adop-

by agree-

;

; ;

;

:
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PAKT V.— REPRESENTATIVES OF MEMBER STATES 3
Article 14
[Every person designated by a Member State

as its principal per-

manent representative to the Organisation in the territory of another
Member State and such resident members of his official staff as may
be agreed upon between the Governments of these States shall enjoy
the immunities and privileges normally accorded to diplomatic representatives and their retinue of comparable rank.
Article 15
1.

Any

representative of a

subsidiary bodies

its

who

is

Member

State to the Council or any of

not covered by Article 14 shall, while

present in the territory of another

Member

his duties, enjoy the following privileges

State for the discharge of

and immunities

same immunity from personal arrest or detention and
from seizure of his personal baggage as is accorded to diplomatic representatives of comparable rank
(b) in respect of words spoken or written and of acts done by
him in his official capacity, immunity from legal process;
(c) inviolability for all papers and documents
(d) the right to use codes and to receive papers or correspondence by courier or in sealed bags
(e) exemption in respect of himself and his spouse from immi(a) the

gration restrictions, alien registration or national service
obligations in the State which he
(f)

is

visiting or through

which he is passing in the exercise of his functions;
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange

restric-

tions as are accorded to diplomatic representatives of com-

parable rank
(g) the same immunities and facilities in respect of his personal
baggage as are accorded to diplomatic representatives of
comparable rank.
2.

Where

form of taxation depends upon

the incidence of any

period during which a representative to whom this
Article applies is present in the territory of another Member State
for the discharge of his duties shall not be considered as a period of
residence. In particular, he shall be exempt from taxation on his
residence,

a

salary and emoluments during such periods of duty.
In order to secure for the representatives of Member States,

official
3.

3

The complete

text of Articles 14-18

in the original text.

is

enclosed in one set of square brackets

.
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meetings of the Council or any of its subsidiary bodies, complete
freedom of speech and complete independence in the discharge of

at

immunity from legal process
spoken or written and all acts done by them
their duties, the

in respect of

words

in discharging their

duties shall continue to be accorded, notwithstanding that the per-

sons concerned are no longer engaged in the discharge of such duties.
4.

In this Article, "representatives" shall be deemed to include

all

and technical experts of delegations.

representatives, alternates,

Article 16

accompanying a representative of a Member
State who are not covered by Articles 14 and 15 shall, while present
Official secretarial staff

in the territory of another

Member

State for the discharge of their

and immunities set out in paraand paragraph 2 of Article 15.

duties, be accorded the privileges

graph 1(b),

(c), (e)

and

(f),

Article 17
Privileges and immunities are accorded to the representatives of

Member

States and their staffs, not for the personal benefit of the

individuals themselves, but in order to safeguard the independent
exercise of their functions in connexion with the

Treaty.

Consequently, a

Member

North Atlantic

State not only has the right, but

under a duty to waive the immunity of its representatives and
members of their staffs in any case where, in its opinion, the immunity would impede the course of justice and where it can be waived
without prejudice to the purposes for which the immunity is accorded.
is

Article 18

The

provisions of Articles 14 to 16 above are not applicable in rela-

tion to the authorities of a State of

of

which he

is

which the person

is

a national or

or has been a representative or on the staff of a

representative]

PART VI.— OFFICIALS OF THE COUNCIL
Article 19

The

categories of officials to which this Part of the

Agreement

Chairman of the Council Deputies
and the Governments of Member States. The Chairman of the Council Deputies shall communicate to Member States the names of the
applies shall be agreed between the

officials

included in these categories.

:

;

;
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Article 20
Officials of the

Organisation to

whom

this

Part of the Agreement

applies shall
(a) be

immune from

words spoken or
their official capacity and

legal process in respect of

written and of acts done by them in

within the limits of their authority
(b) be exempt from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid
to them in their capacity as such officials and from social
securit}^ assessments;

(c)

be immune, together with their spouses and relatives dependent

on them, from immigration restrictions and

aliens' registra-

tion;

(d) be accorded the

same privileges

in respect of currency or ex-

change restrictions as are accorded to
rank of diplomatic missions;
(e)

officials

of comparable

be given, together with their spouses and relatives dependent
on them, the same repatriation facilities in time of international crisis as officials of comparable rank of diplomatic
missions

(f)

have the right to import free of duty their furniture and effects
at the time of first arrival to take up their post in the country
in question and, on the termination of their functions in that
country, to remove such furniture and effects free of duty to
their future country of residence.

Article 21
In addition to the immunities and privileges specified in Article 20,
the Chief of the International Staff of the Organisation, the Co-

ordinator of North Atlantic Defence Production, and any other

permanent

official

of the same rank agreed between the

of the Council Deputies and the Governments of

Member

Chairman

States, shall

be accorded in respect of himself, his spouse and children under the
age of 21 the privileges and immunities normally accorded to diplomatic representatives of comparable rank.

Article 22
Privileges and immunities are granted to officials in the interests of
the Organisation and not for the personal benefit of the individuals
themselves. The Chairman of the Council Deputies shall have the
right and the duty to waive the

where, in his

immunity of any official in any case
opinion, the immunity would impede the course of

;

:

;
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justice

and may be waived without prejudice

to the interests of the

Organisation.

PART VII.— EXPERTS ON MISSIONS
FOR THE ORGANISATION
Article 23
Experts (other than officials coming within the scope of Part VI)
employed on missions on behalf of the Organisation shall be accorded
the following privileges and immunities so far as is necessary for the
effective exercise of their functions during the period of their service,
including the time spent on journeys in connexion with such service:
(a) immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure
of their personal baggage
(b) in respect of words spoken or written or acts done by them in
the performance of their official functions for the Organisa-

immunity from legal process;
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange restrictions and in respect of their personal baggage as are accorded
to officials of foreign Governments on temporary official

tion,
(c)

missions
(d) inviolability for all papers

and documents relating

to the

work

on which they are engaged for the Organisation.

Article 24
Privileges and immunities are granted to experts in the interests of

the Organisation and not for the personal benefit of the individuals

concerned.

The Chairman

of the Council Deputies shall have the

immunity of any expert in any case
where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of
justice and it can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the
right and the duty to waive the

Organisation.

PART

VIII.— SETTLEMENT

OF DISPUTES

Article 25

The Council
ment

shall

make

provision for appropriate modes of settle-

of

(a) disputes arising out of contracts or other disputes of a private

character to which the Organisation

is

a party;

any official of the Organisation to whom
Part VI of this Agreement applies, or any expert to whom
Part VII applies, who by reason of his official position enjoys

(b) disputes involving
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immunity,

if

immunity has not been waived

in accordance with

the provisions of Articles 22 or 24.

PAKT IX.— SUPPLEMENTARY AGREEMENTS
Article 26

The Council may conclude with any Member

State or States sup-

plementary agreements modifying the provisions of the present
Agreement, so far as that State or those States are concerned. The
Council shall inform all Member States of any agreements concluded
under this Article.

PART X.—FINAL PROVISIONS
Article 27

The present Agreement shall remain open for signature by
Member States of the Organisation and shall be subject to ratifica1.

Instruments of ratification shall be deposited with the Government of the United States of America, which will notify all signatory
States of each such deposit.
2. As soon as six signatory States have deposited their instruments
tion.

of ratification, the present

of those States.

It shall

Agreement shall come into force in respect
come into force in respect of each other

signatory State on the date of the deposit of
cation.

its

instrument of

ratifi-

Nevertheless, pending the entry into force of the Agreement,

in accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the
signatories agree, in order to avoid any delay in the efficient

of the Organisation, to apply
ture, so far as

it is

it

working

provisionally from the date of signa-

possible to do so under their respective constitu-

tional systems.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly
authorised to that effect, have signed the present Agreement.
Done at (place) this
day of (month, year) in French
and in English, both texts being equally authoritative, in a single
copy which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of
the United States of America which will transmit a certified copy to
each of the signatories.

MS-D(51) 27
Territory in
i

Reference:

—

Agreement Article IX and Requisitions on Allied
Wartime (23 April 1951) *

Status of Forces
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57 (28 February 1951).

—
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Letter from Western European Planning Group to the Secretary.
North Atlantic Council Deputies, 11 April 1951

Dear Mr. Charlton,

Thank you

D-D (51)

for your letter of 6th April and for sending document

57 concerning the Status of the

NATO

Armed

Forces.

Paragraphs 1-7 of Article IX are relevant to the points which this
Organization would like to be studied, but cover them only partly
and in very broad terms. I think a more complete and detailed study
would be necessary.
I send you herewith a draft report which was prepared in this
Organization when the problem was being studied on a Brussels
Treaty basis. The study was discontinued and the document I am
sending to you has never been approved. It should not, therefore, be
considered as an official document. I thought it might help to show
what points this Organization had in mind.
In case the Working Party in charge of studying the "Status of
Armed Forces" wants some more information, I am sure this Organization would be quite prepared to send a member of its Administrative Planning Division to one of the meetings of the Working
Party.

Yours

sincerely,

/s/ J.

Fauchon de

Villeplee.

WESTERN UNION DEFENCE ORGANIZATION
MILITARY COMMITTEE
Requisitions on Allied Territory in

War Time

(Draft Report by the Administrative Planning Division)

remember that the programme of
work of the Administrative Planning Division, approved by the
Principal Administrative Planning Committee and by the Military
Committee includes the problem of requisitions, in war time, in a
country of Western Union, and for the benefit of Allied Forces.
2. The problem with which we are faced is that of finding the
easiest and most practical means of permitting the forces of an Allied
1.

The Military Committee

Power, operating outside

its

will

own

territory, or an inter-allied organi-

means to live, move and fight
whether lodgings, buildings, work-shops, means of transport, port

zation, to obtain locally the necessary

facilities, local resources, labour, etc.

:
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3.

This problem has several aspects
(a)

(b)
(c)

The
The
The

legal aspect;

aspect of procedure;
financial aspect.

The Legal Aspect
4.

The

which the
accordance with the laws and

legal aspect comprises essentially the limits to

may

be applied in
regulations in force in each country, or in accordance with international agreements.
5. Previous documents have already defined a number of principles
relating to the placing of facilities by one country at the disposal of
right to requisition

the forces of an allied country, and to the

method of carrying out the

As regards the latter, it has been recognized
would be made through the medium of some

necessary requisitions.
that any requisition

authority or liaison
6.

Under

requisition

officer

of the supplying country.

these conditions,

problem

is

we

consider that the legal aspect of the

essentially a national

problem which in

itself

does not justify a special study.
7. However, it should be noted that, in accordance with the terms
of paragraph 12(d) and 16(c) of M.D.(50) 13, the Operational

mand

in the

upon

Combat Zone has

Com-

in certain circumstances the right to

with certain exceptions to be defined. In
our opinion the legal aspect of this special problem could be included
in the general study of the question of the status of inter-allied organizations and Armed Forces of one country stationed on duty in
wartime in the territory of another Western European Power.
8. We are of the opinion that the Brussels Treaty Permanent Commission might be requested to study this question in a similar way to
that of the Status of members of the Armed Forces of the Brussels
Treaty Powers in peace time. This conforms with the recommendations at paragraph 18(b) of M.D.(50) 13, and the attention of the
Permanent Commission should be drawn to the special problems
raised .at paragraph 7 above.

call

local resources,

Procedure

We

important that the Forces of an Allied Power
should know in advance the procedure to be followed for obtaining,
by local requisition, within the frame-work of international agreements and regulations in force, the necessary means to live, move and
fight on the territory of another Power of the Western Union.
10. In addition, as allied units may be called upon to move fre9.

consider

it

:
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quently from one country of Western Union to another,

it is

of great

common procedure and not several
This procedure should cover, among others, the fol-

importance that there should be
different ones.

lowing points:
(a) Adoption of trilingual forms common to the Five Powers
for the various types of requisitions.
(b) Definition of the respective responsibilities of the National

and Allied Authorities in questions such as placing and fulfilling of demands, survey of condition, inventories, assessments and claims, etc.
(c)

Provision for the accounting for requisitions on behalf of an
allied unit or inter-allied organisation.

11.

We consider that this problem should be studied by

Party" composed of
Western Union.

specialists

from the

different

a

"Working

countries

of

Financial Aspect

The

problem of inter-allied requisitions
comes within the scope of general agreements governing the total
12.

financial aspect of the

financing of war.
13.

To our knowledge,

is definitely

14.

We

this

problem has not yet been tackled and

outside the scope of our organisation.

consider that the practical side of the problem of inter-

can be dealt with before the means of financing
have been decided upon.
15. We have drafted the terms of reference of the Working Party
referred to at paragraph 11 above. These are in the Annex.
allied requisitions

Recommendations
16.

We recommend that
(a)

The Military Committee approve

with the attached terms of reference and instruct the Administrative

Planning Division

this report

to supervise the activities of the

Working

Party.
(b)

The Heads

of Delegations request their National Authorities

to appoint the specialists on this
(c)

Working Party.

The Military Committee invite the Joint American Military
Advisory Group to take part in these studies, since the
United States forces may be directly concerned

in the solu-

tion of these problems.

(d)

The Military Committee

invite the

Permanent Commission

to define the legal aspects of the right of requisitioning for

the Allied Forces,

when they study

the question of the status

:
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in

war time

of inter-aliied organizations

and of the Armed

Forces of one country operating on the territory of another
Western European Power.

Annex (Terms
1.

A

Working Party composed

of Reference)

of specialists in matters of requisi-

Five Powers, responsible to the Military Committee, will function under the direction of the Administrative Planning Division.
2. The task of this Working Party is to suggest a practical procedure, common to the Five Powers, whereby, within the frame-work
of international agreements, the Allied Forces of one Power operating on the territory of another Power may obtain locally the necessary means to live, move and fight, whether it be lodgings, buildings,
work-shops, means of transport, port facilities, local resources, labour,
tion, representing the

etc.
3.

The

task of the

Working Party

will be

governed by the prin-

ciples which have already been defined, and in particular by F.C.(49)
21, relating to Logistic Principles,

and by M.D.(50)

13, relating to

the division of responsibilities in war.
4.

The Working Party

is

not required to define the legal aspect of

means of financing inter-allied requisirecommended that the "Working Party" first

the problem, nor to study the
tions.

However

it

is

check whether existing national legislation authorizes requisitioning
for the benefit of National or Allied Forces. Certain assumptions

may, if necessary, be made regarding the method of financing. If so
made, the assumptions should be clearly stated.
5. The study of the procedure to be applied will cover, among
others, the following points
(a)

Deciding on trilingual forms,

common

to the

Five Powers,

for the various types of requisitions.
(b) Defining the respective responsibilities of the National

and

Allied Authorities in matters of survey of condition, invenassessments and claims, etc.

tories,

(c)

Providing for the accounting for requisitions on behalf of
an allied unit or inter-allied organization.

MS-D(51) 28
Status of Forces
i

May

—Revised

Draft

(27 April 1951)

D-D (51) 57 (28 February 1951) for previous text;
1951) for discussion of present version.

Reference:
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Agreement Betioeen the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty
Regarding the Status of Their Forces

The Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington on
4th April, 1949,
Considering that the forces of one Party may be sent, by arrangement, to serve in the territory of another Party;
Desiring to define the status of such forces while in the territory of
another Party

mind, however, that the decision to send them and the
conditions under which they will be sent, in so far as such conditions
are not laid down by the present Agreement, will continue to be the
subject of separate arrangements between the Parties concerned;

Bearing

in

Have agreed

as follows

Article I
In this Agreement the expression
(a) "force"

means the personnel belonging

to the land, sea or air

Party when in the territory
of another Contracting Party in the North Atlantic Treaty
area in connexion with their official duties, provided that the
two Contracting Parties concerned may agree that certain
units or formations shall not be regarded as constituting or
included in a "force" for the purposes of the present Agreement;

armed

services of one Contracting

component" means the civilian personnel accompanying a force of a Contracting Party who are in the employ of
an armed service of that Contracting Party, and who are not
stateless persons, nor nationals of any State which is not a
Party to the North Atlantic Treaty, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily resident in, the State in which the force is located;

(b) "civilian

(c)

"dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or of a
civilian component, or a child of such member depending on
him or her for support

(d) "sending State"

means the Contracting Party

to

which the

force belongs

means the Contracting Party in the territory
of which the force or civilian component is located, whether it

(e) "receiving State"

be stationed there or passing in transit

sending State" means those authorities of a sending State who are empowered by its law to

(f) "military authorities of the

;

:
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enforce the military law of that State with respect to

members

of its forces or civilian components
(g)

"North Atlantic Council' means the Council established by
Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty or any of its subsidiary
bodies authorised to act on its behalf.
Article II

duty of a force and its civilian component and the members thereof as well as their dependents to respect the law of the
receiving State, and to abstain from any activity inconsistent with
the spirit of the present Agreement, and, in particular, from any
political activity in the receiving State. It is also the duty of the
sending State to take necessary measures to that end.
It is the

Article III

On

1.

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article and

subject to compliance with the formalities established by the receiving

State relating to entry and departure of a force or the
thereof, such

members

shall be

members

exempt from passport and visa regula-

and immigration inspection on entering or leaving the territory
of a receiving State. They shall also be exempt from the regulations
of the receiving State on the registration and control of aliens, but
shall not be considered as acquiring any right to permanent residence

tions

or domicile in the territories of the receiving State.

The following documents only will be required
members of a force. They must be presented on demand
2.

in respect of

by the sending State, showing
rank and number (if any), service,

(a) personal identity card issued

names, date of birth,
and photograph;
(b) individual or collective

movement

order, in the language of

the sending State and in the English and French languages,
issued by an appropriate authority of the sending State or

of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation and certifying to
the status of the individual or group as a member or members of a force

State
its

may

and

movement ordered. The receiving
movement order to be countersigned by

to the

require a

appropriate representative.

3.

Members

4.

If a

of a civilian component and dependents shall be so
described in their passports.

member

of a force or of a civilian component leaves the

employ of the sending State and

not repatriated, the authorities of
the sending State shall immediately inform the authorities of the
is
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receiving State, giving such particulars as

may

be required.

The

authorities of the sending State shall similarly inform the authorities

for

of the receiving State of any

member who has absented himself

more than 21 davs.

5.

If the receiving State has requested the removal from

tory of a

member

of a force or civilian component or has

its terri-

made an

expulsion order against an ex-member of a force or of a civilian
component or against a dependent of a member or ex-member, the
authorities of the sending State shall be responsible for receiving

own

the person concerned within their

territory or otherwise dis-

posing of him outside the receiving State. This paragraph shall not
apply to nationals of the receiving State.

IV

Article

The

receiving State shall either

(a) accept as valid, without a driving test or fee, the driving per-

mit or licence or military driving permit issued by the sending
State or a sub-division thereof to a
civilian

member

of a force or of a

component or

(b) issue its

;

own driving permit

or licence to any

member

of a

who

force or civilian component

holds a driving permit or
licence or military driving permit issued by the sending State
or a sub-division thereof, provided that no driving test shall

be required.

Article
1.

Members

V

of a force shall normally wear uniform.

Subject to

any arrangement to the contrary between the authorities of the sending and receiving States, the wearing of civilian dress shall be on
the same conditions as for members of the forces of the receiving
State.

in

Regularly constituted units or formations of a force shall be

uniform when crossing a
2.

frontier.

Service vehicles of a force or civilian component shall carry, in

addition to their registration number, a distinctive nationality mark.

Article

Members

of a force

may

possess

VI

and carry arms, on condition that

they are authorised to do so by their orders. The authorities of the
sending State shall give sympathetic consideration to requests from
the receiving State concerning this matter.

;

;

:
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Article VII
1.

Subject to the provisions of this Article,
(a) the military authorities of the sending State shall

right to exercise within the receiving State

have the

criminal and

all

them by the law of the
persons subject to the military law

disciplinary jurisdiction conferred on

sending State over

all

of that State

have jurisdiction
over the members of a force or civilian component and their
dependents with respect to offences committed within the
territory of the receiving State and punishable by the law

(b) the authorities of the receiving State shall

of that State.
2.

(a)

The

military authorities of the sending State shall have the

right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject

law of that State with respect to offences,
including offences relating to its security, punishable by the
law of the sending State, but not by the law of the receiving

to the military

State.

(b)

The

authorities of the receiving State shall have the right to

exercise exclusive jurisdiction over
civilian

component and

members

of a force or

their dependents with respect to

offences, including offences relating to the security of that

State, punishable

by

its

law but not by the law of the send-

ing State.
(c)

For the purposes of

this

paragraph and of paragraph 3 of

this Article a security offence against a State shall include
'

(i)
(ii)

treason against that State;
sabotage, espionage or violation of any law relating to
official

secrets of that

State, or secrets relating to the

national defence of that State.

In cases where the right to exercise jurisdiction is concurrent
the following rules shall apply
(a) The military authorities of the sending State shall have the
primary right to exercise jurisdiction over a member of a
3.

force or of a civilian
(i) offences

component

in relation to

solely against the property or security of that

State, or offences solely against the person or property of

another

member

of the force or civilian component of that

State or of a dependent
(ii)

offences arising out of

any act or omission done

in the

performance of official duty.
(b) In the case of any other offence the authorities of the

re-
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ceiving State shall have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction.
(c) If the State

having the primary right decides not to exercise

jurisdiction,

it

shall notify the authorities of the other State

as soon as practicable.

The

authorities of the State having

the primary right shall give sympathetic consideration to a

from the authorities of the other State for a waiver
right in cases where that other State considers such

request

of

its

waiver to be of particular importance.
4.

The foregoing

provisions of this Article shall not imply any

right for the military authorities of the sending State to exercise
jurisdiction over persons

who

are nationals of or ordinarily resident

in the receiving State, unless they are

members of the

forces of the

sending State.
5. A death sentence shall not be carried out in the receiving State
by the authorities of the sending State if the legislation of the
receiving State does not provide for such punishment in a similar
case.
6.

(a)

The

and sending States shall
of members of a force or

authorities of the receiving

each other in the arrest
civilian component or their dependents in the territory of
the receiving State and in handing them over to the authority which is to exercise jurisdiction in accordance with the
above provisions.
assist

(b)

The

authorities of the receiving State shall notify promptly

the military authorities of the sending State of the arrest
of any

member

of

a

force

or civilian

component or a

dependent.
(c)

The custody

of an accused

component over

whom

member

of a force or civilian

the receiving State

is

to

exercise

hands of the sending State,
remain with that State until he is charged by the receiving
jurisdiction shall, if he

is

in the

State.

(d)

The

authorities of the receiving State shall give sympathetic

consideration to a request from the authorities of the send-

ing State for assistance in carrying out a sentence of imprisonment pronounced by the authorities of the sending State
under the provisions of this Article within the territory of
the receiving State.
7. (a)

The

authorities of the receiving

assist

and sending States

each other in the carrying out of

vestigations into offences,

and

all

in the collection

shall

necessary in-

and produc-

tion of evidence, including the seizure and, in proper cases,

;

:
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the handing over of objects connected with an offence.

such objects may, however, be made subject
to their return within the time specified by the authority
delivering them,
(b) The authorities of the Contracting Parties shall notify one
another of the disposition of all cases in which there are
concurrent rights to exercise jurisdiction.
Where an accused has been tried by the authorities of one Con-

handing

8.

The

OA^er of

tracting Party and has been acquitted, or has been convicted

and

serving, or has served, his sentence or has been pardoned, he

is

may

not be tried again for the same offence within the same territory by
the authorities of another Contracting Party. However, nothing in
this

paragraph

trying a

shall prevent the authorities of a sending State

member

of

its

from

force for any violation of rules of discipline

involved in the offence, but any finding favourable to the accused
in the first trial shall be res judicata
in the first trial,

Whenever

9.

and any sentence pronounced

whether or not executed, shall be taken into account.
a

member

of a force or civilian

component

is

pros-

ecuted under the jurisdiction of a receiving State he shall be entitled
(a) to a

prompt and speedy

(b) to be

trial;

informed in advance of

charges

made

against

trial of the specific

charge or

him

be confronted with the witnesses against him;
(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his
favour, if within the jurisdiction of the receiving State;
(c) to

have legal representation of his own choice for his defence
or to have free or assisted legal representation under the
conditions prevailing for the time being in the receiving

(e) to

State;
(f) if

he considers

necessary, to have the services of a com-

it

petent interpreter

;

and

(g) to communicate with a representative of the Government of
the sending State and, when the rules of the court permit,
to

have such a representative present

at his trial.

Regularly constituted military units or formations of a force
shall have the right to police any camps, establishments or other
premises which they occupy as the result of an agreement with the
10.

receiving State.

The

military police of the force

may

take

appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance of order and security on
such premises.
all

Outside these premises, such military police shall be employed only
subject to arrangements with the authorities of the receiving State
and in liaison with those authorities, and in so far as such employ-
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ment

necessary to maintain discipline and order

is

among

the

mem-

bers of the force.
11.

Each Contracting Party

shall seek such legislation as

it

deems

necessary to ensure the adequate security and protection within

its

and official
information of other Contracting Parties, and the punishment of per-

territory of installations, equipment, property, records

sons

who may contravene such laws

enacted for that purpose.

Article VIII 2

Each Contracting Party waives all its claims against any other
Contracting Party for damage to any property owned by it and
used by its armed services (land, sea or air) if such damage
(i) was caused by a member or an employee of the armed
services of any Contracting Party, provided that such damage was caused by such member or employee in the execu1.

tion of his duties in connexion with the operation of the

North Atlantic Treaty or
arose from the use of any vehicle, vessel or aircraft owned
by a Contracting Party and used by its armed services, pro;

(ii)

vided either that the vehicle, vessel or aircraft causing the
damage was being used in connexion with the operation of
the North Atlantic Treaty or that the damage was caused
to property being so used.
Claims for maritime salvage by one Contracting Party against any
other Contracting Party shall be waived, provided that the vessel
or cargo salved was owned by a Contracting Party and being used
by its armed services in connexion with the operation of the North
Atlantic Treaty.
2. (a) In the case of damage caused or arising as stated in para-

graph 1 to other property owned by a Contracting Party
and located in its territory, the issue of the liability of any
other Contracting Party shall be determined and the
amount of damage shall be assessed, unless the Contracting
Parties concerned agree otherwise, by a sole arbitrator
selected in accordance with sub-paragraph (b) of this para-

graph.

The

arbitrator

shall

also

decide

any

counter-

claims arising out of the same incident,
(b)

The

arbitrator referred to in sub-paragraph (a) above shall

be selected by agreement between the Contracting Parties
concerned from amongst the nationals of the receiving State
2

The

VIII

in

text of Article VIII above

MS-D(51)

is identical with that of the redraft of Article
26 (23 April 1951), which has therefore been omitted.

—
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who hold

or have held high judicial

office.

If the Contract-

ing Parties concerned are unable, within a reasonable time,
to agree upon the arbitrator, either may request the Chair-

man

of the

North Atlantic Council Deputies

to select a per-

son with the aforesaid qualifications.
(c) Any decision taken by the arbitrator shall be binding and
conclusive upon the Contracting Parties.
(d)

The amount

of any compensation awarded by the arbitrator

shall be distributed in accordance

(e)

(f )

with the provisions of

paragraph 5(e) (i), (ii) and (iii) of this Article.
The compensation of the arbitrator shall be fixed by agreement between the Contracting Parties concerned and shall,
together with the necessary expenses incidental to the performance of his duties, be defrayed in equal proportions by
them.
Nevertheless each Contracting Party waives
such case where the damage is less than

claim in any

its

:

70,000

Luxembourg

L.fr.

$

1,460

Netherlands

Fl.

Kr.

9,670

Norway

Kr.

10,000

Portugal
United Kingdom
United States

Es.

40,250

Belgium
Canada

B.fr.

Denmark
France

F.fr.

Iceland

Kr.

Italy

Li.

Any

490,000
22,800

850,000

70,000
5,320

£

500

$

1,400

damaged in
damage is less

other Contracting Party whose property has been

the same incident shall also waive its claim if the
than the above amount. In the case of considerable variation in the
rates of exchange between these currencies the Contracting Parties
shall agree on the appropriate adjustments of these amounts.
3. for the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article the
expression "owned by a Contracting Party" in the case of a vessel
includes a vessel on bare boat charter to that Contracting Party or

requisitioned by

on bare boat terms or seized by it in prize (except
to the extent that the risk of loss or liability is borne by some person
other than such Contracting Party or its insurer).
it

Each Contracting Party waives

all its claims against any other
Contracting Party for injury or death suffered by any member of
its armed services while such member was engaged in the performance of his official duties.
4.

Claims (other than contractual claims and those to which paragraph 6 of this Article applies) arising out of acts or omissions for
which a force or civilian component is responsible and causing dam5.

age in the territory of the receiving State to third parties, other than
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any of the Contracting Parties, shall be dealt with by the receiving
State in accordance with the following provisions:
(a)

(b)

Claims shall be filed, considered and settled or adjudicated
in accordance with the laws and regulations of the receiving
State with respect to claims arising from the activities of its

own armed forces.
The receiving State may

any such claims, and payment
of the amount agreed upon or determined by adjudication
shall be made by the receiving State in its currency.

Such payment, or the

settle

by the competent
tribunals of the receiving State denying payment, shall be
binding and conclusive upon the Contracting Parties.
(d) Every claim paid by the receiving State shall be communi-

(c)

final adjudication

cated to the sending States concerned together with full
particulars and a proposed distribution in conformity with

(e)

sub-paragraphs (e)(i), (ii) and (iii) below. In default of
a reply within two months, the proposed distribution shall
be regarded as accepted.
The cost incurred in satisfying claims pursuant to the preceding sub-paragraphs and paragraph 2 of this Article shall
be distributed between the Contracting Parties, as follows:
(i) Where one sending State alone is responsible, the amount
awarded or adjudged shall be distributed in the proportion of

(ii)

25%

chargeable to the receiving State and

75%

chargeable to the sending State.
Where more than one State is responsible for the damage,

amount awarded or adjudged shall be distributed
equally among them however, if the receiving State is

the

:

not one of the States responsible, its contribution shall be
half that of each of the sending States.
(iii) Where the damage was caused by the armed services of
the Contracting Parties and it is not possible to attribute
it specifically to one or more of those armed services, the
amount awarded or adjudged shall be distributed equally
among the Contracting Parties concerned however, if the
receiving State is not one of the States by whose armed
services the damage was caused, its contribution shall be
half that of each of the sending States concerned.
(iv) Every half-year, a statement of the sums paid by the
receiving State in the course of the half-yearly period in
respect of every case regarding which the proposed distribution on a percentage basis has been accepted, shall be
sent to the sending States concerned, together with a re:

:
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quest for reimbursement.

made within

Such reimbursement

shall be

the shortest possible time, in the currency

of the receiving State.
(f)

In cases where the application of the provisions of subparagraphs (b) and (e) of this paragraph would cause a
Contracting Party serious hardship, it may request the
North Atlantic Council to arrange a settlement of a different
nature.

(g)

A member
ject to

(h)

of a force or civilian

component

shall not be sub-

any proceedings for the enforcement of any judg-

ment given against him in the receiving State in a matter
arising from the performance of his official duties.
The provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to any
claims arising out of or in connexion with the navigation or
operation of a ship or the loading, carriage, or discharge of
a cargo, other than claims for death or personal injury to

which paragraph 4 of
6.

this Article does not apply.

Claims against members of a force or civilian component arising

out of tortious acts or omissions in the receiving State not relating to
the performance of their official duties shall be dealt with in the

following manner
(a)

The

authorities of the receiving State shall consider the

claim and assess compensation to the claimant in a fair and
just manner, taking into account all the circumstances of
the case, including the conduct of the injured person, and
shall prepare a report
,(b)

The

report shall be delivered to the authorities of the send-

who

whether they
will offer an ex gratia payment, and if so, of what amount.
If an offer of ex gratia payment is made, and accepted by
ing State,

(c)

on the matter.

shall then decide without delay

the claimant in full satisfaction of his claim, the authorities
of the sending State shall

make

the

payment themselves and

inform the authorities of the receiving State of their decision and of the sum paid.
(d) Nothing in this paragraph shall affect the jurisdiction of the
courts of the receiving State to entertain an action against
a member of a force or of a civilian component unless and
until there has been payment in full satisfaction of the claim.
7.

If a dispute arises wheth.er a tortious act or omission of a

mem-

ber of a force or civilian component related to the performance of
his duties, the question shall be submitted to an arbitrator appointed
in accordance with

on this point shall be

paragraph 2(b) of this Article, whose decision
final and conclusive.
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Claims arising out of contracts concluded by members of a force
or civilian component in the execution of their official duties shall be
dealt with by the authorities of the force and the courts of the receiving State shall have jurisdiction in regard thereto if they cannot
8.

otherwise be settled.

The sending State

immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts of the receiving State for members of a force or
civilian component in respect of the civil jurisdiction of the courts of
the receiving State except to the extent provided in paragraph 5(g)
9.

shall not claim

of this Article.
10.

The

authorities of the sending State

and of the receiving State

procurement of evidence for a fair hearing
and disposal of claims in regard to which the Contracting Parties

shall co-operate in the

are concerned.

Article
1.

Members

IX

of a force or of a civilian component and their de-

pendents may purchase locally goods necessary for their own consumption, and such services as they need, under the same conditions
as the nationals of the receiving State.
2.

Goods which

3.

Subject to bilateral agreements already in force or which

from local sources for the subsistence
of a force or civilian component shall normally be purchased through
the authorities which purchase such goods for the armed services of
the receiving State. In order to avoid such purchases having any
adverse effect on the economy of the receiving State, the competent
authorities of that State shall indicate, when necessary, any articles
the purchase of which should be restricted or forbidden.
hereafter be

are required

made between

may

the authorised representatives of the send-

ing and receiving States, the authorities of the receiving State shall

assume

sole responsibility for

making

suitable arrangements to

available to a force or civilian component the buildings

which

it

requires, as well as facilities

and

make

and grounds

services connected there-

with. These agreements and arrangements shall be, as far as possible,

governing the accommodation and
billeting of similar personnel of the receiving State. In the absence
of a specific contract to the contrary, the laws of the receiving State
shall determine the rights and obligations arising out of the occupation or use of the buildings, grounds or facilities.
in accordance with the regulations

Local civilian labour requirements of a force or civilian component shall be satisfied in the same way as the comparable requirements of the receiving State and with the assistance of the authorities
of the receiving State through the employment exchanges. The con4.
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employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary
payments and conditions for the protection of workers, shall be those
laid down by the legislation of the receiving State. Such civilian
workers employed by a force or civilian component shall not be
regarded for any purpose as being members of that force or civilian
ditions of

component.
5.
is

When

a force or a civilian

component has

stationed inadequate medical or dental facilities,

may

where it
members and

at the place
its

and dental care, including hosunder the same conditions as comparable personnel of

their dependents
pitalisation,

receive medical

the receiving State.
6.

The receiving State

shall give the

tion to requests for the grant to

most favourable considera-

members of

a force or of a civilian

component of travelling facilities and concessions with regard to
fares. These facilities and concessions will be the subject of special
arrangements to be made between the Governments concerned.
7. Subject to any general or particular financial arrangements between the Contracting Parties, payment in local currency for goods,
accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and,
if necessary, 5 and 6, shall be made promptly by the authorities of
the force.

Neither a force, nor a civilian component, nor the members
thereof, nor their dependents, shall by reason of this Article enjoy
8.

any exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services
chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State.
Article
1.

Where

X

the legal incidence of any form of taxation in the receiv-

ing State depends upon residence or domicile, periods during which
a member of a force or civilian component is in the territory of that
State by reason solely of his being a member of such force or civilian

component

shall not be considered as periods of residence therein, or

change of residence or domicile, for the purposes of such
taxation. Members of a force or civilian component shall be exempt
from taxation in the receiving State on the salary and emoluments
paid to them as such members by the sending State or on any
tangible movable property the presence of which in the receiving
State is due solely to their temporary presence there.
2. Nothing in this Article shall prevent taxation of a member of
a force or civilian component with respect to any profitable enterprise, other than his employment as such member, in which he may
engage in the receiving State, and, except as regards his salary and
emoluments and the tangible movable property referred io in paraas creating a
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graph

nothing in this Article shall prevent taxation to which, even
when regarded as having his residence or domicile outside the territory of the receiving State, such member is liable under the law
1,

of that State.

Nothing in this Article
graph 12 of Article XI.
3.

4.

For the purposes of

shall not include

shall

apply to "duty" as defined in para-

this Article the

any person who

is

term "member of a force"

a national of the receiving State.

Article

XI

Save as provided expressly to the contrary in this Agreement,
members of a force and of a civilian component as well as their
dependents shall be subject to the laws and regulations administered
by the customs authorities of the receiving State. In particular the
customs authorities of the receiving State shall have the right, under
the general conditions laid down by the laws and regulations of the
receiving State, to search members of a force or civilian component
and their dependents and to examine their luggage and vehicles, and
to seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.
2. The temporary importation and re-exportation of service vehicles under their own power shall be authorised free of duty on presentation of a triptyque in the form shown in the Appendix to this
Agreement. The temporary importation of such vehicles not under
their own power shall be governed by paragraph 4 of this Article
and the re-exportation thereof by paragraph 8. These vehicles shall
be exempt from any tax payable in respect of the use of vehicles
on the roads.
3. Official documents under official seal shall not be subject to customs inspection. Couriers, whatever their status, carrying these documents must be in possession of an individual movement order, issued
in accordance with Article III. This movement order shall show the
number of despatches carried and certify that they contain only
1.

official

documents.

The

may import

equipment for the force
and reasonable quantities of provisions, supplies and other goods for
the exclusive use of the force and, in cases where such use is permitted
by the receiving State, its civilian component and dependents. This
duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the customs
office for the place of entry, together with the customs documents, of a
certificate in a form agreed between the receiving State and the sending State signed by a person authorised by the sending State for that
4.

purpose.

force

The designation

free of duty the

of the person authorised to sign the

cates as well as specimens of the signatures

and stamps

certifi-

to be used,

.

:
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shall be sent to the customs administration of the receiving State.

A

5.

member

of a force or civilian

his first arrival to take

time of the

first

personal effects

up

component may,

at the time of

service in the receiving State or at the

any dependent to join him, import his
and furniture free of duty for the term of such
arrival of

service.

component may import temporarily free of duty their private motor vehicles for the personal use
of themselves and their dependents. There is no obligation under
this Article to grant exemption from taxes payable in respect of the
use of roads by private vehicles.
7. Imports made by the authorities of a force other than for the
exclusive use of that force and its civilian component, and imports,
other than those dealt with in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this Article,
effected by members of a force or civilian component are not, by reason of this Article, entitled to any exemption from duty or other

Members

6.

of a force or civilian

conditions.

Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraphs

8.

4, 5

2,

or 6 above
(a)

may

be re-exported freely, provided that, in the case of
goods imported under paragraph 4, a certificate, issued in
accordance with that paragraph, is presented to the customs
office: the customs authorities, however, may verify that
goods re-exported are as described in the certificate, if any,
and have in fact been imported under the conditions of para-

graphs

2, 4, 5

or 6 as the case

may

be;

normally be disposed of in the receiving State by
way of either sale or gift however, in particular cases such
disposal may be authorised on conditions imposed by the
authorities concerned of the receiving State (for instance,
on payment of duty and tax and compliance with the requirements of the controls of trade and exchange)

(b) shall not

:

9.

Goods purchased

from only

in the receiving State shall be

in accordance

exported there-

with the regulations in force in the receiving

State.
10.

Special arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted by

the customs authorities to regularly constituted units or formations,
provided that the customs authorities concerned have been duly
notified in advance.
11.

Special arrangements shall be

made by

the receiving State so

that fuel, oil and lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft and
vessels of a force or civilian component, may be delivered free of all
duties and taxes.

;
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In paragraphs 1-10 of this Article,
"duty" means customs duties and all other duties and taxes payable on importation or exportation, as the case may be, except dues
and taxes in respect of services rendered
"import'' includes goods withdrawn from customs bonded warehouse or continuing customs custody, provided that the goods concerned have not been grown, produced or manufactured in the
12.

receiving State.

The provisions of this Article shall apply to the goods concerned not only when they are imported into or exported from the
receiving State but also when they are in transit through the territory
13.

of a Contracting Party, and for this purpose the expression "receiv-

ing State" in this Article shall be regarded as including any Contracting Party through whose territory the goods are passing in
transit.

Article XII
1.

The customs

or fiscal authorities of the receiving State may, as

a condition of the grant of

cession provided for in this

may deem
These authorities may

observed as they
2.

this

Agreement

any customs or fiscal exemption or conAgreement, require such conditions to be
necessary to prevent abuse.
refuse any exemption provided for by

in respect of the importation into the receiving State

of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State which

have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon repayment of, taxes or duties which would have been chargeable but for
such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse shall be
deemed to be imported if they were regarded as having been exported
by reason of being deposited in the warehouse.

Article XIII
1.

In order to prevent offences against customs and

fiscal

laws and

and of the sending States
the conduct of enquiries and the collection

regulations, the authorities of the receiving
shall assist each other in

of evidence.
2.

The

power

authorities of a force shall render

all

assistance within their

to ensure that articles liable to seizure by, or

customs or

fiscal

on behalf

authorities of the receiving State are

of, the

handed

to

those authorities.
3.

The

authorities of a force shall render all assistance within their

power to ensure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties payable
by members of the force or civilian component or their dependents.
4. Service vehicles and articles belonging to a force or to its civ-
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component, and not to a member of such force or civilian component, seized by the authorities of the receiving State in connexion
with an offence against its customs or fiscal laws or regulations shall
be handed over to the appropriate authorities of the force concerned.
ilian

Article

A

XIV

component and the members thereof, as well
as their dependents, shall remain subject to the foreign exchange
regulations of the sending State and shall also be subject to the reg1.

force, a civilian

ulations of the receiving State.
2.

The

foreign exchange authorities of the sending and the receiv-

ing States
civilian

may

issue special

regulations applicable to a force or

component or the members thereof

as

well

as

to

their

dependents.

Article

XV

Subject to paragraph 2 of this Article, this Agreement shall re-

1.

main

in force in the event of hostilities to

which the North Atlantic

Treaty applies, except that the provisions for settling claims in paragraphs 2 and 5 of Article VIII shall not apply to war damage, and
that the provisions of the Agreement, and, in particular of Articles
III and VII, shall immediately be reviewed by the Contracting
Parties concerned, who may agree to such modifications as they may
consider desirable regarding the application of the Agreement between them.
2. In the event of such hostilities, each of the Contracting Parties
shall have the right, by giving 60 days notice to the other Contracting Parties, to suspend the application of any of the provisions of
this

Agreement

so far as

it

is

concerned.

If this right

is

exercised,

the Contracting Parties shall immediately consult with a view to

agreeing on suitable provisions to replace the provisions suspended.

Article

XVI

All differences between the Contracting Parties relating to the
interpretation or application of this Agreement shall be settled by
negotiation between them without recourse to any outside jurisdic-

Except where express provision is made to the contrary in this
Agreement, differences which cannot be settled by direct negotiation
shall be referred to the North Atlantic Council.
tion.

Ajry Contracting Party

Article

XVII

may

any time request the revision of

at
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any Article of this Agreement.
the North Atlantic Council.

The

Article
1.

The

request shall be addressed to

XVIII

present Agreement shall be ratified and the instruments of

with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each signatory State of the date of deposit thereof.
2. Thirty days after four signatory States have deposited their
instruments of ratification the present Agreement shall come into
force between them. It shall come into force for each other signatory
State thirty days after the deposit of its instrument of ratification.
3. After it has come into force, the present Agreement shall, subject to the approval of the North Atlantic Council and to such conditions as it may decide, be open to accession on behalf of any State
which accedes to the North Atlantic Treaty. Accession shall be
effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each signatory and acceding State of the date of deposit thereof. In respect
of any State on behalf of which an instrument of accession is deposited, the present Agreement shall come into force thirty days after
the date of the deposit of such instrument.
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible

Article

XIX

Agreement may be denounced by any Contracting
Party after the expiration of a period of four years from the date
on which the Agreement comes into force.
2. The denunciation of the Agreement by any Contracting Party
shall be effected by a written notification addressed by that Contracting Party to the Government of the United States of America which
1.

The

present

shall notify all the other Contracting Parties of each such notification

and the date of receipt thereof.
3.

The denunciation

shall take effect one year after the receipt of

Government of the United States of America.
After the expiration of this period of one year, the Agreement shall
cease to be in force as regards the Contracting Party which denounces
the 'notification by the

but shall continue in force for the remaining Contracting Parties.

it,

Article
[1.

3

XX

3

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article,

The whole

of Article

XX

is

enclosed within square brackets in the original.
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the present

Agreement

shall

apply only to the metropolitan area of

a Contracting Party.
2.

Any

State may, at the time of the deposit of

its

instrument of

any time thereafter, declare by notification given to the Government of the United States of America that
the present Agreement shall extend to all or any of the territories
for whose international relations it is responsible in the North Atlantic Treaty area and the Agreement shall extend to the territory or
territories named therein thirty days after the receipt by the Government of the United States of America of the notification, or when it
has come into force under Article XVIII, whichever is the later.
3. A State which has made a declaration under paragraph 2 of
this Article extending the present Agreement to any territory for
whose international relations it is responsible may denounce the
Agreement separately in respect of that territory in accordance with
ratification or accession or at

the provisions of Article

XIX.]

In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorised by their
respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.

Done

in

London

this

day of

,

in the

English and French languages, both texts being equally authoritative,
in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives of the
Government of the United States of America. The Government of
the United States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof
to all the signatory and acceding States.
[There follows an Appendix, identical with the Appendix contained in the final version of the Agreement.]

MS-D(51) 29
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
Revised Draft (5 May 1951) 1

—

Draft Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation, National Representatives and
International Staff

The

States signatory to the present Agreement,

Considering that for the exercise of their functions and the fulfiltheir purposes, it is- necessary that the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation, its officials and the representatives of Member States

ment of

i

Previous reference: MS-D(51) 25 (20 April 1951). For discussion of present
MS-R(51) 21-23 (7-8 June 1951).

text, see

:
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attending meetings thereof should have
Have agreed as follows

Part

I.

t

lie

status

set

out hereunder,

—General

Article

1

In the present Agreement,
(a) "the Organisation"

means the North Atlantic Treaty Orga-

nisation consisting of the Council established under Article
9 of the

North Atlantic Treaty and

Council" means the Council
Deputies;

(b) "the

(c) "subsidiary bodies"

its

subsidiary bodies;

itself

and the Council

means any organ, committee or

service

by the Council or under its authority, except
those to which in accordance with Article 2 this Agreement
established

does not apply.

Article 2

The

present Agreement shall not apply to any military headquart-

pursuance of the North Atlantic Treaty or to any
other military body made the subject of a separate status agreement.

ers established in

Article 3

The Organisation
authorities of

shall co-operate at all times with the competent

Member

States to facilitate the proper administration

of justice, secure the observance of police regulations and prevent the

occurrence of any abuse in connexion with the immunities and priv-

Agreement. If any Member State considers that there has been an abuse of any immunity or privilege conferred by this Agreement, consultations shall be held between that
State and the Organisation to determine whether any such abuse has
occurred, and, if so, to attempt to ensure that no repetition occurs.
A Member State which considers that any person has abused any
immunity or privilege granted to him under this Agreement may
ileges set out in the present

require

him

to leave

its territory.

Part

II.

—Personality and Capacity
Article 4

The Organisation

have
the capacity to conclude contracts, to acquire and dispose of movable
and immovable property and to institute legal proceedings.
shall possess juridical personality;

it

shall

;

;

:
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Part

III.

—Property, Funds and
Article

Assets

5

The Organisation, its property and assets, wheresoever located and
by whomsoever held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
process, except in so far as in

any particular case the Council, acting

on behalf of the Organisation, may expressly authorise the waiver of
this immunity. It is, however, understood that no waiver of immunity shall extend to any measure of execution or detention of
property.

Article

The premises

6

of the Organisation shall be inviolable. Its property

wheresoever located and by whomsoever held, shall be
immune from search, requisition, confiscation, expropriation or any

and

assets,

other form of interference.

Article 7

The

archives of the Organisation and in general

belonging to

it

or held by

it

shall be inviolable,

Article

all

documents

wherever located.

8

1. Without being restricted by financial controls, regulations or
moratoria of any kind,
(a) the Organisation may hold currency of any kind and operate accounts in any currency
(b) the Organisation may freely transfer its funds from one
country to another or within any country and convert any
currency held by it into any other currency.

In exercising its rights under paragraph 1 above, the Organisation shall pay due regard to any representations made by any Member State and shall give effect to such representations in so far as
it is practicable to do so.
2.

Article 9

The Organisation,
exempt
(a) from

all direct

its assets,

taxes; the Organisation will not, however, claim

exemption from
(b)

income and other property shall be

rates, taxes or

dues which are no more than

charges for public utility services
from all customs duties and quantitative restrictions on imports and exports in respect of articles imported or exported
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by the Organisation for its official use; articles imported under
such exemption shall not be disposed of, by way either of sale
or gift, in the country into which they are imported except
under conditions approved by the Government of that country.

from

(c)

all

customs duties and quantitative restrictions on im-

ports and exports in respect of

its

publications.

Article 10

While the Organisation will not as a general rule claim exemption
from excise duties and from taxes on the sale of movable and immovable property which form part of the price to be paid, nevertheless
when the Organisation is making important purchases for official use
of property on which such duties and taxes have been charged or are
chargeable Member States will whenever possible make the appropriate administrative arrangements for the remission or return of

the

amount

of duty or tax.

Part IV.

—Communications

Article 11

The Organisation

shall enjoy

in the territory of each

Member

State, for its official communications, treatment at least as favourable
as that accorded

by that State to the Government of any other Mem-

diplomatic mission, in the matter of priorities,
rates and taxes on mails, cables, telegrams, radiotelegrams, tele-

ber State, including

its

photos, telephone calls, and other communications and press rates for

information to the press and radio, except in so far as such treatment
would be inconsistent with the terms of the International Telecommunications Convention.

Article 12
1.

No

other

censorship shall be applied to the

official

official

correspondence and

communications of the Organisation.

The Organisation

have the right to use codes and to despatch and receive correspondence by courier or in sealed bags, which
shall have the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic couriers
2.

shall

and bags.
3.

Nothing

in this Article shall be construed to preclude the

tion of appropriate security precautions to be determined

ment between a Member State and the Council.

adop-

by agree-

;

;

;
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Part V.

—Representatives

of

Member

States

Article 13

Every person designated by

a

Member

State as

its

principal perma-

nent representative to the Organisation in the territory of another
Member State and such resident members of his official civilian or

may

be agreed upon between these States shall
enjoy the immunities and privileges normally accorded to diplomatic
military staff as

representatives and their

official staff

of comparable rank.

Article 14
1.

Any

representative of a

who

Member

State to the Council or any of

not covered by Article 13 shall, while
present in the territory of another Member State for the discharge
of his duties, enjoy the following privileges and immunities:
its

subsidiary bodies

is

same immunity from personal arrest or detention and
from seizure of his personal baggage as is accorded to diplomatic representatives of comparable rank;
(b) in respect of words spoken or written and of acts done by
him in his official capacity, immunity from legal process;
(c) inviolability for all papers and documents;
(d) the right to use codes and to receive and send papers or
correspondence by courier or in sealed bags
(e) exemption in respect of himself and his spouse from immi(a) the

gration restrictions, aliens registration or national service
obligations in the State which he
(f )

is

visiting or

through

which he is passing in the exercise of his functions;
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange

restric-

tions as are accorded to diplomatic representatives of com-

parable rank

same immunities and facilities in respect of his personal
baggage as are accorded to diplomatic representatives of
comparable rank;
(h) the right to import free of duty their furniture and effects
(g) the

at the time of first arrival to take

up

their post in the

country in question, and, on the termination of their functions in that country, to remove such furniture and effects
free of duty to their future country of residence, subject in
either case to such conditions as the Government of the
country in which the right is being exercised may deem
necessary
(i)

the right to import temporarily free of duty their private
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motor vehicles for their own personal use and subsequently
to re-export

such vehicles free of duty, subject in either

case to such conditions as the

concerned
2.

Where

may deem

of the country

necessary.

the legal incidence of any

residence, a period during

Government

which

form of taxation depends upon

whom

this Arti-

Member

State for

a representative to

another

cle applies is present in the territory of

the discharge of his duties shall not be considered as a period of

In particular, he shall be exempt from taxation on his
salary and emoluments during such periods of duty.

residence.
official
3.

In this Article "representative" shall be deemed to include

representatives, advisers

all

and technical experts of delegations.
Article 15

accompanying a representative of a Member State who are not covered by Articles 13 or 14 shall, while present
Official secretarial staff

in the territory of another

Member

State for the discharge of their

and immunities set out in para(h) and (i) and paragraph 2 of Article 14.

duties, be accorded the privileges

graph 1(b),

(c), (e), (f),

Article 16
Privileges and immunities are accorded to the representatives of

Member

States and their staffs not for the personal benefit of the

individuals themselves, but in order to safeguard the independent
exercise of their functions in connexion with the

Treaty. Consequently, a

Member

North Atlantic

State not only has the right, but

is

under a duty to waive the immunity of its representatives and members of their staffs in any case where, in its opinion, the immunity
would impede the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the purposes for which the immunity is accorded.

Article 17

The

provisions of Articles 13 to 15 above shall not require any

State to grant any of the privileges or immunities referred to therein
to

any person who

tive or as a

is its

member

national or to any person as

its

representa-

of the staff of such representative.

Part VI.

—

Officials of the

Organisation

Article 18

The
of the

categories of officials of the Organisation to which this Part

Agreement applies

shall be agreed

between the Chairman of

;

:

;

;

;
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and the Governments of Member States. The
Chairman of the Council Deputies shall communicate to Member
States the names of the officials included in these categories.
&
the Council Deputies

Article 19
Officials of the

whom

Organisation to

this

Part of the Agreement

applies shall
(a) be

immune from

words spoken or
their official capacity and

legal process in respect of

written and of acts done by

them

in

within the limits of their authority
(b) [be exempt from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid
to them in their capacity as such officials, provided that a

Member

State

may

tax

its

own

nationals unless the

Member

States agree on a system whereby the salaries and emoluments

concerned are taxed by the Organisation itself;] 2 or
[enjoy the same exemption from taxation in respect of the
salaries and emoluments paid to them in their capacity as such
officials as is enjoyed by officials of the other principal international organisations and on the same conditions;] 2
(c) be exempt from the obligation to participate in any social
security scheme
(d) be

immune, together with

their spouses

and

relatives depend-

ent on them, from immigration restrictions and aliens' registration
(e) be

(f)

;

accorded the same privileges

in respect

of currency or ex-

change restrictions as are accorded to officials of comparable
rank of diplomatic missions;
be given, together with their spouses and relatives dependent
on them, the same repatriation facilities in time of international crisis as officials of comparable rank of diplomatic
missions

(g) have the right to import free of duty their furniture and effects
at the time of first arrival to take up their post in the country

on the termination of their functions in thatcountry, to remove such furniture and effects to their future
country of residence, subject in either case to such conditions
as the Government of the country in which the right is being
in question, and,

exercised

may deem

necessary

(h) have the right to import temporarily free of duty their private

motor vehicles for
2

The two

their

own

personal use and subsequently to

alternative texts of subparagraph (b) above are in square brackets

in the original text.

:
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re-export such vehicles free of duty, subject in either case to
such conditions as the Government of the country concerned

may deem

necessary.

Article 20
In addition to the immunities and privileges specified in Article 19,
the Chief of the International Staff of the Organisation, the Coordinator of North Atlantic Defence Production, and any other
permanent official of the same rank agreed between the Chairman of
the Council Deputies and the Governments of Member States, shall
be accorded in respect of himself, his spouse and children under the
age of 21 the privileges and immunities normally accorded to diplomatic representatives of comparable rank.

Article 21
Privileges and immunities are granted to

officials in

the interests

of the Organisation and not for the personal benefit of the individuals themselves.

The Chairman

of the Council Deputies shall have

immunity of any official in any
case where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of
justice and can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the
the right and the duty to waive the

Organisation.

Part VII.

—Experts on Missions

for the Organisation

Article 22
Experts (other than officials coming within the scope of Part VI)
employed on missions on behalf of the Organisation shall be accorded
the following privileges and immunities so far as is necessary for the
effective exercise of their functions during the period of their service,
including the time spent on journeys in connexion with such service
(a) immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure
of their personal baggage;
(b) in respect of words spoken or written or acts done by them in
the performance of their official functions for the Organisa-

immunity from legal process;
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange restrictions and in respect of their personal baggage as are accorded
to officials of foreign Governments on temporary official mistion,

(c)

sions

;

papers and documents relating to the work
on which they are engaged for the Organisation.

(d) inviolability for

all

:
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Article 23
Privileges and immunities are granted to experts in the interests
of the Organisation and not for the personal benefit of the individuals
concerned. The Chairman of the Council Deputies shall have the

and the duty to waive the immunity of any expert in any case
where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course of
justice and can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the
right

Organisation.

Part VIII.

—Settlement

of Disputes

Article 24

The Council

shall

make

provision for appropriate modes of settle-

ment of
(a) disputes arising out of contracts or other disputes of a private

character to which the Organisation
(b) disputes involving any

official

is a

party;

of the Organisation to

whom
whom

Part VI of this Agreement applies, or any expert to
Part VII applies, who by reason of his official position enjoys
immunity, if immunity has not been waived in accordance with
the provisions of Articles 21 or 23.

Part IX.

—Supplementary Agreements
Article 25

The Council may conclude with any Member State

or States sup-

plementary agreements modifying the provisions of the present
Agreement, so far as that State or those States are concerned. The
Council shall inform all Member States of any agreements concluded
under this Article.
Part X.

—

Final Provisions

Article 26
1.

The

present Agreement shall be open for signature by

Member

States of the Organisation and shall be subject to ratification.

In-

struments of ratification shall be deposited with the Government of
the United States of America which will notify all signatory States
of each such deposit.
2. As soon as six signatory States have deposited their instruments

Agreement shall come into force in respect
come into force in respect of each other sig-

of ratification, the present

of those States. It shall

natory State, on the date of the deposit of

its

instrument of

ratifica-

:
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tion.

Nevertheless, pending the entry into force of the Agreement, in

accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the signatory States agree, in order to avoid any delay in the efficient working
of the Organisation, to apply it provisionally from the date of signature, so far as

it

is

possible to do so under their respective consti-

tutional systems.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries, being duly
authorised to that effect, have signed the present Agreement.
Done in London this
day of (month, year) in French
and in English, both texts being equally authoritative, in a single
copy which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of
the United States of America which will transmit a certified copy to
each of the signatory States.

MS-D(51) 29(R)
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
Revised Version (11 June 1951 ) 1
International Staff

—

Draft Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National Representatives

The

and International

Staff

States signatory to the present Agreement,

Considering that for the exercise of their functions and the

ment of

their purposes,

Organisation,

its

it is

fulfil-

necessary that the North Atlantic Treaty

international staff and the representatives of

ber States attending meetings thereof should have the status

Mem-

set out

hereunder,

Have agreed

as follows

Part

I.

—General

Article

1

In the present Agreement,
(a) "the Organisation" means the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation consisting of the Council and its subsidiary bodies;
(b) "the Council" means the Council established under Article 9
of the North Atlantic Treaty and the Council Deputies;
(c) "subsidiary bodies" means any organ, committee or service
established by the Council or under its authority, unless the
Council decides otherwise.
i

Reference: MS-D(51) 29 (5

May

1951)

(14 June 1951) for discussion of present text.

for previous text:

MS-R(51) 24
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Article 2

The present Agreement

apply to any military headquar-

shall not

ters established in pursuance of the

North Atlantic Treaty.

Article 3

The Organisation and Member

States shall co-operate at all times

to facilitate the proper administration of justice, secure the observ-

ance of police regulations and prevent the occurrence of any abuse
in

connection with the immunities and privileges set out in the
If any

present Agreement.

Member

State considers that there has

been an abuse of any immunity or privilege conferred by this Agreement, consultations shall be held between that State and the Organisation, or between the States concerned, to determine whether any
such abuse has occurred, and, if so, to attempt to ensure that no repetition occurs. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, a Member State which considers that any person has abused

any other privilege or immunity granted
Agreement may require him to leave its territory.

his privilege of residence or
to

him under

this

Part

II.

—The

Organisation

Article 4

The Organisation

have
the capacity to conclude contracts, to acquire and dispose of movable
and immovable property and to institute legal proceedings.
shall possess juridical personality;

Article

The Organisation,

it

shall

5

property and assets, wheresoever located and
by whomsoever held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
its

any particular case the Council, acting
on behalf of the Organisation, may expressly authorise the waiver of
this immunity. It is, however, understood that no waiver of immunity shall extend to any measure of execution or detention of

process, except in so far as in

property.

Article 6

The premises
and

assets,

of the Organisation shall be inviolable. Its property

wheresoever located and by whomsoever held, shall be
search, requisition, confiscation, expropriation or any

immune from

other form of interference.

;

;

:

;
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Article 7

The archives
it

or held by

it

of the Organisation and

shall be inviolable,

all

documents belonging

to

wherever located.

Article 8

Without being restricted by
moratoria of any kind,
1.

financial controls, regulations or

may

hold currency of any kind and operate
accounts in any currency
(b) the Organisation may freely transfer its funds from one
country to another or within any country and convert any
currency held by it into any other currency at the most
favourable official rates of exchange.
2. In exercising its rights under paragraph 1 above, the Organisation shall pay due regard to any representations made by any Member
State and shall give effect to such representations in so far as it is
(a) the Organisation

practicable to do so.

Article 9

The Organisation,

its assets,

income and other property shall be

exempt
(a) from all direct taxes; the Organisation will not, however, claim
exemption from rates, taxes or dues which are no more than
charges for public utility services

from

customs duties and quantitative restrictions on imports and exports in respect of articles imported or exported by
the Organisation for its official use articles imported under such
exemption shall not be disposed of, by way either of sale or
gift, in the country into which they are imported except under
conditions approved by the Government of that country
(c) from all customs duties and quantitative restrictions on imports and exports in respect of its publications.
(b)

all

;

Article 10

While the Organisation will not as a general rule claim exemption
from excise duties and from taxes on the sale of movable and immovable property which form part of the price to be paid, nevertheless when the Organisation is making important purchases for official
use of property on which such duties and taxes have been charged or
are chargeable Member States will whenever possible make the appropriate administrative arrangements for the remission or return of the

amount

of duty or tax.

;
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Article 11

No

1.

censorship shall be applied to the

official

correspondence and

communications of the Organisation.
2. The Organisation shall have the right to use codes and to
despatch and receive correspondence by courier or in sealed bags,
which shall have the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic
couriers and bags.
3. Nothing in this Article shall be construed to preclude the adoption of appropriate security precautions to be determined by agreement between a Member State and the Council.
other

official

Part

III.

—Representatives

of

Member

States

Article 12
[Every person designated by a Member State as its principal
permanent representative to the Organisation in the territory of
another Member State and such resident members of his official
civilian or military staff as may be agreed upon between these States
and the Organisation shall enjoy the immunities and privileges
normally accorded to diplomatic representatives and their official
staff of comparable rank]. 2
Article 13
1.

its

Any

representative of a

subsidiary bodies

who

is

Member

State to the Council or any of

not covered by Article 12 shall, while

present in the territory of another

Member

State for the discharge

of his duties, enjoy the following privileges and immunities:

same immunity from personal arrest or detention as that
accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable rank;
(b) in respect of words spoken or written and of acts done by him
in his official capacity, immunity from legal process;
(c) inviolability for all papers and documents;
(d) the right to use codes and to receive and send papers or correspondence by courier or in sealed bags;
(e) the same exemption in respect of himself and his spouse from
immigration restrictions, aliens registration and national serv(a) the

ice obligations as that

accorded to diplomatic personnel of

comparable rank

same

currency or exchange restrictions as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable
rank;

(f) the

2 Article 12 is

facilities in respect of

found

in

square brackets in the original text.

;
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same immunities and facilities in respect of his personal
baggage as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable

(g) the

rank;
(h) the right to import free of duty their furniture

the time of

first

arrival to take

up

and

effects at

their post in the country in

question, and, on the termination of their functions in that

country, to remove such furniture and effects free of duty,

Government of
being exercised may deem

subject in either case to such conditions as the

the country in which the right

is

necessary
(i)

the right to import temporarily free of duty their private

motor vehicle for their own personal use and subsequently to
re-export such vehicles free of duty, subject in either case to

such conditions as the Government of the country concerned

may deem
Where the

necessary.

any form of taxation depends
upon residence, a period during which a representative to whom this
2.

Article applies

legal incidence of

is

present in the territory of another

Member

State

for the discharge of his duties shall not be considered as a period of

In particular, he shall be exempt from taxation on his
salary and emoluments during such periods of duty.

residence.
official

In this Article "representative" shall be deemed to include
representatives, advisers and technical experts of delegations.
3.

all

Article 14

accompanying a representative of a Member
State who are not covered by Articles 12 or 13 shall, while present in
Official clerical staff

the territory of another

Member

State for the discharge of their

and immunities set out in para(h) and (i) and paragraph 2 of Article

duties, be accorded the privileges

graph

1

(b), (c), (e), (f),

13.

Article 15
Privileges and immunities are accorded to the representatives of

Member

States and their staffs not for the personal benefit of the

individuals themselves, but in order to safeguard the independent
exercise of their functions in connexion with the

Treaty. Consequently, a

Member

North Atlantic

State not only has the right, but

is

waive the immunity of its representatives and members of their staffs in any case where, in its opinion, the immunity
would impede the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the purposes for which the immunity is accorded.

under a duty

to

:

;

;

;
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Article 16
provisions of Articles 12 to 14 above shall not require any
State to grant any of the privileges or immunities referred to therein
to any person who is its national or to any person as its representa-

The

tive or as a

member

of the staff of such representative.

Part IV.

—

International Staff and Experts

on Missions for the Organisation
Article 17

The

categories of officials in the Organisation to which Articles 18

and 19 apply shall be agreed between the Chairman of the Council
Deputies and the Governments of Member States. The Chairman of
the Council Deputies shall communicate to the Member States concerned the names of the officials included in these categories.
Article 18
Officials of the

Organisation to

whom

this

Part of the Agreement

applies shall
(a) be

immune from

words spoken or
official capacity and

legal process in respect of

written and of acts done by

them

in their

within the limits of their authority
(b) be exempt from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid
to them by the Organisation in their capacity as such officials;

immune, together with their spouses and relatives dependent
on them, from immigration restrictions and aliens' registra-

(c) be
v

tion;

same facilities in respect of currency or exchange restrictions as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of
comparable rank;
be given, together with their spouses and relatives dependent
on them, the same repatriation facilities in time of international crisis as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable rank
have the right to import free of duty their furniture and effects
at the time of first arrival to take up their post in the country
in question, and, on the termination of their functions in that
country, to remove such furniture and effects free of duty,

(d) be accorded the

(e)

(f )

Government of
being exercised may deem

subject in either case to such conditions as the
the country in which the right

necessary

is

;

:

;
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(g) have the right to import temporarily free of duty their private
motor vehicles for their own personal use and subsequently to

re-export such vehicles free of duty, subject in either case to

such conditions as the Government of the country concerned

may deem

necessary.

Article 19
In addition to the immunities and privileges specified in Article 18,
the Executive Secretary of the Organisation, the Co-ordinator of
North Atlantic Defence Production, and such other permanent officials of similar rank as may be agreed between the Chairman of the
Council Deputies and the Governments of Member States, shall be
accorded the privileges and immunities normally accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable rank, in accordance with international
law.

Article 20
Experts (other than officials coming within the scope of Articles
18 or 19) employed on missions on behalf of the Organisation shall
be accorded the following privileges and immunities so far as necessary for the effective exercise of their functions during the period of
their service, including the time spent on journeys in connexion with
1.

such service
(a)

(b)

immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure
of their personal baggage
in respect of words spoken or written or acts done by them in
the performance of their

official

functions for the Organisa-

immunity from legal process
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange restrictions and in respect of their personal baggage as are accorded
to officials of foreign Governments on temporary official

tion,
(c)

missions;
(d) inviolability for all papers

and documents relating

to the

work

on which they are engaged for the Organisation.

The Chairman of the Council Deputies shall communicate to the
Member States concerned the names of any experts to whom this
2.

Article applies.

Article 21
Privileges and immunities are granted to

officials

and experts

in the

and not for the personal benefit of the
individuals themselves. The Chairman of the Council Deputies shall
have the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any expert in
interests of the Organisation

;

:
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any case where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede the course
of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the interests of the
Organisation.

Article 22

The

provisions of Articles 18 to 20 above shall not require any

State to grant any of the privileges or immunities referred to therein

who

to any person

is its

national [except immunity from legal process

words spoken or written or acts done by him in the
performance of his official functions for the Organisation and inviolability for all papers and documents relating to the work on which he
3
is engaged for the Organisation]
in respect of

.

Part V.

—Settlement

of Disputes

Article 23

The Council
ment of

shall

make provision

for appropriate

modes of

settle-

(a) disputes arising out of contracts or other disputes of a private

character to which the Organisation
(b) disputes involving

whom

IV

any

official

is

a party

or expert of the Organisation to

official

Agreement applies who by reason of his
position enjoys immunity, if immunity has not been

waived

in accordance with the provisions of Article 21.

Part

of this

Part VI.

—Supplementary

Agreements

Article 24

The Council may conclude with any Member State

or States sup-

plementary agreements modifying the provisions of the present
Agreement, so far as that State or those States are concerned.
Part VII.

—

Final Provisions

Article 25
1.

The

present Agreement shall be open for signature by

Member

States of the Organisation and shall be subject to ratification. Instru-

ments of ratification shall be deposited with the Government of the
United States of America which will notify signatory States of each
such deposit.
2. As soon as six signatory States have deposited their instruments
3

Square brackets

in original text.

:
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of ratification, the present Agreement shall come into force in respect
of those States. It shall come into force in respect of each other sig-

natory State, on the date of the deposit of its instrument of ratification. Nevertheless, pending the entry into force of the Agreement, in
accordance with the provisions of the preceding paragraph, the signatory States agree, in order to avoid any delay in the efficient working
of the Organisation, to apply it provisionally from the date of signature, so far as it is possible to do so under their respective constitutional systems.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Agreement.
Done in London this
day of (month, year) in French
and in English, both texts being equally authoritative, in a single
copy which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of
the United States of America which will transmit a certified copy to
each of the signatory States.

MS-D(51) 29(2R)
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
Revised Version (15 June 1951 ) 1
International Staff

—

Draft Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National Representatives

The

and International Staff

States signatory to the present Agreement,

Considering that for the exercise of their functions and the fulfilment of their purposes, it is necessary that the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation, its international staff and the representatives of Member States attending meetings thereof should have the status set out
hereunder,
Have agreed as follows
Part

I.

—General

Article

1

In the present Agreement,
(a) "the Organisation" means the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation consisting of the Council and its subsidiary bodies;
(b) "the Council" means the Council established under Article 9 of
the North Atlantic Treaty and the Council Deputies;
i

Reference: MS-D(51) 29(R) (11 June 1951) for previous version of text;
25 (27 June 1951) for discussion of present text.

MS-R(51)
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(c) "subsidiary

bodies" means any organ, committee or service

established by the Council or under
to which, in accordance

its

with Article

authority, except those
2,

this

Agreement does

not apply;
(d)

"Chairman of the Council Deputies"
the Vice-Chairman acting for him.

includes, in his absence,

Article 2

The

present Agreement shall not apply to any military headquar-

pursuance of the North Atlantic Treaty nor, unless
the Council decides otherwise, to any other military body.

ters established in

Article 3

The Organisation and Member

States shall co-operate at all times

proper administration of justice, secure the observance of police regulations and prevent the occurrence of any abuse
in connexion with the immunities and privileges set out in the
present Agreement. If any Member State considers that there has
been an abuse of any immunity or privilege conferred by this Agreement, consultations shall be held between that State and the Organisation, or between the States concerned, to determine whether any
such abuse has occurred, and, if so, to attempt to ensure that no repetition occurs. Notwithstanding any other provisions of this Agreement, a Member State which considers that any person has abused his
privilege of residence or any other privilege or immunity granted to
him under this Agreement may require him to leave its territory.
to facilitate the

Part

II.

—The

Organisation

Article 4

The Organisation

have
the capacity to conclude contracts, to acquire and dispose of movable
and immovable property and to institute legal proceedings.
shall possess juridical personality;

Article

The Organisation,

it

shall

5

property and assets, wheresoever located and
by whomsoever held, shall enjoy immunity from every form of legal
its

process, except in so far as in

any particular case the Chairman of the

Council Deputies, acting on behalf of the Organisation, may expressly
authorise the waiver of this immunity. It is, however, understood
that no waiver of immunity shall extend to any measure of execution
or detention of property.

;

;

:
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Article 6

The premises

of the Organisation shall be inviolable. Its property

wheresoever located and by whomsoever held, shall be
immune from search, requisition, confiscation, expropriation or any

and

assets,

other form of interference.

Article 7

The
it

archives of the Organisation and

or held by

it

shall be inviolable,

all documents belonging to
wherever located.

Article 8

Without being restricted by
moratoria of any kind,
1.

financial controls, regulations or

may

hold currency of any kind and operate
accounts in any currency

(a) the Organisation

may

from one
country to another or within any country and convert any
currency held by it into any other currency at the most
favourable official rate of exchange for a sale or purchase as

(b) the Organisation

the case

may

freely transfer its funds

be.

In exercising its rights under paragraph 1 above, the Organisation shall pay due regard to any representations made by any Member State and shall give effect to such representations in so far as it is
practicable to do so.
2.

Article 9

The Organisation,

its assets,

income and other property shall be

exempt
(a)

from

all direct

taxes; the Organisation will not, however, claim

exemption from

rates, taxes or

dues which are no more than

charges for public utility services;
(b)

from

all

customs duties and quantitative restrictions on imports and exports in respect of articles imported or exported
by the Organisation for its official use; articles imported under
such exemption shall not be disposed of, by way either of sale
or gift, in the country into which they are imported except
under conditions approved by the Government of that country

(c)

from

all

customs duties and quantitative restrictions on im-

ports and exports in respect of

its

publications.
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Article 10

While the Organisation will not as a general rule claim exemption
from excise duties and from taxes on the sale of movable and immovable property which form part of the price to be paid, nevertheless when the Organisation is making important purchases for official
use of property on which such duties and taxes have been charged or
are chargeable Member States will whenever possible make the appropriate administrative arrangements for the remission or return of

amount of duty or

the

tax.

Article 11
1.

The Organisation

shall enjoy in the territory of each

Member

State, for its official communications, treatment at least as favourable

as that accorded

Member

by that State

to the

Government of any other

State, including its diplomatic mission, in the matter of

and taxes on mails, telegrams, telephotos, telephone
calls, and other communications and press rates for information to
the press and radio, except in so far as such treatment would be inconsistent with the terms of the International Telecommunications
Convention. Member States shall ensure that communications to
which special treatment is accorded under this Article are not routed
through the territory of any State which is not a Party to the present
Agreement.
2/ This Article shall not bind any Member State in respect of any
facilities which are not operated by the Government.
priorities, rates

Article 12
1.

No

censorship shall be applied to the

official

correspondence and

communications of the Organisation.
2. The Organisation shall have the right to use codes and to
despatch and receive correspondence by courier or in sealed bags,
which shall have the same immunities and privileges as diplomatic
couriers and bags.
3. Nothing in this Article shall be construed to preclude the adoption of appropriate security precautions to be determined by agreement between a Member State and the Council.
other

official

Part

III.

—Representatives of Member

States

Article 13

Every person designated by

a Member State as its principal permanent representative to the Organisation in the territory of another

;

;

;

;
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Member

and such members of his official staff resident in that
territory as may be agreed between the State which has designated
them and the Organisation, and between the Organisation and the
State in which they will be resident, shall enjoy the immunities and
privileges accorded to diplomatic representatives and their official
staff of comparable rank.
Article 14
1.

its

State,

Any

representative of a

subsidiary bodies

who

Member

is

State to the Council or any of

not covered by Article 13 shall, while

present in the territory of another

Member

his duties, enjoy the following privileges

same immunity from personal

(a) the

State for the discharge of

and immunities:
arrest or detention as that

accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable rank;
(b) in respect of words spoken or written and of acts done by

him

(c)

(d)

(e)

immunity from legal process;
inviolability for all papers and documents;
the right to use codes and to receive and send papers or
correspondence by courier or in sealed bags
the same exemption in respect of himself and his spouse from
immigration restrictions, aliens registration and national
in his official capacity,

service obligations as that accorded to diplomatic personnel

of comparable rank

same

currency or exchange restrictions as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable
rank;
(g) the same immunities and facilities in respect of his personal
baggage as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable rank
(h) the right to import free of duty his furniture and effects at
the time of first arrival to take up his post in the country in
question, and, on the termination of his functions in that
(f) the

facilities in respect of

country, to re-export such furniture and effects free of duty,
subject in either case to such conditions as the

of the country in which the right

is

Government

being exercised

may

deem necessary
(i)

the right to import temporarily free of duty his private

motor vehicle for

his

own

personal use and subsequently to

re-export such vehicle free of duty, subject in either case to

such conditions as the Governments of the country concerned may deem necessary.
2. Where the legal incidence of any form of taxation depends on
residence, a period during which a representative to whom this Article applies is present in the territory of another Member State for the
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discharge of his duties shall not be considered as a period of resi-

exempt from taxation on his

dence. In particular, he shall be

official

salary and emoluments during such periods of duty.
3.

In this Article "representative" shall be deemed to include

all

and technical experts of delegations. Each
Member State shall communicate to the other Member States concerned, if they so request, the names of its representatives to whom
this Article applies and the probable duration of their stay in the
representatives, advisers

territories of such other

Member

States.

Article 15

accompanying a representative of a Member
State who are not covered by Articles 13 or 14 shall, while present in
Official clerical staff

Member

the territory of another

State for the discharge of their

and immunities set out in para(h) and (i) and paragraph 2 of Article 14.

duties, be accorded the privileges

graph

1

(b), (c), (e), (f),

Article 16
Privileges and immunities are accorded to the representatives of

Member

States

and

their staffs not for the personal benefit of the

individuals themselves, but in order to safeguard the independent

with the North Atlantic
State not only has the right, but is

exercise of their functions in connexion

Treaty. Consequently, a

Member

under a duty to waive the immunity of its representatives and members of their staff in any case where, in its opinion, the immunity
would impede the course of justice and can be waived without
prejudice to the purposes for which the immunity is accorded.

Article 17

The

provisions of Articles 13 to 15 above shall not require any

State to grant any of the privileges or immunities referred to therein
to

any person who

tive or as a

member

is its

national or to any person as

its

representa-

of the staff of such representative.

Part IV.

—

International Staff and Experts

on Missions for the Organisation
Article 18

The categories of officials of the Organisation to which Articles 11)
and 20 apply shall be agreed between the Chairman of the Council
Deputies and each of the Member States concerned. The Chairman of

;

;

;

:
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the Council Deputies shall communicate to the

names of the

officials

Member

States the

included in these categories.

Article 19
Officials of the

(a) be

Organisation agreed upon under Article 18 shall

immune from

legal process in respect of

written and of acts done by them in their

words spoken or
capacity and

official

within the limits of their authority;

exempt from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid
to them by the Organisation in their capacity as such officials;
be immune, together with their spouses and relatives dependent
on them, from immigration restrictions and aliens' registra-

(b) be

(c)

tion

;

(d) be accorded the

same

currency or exchange restrictions as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of
facilities in respect of

comparable rank
(e)

be given, together with their spouses and relatives dependent

on them, the same repatriation
tional crisis

(

f

)

time of internaas are accorded to diplomatic personnel of comfacilities in

parable rank
have the right to import free of duty their furniture and effects
at the time of first arrival to take up their post in the country
in question, and, on the termination of their functions in that
country, to re-export such furniture and effects free of duty,

Government of
being exercised may deem

subject in either case to such conditions as the

the country in which the right

is

necessary
(g)

have the right to import temporarily free of duty their private
motor vehicles for their own personal use and subsequently to
re-export such vehicles free of duty, subject in either case to

such conditions as the Government of the country concerned

may deem

necessary.

Article 20
In addition to the immunities and privileges specified in Article 19,
the Executive Secretary of the Organisation, the Co-ordinator of
North Atlantic Defence Production, and such other permanent officials of similar rank as may be agreed between the Chairman of the
Council Deputies and the Governments of Member States, shall be
accorded the privileges and immunities normally accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable rank, in accordance with international
law.

;

;

:

:
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Article 21
Experts (other than officials coming within the scope of Articles
19 or 20) employed on missions on behalf of the Organisation shall
be accorded the following privileges and immunities so far as is
1.

necessary for the effective exercise of their functions while present in
the territory of a
(a)

(b)

(c)

Member

State for the discharge of their duties

immunity from personal arrest or detention and from seizure of their personal baggage
in respect of words spoken or written or acts done by them
in the performance of their official functions for the Organisation, immunity from legal process;
the same facilities in respect of currency or exchange restrictions and in respect of their personal baggage as are
accorded to officials of foreign Governments on temporary
missions

official

and documents relating to the
work on which they are engaged for the Organisation.
2. The Chairman of the Council Deputies shall communicate to
the Member States concerned the names of any experts to whom this
(d) inviolability for all papers

Article applies.

Article 22
Privileges and immunities are granted to

officials

and experts

in

the interests of the Organisation and not for the personal benefit of
the individuals themselves.

The Chairman

of the Council Deputies

have the right and the duty to waive the immunity of any
expert in any case where, in his opinion, the immunity would impede
the course of justice and can be waived without prejudice to the
shall

interests of the Organisation.

Article 23

[The provisions of Articles 19 to 21 above shall not require any
any of the privileges or immunities referred to
therein to any person who is its national, except
(a) immunity from legal process in respect of words spoken or
written or acts done by him in the performance of his official
State to grant

functions for the Organisation;
(b) inviolability

for all papers and documents relating to the

work on which he
(c)

facilities

in

engaged for the Organisation;
respect of currency or exchange restrictions
is

so

far as necessary for the effective exercise of his functions]. 2
2 Article

23

is in

square brackets in the original text.

;

:
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Part V.

—Settlement

of Disputes

Article 24

The Council

make

shall

provision for appropriate modes of

settle-

ment of
(a) disputes arising out of contracts or other disputes of a private

character to which the Organisation
(b) disputes involving

whom

to

official

a party

or expert of the Organisation

Agreement applies who by reason of
position enjoys immunity, if immunity has not been

Part

his official

IV

any

is

of this

waived in accordance with the provisions of Article

Part VI.

22.

—Supplementary Agreements
Article 25

The Council may conclude with any Member

State or States sup-

plementary agreements modifying the provisions of the present
Agreement, so far as that State or those States are concerned.

Part VII.

—

Final Provisions

Article 26
1.

The

present Agreement shall be open for signature by

Member

States of the Organisation and shall be subject to ratification.

In-

struments of ratification shall be deposited with the Government of
the United States of America which will notify all signatory States
of each such deposit.
2.

As soon

as six signatory States have deposited their instruments

of ratification, the present

of those States.

It shall

Agreement shall come into force in respect
come into force in respect of each other

signatory State, on the date of the deposit of

its

instrument of

ratification.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Agreement.

Done

in

London

this

day of (month, year)

in

French

and in English, both texts being equally authoritative, in a single
copy which shall be deposited in the archives of the Government of
the United States of America which will transmit a certified copy
to each of the signatory States.

:
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D-D(51) 127
Status of Forces

Agreement

—Revised Draft

May 1951 )

(7

1

Report of the Chairman of the Working Group
1.

I have the honor to submit herewith a revised draft of the

Agreement regarding the status of the forces of one Party to the
North Atlantic Treaty serving in the territory of another Party.
2
2. The earlier draft, submitted by the Chairman of the WorkingGroup on 28 February 1951, was sent by the Council Deputies to
Governments Avith a request for their observations. The Working
Group has now prepared a new draft of the Agreement in the light
of the observations received.

The amendments agreed upon by the Working Group concerned, for the most part, points of detail. The following should be
3.

specially noted
(a)

The Preamble has been expanded

to take note of the fact

that the decision to send forces of one Party to serve in the
territory of another Party will continue to be subject to

separate arrangements between them.
(b)

The

paragraph 1(a) of Article I
has been altered so as to make the Agreement applicable,
unless the receiving State and the sending State agree otherwise, to all forces of one Party present in the territory of
another Party in the North Atlantic Treaty area in connection with their official duties, and not only to forces on
definition of "force" in

NATO

duty.

The reason

for this

is

the administrative in-

convenience of distinguishing between
(c)

forces

on

NATO

duty and those not on such duty.
A new Article
has been added which provides for the

XX

separate application of the Agreement to colonial territories.

ties

This meets constitutional and administrative difficulwhich some of the member States would have if the

Agreement applied automatically to all their territories in
the North Atlantic Treaty area.
4. The discussions of the Working Group showed that the revised
draft is likely to be acceptable to member States with little or no
further amendment, though no representative on the Working Group
i Reference: MS-D(51) 28
(27 April 1951) for previous version of text; for
discussion of present text: D-R(51) 37 (9 May 1951)
D-R(51) 41 (24 May
1951) MS-R(51) 19-20 (29-30 May 1951).
;

;

2

D-D (51)

57 (28 February 1951).

:
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committed his Government to the draft and there were one or two
points which certain representatives thought their Governments
might wish to raise again when the draft was considered by the
Council Deputies.
5.

The Working Group

discussed the application of this Agree-

SHAPE

and other NATO command headquarters.
thought that some provisions could probably be applied

ment

to

It

was

as they

stand but others, particularly those relating to the exercise of criminal jurisdiction (Article VII) and the settlement of claims (Article

VIII) w^ould clearly require modification and it might, therefore, be
appropriate to deal with these headquarters by means of a Protocol
to the Agreement. The Working Group recommends that the French
Government should be asked to examine this matter in consultation
with SHAPE and to submit proposals which might then be examined at a further meeting of the Working Group. The position of
the Standing Group in Washington will also require consideration,
though the general feeling of the Working Group was that the
Standing Group should be covered by the Agreement regarding
privileges and immunities of the Organization, National Representatives and International Staff.

VI

Agreement provides that members of
a force may possess and carry arms on condition that they are authorized to do so by their orders. The Working Group recommends
that SHAPE should be invited to consider the possibility and
desirability of drawing up standard regulations concerning the possession and carriage of arms for all troops under its command.
6.

Article

of the draft

Draft Agreement between the Parties

to the N~orth

Atlantic

Treaty Regarding the Status of their Forces

The

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington

on 4th April, 1949,
Considering that the forces of one Party may be
ment, to serve in the territory of another Party;

sent,

by arrange-

Bearing in mind that the decision to send them and the conditions
under which they will be sent, in so far as snch conditions are not
laid down by the present Agreement, will continue to be the subject
of separate arrangements between the Parties concerned:
Desiring, however, to define the status of such forces while in the
territory of another Party;

Have agreed

as follows

;

;

—

;

;

;

;
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Article I
1.

In this Agreement the expression

means the personnel belonging to the land, sea or
air armed services of one Contracting Party when in the
territory of another Contracting Party in the North Atlan-

(a) "force"

Treaty area in connexion with their official duties, provided that the two Contracting Parties concerned may agree
that certain units or formations shall not be regarded as
constituting or included in a "force" for the purposes of
tic

the present Agreement

component" means the

(b) "civilian

civilian personnel accom-

panying a force of a Contracting Party who are in the
employ of an armed service of that Contracting Party, and
who are not stateless persons, nor nationals of any State
which is not a Party to the North Atlantic Treaty, nor
nationals of, nor ordinarily resident in, the State in which
the force

located

is

"dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or
of a civilian component, or a child of such member depending on him or her for support
(d) "sending State" means the Contracting Party to which the
(c)

force belongs
(e)

"receiving State" means the Contracting Party in the territory of which the force or civilian component

whether

is

located,

be stationed there or passing in transit
(f) "military authorities of the sending State" means those authorities of a sending State who are empowered by its law
to enforce the military law of that State with respect to
it

members of

components
(g) "North Atlantic Council" means the Council established by
Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty or any of its subsidiary bodies authorised to act on its behalf.
2. This Agreement shall apply to the authorities of political subdivisions of the Contracting Parties, within their territories to which
the Agreement extends in accordance with Article XX, as it applies
its

forces or civilian

to the central authorities of those Contracting Parties, provided, Iioavever, that property

owned by political sub-divisions shall not be conowned by a Contracting Party within the

sidered to be property

meaning of Article VIII.
Article II

component and the memwell as their dependents to respect the law of the

It is the duty of a force

bers thereof as

and

its

civilian

;

:
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receiving State, and to abstain from any activity inconsistent with
the spirit of the present Agreement, and, in particular, from any
political activity in the receiving State.

It is also the

duty of the

sending State to take necessary measures to that end.

Article III

On

1.

the conditions specified in paragraph 2 of this Article and

subject to compliance with the formalities established

by the receiving

State relating to entry and departure of a force or the
thereof, such

members

shall be

exempt from passport and

members

visa regula-

and immigration inspection on entering or leaving the territory
of a receiving State. They shall also be exempt from the regulations
of the receiving State on the registration and control of aliens, but
shall not be considered as acquiring any right to permanent residence
tions

or domicile in the territories of the receiving State.

The following documents only will be required
members of a force. They must be presented on demand
2.

in respect of

by the sending State showing
rank and number (if any), service,

(a) personal identity card issued

names, date of birth,
and photograph
(b) individual or collective

movement

order, in the language of

the sending State and in the English and French languages,

issued by an appropriate agency of the sending State or of

the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation and certifying to

member or memmovement ordered. The receiving
movement order to be countersigned

the status of the individual or group as a

bers of a force and to the

State

may

by

appropriate representative.

its

Members

3.

require a

of a civilian component and dependents shall be so

described in their passoprts.
If a

4.

member

of a force or of a civilian component leaves the

employ of the sending State and

is

not repatriated, the authorities

of the sending State shall immediately inform the authorities of the

receiving State, giving such particulars as

may

be required.

The

authorities of the sending State shall similarly inform the authorities

for

of the receiving State of any

more than

5.

member who has absented himself

21 days.

If the receiving State has requested the removal from

tory of a

member

of a force or civilian component or has

its terri-

made an

expulsion order against an ex-member of a force or of a civilian
component or against a dependent of a member or ex-member, the
authorities of the sending State shall be responsible for receiving the

person concerned within their

own

territory or otherwise disposing

587
of

the receiving State. This paragraph shall apply only

him outside

who

and have
entered the receiving State as members of a force or civilian component or for the purpose of becoming such members, and to the deto persons

are not nationals of the receiving State

pendents of such persons.

Article

The

IV

receiving State shall either

(a) accept as valid, without a driving test or fee, the driving per-

mit or licence or military driving permit issued by the sending
State or a sub-division thereof to a member of a force or of a
civilian

(b) issue

component; or

its

own driving permit

force or civilian

or licence to any

component who holds

a

member

of a

driving permit or

by the sending State
sub-division thereof, provided that no driving test shall

licence or military driving permit issued

or a

be required.

Article
1.

Members

V

of a force shall normally wear uniform.

Subject to

any arrangement to the contrary between the authorities of the sending and receiving States, the wearing of civilian dress shall be on
the same conditions as for members of the forces of the receiving
State. Regularly constituted units or formations of a force shall be
in uniform when crossing a frontier.
2. Service vehicles of a force or civilian component shall carry, in
addition to their registration number, a distinctive nationality mark.

Article

VI

Members of a force may possess and carry arms, on condition that
they are authorised to do so by their orders. The authorities of the
sending State shall give sympathetic consideration to requests from
the receiving State concerning this matter.

Article VII
1.

Subject to the provisions of this Article,
(a) the military authorities of the sending State shall have the
right to exercise within the receiving State

disciplinary jurisdiction conferred on

the sending State over
law of that State;

all

all

criminal and

them by the law of

persons subject to the military

(b) the authorities of the receiving State shall have jurisdiction

over the members of a force or civilian component and their

;
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dependents with respect to offences committed within the
territory of the receiving State and punishable by the law
of that State.
2.

(a)

The military

authorities of the sending State shall have the

right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject,

law of that State with respect to offences,
including offences relating to its security, punishable by
the law of the sending State, but not by the law of the

to the military

receiving State.
(b)

The

authorities of the receiving State shall have the right

to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over
civilian

members of

a force or

component and their dependents with respect

to

offences, including offences relating to the security of that

State, punishable

by

its

law but not by the law of the send-

ing State.
(c)

For the purposes of

this

paragraph and of paragraph

3 of

this Article a security offence against a State shall include
(i)
(ii)

treason against the State;

sabotage, espionage or violation of any law relating to
official

secrets

of that

State, or secrets relating to the

national defence of that State.
3.

In cases where the right to exercise jurisdiction

is

concurrent

the following rules shall apply:
(a)

The

military authorities of the sending State shall have

the primary right to exercise jurisdiction over a

member

of a force or of a civilian component in relation to
(i)

offences solely against the property or security of that
State, or offences solely against the person or property of

another

member

of the force or civilian component of that

State or of a dependent
(ii)

offences arising out of

any

act or omission

done

in the

performance of official duty.
any other offence the authorities of the receiving State shall have the primary right to exercise juris-

(b) In the case of

diction.
(c) If the State

jurisdiction,

having the primary right decides not
it

to exercise

shall notify the authorities of the other State

as soon as practicable.

The

authorities of the State having

the primary right shall give sympathetic consideration to a
request from the authorities of the other State for a waiver

of its right in cases where that other State considers such
waiver to be of particular importance.
4.

The foregoing

provisions of this Article shall not imply any
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right for the military authorities of the sending State to exercise
jurisdiction over persons

who

are nationals of or ordinarily resident

in the receiving State, unless they are

members

of the forces of the

sending State.
5.

(a)

The

and sending States shall
of members of a force or

authorities of the receiving

each other

assist

the arrest

in

component or their dependents in the territory of
the receiving State and in handing them over- to the aucivilian

thority which

is

to exercise jurisdiction in accordance with

the above provisions.
(b)

The

authorities of the receiving State shall notify

promptly

the military authorities of the sending State of the arrest of

any member of
(c)

The custody

of an accused

component over

component or

a force or civilian

whom

diction shall, if he

member

in

dependent.

of a force or civilian

the receiving State

is

a

is

to exercise juris-

the hands of the sending State,

remain with that State until he

is

charged by the receiving

State.
6.

(a)

The

and sending States shall
carrying
the
out of all necessary in-

authorities of the receiving

each other

assist

in

vestigations into offences,

and

in

the collection

duction of evidence, including the seizure and,

and proin

proper

handing over of objects connected with an offence.
The handing over of such objects may, however, be made
subject to their return within the time specified by the
cases, the

authoritv delivering them,
(b)

The

authorities of the Contracting Parties shall notify one

another of the disposition of all cases in which there are
concurrent rights to exercise jurisdiction.
7.

(a)

A

death sentence shall not be carried out in the receiving
State by the authorities of the sending State if the legislation of the receiving State does not provide for such punish-

ment
(b)

The

in a similar case.

authorities of the receiving State shall give sympathetic

consideration to a request from the authorities of the send-

ing State for assistance in carrying out a sentence of imprisonment pronounced by the authorities of the sending
State under the provisions of this Article within the territory of the receiving State.
8.

Where an

accused has been tried in accordance with the proviby the authorities of one Contracting Party and

sions of this Article

has been acquitted, or has been convicted and

is

serving, or has

—

;

;
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served, his sentence, or lias been pardoned, he

may

not be fried again

same offence within the same territory by the authorities of
another Contracting Party. However, nothing in this paragraph
shall prevent the military authorities of the sending State from trying a member of its force for any violation of rules of discipline
arising from an act or omission which constituted an offence for
which he was tried by the authorities of another Contracting Party.
for the

9.

Whenever

a

member

of a force or civilian component

cuted under the jurisdiction of
(a) to a

a

prompt and speedy

is

prose-

receiving State he shall be entitled
trial

(b) to be informed, in advance of trial, of the specific charge or

charges against them
(c) to be

confronted with the witnesses against him;

(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

favour,

if

within the jurisdiction of the receiving State:

have legal representation of his own choice for his defence or to have free or assisted legal representation under
the conditions prevailing for the time being in the receiving

(e) to

State;
(f) if

he considers

it

tent interpreter:

necessary, to have the services of a compe-

and

(g) to communicate with a representative of the Government of
the sending State and, when the rules of the court permit,
to
10. (a)

have such

a

representative present at his trial.

Regularly constituted military units or formations of a force
shall have the right to police any camps, establishments or
other premises which they occupy as the result of an agreement with the receiving State. The military police of the
force may take all appropriate measures to ensure the maintenance of order and security on such premises.

(b) Outside

these premises, such military police shall be em-

ployed only subject to arrangements with the authorities of
the receiving State and in liaison with those authorities, and
in so

far as such emplojuuent

cipline
11.

is

necessary to maintain dis-

and order among the members of the

Each Contracting Party

force.

shall seek such legislation as

it

deems

necessary to ensure the adequate security and protection within
territory of installations, equipment, property, records

and

its

official

information of other Contracting Parties, and the punishment of
persons who may contravene laws enacted for that purpose.

—
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Article VIII

Each Contracting Party waives all its claims against any other
Contracting Party for damage to any property owned by it and used
by its land, sea or air armed services, if such damage
(i) was caused by a member or an employee of the armed services of the other Contracting Party, provided that such damage was caused by such member or employee in the execution
1.

of his duties in connexion with the operation of the North

Atlantic Treaty; or
(ii)

owned
armed serv-

arose from the use of any vehicle, vessel or aircraft

by the other Contracting Party and used by

its

provided either that the vehicle, vessel or aircraft causing the damage was being used in connexion with the operation of the North Atlantic Treaty, or that the damage was
caused to property being so used.
ices,

-

Claims for maritime salvage by one Contracting Party against any
other Contracting Party shall be waived, provided that the vessel or
cargo salved was owned by a Contracting Party and being used by
its armed services in connexion with the operation of the North
Atlantic Treaty.
2.

damage caused or arising as stated in paraother property owned by a Contracting Party

(a) In the case of

graph 1 to
and located

in its territory, the issue of the liability of

any

other Contracting Party shall be determined and the amount
of

damage

shall be assessed, unless the

Contracting Parties

concerned agree otherwise, by a sole arbitrator selected in
accordance with sub-paragraph (b) of this paragraph. The
arbitrator shall also decide any counter-claims arising out
of the same incident.
(b)

The

arbitrator referred to in sub-paragraph (a) above shall

be selected by agreement between the Contracting Parties
concerned from amongst the nationals of the receiving State
who hold or have held high judicial office. If the Contracting Parties concerned are unable, within a reasonable time,

upon the arbitrator, either may request the Chairman of the North Atlantic Council Deputies to select a

to agree

person with the aforesaid qualifications.
(c)

Any

decision taken

by the arbitrator

shall be

binding and

upon the Contracting Parties.
The amount of any compensation awarded by the arbitrator

conclusive
(d)

shall be distributed in accordance

paragraph 5(e)

(i),

(ii)

and

(iii)

with the provisions of
of this Article.

—

—
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(e)

The compensation

of the arbitrator shall be fixed by agree-

ment between the Contracting Parlies concerned and

shall,

together with the necessary expenses incidental to the per-

formance of his duties, be defrayed

in

equal proportions by

them.

Contracting Party waives
any such case where the damage is less than

(f) Nevertheless, each

claim

its

in

:-

Any
the

Belgium

B.fr.

Canada

$

70,000

Luxembourg

L.fr.

1,460

Netherlands

Fl.

9,670

Norway

Kr.

10,000

Portugal
United Kingdom
United States

Es.

40,250

Denmark

Kr.

France

F.fr. 490,000

Iceland

Kr.

Italy

Li.

22,800

850,000

other Contracting Parly whose property has been

same incident

shall also

waive

its

70,000
5,320

f

500

$

1,400

damaged

in

claim up to the above amount.

In the case of considerable variation in the rates of exchange between these currencies the Contracting Parties shall agree on the
appropriate adjustments of these amounts.

For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 of this Article the
expression "owned by a Contracting Party" in the case of a vessel
includes a vessel on bare boat charter to that Contracting Party or
requisitioned by it on bare boat terms or seized by it in prize (except
to the extent that the risk of loss or liability is borne by some person
3.

other than such Contracting Party).
4.

Each Contracting Party waives

all

claims against any other

Contracting Party for injury or death suffered by any member of
its armed services w hile such member was engaged in the performance of his official duties.
5. Claims (other than contractual claims and those to which paragraphs 6 or 7 of this Article apply) arising out of acts or omissions
of members of a force or civilian component done in the performance
of official duty, or out of any other act, omission or occurrence for
T

which
ing

a force or civilian

damage

component

in the territory of

is

legally responsible,

and caus-

the receiving State to third parties,

other than any of the Contracting Parties, shall be dealt with by the
receiving State in accordance with the following provisions:(a)

Claims

shall be filed, considered

and

settled or adjudicated

accordance with the laws and regulations of the receiving
State with respect to claims arising from the activities of
in

own armed forces.
The receiving State may settle any such claims, and payment of the amount agreed upon or determined by adjudication shall be made by the receiving State in its currency.
its

(b)

—
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Such payment, or the

(c)

final

adjudication of the competent

tribunals of the receiving State denying payment, shall be

binding and conclusive upon the Contracting Parties.
(d) Ev ery claim paid by the receiving State shall be communicated to the sending States concerned together with full
particulars and a proposed distribution in conformity with
sub-paragraphs (e) (i), (ii) and (iii) below. In default of
a reply within two months, the proposed distribution shall
be regarded as accepted.
r

The

(e)

cost incurred in satisfying claims

pursuant to the pre-

ceding sub-paragraphs and paragraph 2 of this Article shall
be distributed between the Contracting Parties, as follows:
(i)

Where one sending

State alone

awarded or adjudged

25%

tion of

(ii)

is

responsible, the

amount

shall be distributed in the propor-

75%

chargeable to the receiving State and

chargeable to the sending State,
Where more than one State is responsible for the damage,

amount awarded or adjudged shall be distributed
equally among them however, if the receiving State is
the

:

not one of the Stales responsible,

its

contribution shall be

half that of each of the sending States.
(iii)

Where

damage was caused by the armed services of
and it is not possible to attribute
it specifically to one or more of those armed services, the
amount awarded or adjudged shall be distributed equally
the

the Contracting Parties

among

the Contracting Parties concerned

receiving State
services the

is

:

however,

if

the

not one of the States by whose armed

damage was

caused,

its

contribution shall be

half that of the sending States concerned.
(iv)

Every half-year,

a statement of the

sums paid by the

receiving State in the course of the half-yearly period in
respect of every case regarding

which the proposed

dis-

tribution on a percentage basis has been accepted, shall

be sent to the sending States concerned, together with a
request for reimbursement.

made within

Such reimbursement

shall be

the shortest possible time, in the currency

of the receiving State.
(f)

In cases where the application of the provisions of subparagraphs (1)) and (e) of this paragraph would cause a
Contracting Party serious hardship, it may request the
North Atlantic Council to arrange a settlement of a different nature.

(g)

A

member

of a force or civilian

component

shall not be sub-

:
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any proceedings for the enforcement of any judgment given against him in the receiving State in a matter
arising from the performance of his official duties,
(h) Except in so far as sub-paragraph (e) of this paragraph
applies to claims covered by paragraph 2 of this Article,
the provisions of this paragraph shall not apply to any
ject to

claim arising out of or in connexion with the navigation or
operation of a ship or the loading, carriage, or discharge of
a cargo, other than claims for death or personal injury to

which paragraph 4 of

this Article does not apply.

Claims against members of a force or civilian component arising
out of tortious acts or omissions in the receiving State not done in
the performance of official duty shall be dealt with in the following
6.

manner

The

(a)

authorities of the receiving State shall

consider the

claim and assess compensation to the claimant in a fair

and

just

(b)

The

report shall be delivered to the authorities of the send-

(c)

whether they
will offer an ex gratia payment, and if so, of what amount.
If an offer of ex gratia payment is made, and accepted by

manner, taking into account all the circumstances
of the case, including the conduct of the injured person,
and shall prepare a report on the matter.
ing State,

who

shall then decide without delay

the claimant in full satisfaction of his claim, the authorities

of the sending State shall

make

the

payment themselves and

inform the authorities of the receiving State of their decision and of the sum paid.
(d) Nothing in the paragraph shall affect the jurisdiction of the
courts of the receiving State to entertain an action against
a member of a force or of a civilian component unless and
until there has been payment in full satisfaction of the claim.

Claims arising out of the unauthorised use of any vehicle of
services of a sending State shall be dealt with in accordance with paragraph 6 of this Article.
7.

the

8.

armed

If a dispute arises as to whether a tortious act or omission of a

member
ance of

armed

was done in the performduty or as to whether the use of any vehicle of the
of a sending State was unauthorised, the question

of a force or civilian component
official

services

shall be submitted to an

arbitrator appointed in accordance with

paragraph 2(b) of this Article, whose decision on this point shall
be final and conclusive.
9. The sending State shall not claim immunity from the jurisdiction of the courts of the receiving State for

members of

a force or
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civilian

component

in respect of the civil jurisdiction of the courts

of the receiving State except to the extent provided in paragraph
5(g) of this Article.
10. The authorities of the sending State and of the receiving State
shall co-operate in the procurement of evidence for a fair hearing

and disposal of claims

in

regard to which the Contracting Parties

are concerned.

Article
1.

Members

IX

of a force or of a civilian component and their de-

pendents may purchase locally goods necessary for their own consumption, and such services as they need, under the same conditions
as the nationals of the receiving State.
2.

Goods which

are required

from

local sources for the subsistence

of a force or civilian component shall normally be purchased through

which purchase such goods for the armed services of
the receiving State. In order to avoid such purchases having any
adverse effect on the economy of the receiving State, the competent
authorities of that State shall indicate, when necessary, any articles
the purchase of which should be restricted or forbidden.
3. Subject to agreements already in force or which may hereafter
be made between the authorised representatives of the sending and
receiving States, the authorities of the receiving State shall assume
sole responsibility for making suitable arrangements to make available to a force or civilian component the buildings and grounds which
it requires, as well as facilities and services connected therewith.
These agreements and arrangements shall be, as far as possible, in
accordance with the regulations governing the accommodation and
billeting of similar personnel of the receiving State. In the absence
the authorities

•

of a specific contract to the contrary, the laws of the receiving State
shall determine the rights

and obligations arising out of the occupa-

tion or use of the buildings, grounds, facilities or services.

Local civilian labour requirements of a force or civilian component shall be satisfied in the same way as the comparable requirements of the receiving State and with the assistance of the authorities of the receiving State through the employment exchanges. The
conditions of employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary payments and conditions for the protection of workers, shall
be those laid down by the legislation of the receiving State. Such
4.

workers employed by a force or civilian component shall not
be regarded for any purpose as being members of that force or
civilian component.
civilian

5.
is

When

a force or a civilian

component has

where it
members and

at the place

stationed inadequate medical or dental facilities,

its
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pitalisation,

may

and dental care, including hosunder the same conditions as comparable personnel of

their dependents

receive medical

the receiving State.
(>.

The

receiving Stale shall give the most favourable consideration

grant to members of a force or of a civilian component of travelling facilities and concessions with regard to fares.
These facilities and concessions will be the subject of special arrangeto requests for the

ments

to be

made between

the

Governments concerned.

any general or particular financial arrangements
between the Contracting Parties, payment in local currency for
goods, accommodation and services furnished under paragraphs 2,
3, 4 and, if necessary, 5 and 6, of this Article shall be made promptly
by the authorities of the force.
7.

Subject

to

Neither a force, nor a civilian component, nor the members
thereof, nor their dependents, shall by reason of this Article enjoy
8.

any exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State.
Article

X

1. Where the legal incidence of any form of taxation in the receiving State depends upon residence or domicile, periods during which

a

member

of a force or civilian

component

State by reason solely of his being a

component

is in

member

the territory of that

of such force or civilian

shall not be considered as periods of residence therein, or

as creating a change of residence or domicile, for the purposes of

such taxation.

Members

of a force or civilian component shall be

exempt from taxation in the receiving State on the salary and emoluments paid to them as such members by the sending State or on any
tangible movable property the presence of which in the receiving
State is due solely to their temporary presence there.
2.

Nothing

in this

Article shall prevent taxation of a

member

of a

component with respect to any profitable enterprise,
other than his employment as such member, in which he may engage
in the receiving State, and, except as regards his salary and emoluments and the tangible movable property referred to in paragraph 1,
force or civilian

nothing in this Article shall prevent taxation to which, even if regarded as having his residence or domicile outside the territory of
the receiving State, such member is liable under the law of that State.

Nothing in this paragraph
paragraph 12 of Article XL
?>.

shall

apply to "duty" as defined in

For the purposes of this Article the term "member of a force"
shall not include any person who is a national of the receiving State.
4.
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Article
1.

Save

XI

as provided expressly to the contrary in this

Agreement,

component as well as their dependents shall be subject to the laws and regulations administered
by the customs authorities of the receiving State. In particular the
customs authorities of the receiving State shall have the right, under
the general conditions laid down bv the laws and regulations of the
receiving State, to search members of a force or civilian component
and their dependents and to examine their luggage and vehicles, and
to seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.

members of

2.

(a)

a force

and of a

civilian

The temporary importation and the re-exportation of service vehicles of a force or civilian component under their
own power shall be authorised free of duty on presentation
of triptyque in the form shown in the Appendix to this
Agreement.

(b)

(c)

The temporary importation of such vehicles not under their
own power shall be governed by paragraph 4 of this Article
and the re-exportation thereof by paragraph 8.
Service vehicles of a force or civilian component shall be
exempt from any tax payable in respect of the use of vehicles
on the roads.

documents under official seal shall not be subject to customs inspection. Couriers, whatever their status, carrying these documents must be in possession of an individual movement order, issued
in accordance with paragraph 2(b) of Article III. This movement
order shall show the number of despatches carried and certify that
3.

Official

they contain only

A

official

documents.

may

import free of duty the equipment for the force
and reasonable quantities of provisions, supplies and other goods for
the exclusive use of the force and, in cases where such use is permitted
by the receiving State, its civilian component and dependents. This
duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the customs
office for the place of entry, together with such customs documents
as shall be agreed, of a certificate in a form agreed between the
receiving State and the sending State signed by a person authorized
by the sending State for that purpose. The designation of the per4.

force

son authorised to sign the certificates as well as speciments of the
signatures and stamps to be used, shall be sent to the customs administration of the receiving State.
5.

A

member

of a force or civilian component may, at the time of

his first arrival to take

time of the

first

up

arrival of

service in the receiving State or at the

any dependent

to join him,

import his

—

—
;
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personal effects and furniture free of duty for the term of such
service.

component may import temporarily free of duty their private motor vehicles for the personal use
of themselves and their dependents. There is no obligation under
this Article to grant exemption from taxes payable in respect of the
use of roads by private vehicles.
7. Imports made by the authorities of a force other than for the
exclusive use of that force and its civilian component, and imports,
other than those dealt with in paragraphs 5 and 6 of this Article,
effected by members of a force or civilian component are not, by
reason of this Article, entitled to any exemption from duty or other

Members of

6.

a force or civilian

conditions.

Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraphs

8.

2(b),

or 6 above

4, 5

(a)

may

be re-exported freely, provided that, in the case of goods

imported under paragraph 4, a certificate, issued in accordance with that paragraph, is presented to the customs office:
the customs authorities, however, may verify that goods reexported are as described in the certificate, if any, and have
in fact been imported under the conditions of paragraphs
2 (b)

,

4, 5

or 6 as the case

may

be

(b) shall not normally be disposed of in the receiving State

way

by

however, in particular cases such
disposal may be authorised on conditions imposed by the
authorities concerned of the receiving State (for instance
on payment of duty and tax and compliance with the requirements of the controls of trade and exchange).
9.

of either sale or gift

Goods purchased

from only

in

:

in the receiving State shall be

exported there-

accordance with the regulations in force in the receiving

State.

arrangements for crossing frontiers shall be granted
by the customs authorities to regularly constituted units or formations, provided that the customs authorities concerned have been
duly notified in advance.
10. Special

11.

Special arrangements shall be

that fuel,

oil

and

vessels of a force or civilian
all

duties

and

made by

the receiving State so

lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft

component,

may

and

be delivered free of

taxes.

In paragraphs 1-10 of this Article
"duty" means customs duties and all other duties and taxes payable on importation or exportation, as the case may be, except dues
and taxes which are no more than charges for services rendered;
12.
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"importation" includes withdrawal from customs warehouses or
continuous customs custody, provided that the goods concerned
have not been grown, produced or manufactured in the receiving
State.

The

13.

provisions of this Article shall apply to the goods con-

cerned not only when they are imported into or exported from the
receiving State, but also when they are in transit through the territory of a Contracting Party, and for this purpose the expression

"receiving State" in this Article shall be regarded as including any

Contracting Party through whose territory the goods are passing
in transit.

Article XII

The customs

1.

or fiscal authorities of the receiving State

may,

as

a condition of the grant of any customs or fiscal exemption or concession provided for in this

may deem
These authorities may

observed as they
2.

this

Agreement

Agreement require such conditions

to be

necessary to prevent abuse.
refuse any exemption provided for by

in respect of the importation into the receiving State

of articles grown, produced or manufactured in that State which

have been exported therefrom without payment of, or upon repayment of, taxes or duties which would have been chargeable but for
such exportation. Goods removed from a customs warehouse shall be
deemed to be imported if they were regarded as having been exported
by reason of being deposited in the warehouse.

Article XIII
In order to prevent offences against customs and

laws and
regulations, the authorities of the receiving and of the sending States
shall assist each other in the conduct of enquiries and the collection
1.

fiscal

of evidence.
2.

their
of,

The

authorities of a force shall render all assistance within

power to ensure that

the customs or

articles liable to seizure by, or

fiscal authorities

on behalf

of the receiving State are

handed

to those authorities.
3.

their

able

The

authorities of a force shall render all assistance within

power to ensure the payment of duties, taxes and penalties payby members of the force or civilian component or their de-

pendents.
Service vehicles and articles belonging to a force or to its civcomponent, and not to a member of such force or civilian component, seized by the authorities of the receiving State in connexion
with an offence against its customs or fiscal laws or regulations shall
be handed over to the appropriate authorities of the force concerned.
4.

ilian
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XIV

Article

A

component and the members thereof, as well
as their dependents, shall remain subject to the foreign exchange regulations of the sending State and shall also be subject to the regula1.

force, a civilian

tions of the receiving State.
2.

The

foreign exchange authorities of the sending and the re-

ceiving States
civilian

may

issue special regulations applicable to a force or

component or the members thereof

as

well

as

to

their

dependents.

XV

Article
1.

Subject to paragraph 2 of this Article, this Agreement shall

remain in force in the event of hostilities to which the North Atlantic
Treaty applies, except that the provisions for settling claims in paragraphs 2 and 5 of Article VITI shall not apply to war damage, and
that the provisions of the Agreement, and, in particular of Articles
III and VII, shall immediately be reviewed by the Contracting
Parties concerned,

who may

agree to such modifications as they

may

consider desirable regarding the application of the Agreement be-

tween them.

In the event of such hostilities, each of the Contracting Parties
shall have the right, by giving 60 days notice to the other Contracting Parties, to suspend the application of any of the provisions of
2.

this

Agreement

so far as

it

is

concerned.

If this right

is

exercised,

the Contracting Parties shall immediately consult with a view to

agreeing on suitable provisions to replace the provisions suspended.

XVI

Article

All differences between the Contracting Parties relating to the interpretation or application of this

Agreement

shall

be settled by

negotiation between them without recourse to any outside jurisdic-

Except where express provision is made to the contrary in this
Agreement, differences which cannot be settled by direct negotiation
shall be referred to the North Atlantic Council.

tion.

Article

Any Contracting Party may
any Article of this Agreement.
the North Atlantic Council.

at

XVII
any time request the revision of

The

request shall be addressed to
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XVIII

Article
1.

present Agreement shall be ratified and the instruments of

The

with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each signatory State of the date of deposit thereof.
2. Thirty days after four signatory States have deposited their
instruments of ratification the present Agreement shall come into
force between them. It shall come into force for each other signatory
State thirty days after the deposit of its instrument of ratification.
ratification shall be deposited as soon as possible

has come into force, the present Agreement shall, subject to the approval of the North Atlantic Council and to such conditions as it may decide, be open to accession on behalf of any State
which accedes to the North Atlantic Treaty. Accession shall be
effected by the deposit of an instrument of accession with the Government of the United States of America, which shall notify each
signatory and acceding State of the date of deposit thereof. In
respect of any State on behalf of which an instrument of accession
is deposited, the present Agreement shall come into force thirty days
after the date of the deposit of such instrument.
3.

After

it

Article
1.

The

present Agreement

may

XIX

be denounced by any Contracting

Party after the expiration of a period of four years from the date
on which the Agreement comes into force.
2. The denunciation of the Agreement by any Contracting Party
shall be effected by a written notification addressed by that Contracting Party to the Government of the United States of America, which
shall notify all the other Contracting Parties of such notifications
and the date of receipt thereof.
3.

The denunciation

shall take effect one year after the receipt of

the notification by the

Government of the United States of America.
After the expiration of this period of one year, the Agreement shall
cease to be in force as regards the Contracting Party which denounces

it,

but shall continue in force for the remaining Contracting

Parties.

Article

XX

Subject to the provisions of paragraphs 2 and 3 of this Article,
the present Agreement shall apply only to the metropolitan territories
of a Contracting Party.
1.

2.

ment

Any

State may, however, at the time of the deposit of its instruof ratification or accession or at any time thereafter, declare
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by notification given to the Government of the United States of
America that the present Agreement shall extend (subject, if the
State

making

the declaration considers

it

to be necessary, to the con-

and each of the
sending States concerned), to all or any of the territories for whose
international relations it is responsible in the North Atlantic Treaty
area.
The present Agreement shall then extend to the territory or
territories named therein thirty days after the receipt by the Government of the United States of America of the notification, or thirty
clusion of a special agreement between that State

days after the conclusion of the special agreements if required, or
when it has come into force under Article XVIII, whichever is the
later.

A

State which has

made

the provisions of Article

XIX.

under paragraph 2 of
this Article extending the present Agreement to any territory for
whose international relations it is responsible may denounce the
Agreement separately in respect of that territory in accordance with
3.

a declaration

In witness whereof the undersigned, being duly authorised by their
respective Governments, have signed the present Agreement.
Done in London this
in the Eng,
day of
lish and French languages, both texts being equally authoritative, in
a single original which shall be deposited in the archives of the
Government of the United States of America. The Government of
the United States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof
to all the signatory and acceding States.
[Here follows the list of Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty, as
expected signatories of the present Agreement.]
,

MS-D(51) 31
Icelandic-United States Defense Agreement

—Annex on

United States Personnel and Property (25

Annex on

May 1951 )

the Status of United States Personnel

Article

Status of
x

and Property

1

In this annex, the expression "United States Forces" includes personnel belonging to the armed services of the United States and aci The Annex on the Status of United States Personnel and Property was
signed in Reykjavik on 8 May 1951
2 UST 1533, TIAS 2295, 205 UNTS 180.
The Icelandic-United States Defense Agreement, to which it is annexed, was
signed in Reykjavik on 5 May 1951
2 UST 1195, TIAS 2266, 205 UNTS 173.
:

:

:
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companying civilian personnel who are in the employ of such services
and are not nationals of nor ordinarily resident in Iceland, all such
personnel being in the territory of Iceland in connection with operations

under

this

Agreement.

Article 2
1.

(a)

The United

States military courts will on no occasion have

jurisdiction in Iceland over nationals of Iceland or other

persons

who

are not subject to the military laws of the

United States,
(b) It is the duty of members of the United States forces and
their dependents in Iceland to respect the laws of Iceland
and to abstain from any activity inconsistent with the spirit
of this Agreement, and, in particular from any political
activity in Iceland. The United States will take appropriate
measures to that end.
2.

Subject to the provisions of this Article,

United States

have the
right to exercise within Iceland all jurisdiction and control
conferred on them by the laws of the United States over all
persons subject to the military law of the United States;
(b) the authorities of Iceland shall have jurisdiction over the
members of the United States forces with respect to offenses
committed within Iceland and punishable by the law of

(a) the military authorities of the

shall

Iceland.
3.

(a)

The

military authorities of the United States shall have
the right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over persons subject to the military

law of the United States with respect to

offenses relating to its security, but not to that of Iceland,

and to all acts punishable by the law of the United States,
but not by the law of Iceland.
(b)

The

authorities of Iceland shall have the right to exercise

exclusive jurisdiction over

members of the United States

forces with respect to offenses relating to the security of

Iceland, but not to the security of the United States, and
to all acts punishable

by the law of Iceland, but not by the

law of the United States.
(c)

A

security offense against Iceland or the United States shall

include

Treason;
2. Sabotage, espionage or violation of any law relating to
official secrets of Iceland or the United States, or secrets relating
to the national defense of Iceland or the United States.
1.

:
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In cases where the right to exercise jurisdiction is concurrent
the following rules shall apply
(a) The military authorities of the United States shall have the
primary right to exercise jurisdiction over a member of the
United States forces in relation to
1. offenses solely against the property of the United
States or offenses solely against the person or property of
another member of the United States forces or of a
dependent of a member of such forces.
2. offenses arising out of any act done in the performance of official duty.
(b) In the case of any other offense the authorities of Iceland
shall have the primary right to exercise jurisdiction.
(c) If the United States or Iceland, whichever has the primary
right, decides not to exercise jurisdiction, it shall notify the
authorities of the United States or Iceland, as the case may
be, as soon as practicable. The authorities of the United
States or Iceland, whichever has the primary right, shall
give sympathetic consideration to a request from the authorities of the United States or Iceland, as the case may be,
for a waiver of its rights in cases where the authorities of
the other country consider such waiver to be of particular
4.

importance.
5.

A

death sentence shall not be carried ouv in Iceland by the

authorities of the United States.
6.

(a)

The

of the United States and Iceland shall
each other in the arrest of members of the United

authorities

assist

who commit

States forces and their dependents

Iceland and

in

handing them over

offenses in

to the authorities

which

are to exercise jurisdiction in accordance with the above
provisions.
(b)

The

promptly the military

authorities of Iceland shall notify

authorities of the United States of the arrest in Iceland of

any members of the United States forces or of their

de-

pendents.
(c)

The custody

of an accused over

jurisdiction shall, if he

is

in the

whom

Iceland

is

to exercise

hands of the authorities of

the United States, remain in the hands of such authorities
until he
7.

(a) If a

is

charged by Iceland.

member

offense

of the United States forces

the appropriate

and Iceland

will

authorities

is

accused of an

of the United

States

render mutual assistance in the necessary

investigation into the offense and trial of the offender.

;

:

;
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one within the jurisdiction of the United States,
the authorities of Iceland will themselves carry out the
necessary arrangements to secure the presence of and obtain
evidence from Icelandic nationals and other persons in Iceland, except from members of the United States forces and
their dependents, outside the agreed areas. In cases where
it is necessary under the laws of the United States to
obtain themselves information from Icelandic nationals, the
Icelandic authorities will make all possible arrangements to
secure the attendance of such nationals for interrogation in
the presence of Icelandic authorities at places designated

(b) If the case

is

by them.

The

military authorities will, in a similar manner, carry out

States forces

from members of the United

of evidence

the collection

and

their dependents in the case of an offense

within the jurisdiction of the Icelandic authorities.
(c)

The

United States and Iceland shall notify
one another of the results of all investigations and trials in
cases where there are concurrent rights to exercise jurisauthorities of the

diction.

Where a member of the United
member thereof has been tried by
8.

a

States force or a dependent of
the authorities of the United

States and has been acquitted, or has been convicted and
or has served his sentence, he
offense
9.

may

is

serving

not be tried again for the same

by the authorities of Iceland.

Whenever a member of the United States force or a dependent
member thereof is prosecuted under the jurisdiction of Iceland,

of a
he shall be entitled
(a) to a

prompt and speedy

trial;

(b) to be informed in advance of trial of the specific charge or

charges
(c) to

made

against

him

be confronted with the witnesses against him;

(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his
favor, if within the jurisdiction of Iceland;
(e) to defense

choice,

or,

by a qualified advocate or counsel of

his

own

failing such choice, appointed to conduct his

defense
(f) if

he considers

necessary, to have the services of a com-

it

petent interpreter

;

and

communicate with a representative of his Government
and, when the rules of the court permit, to have such a

(g) to

representative present at his trial.
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The United

10.

States forces shall have the right to police the

agreed areas and to take all appropriate measures to insure the
maintenance of discipline, order and security in such areas. Outside
the agreed areas, military members of the United States forces shall
be employed in police duties subject to arrangements with the authorities of Iceland and jointly with those authorities, and insofar as
such employment is necessary in order to maintain discipline and

among

members of the United States forces and the dependents of members thereof.
The Icelandic authorities with whom members of the United States
forces may be so employed shall have paramount authority with
order

the

and other
persons of non-Icelandic nationality, except members of the United
States forces and their dependents and non-Icelandic employees of
contractors of the United States, involved in any matter concerning
the maintenance of order and discipline referred to above outside
respect to the person or property of Icelandic nationals

the agreed areas.

Article 3
Iceland shall either:

1.

(a) accept as valid, without driving test or fee, the driving per-

mit or license or military driving permit issued by the

United States or a sub-division thereof to a member of the
United States forces or his dependents; or
(b) issue
to a

own driving permit or license without test or fee
member of the United States forces or his dependents
its

who hold

a driving permit or license issued

by the United

States or a sub-division thereof.
2.

The United

authorities, will

States authorities, in cooperation with Icelandic

members of the
informing them of

issue appropriate instructions to

United States forces and their dependents fully
the Icelandic traffic laws and regulations and requiring

strict

com-

pliance therewith.

Article 4
1.

wear
2.

Military members of the United States forces shall normally
a uniform.

Service vehicles of the United States forces shall carry, in addi-

tion to the registration
3.

The United

number,

a distinctive nationality

mark.

States authorities will deliver to the appropriate

Icelandic authorities a

list

of

all

vehicles, the registration

and the names of the owners thereof.

numbers
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Article

5

United States forces in Iceland may carry arms as required in
the performance of official duties within the agreed areas. United
States forces may cany arms outside the agreed areas in Iceland
only in the performance of official duties or in case of military necessity, unless otherwise agreed by the appropriate authorities of Iceland.

Article 6
the United States forces and their dependents may
goods necessary for their own consumption and such
services as they need under the same conditions as nationals of
1.

Members of

purchase locally
Iceland.

which are required for the subsistence
of the United States forces will normally be purchased through such
agency of the Government of Iceland as may be designated by Iceland in order (o avoid such purchase having an adverse effect on the
economy of Iceland.
2.

Goods purchased

locally

and 2, above, the competent authorities of Iceland will indicate when necessary any articles the purchase of which should be restricted or forbidden, and the United
3.

In regard to paragraphs

1,

States authorities will give due consideration to such requests.
4.

The United

ians to the

States desires to employ qualified Icelandic civil-

maximum

extent practicable in connection with activities

under this Agreement. To the extent that Iceland shall consent to
the employment of Icelandic civilians by the United States such
employment shall be effected with the assistance of and through a
representative or representatives designated by Iceland. The conditions of employment and work, in particular wages, supplementary
payments and conditions for the protection of workers shall be those
laid down by Icelandic law and practice.
5.

The United

States and Iceland will cooperate in suppressing

and preventing any

illegal activities

and

in preventing

any undue

interference with the Icelandic economy.

Article 7
1. The temporary presence in Iceland of a member of the United
States forces or of any dependent of such member, or of any nonIcelandic national employed in Iceland in connection with the opera-

tion under this

Agreement and present in Iceland only by reason of
such employment shall constitute neither residence nor domicile
therein and shall not of itself subject him to taxation in Iceland,
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either on his income or on his property the presence of which in Ice-

land is due solely to his temporary presence there, nor, in the event
of his death, shall it subject his estate to a levy of death duties.
2.

No

national of the United States or corporation organized under

the laws of the United States, resident in the United States, shall be

pay Icelandic income tax in respecl of any income derived
under a contract with the United Stales in connection with operations under this Agreement.
liable to

3.

No

tax or other charge of any nature shall be levied or assessed

on material, equipment, supplies, or goods, including personal effects,
household goods, privately owned automobiles and clothing which

has been brought into Iceland

in

connection with operations under

Agreement. No such tax or charge shall be levied or assessed
on property procured in Iceland by United States authorities for the
use of the United States or its agents or for the use of personnel
present in Iceland only in connection with operations under this
Agreement.
this

Article 8
Agreement,
members of the United States forces as well as their dependents
shall be subject to the laws and regulations administered by the
customs authorities of Iceland. In particular the customs authorities
of Iceland shall have the right, under the general conditions laid
down by the laws and regulations of Iceland, to search members of
the United States forces and their dependents and non-Icelandic
nationals who are contractors or employees of a contractor of the
United States and to examine their luggage and vehicles and to
seize articles pursuant to such laws and regulations.
1.

Save

2.

Official

as provided expressly to the contrary in this

documents under

customs inspection.

official

seal

shall not

be subject to

Couriers, whatever their status, carrying these

documents must be in possession of an individual movement order.
This movement order shall show the number of dispatches carried
and certify that they contain only official documents.
3.

The

authorities of the United States forces

may import

free

of duty the equipment for their forces and reasonable quantities of

and other goods for the exclusive use of the
forces and their dependents and for non-Icelandic nationals who are
contractors or employees of a contractor of the United States. This
provisions, supplies

duty-free importation shall be subject to the deposit, at the customs
office

for the place of entry, together with the customs documents,

of a certificate signed by an
authorized for that purpose.

official

The

of the United States forces

list

of the

officials

authorized
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and

to sign the certificates, as well as specimens of their signatures

the stamps used, shall be sent to the customs administration

of

Iceland.
4.

Members

of the United States forces and their dependents

at the time of first arrival to take

up

may

service in Iceland import free

of duty for the term of such service their personal effects and
furniture.
5.

Members

may import

of the United

temporarily free

and their dependents
of duty their private motor vehicles
States

forces

for their personal use.
6.

Imports, other than those dealt with in paragraphs 4 and 5 of

by members of the United States forces and
their dependents including shipments through United States Post
Offices are not, by reason of this Article, entitled to any exemption
from duty or other conditions.

this Article, effected

7.

3,

Goods which have been imported duty-free under paragraphs

4 or 5 above:
(a)

may

be re-exported freely, provided that, in the case of

goods imported under paragraph 3, a certificate, issued in
accordance with that paragraph, is presented to the customs
office.
The customs authorities, however, may verify that
goods re-exported are as described in the certificate, if any,
and have in fact been imported under the conditions of
paragraph 3, 4 or 5 as the case may be.
(b) shall not be disposed of in Iceland

by way of

sale, gift or

However, in particular cases such disposal may be
authorized on conditions imposed by the customs authorities
(for instance, on payment of duty and tax and compliance
with the requirements of the controls of trade and exchange). The United States authorities will prescribe and

barter.

enforce to the extent

possible

regulations

designated to

prevent the sale or supply to individual members of the
United States forces and their dependents and non-Icelandic nationals who are employees of a contractor of the
United States of quantities of goods imported into Iceland

8.

by the United States authorities by any means, free of
charge, which would be in excess of the personal requirements of such personnel and which, in consultation with
Icelandic authorities, are determined to be most likely to
become items of gift, barter or sale in Iceland.
Goods purchased in Iceland shall be exported therefrom only in

accordance with the regulations in force in Iceland.
9. Special arrangements shall be made by Iceland so that fuel,
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and lubricants for use in service vehicles, aircraft and vessels of
the United States forces and non-Icelandic contractors of the United
States, may be delivered free of all duties and taxes.
10. In paragraphs 1-8 of this Article "duty" means customs duties
and all other duties and taxes payable on importation or exportaoil

tion, as the case
11.

may

The customs

be.

or

may, as a conexemption or concession

authorities of Iceland

fiscal

dition of the grant of any customs or fiscal

provided for in this Agreement, require such conditions to be
observed as they may deem necessary to prevent abuse.

Article 9
In order to prevent offenses against customs and fiscal laws
and regulations, the customs and fiscal authorities of the United
States and Iceland shall assist each other in the conduct of inquiries
1.

and the
2.

collection of evidence.

The

authorities of the United States forces shall render

assistance within their

power

to insure that articles liable to seizure

by, or on behalf of, the customs or

handed
3.

all

fiscal

authorities of Iceland are

to those authorities.

The

authorities of the United States forces shall render

all

power to insure the payment of duties, taxes
and penalties payable by members of the United States forces or
assistance within their

their dependents.
4.

Service vehicles and articles belonging to the United States

forces seized by the authorities of Iceland in connection with an
offense

against

its

customs or

fiscal

laws or regulations shall be

handed over to the appropriate authorities of the United States
forces.

Article 10

The United

States forces and their

members and dependents

shall

comply with the foreign exchange regulations of Iceland. Special
arrangements

between the appropriate authorities of Iceland and the United States to obviate the use of United
States currency in paying personnel and to permit United States
forces to acquire Icelandic currency at official rates of exchange
and to convert such currency in reasonable amounts on leaving
shall be entered into

Iceland.

Article 11

The Government of Iceland will extend to the forces of any
Government signatory to the North Atlantic Treaty, when such
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same privileges extended to the
by the preceding Articles of this Annex upon
the request of the Government concerned.
forces are stationed in Iceland, the

United States forces

Article 12
1.

(a)

The United States waives all claims against the Government of Iceland for damage to any property owned by it
and used by the United States forces and for injury to or
death of members of the United States forces caused by an
employee of the Government of Iceland.

(b)

The Government

of Iceland waives all claims against the

United States for damage to property owned by it in any
of the agreed areas and will make compensation and waive
all claims against the United States for injury or death of
an employee of the Government of Iceland occurring in
such area while such employee is therein by reason of his
duties, as determined by representatives of the United
States and Iceland to be appointed by each, when such
damage, injury or death is caused by a member of the
United States forces. The Government of Iceland also
waives all claims for damage to any property owned by it
and for injury to or death of an employee of the Government of Iceland occurring outside any of the agreed areas
caused by a member of the United States forces when it
is determined by representatives of the United States and
Iceland, to be appointed by each, that such property or
employee was, at the time of said damage, injury or death,
being utilized or employed in any respect with carrying out
the provisions of this Agreement.
(c)

The United

States

and Iceland waive

against each other for

damage

all

to a vessel

their

claims

owned by the

United States or Iceland while such vessel is being used in
connection with the operation of this Agreement, wherever
such damage shall occur, and whether it is caused by a
member of the United States forces or by an employee of
the Government of Iceland. Claims for maritime salvage
by the United States or Iceland shall be waived, provided
that the vessel or cargo salved was owned by the United
States or Iceland, as the case

may

be, in connection

with

the operation of this Agreement.
(d)

For the purpose of this paragraph the expressions "owned
by the United States" or "owned by Iceland'' or "owned
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by the United States or Iceland" include a vessel on bare
boat charter to the United States or Iceland, as the case
may be, or requisitioned by either Government on bare boat
terms or otherwise in the possession of the United States
or Iceland (except to the extent that the risk of loss or

borne by some person other than the United
States or Iceland or its insurer).
2. Claims
(other than contractual claims) arising out of acts
done by members of the United States forces and causing damage
to, or loss or destruction of, the property of persons or bodies in
Iceland or the injury or death of individuals therein except as
provided in the preceding paragraph, shall be settled by Iceland
in accordance with the following provisions:
(a) Claims shall be filed, considered, and settled or adjusted
in accordance with the laws and regulations of Iceland
with respect to claims arising from acts of its own
liability

is

employees.

may

any such claims, and payment of the
amount agreed upon or determined by adjudication shall
be made by Iceland in its currency.
(c) Such payment, or the final adjudication of the competent
tribunals of Iceland denying payment, shall be binding
and conclusive upon the United States and Iceland.
(d) Every claim paid by Iceland shall be communicated to the
United States military authorities together with full
(b) Iceland

settle

particulars.

The

pursuant to the
preceding sub-paragraph shall be distributed between the
United States and Iceland as follows:
(1) Where the United States alone is responsible, the amount
awarded or adjudged shall be distributed in the proportion of 15% chargeable to Iceland and 85% chargeable
to the United States.

(e)

(2)

cost

incurred

Where members

in

satisfying

claims

of the United States forces and nationals

of Iceland contribute to the damage, the

amount awarded

adjudged shall be distributed equally between the
United States and Iceland.
(3) Every half-year, a statement of the sums paid by Iceland
or

in the course of the half-yearly period in respect of every

United States together with a
request for reimbursement. Such reimbursement shall be

case shall be sent to the

made within
Iceland.

the shortest possible time, in the currency of

—
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(f)

A

member

of the United States forces shall not be subject

any suit with respect to claims arising by reason of an
act done which is within the purview of this paragraph.
3. Claims presented by a national of any country at war with
the United States or by an ally of such enemy country and claims
resulting from action by the enemy or resulting directly or indirectly from any act by the United States forces engaged in combat
to

are not considered to be within the provisions of this Article.

The military

and the appropriate officials of Iceland shall cooperate in the procurement of
evidence for a fair hearing and disposal of claims in regard to which
the United States and Iceland are concerned.
5. The United States undertakes to procure the legislation necessary to implement its responsibilities as set forth in this Article.
4.

authorities of the United States

D-D (51)
Status of Forces

[This

draft

final

D-D (51)

in

Agreement
is

—

138

Final Draft (1 June 1951 J 1

identical with the draft

127, with the exception of the

Agreement contained

paragraphs or parts of

paragraphs given below.]

Article I
1.

In this Agreement the expression
(a) "force" means the personnel belonging to the land, sea or
air armed services of one Contracting Party when in the
territory of another Contracting Party in the North Atlantic Treaty area in connexion with their official duties,
provided that the two Contracting Parties concerned may
agree that certain individuals, units or formations shall
not be regarded as constituting or included in a "force" for
the purposes of the present Agreement;

This Agreement shall apply to the authorities of political subdivisions of the Contracting Parties, within their territories to
2.

D-D (51)

1951) for previous text. A report on
is found in D-D (51) 146 (5 June 1951), with subsequent discussion in D-R(51) 45 (6 June 1951).
Signature of the text as finally approved is recorded in D-R(51) 48 (19 June 1951).
i

Reference:

the present text

127

(7

May

—

—

;
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which the Agreement applies or extends

XX,

as

it

applies to the central

in accordance with Article

authorities of those Contracting

owned by political subbe property owned by a Con-

Parties, provided, however, that property

divisions shall not be considered to

tracting Parly within the

meaning of Article VIII.

Article VII

9.

Whenever

a

member

of

a

force or civilian

component or a

dependent is prosecuted under the jurisdiction of a receiving State
he shall be entitled

(d) to have compulsory process for obtaining witnesses in his

favour,

if

they are within the jurisdiction of the receiving

State

Article VIII

Each Contracting Party waives all its claims against any other
Contracting Party for damage to any property owned by it and
used by its land, sea or air armed services, if such damage
(i) w as caused by a member or an employee of the armed serv1.

r

Contracting Party in the execution of his
duties in connexion with the operation of the North Atlantic
Treaty; or
ices of the other

2.

(b)

The

arbitrator referred to in sub-paragraph (a) above shall

be selected by agreement between the Contracting Parties
concerned from amongst the nationals of the receiving State

who hold

or have held high judicial

office.

If the Contract-

ing Parties concerned are unable, within two months, to
agree upon the arbitrator, either may request the Chairman
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of the North Atlantic Council Deputies to select a person

with the aforesaid qualifications.

5.

(c)

Such payment, whether made pursuant to a settlement or
to adjudication of the case by a competent tribunal of the
receiving State, or the final adjudication by such a tribunal
denying payment, shall be binding and conclusive upon the
Contracting Parties.

Claims arising out of the unauthorised use of any vehicle of
the armed services of a sending State shall be dealt with in accordance with paragraph 6 of this Article, except in so far as the force
or civilian component is legally responsible.
7.

D-D (51) 146

—Report

by the Chairman of the
Working Group concerning the Final Draft (5 June 1951 J 1

Status of Forces

1.

At

Agreement

their meeting on 24

May

1951, the Council Deputies agreed

that certain points on the draft Agreement on the Status of

Forces

2

eration,

up

should be referred back to the

Working Group

NATO

for consid-

and that the Working Group should be requested

to

draw

a final text.

have the honor to report that the Working Group have considered the points referred to them, and their conclusions are set out
below. A revised text of the Agreement 3 has been prepared in
accordance with their conclusions and submitted separately.
2.

I

Article

I,

par. 1(a)

The word "individuals" has been added before "units or formations" to make it possible, as proposed by the United States Govern3.

i

The paragraph numbers have been added by

D-D (51)
3 D-D (51)
2

is

reporting.

the editor.
127 (7 May 1951).
137 (1 June 1951)— the final text, on which the present document
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ment, to exclude from a "force," for the purposes of the Agreement,
such persons as military attaches of diplomatic missions.

Article VIII, par.
4.

After

5

Representative withdrew the

full discussion, the Italian

proposal of his Government, which was to
(b),

(d)

and

(e) (iv)

amend sub-paragraphs

so as to leave the receiving State discretion

regarding the payment of claims under this paragraph. It was
pointed out that the paragraph, as drafted in J)-D(51) 127, represented a careful balance of interests.

The Working Group

felt that

the Italian Government's proposal would upset this balance and

render the procedure prescribed

was

in

the paragraph difficult to operate.

from the point of view of
maintaining good relations between the force and the local popula-

It

also considered to be essential

tion that claims should be paid promptly.
5.

The Luxembourg Representative withdrew

Government

the proposal of his

to extend the application of the principle

paragraph 5(f)

VIII regarding

to all the provisions of Article

incidence of financial responsibility.

embodied

This was

in

the

response to an

objection that paragraph 5(f) already represented a concession

reluctantly by some Governments and that an extension of

be

in

made
would

it

difficult to accept.

Article IX, par. 7
6.

The Working Group

discussed the Netherlands Government's

payments made in w artime
in application of Article IX, paragraph 7, and other financial provisions of the Agreement should be regarded as provisional and
should be reviewed at the end of hostilities with a view to adjustproposed reservation to the

T

effect that

The Working Group considered that the financial arrangements established by the Agreement would in any event be the subment.

ject of review, in

accordance with paragraph

the outbreak of hostilities.

They

1

of Article

XV,

at

also recognized that the applica-

Agreement might, in time of
result of which some Contracting

tion of the financial provisions of the
hostilities, create a situation as a

Parties might request review in bilateral negotiations after the con-

undue economic
and foreign exchange difficulties. However, the question whether
any adjustments were necessary and the principle on which adjustments, if necessary, should be made, would depend on circumstances,
and no agreement, express or implied, with respect thereto could be

clusion of the hostilities with a view to preventing

made

at the present time.

:

:
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The Working Group recommends

7.

that the Council Deputies

should confirm this understanding of the position and that a statement to that effect should be included in the Summary Records.

Points of

The following amendments

8.

ing Group.

Their object
provisions concerned
Article

paragraph

I,

is

Article VII, paragraph

of form were agreed by the

Work-

merely to clarify the intention of the

Add

2.

Form

"applies or" before "extends."

In line 1, add "or a dependent" after
"civilian component"; and in sub-paragraph (d), insert "they are"
before "within the jurisdiction."
9.

Delete the words "provided that

Article VIII, paragraph l(i).

such damage was caused by such

or employee."

For "within

Article VIII, paragraph 2(b).
substitute "within

member

a reasonable time,"

two months."

Article VIII, paragraph 5(c).

Amend

the

two

first

lines to read:

"Such payment, whether made pursuant to a settlement or to
adjudication of the case by a competent tribunal of the receiving
State, or the final adjudication by such a tribunal denying payment,

.

.

."

Add

end of the paragraph
"except in so far as the force or civilian component is legally
responsible." Where the force or civilian component is legally
responsible, paragraph 5 should apply.

Article VIII, paragraph

Comments

7.

at the

of the Canadian Government

Certain comments of the Canadian Government were discussed
by the Working Group and are recorded in the minutes. These did
9.

not result in any amendment of the Agreement.

Prov is ional Imp lemen ta tion
10.

A

draft Resolution on provisional implementation was agreed

by the Working Group, subject

A

revised draft

4

Annex A

is

(19 June 1951),

is

some drafting amendments.
Annex A. 4

to

attached hereto as

identical with the Resolution as

and has therefore been omitted.

found

in

D-R(51)

48, par. 5

508

BENELUX Declaration
The Belgian Kepresentative informed

Working Group
that at the time of signature of the Agreement Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands proposed to make a Declaration in the
attached form (Annex B). 5 This Declaration would not affect other
countries. The Working Group took note of this document.
11.

the

Position of Iceland
12.

A

number

of Representatives expressed the view that both for

and for practical reasons

was desirable for Iceland to
become a party to the multilateral Agreement, notwithstanding the
similarity of the terms of her bilateral Agreement with the United
States 6 and her readiness to apply the provisions of the bilateral
Agreement to other NATO countries. Not only was it desirable
politically for the NATO powers to demonstrate their solidarity by
political

it

signing the multilateral Agreement, but also the differences of
detail between the multilateral Agreement and the bilateral Agreeall

ment might cause administrative inconvenience
applied to other

NATO

if

the latter were

The Representative of Iceland
the Working Group that his Gov-

Powers.

informed the Chairman of
ernment were prepared to sign the multilateral Agreement.
later

MS-D(51) 34
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
Revised Draft of Article 19 (19 July 1951 ) x

—

Note by the Chairman

Members of the Working Group will recall that at the meeting
on 27 June 1951, at which the draft Agreement on the Status of

NATO,
2

National Representatives and International Staff was dis-

we were unable

agreement on the Article concerning taxation of the salaries and emoluments of officials. After
the meeting, several members intimated to me that in their view it
was undesirable to submit the draft Agreement to the Deputies until
cussed,

5

(15)

6
i

2

to reach final

Annex R is identical with the Declaration as found in D-R(51)
June 1051), and has therefore been omitted.
For text of this Agreement, see MS-D(51) 31 (25 May 1051).
Reference: MS-D(51) 20(2R) (15 June 1051).
See MS-R(51) 25 (27 June 1051).

48. par. 4
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a greater measure of agreement had been reached on the terms of
this Article.

Later the French Delegation approached the United States and
United Kingdom Delegations informally with suggestions for amend-

ment of

Subsequent informal discussion between the
three Delegations has resulted in the annexed draft which is acceptable to all of them.
It seemed to me that, in all the circumstances, the best course was
to withhold my Report from the Deputies until an agreed Article
this Article.

had been achieved, and I hope that members of the Working Group
will not take objection to this departure from the procedure agreed
at the meeting.

would now

annexed draft Article. It
represents a finely balanced compromise to meet a particularly delicate situation and every word has been most carefully weighed.
I very much hope, therefore, that it will be found to be generally
I

invite

you

to consider the

Working Group are, I think, sufficiently familiar with the problems involved to make it unnecessary
to discuss them in this paper, but if any member would like some
All members of the

acceptable.

further explanation I

am

at his disposal.

would propose to incorporate the new Article in the draft Agreement and submit the Agreement so amended to the Deputies next
week unless any member of the Working Group notifies the NATO
Secretariat before Tuesday, 24 July, that he objects. In this way, it
I

may

be possible to avoid a further meeting of the

before the

Agreement

Working Group

considered by the Deputies.

is

open to any of the Deputies to propose
any other Article when the Agreement is
discussed by them, but if any member of the Working Group feels
It will, of course, be

amendments
that the

new

and that

Group

it

to this or

Article
is

is

likely to be unacceptable to his

Government

desirable to have another meeting of the

to thrash the matter out, I will see

whether

Working

this can be

arranged.

When
refer
detail

the Deputies receive

my

Report

it

is

expected that they will

Governments for final consideration and discuss
a fortnight or three weeks later.

it

to

it

in

Draft Article 19
Officials

of the Organisation agreed under Article

17 shall be

exempt from taxation on the salaries and emoluments paid to them
by the Organisation in their capacity as such officials. Any Member
State may, however, conclude an arrangement with the Council act-
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ing on behalf of the Organisation whereby such

employ and assign

Member State so desires, any
territory) who are to serve on

its

State will

to the Organisation all of its nationals (except,

such

if

Member

not ordinarily resident within
the international staff of the

Organisation and pay the salaries and emoluments of such persons
from its own funds at a scale fixed by it. The salaries and emolu-

ments so paid may be taxed by such Member State but shall be
exempt from taxation by any other Member State. If such an arrangement is entered into by any Member State and is subsequently
modified or terminated, Member States shall no longer be bound
under the first sentence of this Article to exempt from taxation the
salaries and emoluments paid to their nationals.

D-D (51) 178
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
Final Draft and Report by the Chairman
of the Working Group (24 July 1951 ) x

—

Report by Chairman of the Working Group
1.

I have the honor to submit herewith the draft of an

Agreement

on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National
Representatives and International Staff. 2
2.

The draft follows generally

the form of agreement which, be-

ginning with the General Convention on Privileges and Immunities
of the United Nations in 1946, 3 has been adopted, with more or less
minor variations, to define the privileges and immunities of practically all important international organizations. Certain departures
have however been made from the precedents in order to meet the
peculiar requirements of

NATO

NATO.

from other international organizations in that
it has subsidiary bodies in permanent session in several countries.
Other organizations generally only have a permanent seat in the
country where they have their headquarters, and it has been usual,
3.

differs

Paragraph numbers in the Report have been added by the editor.
(15 June
2 For previous texts of the Agreement, see MS-D(51) 29(2R)
1951); for Article 19: MS-D(51) 34 (19 July 1951). For discussion of the
D-R(51) 58 (25 July 1951); D-R(51)
final draft in the above document:
62-63 (21-22 August 1951); MS-R(51) 26 (24 August 1951); D-R(51) 66
For signature of the draft Agreement as finally ap(14 September 1951).
proved: 1)-R(51) 67 (20 September 1951).
3 1 UNTS 15 (13 February 1946).
i
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in addition to the General

Agreement defining the

and
immunities which all member States are expected to accord, to have
a special Headquarters Agreement between the organization and the
member State in whose territory the headquarters are located. This
Headquarters Agreement covers the special requirements of the organization in the country where it has its headquarters and, in particular, grants to any national representatives stationed permanently
in that country a rather more liberal scale of privileges than is given
Since
to national representatives under the General Agreement.
NATO has permanent bodies in several countries, it has been found
convenient to include in the General Agreement provisions mainly
concerning national representatives, which are generally found in
a Headquarters Agreement.
privileges

Part I contains certain general provisions. In particular, it
defines those subsidiary bodies of the Organization to which the
Agreement applies. These include any organ, committee or service
established by the Council or under its authority (Article 1(c))
except military headquarters, e.g., SHAPE, and, unless the Council
decides otherwise, any other military body (Article 2). In this connection the position of the Standing Group was considered by the
4.

Working Group. Opinion

in the

Working Group was divided

as to

whether it should be covered by this Agreement or by a separate
Agreement, similar to that envisaged for SHAPE, based on the
Status of Forces Agreement. As the draft stands, the StandingGroup, being a military body, would be excluded from the application of the Agreement by Article 2, unless the Council (Avhich by
definition includes the Council Deputies)

decides otherwise.

Part II deals with the status of the Organization itself. Article 4 gives it juridical personality. This means that when subsidiary
bodies to which the Agreement applies wish to conclude contracts,
acquire property, etc., they will do so in the name of the Organiza5.

by Articles 5-11 are
all normally accorded to international organizations by agreements
of this type. An article generally found in such agreements concerning the treatment of official communications in the matter of
priorities, rates and taxes has been omitted. A number of Governments object to it either as being impracticable in their territories
or contrary to their national policy, and the International Telecommunications Union has raised objection to provisions of this kind
as being contrary to the International Telecommunications Con-

tion.

The immunities and

privileges provided

vention.
6.

Part III covers national 7-epresentatives and their

official staffs
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and follows approximately the pattern established for the United
Nations in New York. In general, those permanently stationed in
another

member

State

down

to the equivalent of third secretary

will enjoy the immunities

level

matic representatives and their
(Article 12)

and privileges accorded to diploofficial staffs of comparable rank

those temporarily in another

;

purposes will receive the

member

State for

NATO

somewhat lower but nevertheless adequate

and immunities accorded to similar personnel
under the agreements relating to other international organizations
(Article 13)
and official clerical staff not otherwise covered will
scale of privileges

;

receive a slightly lower scale

Part

7.

IV

still

(Article 14).

deals with the international staff of the Organization

and experts on missions for the Organization. The Article which
gave rise to the most difficulty was Article 19, which concerns taxation on the salaries and emoluments of officials. The rather complicated formula evolved has been very carefully drawn to provide
exemption for members of the staff who are paid directly by the
Organization at the normal rates, but to enable those States which
arrange to pay their nationals employed on the staff at higher rates
out of their own budgets to charge income tax on the salaries and
emoluments so paid.
8. Part V concerns the settlement of disputes. Parts VI and VII
contain formal provisions. The Agreement will be subject to ratification and will come into force when six States have ratified. It
may be denounced by giving one year's notice.
9. The attention of the Deputies is drawn to the fact that the

Summary Records
a

number

of the meetings of the

Working Group

of statements regarding the interpretation

record

and application

of the text of the Agreement.
10.

The Working Group propose

that at the time of signature of

Agreement the Deputies should adopt a Resolution as was done
in the <\ase of the Status of Forces Agreement, recommending member States to give effect to the Agreement to the maximum extent
4
possible pending ratification. A draft Resolution is annexed.
the

Draft Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation. National Representatives find International Staff

[The text of

this draft is identical witli the

This draft Resolution is identical with that
11)51
and has therefore been omitted.
5 For final text, see page 34, mpra.
4

)

in

final

text, 5 except

D-D(51) 206

(1G August
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that in the latter the square brackets found in Article 18 (infra) of

D-D (51)

178 are deleted.]

Article 18
Officials of the

Organisation agreed upon under Article 17 shall

and members of their
immediate families residing with and dependent on them, the
same immunities from immigration restrictions and aliens
registration as is accorded to diplomatic personnel of com-

(b) [be granted, together with their spouses

7

parable rank;]

,(d)

6

be given, together with their spouses and [members of their
immediate families residing with and dependent on them,] 6
the same repatriation facilities in time of international crisis
as are accorded to diplomatic personnel of comparable rank;

D-D (51) 206
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
Provisional Implementation (16 August
1951)

—

Draft Resolution on Provisional Implementation
1
of the Agreement

The Council Deputies,
Considering that some provisions of the Agreement signed today
on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National
Representatives and International Staff, can be implemented by adThe words

square brackets were inserted by corrigendum of 10 August
1951, pursuant to an amendment to these two subparagraphs approved by the
Council Deputies: D-R(51) 58, par. 52-54 (25 July 1951).
6

in

Adopted (with the deletion of the words "signed today") by the Council
Deputies: D-R(51) G8, par. 52(1) (3 October 1951).
i

:
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ministrative action without the necessity for legislation and that

such implementation would be useful in the period before the Agree-

ment

is ratified,

Recommend

that signatory States should give effect to the Agree-

ment provisionally, pending

ratification,

to

the

maximum

extent

possible.

D-D(51) 224
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International Staff
BENELUX Declaration (31 August 1951)

—

Draft Declaration by the Governments of Belgium,
Luxembourg anal the Netherlands 1

On

signing the Agreement of today's date regarding the Status

of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National Representatives

and International Staff, the Plenipotentiaries of the Kingdom of
Belgium, the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg and the Kingdom of the
Netherlands,

make

the following declaration

The nationals of the Kingdom of Belgium, the Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg and the Kingdom of the Netherlands may not
Agreement to
of one of these aforesaid Powers any exemp-

avail themselves of the provisions of the present

claim in the territory

which they do not enjoy in their own territory, with respect
to duties, taxes and other dues, which have been or will be standardised by virtue of conventions which have been or will be concluded for the purpose of bringing about the Economic Union of
Belgium, Luxembourg and the Netherlands.
tion

D-D(51) 229
Agreement on the Status of NATO, National Representatives and
International

—Extension

Staff

to

NATO

Military Bodies

(7

September 1951)
Report by the Chairman of the Working Group
1.

I

have the honor to report that the Working Group met on

24 August 1951 to consider the questions referred to it at the meeting of the Deputies on 22 August, concerning the draft Agreement

i

Noted by the Council Deputies:

D-ll(51)

08, par.

52(3)

(3

October 1951)

.
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on the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, National
Representatives and International Staff.

The Working Group

first

2 of the Agreement.

They recommend

2.

discussed questions relating to Art-

that Article 2 should
not be amended but that, at the time of the signature of the Agreement, a Resolution should be adopted in the form annexed to this
icle

make

Agreement applicable to the Military
Representatives Committee, the Standing Group and the Military
(The Secretariat has since drawn atStandardization Agency.
tention to the point that the Military Committee should also be
included in the resolution, and it has accordingly been included in
the annexed draft). As regards new agencies of these bodies which
might be created in the future, the Working Group were of the
opinion that it would be preferable to leave their position to be
decided by the Deputies ad hoc when they are established.
3. Since the meeting of the Working Group, I have been informed
that the Canadian Government have decided to accept Article 19
without reservation. The Working Group agreed that in this event
^Article 19 required no amendment.
report so as to

the

Draft Resolution

The Council Deputies,
Having noted that Article

2 of the

1

Agreement on the Status of

the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, National Representatives

and International Staff, provides that the Agreement shall not
apply to any military bodies of the Organisation unless the Council
(which by definition includes the Council Deputies) decides otherwise,

Decide that the Agreement shall apply to the Military Committee,
the Military Representatives Committee, the Standing Group and
the Military Standardisation Agency as subsidiary bodies of the
Organisation.

D-D(51) 252
Agreement between the United States and NATO, pursuant to
Article 19 of the Agreement on the Status of NATO, National
Representatives and International Staff (9 October 1951 )*
Agreement
Since the Government of the United States desires to enter into
i

Adopted by the Council Deputies:

1951

15

D-R(51)

68,

par.

52(2)

(3

October

)

UST 1087, TIAS
in D-D (51) 211

peared

2992.

An

earlier draft of this Agreement,

(21 August 1951), has been omitted since

which ap-

it is

identical
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an arrangement with the North Atlantic Council, acting on behalf
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, as provided in Article
19 of the proposed Agreement on the Status of the North Atlantic
Treaty Organisation, National Representatives and International
Staff, signed at Ottawa, Canada, September 20, 1951, it is, therefore, agreed by the Government of the United States and the North
Atlantic Council, acting on behalf of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organisation, as follows:
1.

Whenever

the Organisation desires the services of a United

Deputy United States Representative, North Atlantic Council, of: (A) The nature of the position
to be filled; (B) The qualifications which an individual must
possess to fill the position; and (C) The salary which such individual
would receive if employed by the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation. The Organisation may notify the Government of the United
States of the name(s) of any individual (s) it deems acceptable
States national,

it

will notify the

for the position.
2.

The Government

of

the

United States may assign to the

Organisation a United States national from its Government service
who is acceptable to the Organisation. The Government of the
United States will provide security clearance for the individual
concerned.
3.

The Government

of the United States will pay any and

all

and emoluments of United States nationals, who are employed by it and assigned to the Organisation, from its own funds
at rates determined by the Government of the United States.
salaries

4.

The Organisation agrees

emoluments

to

any

that

citizen of the

The Organisation

it

will

not pay salaries

and

United States.

United States the amounts
of salaries and emoluments which would otherwise have been paid
by the Organisation to United States nationals and will deduct the
5.

will credit to the

total of such credits for each fiscal year

from the amount assessed

Government of the United States by the Organisation, in respect
of the annual contribution of the Government of the United States

the

for the subsequent fiscal year.

In witness whereof, This Agreement is executed at London on
this 29th day of September, 1951, by Sir F. R. Hoyer Millar, ViceChairman of the North Atlantic Council Deputies, on behalf of
the North Atlantic Treaty Organisation, and by Charles M. Spof-

with the text above.
1051).

For discussion, see D-R(51)

63, par.

20-28 (22 August

:
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ford,

United States Deputy Representative

Council, on behalf of the

to the

North Atlantic

Government of the United

States.

{Signed) F. R. Hoyer Millar

(Signed) Charles M. Spofford

D-D (51) 266

—

Agreement Note by the Executive Secretary on
Passport and Visa Requirements (2 November 1951)

Status of Forces

3.

The Netherlands Government has pointed

out

that

national

samples of the documents
mentioned in paragraph 2 of Article III. These documents are:
Personal identity card, and individual or collective movement order.
authorities

As

should

with

supplied

be

the receiving State

may

require

movement orders

the

to

be

countersigned by its appropriate representative, facsimile of these
signatures would also be required (paragraph 2(b) of Article III).
4.

The

Government proposes that movement orders should

Italian

be standardized.
5.

The Canadian Government

is

considering the possibility of

waiving passport and visa requirements on a reciprocal basis in the
case of members of forces located in a neighboring NATO receiving State who may wish to enter Canada on leave. In this case
they should hold identity cards and official leave documents.

The following possibilities
and movement orders
6.

(i)

arise with regard to identity cards

introduction of a standard form of identity card for
bers

of

the

forces

national authorities of

NATO
all NATO

of

mem-

alternatively

countries;

countries should be pro-

vided with samples of personal identity cards in use;
(ii)

movement orders for
or individual members of these

the adoption of a standard form of
use by all
forces;

NATO

forces

or to provide national

authorities

of

all

NATO

countries with samples of individual and collective move-

ment orders
7.

As

in use.

instructed, the Secretariat has consulted the

of the Standing

Group

that, since this

is

Secretariat in this matter. It

a military question,

Standing Group for

action.

it

London Branch
is recommended

should be referred to the

—
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D-D (51) 269

—

Agreement Memorandum by the United Kingdom Deputy on Provisional Implementation and Claims Procedure (29 October 1951 ) x

Status of Forces

2.

The Netherlands and

Italian Deputies have already pointed out

that the documents provided for under Article III will need to be

agreed by national authorities, and the Council Deputies decided
on 3 October 1951 that the question of a standard form of movement order for forces of all NATO countries should be referred
to the Standing Group. It should also be noted that national immigration services, as Avell as military authorities, are concerned
with this question, and it is suggested that each member of the

who

presumably be asked
to endorse the Standing Group's recommendations, should be responsible for clearing the proposed form with his own national
immigration authorities. The same procedure might also be followed
in respect of specimens of the forces' identity cards used by the
different NATO countries, though it does not seem necessary in
this case to devise a standard form. A further question arising
from Article III, already raised by the Canadian Deputy, is that
of NATO forces proceeding on leave to another NATO country
than that in which they are stationed. The United Kingdom is
prepared to waive passports and visas for such forces, provided:
(a) that they are carrying the documents prescribed in Article
III and movement orders or leave passes indicating the duration of
their leave, and (b) that the length of their leave (not being leave
pending discharge) does not exceed 21 days.
3. Article V, paragraph 2, calls for a distinctive nationality mark
for service vehicles, and it is suggested that this question should
also be referred to the Standing Group or one of its agencies
possibly the Army Board of the Military Standardization Agency.
It will further be necessary for the receiving State to have a central
list of the vehicles maintained in its country by the sending State,
and the same body might also make recommendations on how this
Military Representatives Committee,

will

should be arranged.
4.

As

indicated above, the United

the provisions of Article
i

VIII

into effect

For discussion of the claims procedure
1 (16 January 11)52).

MS-K(52)

Kingdom

set

prepared to put
for any other NATO

forth in

is

Annex

B, supra, see
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country

which

to afford reciprocal treatment to the
This might create a situation in which only
a limited group of NATO countries were operating the claims
provisions among themselves, but as it is envisaged under Article
XVIII that the Agreement might at a given time be in force
between only four of the NATO countries if it had not yet been
ratified by the remaining signatories, this should not give rise to
undue difficulty. Before Article VIII can be put into force, however,
it will be necessary to agree on certain procedural arrangements.
A draft resolution on this point is attached (Annex A), together
with a draft procedural agreement (Annex B) and a specimen

willing

is

United Kingdom.

certain
It

(Annex C).This last
modifications to make it applicable

accident form

traffic

will, of course, require

to other

Governments.

suggested that these documents should be referred for con-

is

sideration to the

Working Group which drafted

the main Agree-

ment.

Annex A
Draft Resolution

The North Atlantic Council Deputies,
Considering that the implementation of Article VIII of the
Agreement signed in London on 19th June, 1951, regarding the
Status of Forces of Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty will be
greatly facilitated by the adoption by the Contracting Parties of
mutually acceptable arrangements on certain matters of common
concern not provided for in the Agreement itself,
Approve for that purpose the arrangements set out in the Annex
to this Resolution.

Annex B
Claims Procedure under Article VIII of the Agreement signed in
London on 19th June, 1951, hetioeen the Parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces
1.

Each Contracting Party

shall

inform the other Contracting

Parties of the addresses of:
(a) the Office or

by

it

Department within

to deal

its

own

with claims with which

territory
it

is

nominated

concerned in

the capacity of receiving State (hereinafter referred to as

"the Office of the Receiving State")
and
(b) the Office or Offices nominated by it for dealing with claims
with which it is concerned in the capacity of sending State
;
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(hereinafter

referred

to

as

"the

Office

of

the

Sending

State").
2.

(a)

Each Contracting Party shall make arrangements to secure
that any damage or claim in which it is concerned and to
which paragraph 1 or 2 of Article VIII applies is reported
at the earliest possible moment to an Office or Department
nominated by

under paragraph 1 of this Resolution.
(b) As soon as possible after an Office or Department has received a report in accordance with sub-paragraph (a) of
this paragraph, it shall notify the appropriate Office or
Department of each other State concerned and submit
thereto its proposals as to how the matter should be dealt
it

with.
(c)

The

Office or

Department receiving a

notification in

ac-

cordance with sub-paragraph (b) shall, within 21 days,
inform the Office or Department which has made the
notification if

it

does not agree with the procedure proposed

for dealing with the matter,

and

if

fails to

it

procedure shall be regarded as accepted.
(d) If the claim is submitted to arbitration

do so the

accordance with
paragraph 2 of Article VIII; the Office of the Receiving
State shall be responsible for arranging the appointment
is

of the arbitrator agreed between the Contracting Parties

concerned.
(e)

The

fees and expenses of the arbitrator appointed to decide
claim
a
under paragraph 2 of Article VIII shall be paid

in the

first

instance by the receiving State, which shall

claim reimbursement by the other Contracting Parties of
the amount of their shares through the half-yearly accounts
rendered in accordance with paragraph 5(e) (iv) of Art-

VIII.
(f) Any reimbursement due in respect of amounts of compensation determined under paragraph 2 of Article VIII shall
also be claimed through the half-yearly accounts referred
icle

to in (e) above.
3.

(a)

Any

act,

omission or occurrence which

may

give rise to a

claim falling within the terms of paragraph 5 of Article
VIII shall be reported by the Service unit or formation concerned to the Office of the Sending State as soon as possible
in accordance with instructions which shall be issued by the
sending State to its forces and civilian components,
(b)

When

a claim for

under paragraph 5

which a sending State may be liable
of Article VIII is received by any of its

—
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from the Office of the Receivof the Sending State shall immediately

authorities otherwise than

ing State, the Office

notify the Office of the Receiving State.
(c)

When

a

may

claim for which liability of a sending State

under paragraph 5 of Article VIII is received by the
receiving State otherwise than from the Office of the
Sending State, the Office of the Receiving State shall immediately notify the Office of the Sending State.
exist

(d) Immediately on being notified of a claim or possible claim
in accordance with (a), (b)
Office

or (c) of this paragraph, the

of the Sending State shall collect and record

relevant evidence obtainable

from

its

own

all

sources and shall

send this evidence without delay to the Office of the Receiving State. In the case of traffic accidents, reports shall
be made in the form annexed hereto in the language of
the sending State and of the receiving State.
(e)

Receiving State shall make available to
the sending State all information in its possession which
the sending State may require for the purpose of taking

The

Office of the

any member of its force or
component or for the purpose of taking such action

disciplinary
civilian

as
4.

may

it

The procedure

action

against

consider necessary in

its

oavu interests.

prescribed in paragraph 3 above shall also be

followed in the case of claims to which paragraph 6 of Article

VIII
5.

applies.

(a)

The half-yearly statement which the

receiving

required to furnish under paragraph 5(e) (iv)

VIII

is

of Article

shall be sent to the Office of the Receiving State

shall include
(i)

State

and

:

the reference

number given

to each case

by the

Office

of the Sending State for the purpose of identification;
(ii)

the reference

number given

to each case

by the

Office of

the Receiving State;
(iii)

the date of the incident, particulars of the Service unit

or formation involved, and,

number
(iv)

(v)
(vi)
(vii)

if

appropriate, the

official

of the vehicle or aircraft concerned;

amount of the award paid;
the date on which payment was made;
the name of the person to whom the award was made;
any amounts recovered from a third party by the rethe total

ceiving State in respect of an accident involving personnel of a sending State, the date on which recovery
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was

effected

and the name of the person making pay-

ment.
(b)

Any

sending State shall have the opportunity, upon reupon which payments concerning
it have been made by a receiving State, and such inspection
will be carried out at the Office of the Receiving State.

quest, of inspecting files

6.

Each

of the Contracting Parties which has mutual forbearance

or loss settlement agreements with insurers or other authorities for
the purpose of regulating claims arising out of vehicle accidents

may

extend such agreements in order that they shall apply to claims in
respect of damage or injury arising out of the use of vehicles
belonging to sending States and for the settlement of which as
receiving State

it

responsible.

is

[Annex C has been omitted.]

D-D(51) 300(H)
Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
(3 January 1952)

—Revised

Draft

1

Draft of Protocol to be annexed to the Agreement between the
Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their
Forces

Article

1

Subject to the following provisions, the Agreement between the
Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their

Forces shall apply to Allied Headquarters and also to their personnel

when

outside their national territory.
Definitions

Article 2
(a)

"The Agreement" means the Agreement between
to the

the Parties

North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their

Forces.

lThe

text of

D-D (51)

300 (R)

is

identical with that of

D-D (51)

300 (12

December 1951), except for the insertion of a new Article 12 (military postal
service) and the consequent renumbering of Articles 12 and 13 as Articles 13
and 14. The earlier text was not the subject of any recorded discussions. For
MS-R
discussion of D-D (51) 300 (II), see MS-R(52) 2 (17-18 January 1952)
(52) 4 (23 January 1952). See also D-D (52) 2 (3 January 1952).
;
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Headquarters" means a Headquarters set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty and established under a
special agreement upon the territory of a Party to that
Treaty, and made up of the elements covered in paragraph
1 (a) and (b) of Article I of the Agreement.

(b) "Allied

(c)

The abbreviation
quarters, Allied

"SHAPE"

Powers

in

stands for the

Supreme Head-

Europe.

means an Allied Headquarters
operating with funds provided by SHAPE'S international

(d) "Subordinate Headquarters"

budget.

Application of the Status of Forces Agreement
Allied Headquarters

to

Article 3
(a)

When members

of an Allied Headquarters are not engaged

performance of their duties, they shall be subject to
the provisions set out in the Agreement.
in the

(b)

When members

of an Allied Headquarters are engaged in

the performance of their duties, the rights and obligations

which the Agreement gives
State or

its

to or

imposes upon the sending

military authorities in respect of

its

own

forces

incumbent upon, SHAPE. However,
the right of jurisdiction and disciplinary powers over the
members of an Allied Headquarters shall be exercised by
their sending State in the cases and under the terms provided
by Article VII of the Agreement.
shall be vested in, or be

Article 4
Instead of the collective or individual movement order which
members of a force are required to have under paragraph 2(b)
of Article III of the Agreement, there shall be substituted in
respect of the members of an Allied Headquarters, an individual

card issued by that Headquarters, bearing the name,
Christian names, date and place of birth, nationality, rank, regis-

identity

tration

number and period of

validity.

The civilian components of an Allied Headquarters and the
dependents of members of such Headquarters shall carry a similar
identity card issued in the same manner for the purpose of proving
their identity.

These cards must be produced

at all times

upon

request.
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Article

5

For the implementation of paragraph
Agreement, Allied Headquarters

shall

10 of Article

use their

own

VII

of the

police.

Article 6
If any immovable property, land or building has been provided
for an Allied Headquarters by a receiving State, the latter shall

resume possession of all installations as soon as these are no longer
required by the Headquarters. In every case, the increase or loss
of value of the properly shall be evaluated in accordance with the
domestic legislation of the receiving State.

manner

The Council Deputies

which the resultant profits or losses to
the receiving State are to be brought to account. Such profits or
losses shall be distributed according to the arrangements for sharing capital costs on the SHAPE budget.
shall decide the

in

Rights, hrvmunities and Privileges of Allied Headquarters

Article 7

So far

as necessary for the fulfilment of its task,

SHAPE

shall

have the capacity to conclude contracts and to acquire or to dispose
of property. The conditions on which it will exercise these rights
shall form the subject of special agreements with the receiving
State.

Article

8

Subject to the provisions of Article VIII of the Agreement,
may engage in legal proceedings as claimant or defendant.
and the receiving State may agree that the
However,
in the courts of that State in
latter shall act on behalf of
the conduct of legal proceedings arising out of its contractual

SHAPE

SHAPE

SHAPE

capacity.

No measure

of execution or measure directed to the seizure or

attachment of property in dispute shall be taken against

SHAPE.

Article 9
(a)

To enable it to operate its international budget, SHAPE
may hold currency of any kind and operate accounts in any
currency.

(b)

undertake to facilitate transfers of
funds from one country to another and the con-

Governments

SHAPE'S

shall

;
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version of any currency held by

SHAPE

into

any other

currency.

Article 10

The

inviolability of the

documents and archives of Allied Head-

quarters shall be assured as follows:

and other

documents or papers of an Allied
Headquarters kept in premises used by those Headquarters
or kept by properly authorised members of a Headquarters
shall not be seized, unless the Headquarters has expressly
waived this immunity;

(a) archives

official

(b) in cases falling within the jurisdiction of the receiving State,

the authorities of that

State

may

request that a qualified

representative of the Headquarters concerned satisfies himself in their presence that the archives,

are of an

official

documents and papers

character.

Personal Immunities and Privileges

Article

11

The Supreme Commander, Allied Forces

Europe, shall have
the status of a head of a diplomatic mission. His Deputies, his
Chief of Staff, the Commanders-in-Chief under his Command, and
possibly a small number of Staff Officers directly under his control, a list of whom shall be prepared and kept up to date by the
North Atlantic Council Deputies, shall be granted, outside the
territory of their sending State and for the duration of their
in

mission:
(a)

immunity from personal

arrest or detention;

(b) inviolability of their personal papers
(c) the facilities

accorded to diplomats
exchange restrictions

and documents;

in respect of

currency or

same immunities and facilities as are accorded to diplomats in respect of their personal baggage;
immunity from legal process in respect of any words spoken
and acts done by them in their official capacity and within
the limits of their authority. This immunity in respect of
words spoken and acts done shall continue after their duties

(d) the

(e)

terminate.

The

privileges referred to in paragraphs (a)

and (d) above

shall

also be accorded to dependents, as defined in Article I of the Agreement, of the persons entitled to them.
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Military Postal Service

Article 12
Allied Headquarters

may

organise a Military Postal Service for
the transmission of their mail and for the postal requirements of the

members of their staffs.
The appropriate transportation may be

effected

by means at the

disposal of Allied Headquarters.

If the P.T.T.

Department of the receiving State

is

called

upon

to transmit telegrams, the charges in respect of such services shall

be refunded to

it.

Entry into Force
Article 13
This Protocol shall be submitted to the Council Deputies in accordance with document D-D (51) 127. It shall enter into force
on the same conditions as the Agreement between the Parties to
the North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces.
However, a special agreement between the Supreme Command and
the authorities of the receiving State may fix the dates on which
certain of its clauses shall enter into force by administrative means.

Article 14
Articles 2 to 12 of this Protocol
stances provided in Article

XVII

may

be revised in the circum-

of the Agreement.

D-D(51) 301 (R)
Draft Agreement between France and SHAPE Regarding the Establishment and Operation of Allied Headquarters on French Territory (3

January 1952) x

Draft Agreement betiveen the Government of the French Republic
and SHAPE regarding Special Conditions applicable for the
Establishment and Operation of Allied Headquarters on French
Territory

The Government

of the French Republic and

SHAPE,

Considering that the general relations between the Parties to the
North Atlantic Treaty and Allied Headquarters have been defined
i

For discussion, see

ary 1952).

D-D (52)

2 (3 January 1052)

;

MS-R(52)

4 (23 Janu-

:
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annexed to the Agreement between the Parties to
North
Atlantic
Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces, but
the
that certain special provisions should be laid down by the Government of the French Republic and SHAPE regarding the establishment and operation in France of such Allied Headquarters as may
in the Protocol

be located there,

Have agreed

as follows

Article

1

Definitions

The "Agreement'' means

(a)

to the

the

Agreement between the Parties

North Atlantic Treaty regarding the Status of their

Forces.

Headquarters" means a Headquarters set up pursuant
to the North Atlantic Treaty, and established under a special
agreement upon the territory of a Party to that Treaty, and
made up of the elements covered in paragraph 1 (a) and (b)
of Article I of the Agreement.

(b) "Allied

•

The abbreviation

(c)

quarters, Allied

SHAPE

Powers

in

stands

for the

Supreme Head-

Europe,

(d) "Subordinate Headquarters"

means an Allied Headquarters

operating with funds provided by
budget.

SHAPE'S

international

Article 2

The peacetime
of

location on

French territory of the various

sections

SHAPE

and its subordinate headquarters shall be decided by
agreement between the French Government and SHAPE.
alteration in such location shall be decided in the same way.

direct

Any

Article 3

SHAPE

of
The French Government shall be kept informed by
the Headquarters establishment and any alterations in such estab-

Insofar as such alterations concern complete units, whatever their size, they must receive the prior approval of the French
lishment.

Government.
"Article 4

Any

request or communication

from

SHAPE to the French Govern-

ment or to the French authorities shall be transmitted through the
French Military Representative attached to SHAPE Headquarters.
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Article

The requirements

5

of Allied Headquarters in regard to construction

work, the renting of premises, the placing at their disposal of State
property, and the provision of services connected with the use of any
building, shall be met by the appropriate French Departments in
accordance with French regulations applicable to transactions of the
same type carried out on behalf of the State.
In the case of each contract, the technical specifications, the financial
clauses and the list of firms invited to submit tenders shall be agreed
and drawn up in consultation with SHAPE, and the approval of the
contract shall also be subject to SHAPE'S prior agreement. The contract shall then be signed and followed up by the French authorities.
Any disputes or legal proceedings which may arise with the contractors shall be investigated, pursued and settled by the French Departments in accordance with French regulations. Nevertheless,

SHAPE shall be consulted prior to any compromise settlement
any decision to

The

institute or

and

to

withdraw court proceedings.

costs of carrying out contracts or settling legal actions shall

normally be met out of a special account maintained by SHAPE in
accordance with a procedure established by agreement with the French
Liaison Mission assisting the Allied Armies.
The administrative expenses incurred by the French Government in
respect of the matter covered by the present Article shall be refunded
by SHAPE on the basis of expenditures actually incurred.

Article 6

The right of acquisition provided by Article 7 of the Protocol shall
be subject, in each individual case, insofar as real property is concerned, to the prior agreement of the French Government. In the
exercise of their right of ownership, SHAPE and the subordinate
Headquarters shall be under the obligation to respect French
tion and regulations.
Article 7

The adjustment

legisla-

of the increase or depreciation in value of private

buildings rented shall be effected in accordance with French

common

law.

Article 8

With

respect to purchases

made

in France, except those

made

in

an

when

emergency and those of small value, Allied Headquarters shall,
procuring goods required for their establishment and operation, pay
due attention to the advice of the appropriate French Departments.
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Nevertheless, in order to ensure that such purchases do not adversely

economy, the French authorities shall indicate, as necessary, any articles the purchase of which is subject to restriction or
affect the local

prohibition.

Article 9

The recruitment and employment,

in France, of the civilian labour

required by Allied Headquarters shall be governed by the conditions
laid down in paragraph 4 of Article IX of the Agreement, the appropriate social security contributions being paid in accordance with the
provisions of the common law. However, Allied Headquarters may
recruit their administrative civilian staff direct in all countries Parties

North Atlantic Treaty.
Any person employed by any Allied Headquarters shall first be
screened in respect of security by the Government which is in the best

to the

position to carry out such screening.

Article 10

At SHAPE'S
on

its

behalf in

French Government may consent to act
any proceedings before the French courts relating to
request, the

the settlement of disputes or legal actions arising out of the application of Articles 7

and

8 above.

Article 11

As an exception to

the provisions of Article 4 above, applications for
subscriptions to the telephone network and the
network shall
be submitted direct to the
Department. The appropriate official

TELEX

PTT

application forms shall be sent to the "Liaison Mission assisting the
Allied Armies."

Application for the telephone and telegraph circuits required for
the operation of Allied Headquarters shall be submitted to the "Military Commissary for Telecommunications Networks.'' The appropriate official application forms shall be sent to the "Liaison Mission
assisting the Allied Armies."
services rendered by the Ministry of PTT
charged in accordance with the regulations and rates in force
that Department in its dealings with the French Armed Forces.

The works performed and
shall be
in

Article 12

The

mail of Allied Headquarters may be sent through
the French Postal Services; where appropriate, it will be exempted,
like the mail of the French Armed Forces, from prepaid postage; the
(a)

official
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total

amount of the

postal charges shall be collected by the

PIT Department, with the approval of the SHAPE
receipt of an invoice

drawn up

periodically to

Budget

show the

French

Office,

verified

on

volume

of the mail in question.

Correspondence, other than official documents, despatched from
or addressed to Allied Headquarters and the members of their staffs,
which is forwarded or received through the French Postal Services,
must be prepaid by means of postage stamps of the sending country,
in conformity with the provisions of the Convention and Arrangements
(b)

of the Universal Postal Union.
(c)

Articles despatched by or addressed to Allied Headquarters and

members of

through the post and in postal parcels, whether
through the agency of the French Seiwices or through the services of
the Armed Forces, shall be subject to customs control.
their staffs

The procedure

and the collection of any duties and taxes which may be due shall be drawn up by
direct agreement between the competent SHAPE authorities and the
French customs authorities.
to enable the exercise of this control

(d) Official consignments of the type covered by the previous para-

graph

exempt from customs control, provided they are sealed
the form and wording of which shall be communicated to the French Customs Department.
shall be

or bear an

official label,

Article 13

SHAPE and its Subordinate Headquarters may import, install and
use on French territory military radio and radar stations.

The

frequencies used shall be the subject of agreement between the

Contracting Parties; they will be used exclusively for

official

purposes.

In peacetime, the technical arrangements connected in particular
with the site and transmitting power of the stations shall be decided
between the SHAPE services and the appropriate French authorities.

Article 14
(a)

In order to meet

its

requirements in France,

SHAPE may con-

vert the currency in its possession into French francs; for this purpose

opened in its name in the Bank of France;
the francs which are entered on such special accounts and are not used

special accounts shall be

shall be reconvertible into the original currency.

(b)

SHAPE may

use the francs obtained by the surrender of one

currency of the European Payments Union to purchase another currency of the European Payments Union.

;
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Article 15

The French Government agrees to extend

components
of Allied Headquarters and to dependents, on certain conditions and
subject to certain limitations, the benefit of the provisions of paragraph
4 of Article XI of the Agreement.
to the civilian

At SHAPE'S request the French Government
such conditions and limitations.

shall

inform

it

of

Article 16

SHAPE
all

Subordinate Headquarters shall be exempt from
direct taxation with the following exceptions:

and

its

payment by employers of 5 percent of the salaries
received by French nationals or persons normally domiciled in

(a) the standard

France
(b) charges
(c) taxes

by way of payment for public

due on such premises as

it

utility services;

may own under

the terms of

Article 5 (b) above.

They

exempt from taxes levied on income from sales and
services rendered in their messes, bars, and canteens, provided that
access to those premises is regulated by provisions which have received
the prior approval of the appropriate French fiscal authorities and
shall be

that they are run on non-commercial lines.

They

account of the views of the French Ministries of
Finance and Economic Affairs in fixing the categories and quantities
of imported goods which entitled persons may procure from the appropriate sales agencies of Allied Headquarters.
shall take

Article 17

The present agreement regarding

special conditions for the establishment and operation on French territory of Allied Headquarters
shall

come

into force after ratification, without prejudice to the earlier

application of those of

its

provisions which

may

be implemented

merely by administrative decision.

Article 18

The

present agreement shall remain in force as long as

SHAPE

or

any Headquarters are located in France. It may be reviewed at the
request of one of the Parties and by common agreement between them.

:
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D-D(52) 2
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Report and ComProtocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
ments by France and SHAPE on the Draft Protocol and the Draft

France-SHAPE Agreement (3 January 1952 J 1
Report on

As

tlie

Draft Protocol

was announced that Supreme Headquarters, Allied
Powers Europe (SHAPE) were to be installed in France, the French
Government began to examine the conditions for the establishment
and operation of those Headquarters and their integrated general staff.
A first draft agreement in this connection was submitted to SHAPE
1.

soon as

it

on 15 March 1951.
2. On 7 May 1951, the Working Group charged by the Council
Deputies with the examination of the status of the Armed Forces
requested the French Government in a report 2 to study with SHAPE
the question of the application of the Status of Forces Agreement to
Allied Headquarters and to make proposals to it which might form
the subject of a Protocol to be attached to the Agreement on the

Armed Forces.

Status of the

These terms of reference went beyond the question of the special
relations between SHAPE and the French Government. For that
reason it seemed desirable to prepare
3.

(a) a text of general scope to settle the status of Allied

Head-

members of their staffs in the form of a Protocol
Agreement of 19 June 1951 and
text to settle the relations between SHAPE and the

quarters and

to be attached to the

(b) a special

;

French Government.
4.

The

negotiations conducted with

SHAPE

resulted in a draft

Protocol of fourteen articles, which the P>ench Government has the

honor
5.

to

It

submit to the Council Deputies.

did not seem possible to separate the Protocol from the draft

Agreement, although the Council Deputies are not required
to give a decision on the latter text, which
subject to a final agreement
to be reached as regards Article 16(a) and (c)
has been agreed by
both Parties but the bilateral Agreement throws light upon the Protobilateral

—

—

;

i

D-D(51) 300(H) and D-D(51) 301(R), both dated 3 January
The paragraph numbers in the present document have been added by the

References:

1052.
editor.
2

D-D (51)

127, Report, par. 5 (7

May

1951).

:
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col, to

which

it is

complementary.

It

should therefore be read with

the present report.

II
6.

The broad

lines of the Protocol

may

be summarized as follows.

down the principle of the application, to Allied
Headquarters and the members of their staffs, of the Agreement on
7.

Article

1

lays

Armed Forces concluded on 19 June 1951.
down the specific methods of applying this Agreement,

the Status of the

In laying
the French Government was guided by two considerations
8.

1.

Because of
cated to

its

assignment and the international budget allohas been given a certain status by the

SHAPE

it,

Council Deputies.
2.

Members

though members individually of the armed forces of their sending country, are grouped
into one integrated general staff, and these Headquarters themselves, in the case of subordinate Headquarters, are dependent
upon SHAPE.
of Allied Headquarters,

seemed logical to lay down that when members of an
Allied Headquarters acted in their official capacity, that is, as members of an integrated Headquarters, SHAPE replaced their sending
State with regard to the rights and obligations which the Agreement
of 19 June 1951 gives to or imposes upon such State. This rule makes
it possible to interpret in a general manner the Articles of the Agreement, whether the sending State is designated under that name or by
the term "Contracting Party,-' as in Article VIII, paragraphs 1, 2, 3
and 4. On the contrary, when members of the Headquarters are not
acting in their official capacity, the Agreement of 19 June 1951 applies
in a straightforward manner, without interposition by SHAPE.
9.

It therefore

After prescribing how the Agreement of 19 June 1951 shall
apply, the draft determines the special privileges and benefits accorded
to Allied Headquarters and to certain members of these bodies by
reason of their assignment, It recognizes SHAPE'S capacity, under
certain conditions, to conclude contracts, to acquire or to dispose of
property, authorizes it to effect whatever currency transactions are
10.

necessary to enable

down

it

and lays
Headquarters
Allied

to operate its international budget,

and documents of all
Moreover, it grants the privileges of diplomatic

that the archives

shall be inviolable.

status both to the

Supreme Commander personally and

of persons charged with highly responsible duties; a

persons will be put forward by
through the Standing Group.

SHAPE

to a
list

to the Council

number
of these

Deputies

:
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III

The

11.

SHAPE

draft Protocol has been agreed by

except as re-

gards four points
settlements to take place once the installations

(a) Financial

built

by

draft)
(b)

SHAPE

are no longer required (Article 6 of the

;

exemption from excise duties and
proposed by SHAPE)

sales tax

(new Article

;

(c) free conversion of

currency (Article 9)

(d) operation of military

post

offices

in

;

the

receiving State

(Article 12).

Concerning these four points, the observations of SHAPE are
submitted below, together with the comments of the French Govern12.

ment.

Installations Built by

A.

SHAPE

Comments
13.

Special attention

is

drawn

of

and no Longer Required.

SHAPE

to Articles 6

and 7

[of the draft

Under Article 7, SHAPE and its subordinate Headquarters are empowered to acquire immovable property, but this

Protocol].
right

is strictly

limited by the provisions of Article 6 of the draft

Agreement between the French Government and SHAPE, as the
French Government only intends to authorize SHAPE or any of
its subordinate Headquarters to acquire immovable property in certain exceptional cases of no great importance.
14. According to French law, all buildings or other immovable
construction built or to be built in France automatically becomes the

property of the owner of the ground upon which it is built.
15. Since it is the intention of the French Government only to
authorize SHAPE to acquire immovable property of no great importance, the result of Article 6 will be that existing or intended con-

French territory, financed by the international budget,
automatically become the property of the French Government.

struction on
will
16.

Moreover, in view of the fact that similar laws on property

are not in force in
itself justified in

all

NATO

countries,

agreeing to Article

6,

SHAPE

does not consider

and the question

is

therefore

submitted for the special attention of the Council Deputies.

Comments
17.

The

difficulty

of French Government

encountered here derives from the differences

the domestic laws of the various countries.

In the

first

in

place, in the

:
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case of privately

owned grounds

or buildings, the law of the receiv-

ing State applies de piano. In the second place, the French Govern-

ment would point out that, under its own legislation, the buildings
built by SHAPE upon ground belonging to the State, or the alterations made by SHAPE to a building owned by the State, would be
the subject of a right of "ownership" on the part of SHAPE. Such
buildings or alterations may increase the value of grounds or buildings, thus entitling SHAPE to a claim upon the French Government;
but this increase in value may be more than offset by the depreciation undergone by the ground or building through having been
altered or put to a

new purpose.

Once any immovable property owned by France is no longer
required by SHAPE, the comparison of these two factors will make
it possible finally to determine which of the two parties
the French
Government or SHAPE is a creditor to the other, and to what
18.

—

—

extent.
19.

Assuming

this first question to be settled, there

sharing the profit or loss between
20.

The wording proposed

member

States.

for Article 6 uses that of a formula

already employed by the specialist
B.

remains that of

Working Group.

Exemption From Excise Duties and Sales Tax.
Proposed Article
21.

SHAPE

the following

requests the insertion, between Articles 8

new

Although

and

9,

of

Article

SHAPE

does not, in principle, claim exemption from

and from the sales tax included in the price of movimmovable goods, Governments of States which are Parties
to the North Atlantic Treaty shall nevertheless take appropriate
administrative measures to ensure the remission or reimbursement
of the amount of these duties and taxes whenever SHAPE makes,
for its own official use, important purchases whose price includes
duties and taxes of this nature.
excise duties

able or

Comments

of

SHAPE

The French Government points out that its own services are
not exempted from these J:axes; but it should not be overlooked that
in such cases these payments obviously amount to a transfer from
one account to another, and result from the application of the "gross
22.

budget'- principle in the
fictitious.

French budget system; they are therefore

—
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Moreover, the payment of these taxes by SHAPE or its subordinate Headquarters constitutes a real payment with a corresponding entry of foreign currency, to the benefit of the French Treasury.
Hence such payments represent a levy paid by SHAPE without
23.

counterpart.
24.

The payment of

fact of

SHAPE

these taxes could be justified in part if the

being located on French territory resulted in a

financial loss for the

French Government

Government derives considerable

;

but, in reality, the

made up

profit,

dollars, as a direct result of the establishment of

French

in particular of

SHAPE

and

its

subordinate Headquarters on French territory.
25.

In confining

purchases,

request to an exemption covering important

its

SHAPE

considers

it

making

is

a reasonable proposal

which, moreover, is in accordance with the text agreed in connection
with the Status of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, National
Representatives and International Staff.

Comments
26.

The

of French Government

object of the present Protocol

is

to apply to Allied

quarters the Agreement of 19 June 1951 on the Status of
Forces.

For

—

it is

possible to refer to

Ottawa on 20 September

Armed

Agreement and for
the Agreement signed

the questions not covered by that

those questions only
at

—

Head-

1951, concerning the status of

NATO

civilian agencies.
27.
is

of

Now, with regard

to the specific point referred to above, there

and that
Article IX, paragraph 8,

a contradiction between the status of civilian agencies

Armed

Forces, since the latter in

its

reads as follows

Neither a force, nor a civilian component, nor the members
thereof, nor their dependents, shall by reason of this Article enjoy
any exemption from taxes or duties relating to purchases and services chargeable under the fiscal regulations of the receiving State.
28. It is in application of this Article that

and the French

services themselves

—are

NATO

Allied Forces

subject to the duties

and

taxes in question. Allied Headquarters must similarly be subject to
this system, since the

Agreement of 19 June 1951 on the Status of

Forces applies to them.

The "Protocol annexed

Agreement" on the Status of
Forces cannot contain provisions contrary to those of the Agreement
29.

itself.

to the

:
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Free Conversion of Currency.

C.

Proposed amendment

SHAPE

30.

requests that Article 9 of the draft Protocol be re-

placed by the following text

Without restriction by
toria of any kind,

1.

financial controls, regulations or

mora-

SHAPE may

hold currency of any kind and operate accounts in any currency;
(b) SHAPE may freely transfer its funds from one country to
another or within any country and convert any currency
held by it into any other currency at the most favourable
official rate of exchange for a sale or purchase, as the case
(a)

may
2.

be.

In exercising its rights under paragraph 1 above, SHAPE shall
pay due regard to any representations made by any member
State and shall give effect to such representations in so far as
it is practicable to do so.

Comments
31.

SHAPE

points out that the

of

SHAPE

Agreement on the Status of Armed

Forces contains no provision governing the administration of international funds.

SHAPE

32. The situation of
is comparable in all points to the
other bodies of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
considers that the text proposed by the French Government is not

SHAPE

in accordance with the status of

acting on behalf of

all

SHAPE,

an international body

the nations Parties to the North Atlantic

Treaty and administering funds provided by these nations. For this
reason, no restriction should hinder the conversion of such funds.
33. It remains to be pointed out that the text proposed by SHAPE,
which is based on D-D (51) 178, contains a limiting clause designed
to prevent any undesirable effect which might result from free convertibility.

Such effects would in fact be limited since, as the French
Government points out, SHAPE will pay the greater part of its
34.

expenditures in the currency of the receiving State.
35. Admittedly, the French Government has granted conversion

within the framework of the European Payments Union;
but these facilities are somewhat precarious since they depend upon
the continued existence of the European Payments Union itself.
36. The SHAPE treasury should be sufficiently independent to be
facilities

:
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able to deal with any situation, and free convertibility

is

therefore

essential.

Comments of French Government
37.

The remarks by

cle 9 of the draft

SHAPE

refer only to paragraph (b) of Arti-

Protocol in connection with which

SHAPE

re-

quests complete liberty in the conversion of currency.

In practice, the French Government grants SHAPE the facilIn its specific Agreement with
ities in requests in this respect.
SHAPE, it undertakes to give SHAPE freedom of arbitration in
respect of currency within the framework of the European Payments Union. However, for reasons of administrative convenience
and in order to control the movement of currencies, it does not consider it advisable to extend unconditionally these facilities to other
38.

currencies.

Moreover, as a result of their being established on the territory
of a given country, Allied Headquarters are bound to effect the
greater part of their expenditures in the currencies of that country.
By granting them free disposal of their holdings in currency, with
the possibility of reconversion to the currency of origin limited to
the amount of the budget contribution, the receiving State, generally
speaking, enables Headquarters to meet any expenditures they are
39.

required to incur in this currency.

This question, which affects
for consideration by the Deputies.
40.

all

member

States, is submitted

D. Operation or Military Post Offices in the Receiving State.

Proposed Amendment
41.

SHAPE

requests that Article 12 of the draft Protocol be re-

placed by the following

The

receiving State shall authorise the establishment of any

Military Post Office which a nation party to the North Atlantic
its

may wish

up for the use and welfare of the staff of
own national Forces when these Forces are part of an Allied

Treaty

to set

Headquarters.

Comments

SHAPE

of

SHAPE

up national Military
Post Offices for the use of the military personnel of Allied Headquarters located in NATO countries should form the subject of a
special Article in the Protocol, to apply to all nations which are
parties to the North Atlantic Treaty.
42.

considers that the right to set
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The French Government,

one of the paragraphs of the
Agreement, proposes that this right should be authorized in France
in the form of an "allied" military postal service directly supervised
by the Headquarters concerned. SHAPE does not share this view.
44. Not only are the Military Post Offices of each country governed
by regulations which cannot apply on an international plane, but in
addition an international agency would have no control over them.
It follows then that the organization of Military Post Offices is
purely a national concern and that the administration of them
43.

in

cannot form part of the military command.

C omments

of French

Government

This question which, it seemed originally, should form the subject of a paragraph of the Agreement between the French Government and SHAPE, comes in realitv within the framework of the
twelve NATO Powers. For this reason it is inserted in the Protocol.
46. The French Government and SHAPE are agreed as to the aim
to be achieved; they disagree merely as to the methods of achieving
45.

that aim.
r

47. It is doubtful

set

up

whether

all

member

States will each be able to

a national postal service in Allied Headquarters.

If they did

the solution proposed by the French Government in Article 12
would surely be preferable: that is, to operate in each Allied Headquarters an integrated postal service in which, under a unified system
so,

of control, preferably carried out by an official of the receiving State,
the administrative regulations peculiar to each country would be
observed. The initial studies carried out in France on this subject

would appear

to

show that

this solution is practicable.

MS-D(52) 3
Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters

(18 January 1952)

—Revised

Draft

1

Draft Protocol on the Status of Allied HeadUp Pursuant to the North Atlantic
Treaty

quarters Set

The Parties

to the

North Atlantic Treaty, signed

in

Washington

on 4th April, 1949.
i Reference:
D-D (51) 30O(R) (3 January 1952). The present revision was
prepared by the Chairman of the Working Group on the basis of the discus-

sion reported in

revised draft, see

MS-R(52)
MS-R(52)

2 (17-18

January 1952). For a discussion of

3 (22 January 1952).

this

;

: :
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Considering that international military Headquarters may be established in their territories, by arrangement, under the North Atlantic
Treaty, and

Desiring to define the status of such Headquarters and of their
personnel within the North Atlantic area,
Have agreed to this Protocol to the Agreement signed between
them in London on 19th June, 1951, regarding the Status of their
Forces

Article

1

In this Protocol the expression

Agreement" means the Agreement signed in London on
19th June, 1951, between the Parties to the North Atlantic

(a) "the

Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces;
(b) "Supreme Headquarters" means Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers in Europe or any equivalent military Headquarters
set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty and operating
with funds provided under an international budget;
(c) "Allied Headquarters" means any Supreme Headquarters and
any military Headquarters which is subordinate to a Supreme
Headquarters and operates with funds provided under the
international budget of that Supreme Headquarters [and is
commanded by an officer of not less than the equivalent of
general rank] 2
Article 2
.

Subject to the following provisions, the Agreement shall apply to
Allied Headquarters in the territory of a Party to this Protocol in
the North Atlantic area, and to the military and civilian personnel
of such Headquarters included in the definitions of force and civilian

component

in Article 3 of this Protocol,

connection with their

when

in such territory in

official duties.

Article 3

For the purpose of applying the Agreement to an Allied Headquarters the expressions "force" and "civilian component," whereever they occur in the Agreement, shall have the meaning set out
below
(a) "force"

quarters

means the personnel attached

who belong

to the Allied

to the land, sea or air

armed

Head-

services of

any Party to the North Atlantic Treaty
(b) "civilian component" means the civilian personnel attached to
2

Square brackets

in original text.

:

;
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who

employ of the
Headquarters or in the emplo}^ of an armed service of a
Party to the North Atlantic Treaty and who are not stateless
persons, nor nationals of any State which is not a Party to
the Allied Headquarters

are either in the

the Treaty, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily resident

in,

the

State in which they are for the time being located.

Article 4

The

rights

and obligations which the Agreement gives

to or im-

upon the sending State or its authorities in respect of its forces
or their civilian components shall, in respect of an Allied Headquarters and its personnel, be vested in or attached to the appropriate
Supreme Headquarters and the authorities responsible under it,
poses

except that
(a) the right

which

is

given by Article

VII

of the

Agreement

to

the military authorities of the sending State to exercise criminal

and disciplinary jurisdiction

shall

remain vested, in the

members of a force, in the military authorities of the
State to whose armed service they belong, or, in the case of
members of a civilian component, in the military authorities
of the State by whose armed service they are employed
case of

imposed upon the sending State or
ities by Article II, by paragraphs 5(a) and 6(a)
VII, by paragraphs 9 and 10 of Article VIII and
XIII shall attach both to the Allied Headquarters
State to which the force or civilian component

(b) the obligations

belongs

its

author-

of Article

by Article
and to the
concerned

;

purposes of paragraphs 2(a) and 5 of Article III, paragraph 6 of Article VIII, and Article XIV, the sending State
shall be the State to which the force or civilian component
concerned belongs.

(c) for the

Article

5

Every member of an Allied Headquarters shall have a personal
identity card issued by the Headquarters showing names, date and
place of birth, nationality, rank or grade, registration number and
period of validity. This card must be presented on demand.
Article 6

For the purposes of paragraph 10 of Article VII of the Agree-
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ment, Allied Headquarters shall use their

own

military police.

Article 7

The exemption from taxation accorded under Article X of the
Agreement to members of a force or civilian component in respect
of their salaries and emoluments shall apply, as regards members of
an Allied Headquarters to whom this Protocol applies, to salaries
and emoluments paid to them as such members by the Allied Headquarters or by the State to whose force or civilian component they
belong.

Article

8

So far as is necessary for the fulfilment of its functions, each
Supreme Headquarters shall possess juridical personality and have
the capacity to conclude contracts and to acquire and dispose of
property. The receiving State may, however, make the exercise of
such capacity subject to special arrangements between it and the
Supreme Headquarters.
Article 9
Subject to the provisions of Article VIII of the Agreement, a
Supreme Headquarters may engage in legal proceedings as claimant
1.

or defendant.

However, the Supreme Headquarters and the

receiv-

ing State may agree that the latter shall act on behalf of the Headquarters in any legal proceedings to which the Headquarters is a

party before the courts of the receiving State.
2.

No measure

attachment of
Headquarters.

its

of execution or measure directed to the seizure or

property or funds shall be taken against any Allied

Article 10
1.

To

enable

it

to operate its international budget, a

Supreme

Headquarters may hold currency of any kind and operate accounts
in any currency.
2.

The

Parties to this Protocol shall facilitate transfers of the

funds of a Supreme Headquarters from one country to another and
the conversion of any currency held by a Supreme Headquarters into
any other currency.

Article 11

The

archives and

documents of an Allied Headquarters kept
in premises used by those Headquarters or in the possession of airy
properly authorised member of the Headquarters shall be inviolable,
official
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unless the Headquarters has waived this immunity.

The Headquart-

ers shall, however, at the request of the receiving State, verify the

nature of any documents to confirm that they are entitled to inviolability

under this Article.

Article 12
All differences relating to the interpretation or application of this
Protocol shall be settled by negotiation between the parties in dis-

pute without recourse to any outside jurisdiction. Except where express provision is made to the contrary in this Protocol or in the
Agreement, differences which cannot be settled by direct negotiation
shall be referred to the

North Atlantic Council or any of the sub-

sidiary bodies authorised to act in this behalf.

Article 13
1.

Articles

XV

and

XVII

to

XX

of the

Agreement

shall

apply

as regards this Protocol as if they were an integral part thereof, but

so that the Protocol

may

be reviewed, suspended, ratified, acceded

denounced or extended in accordance with those provisions independently from the Agreement.
to,

2.

The

present Protocol

may

be supplemented by bilateral agree-

ment between the receiving State and a Supreme Headquarters, and
the authorities of a receiving State and a Supreme Headquarters may
agree to give effect, by administrative means in advance of ratification, to any provisions of this Protocol or of the Agreement as
applied to

it.

In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Protocol.

Done

in

London

this

day of

,

1952, in the

English and French language, both texts being equally authoritative,

which shall be deposited in the archives of the
Government of the United States of America. The Government of
the United States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof
to all the signatory and acceding States.

in a single original

D-D(52) 24
Status of Forces

Headquarters
ary 1952) x

Agreement and Protocol on the Status of Allied
the Working Group (24 Janu-

—Draft Report by

:

:
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The Working Group met from

16 through 23

January 1952 and

took the following action in response to the request of the Council
Deputies

2.

Prepared a draft resolution, for adoption by the Council Dep-

uties,

setting out certain administrative understandings as to the

procedure to be followed in implementing Article VIII of the
Military Status Agreement. This has been distributed as D-D (52)
26. It is recommended that this draft resolution be adopted by the
Council Deputies as soon as possible, since at least three countries
have indicated a willingness to implement Article VIII, on a reciprocal basis, in advance of ratification of the Agreement, and the
adoption of this resolution will facilitate action by these countries.
The Working Group did not consider it feasible at this time to
recommend the adoption of a standard form for reporting on traffic
accidents, but suggests that consideration be given to preparation of
such a form at a later date.

Agreed upon a text of a draft Protocol, which extends the
Agreement to cover Allied Headquarters, distributed as D-D (52) 27.
The Working Group wishes to call to the attention of the Council
Deputies the following points which were raised in the discussion
3.

relating to this Protocol
(a)

The Representative

French Government urged that
a provision be included which would make it possible for
Supreme Headquarters to establish an integrated military
post office or postal service as an alternative to the national
military post offices proposed by SHAPE. The Working
of the

Group recognized that either solution raised certain difficulties which made it inadvisable to attempt to cover this
subject in the present Protocol, and the Working Group
therefore recommends that it be left to bilateral arrangements, subject to later consideration on an international
basis if that appears necessary.

was proposed that the Supreme Commander and the Commanders-in-Chief directly subordinate to him be granted

(b) It

diplomatic privileges. This presented difficulties for certain
Governments, and the Working Group agreed to leave this
question to national arrangements.

The substance of this Report was previously
MS-D(52) 4, which has therefore been omitted.
i

issued,

on 21 January 1952, as
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3.

The

revised text of the Protocol has been distributed to Govern-

ments and to
that such

SHAPE

for comment, and the

comments be submitted

so that they can be distributed to

Working Group

requests

by 15 February,
delegations for consideration and

to the Secretariat

Working Group to be called on
The Working Group will then prepare a revision

review at a further meeting of the
29 February 1952.

of the Protocol and submit

it

to the Council Deputies for approval

and signature.
4.

In connection with the draft Protocol, the Working Group

re-

viewed the related Agreement between the Government of France

and

SHAPE,

previously distributed as

D-D(51)

301 (Revise), and

explained in the report of the French Delegation distributed as

D-D

The Working Group commented in detail on this draft and
suggested that the French Government and SHAPE should revise
the document in the light of these comments and send the revised
(52)

2.

text to the Council Deputies for information.

sions of this

There are three provi-

Agreement which the Working Group wishes

to call to

the attention of the Deputies:
(a) Article 5 provides that the requirements of

SHAPE

in re-

gard to construction work, leasing of premises and provision
of services connected with the use of any building, shall be

met by the appropriate French Departments in accordance
with French regulations. It was noted that this provision
may be affected in the future by any conclusions reached by
the Council Deputies on the subject of multi-national bid-

ding for construction financed from international budgets.

which relates to the conversion of currency, is
not satisfactory from the point of view of SHAPE. This

(b) Article 15,

provision will be considered further in the discussions be-

tween the French Government and SHAPE, and, if an
agreement satisfactory to both is not reached, the question
will be submitted to the Council Deputies for consideration.
(c) Article 16,

which

tion granted to

states certain exceptions to the tax

SHAPE,

exemp-

does not go as far in granting tax

exemption as does Article 9 of the Agreement on the Status
of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, National Representatives and International Staff, signed on 20 September

Governments contributing
international budget which may require

1951. This raises questions for the
to the

SHAPE

further consideration.
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D-D (52) 26
Status of Forces

Agreement

—Claims Procedure

of Article VIII (23 January

in

Implementation

1952 )*

Draft Resolution

The North Atlantic Council Deputies,
Considering that the implementation of Article VIII of the Agreement signed in London on 19 June 1951, regarding the Status of
Forces of Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty, will be greatly facilitated by the adoption by the Contracting Parties of mutually acceptable administrative arrangements on certain matters of common concern not provided for in the Agreement itself.
Approve for that purpose the administrative arrangements set out
in the Annex to this Resolution to be applied by each of the Contracting Parties when Article VIII is brought into effect in respect of it.

Annex

1.

Claims Procedure under Article VIII of the Agreement signed in London on 19 June 1951 between the
Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty regarding the
Status of their Forces
Each Contracting Party shall inform the other Contracting

Parties of the addresses of
(a) the Office or Offices within its
it

to deal with claims with

own

which

nominated by

territory
it

is

concerned in the

capacity of receiving State (hereinafter referred to as "the
Office of the Receiving State")
and
;

(b) the Office or Offices

with which

it

(hereinafter

is

nominated by

it

for dealing with claims

concerned in the capacity of sending State

referred

to

as

"the

Office

of

the

Sending

State").
2.

i

Each Contracting Party shall make arrangements to secure
that any damage or claim in which it is concerned and to
which paragraph 1, 2 or 4 of Article VIII applies is re-

(a)

Reference:

D-D (51)

2G9

The latter document
Working Group on the basis

1952).

(29 October 1951);
is

MS-D(52)

a revision prepared by the

1 (18 January
Chairman of the

of discussions reported in MS-R(52) 1 (16 January 1952
it is identical with the present text, except for the minor variations
noted below for par. 3(e), 3(f) and 5(vii)
it has therefore been omitted.
For discussion of the present text, see D-R(52) 9(F) (30 January 1952)
)

;

;

;

D-R(52)

12 (G February 1952).
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ported at the earliest possible moment to an Office nominated by it under paragraph 1 of this Resolution.
(b) As soon as possible after an Office has received a report in
accordance with sub-paragraph (a) of this paragraph, it
shall notify the appropriate Office of each other State con-

cerned, and submit thereto

its

proposals as to

how

the matter

should be dealt with.
(c)

The

Office receiving a notification in

accordance with sub-

paragraph (b) shall, within six weeks, inform the Office
which has made the notification if it does not agree with the
procedure proposed for dealing with the matter, and if it
fails to do so the procedure shall be regarded as accepted.
submitted to arbitration in accordance with
paragraph 2 of Article VIII, the Office of the Receiving
State shall be responsible for arranging the appointment of
the arbitrator agreed between the Contracting Parties con-

(d) If the claim

is

cerned.
(e)

(f)

The

and expenses of the arbitrator appointed to decide
a claim under paragraph 2 of Article VIII shall be paid in
the first instance by the receiving State, which shall claim
reimbursement by the other Contracting Parties of the
amount of their shares through the half-yearly accounts
rendered in accordance with paragraph 5(e) (iv) of Article
fees

VIII.
Any reimbursement due in respect of amounts of compensation determined under paragraph 2 of Article VIII shall
also be claimed through the half-yearly accounts referred to
in (e) above.

3.

(a)

Any

act, omission or occurrence which may give rise to a
claim falling within the terms of paragraph 5 of Article
VIII shall be reported by the Service unit or formation
concerned to the Office of the Sending State as soon as

with instructions which shall be
issued by the sending State to its forces and civilian components. If the receiving State so requests, the sending State
shall consider whether practicable arrangements can be
made whereby reports will also be sent directly by the
Service unit or formation concerned to the authorities of
possible

in

accordance

the receiving State,
(b)

When

which a sending State may be liable under
paragraph 5 of Article VIII is received by any of its authorities otherwise than from the Office of the Receiving State,
the Office of the Sending State shall immediately notify the
a claim for

Office of the

Receiving State.

—
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which liability of a sending State may
exist under paragraph 5 of Article VIII is received by the
receiving State otherwise than from the Office of the Sending State, the Office of the Receiving State shall immediately notify the Office of the Sending State.
(d) Immediately on being notified of a claim or possible claim

When

(c)

a claim for

in accordance with (a), (b) or (e)

of this paragraph, the

Sending State shall collect and record all relevant evidence obtainable from its own sources and shall send
Office of the

this evidence without delay to the Office of the Receiving-

State.

Receiving State shall make available to
the Sending State all information in its possession which the
Sending State may request for the purpose of taking dis-

The

(e)

Office of the

ciplinary action against any

member

of

force or civilian

its

component or for the purpose of taking such other 2 action
as

it

The

(f)

may

consider necessary.

Sending State

Office of the

Office of the

shall, at the request of the

Receiving State in any particular case, inform

the latter of any disciplinary action against a

member

of a

force or civilian component for any act or omission of such

member which has given
of Article VIII;

rise to a

claim within paragraph 5

3

provided that the sending State need not
give any information under this sub-paragraph until the
claim has been adjudicated or settled by the receiving State.
Any information given in pursuance of this sub-paragraph
shall, if the

Sending State

so requests, be treated as con-

by the receiving State. Nothing in this sub-paragraph shall affect paragraph 6(b) of Article VII of the
Agreement.
4. The procedure prescribed in paragraph 3 above shall also be
followed in the case of claims to which paragraph 6 of Article VIII
fidential

applies.

The

half-yearly statement which the receiving State is required
to furnish under paragraph 5(e) (iv) of Article VIII shall be sent
to the Office of the Sending State and shall include
5.

:

(i)the reference

number given

to each case

by the

Office of

the Sending State for the purpose of identification;
(ii)the reference

number given

to each case

by the

Office of

the Receiving State;
(iii)the date of the incident, particulars of the Service unit
2
3

The word "other" does not appear in MS-D(52) 1 (18 January 1952).
In MS-D(52) 1 (18 January 1952), the text of par. 3(f) ends at this point.

—

:

;
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or formation involved, and,

number

if

appropriate, the

official

of the vehicle or aircraft concerned

(iv)the total amount of the award paid;

(v)the date on which payment was made;
(vi)the name of the person to whom the award was made;
(vii)any amounts recovered from a third party by the receiving State in respect of an accident involving personnel
or property of a sending State, the date on which recovery was effected and the name of the third party 4
making the payment.
6. Each of the Contracting Parties which has mutual forbearance
or loss settlement agreements with insurers or other authorities for
the purpose of regulating claims arising out of vehicle accidents may
arrange with any other Contracting Party to extend such agreements
in order that

they shall apply to claims in respect of damage or

injury arising out of the use of vehicles belonging to sending States

and for the settlement of which

as receiving State

it

is

responsible.

D-D(52) 27
Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters

—Revised

Draft

(24 January 1952 J 1
Draft Protocol oi\ the Status of Allied Headquarters
up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty

The

set

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington on

4th April, 1949,

Considering that international military headquarters may be established in their territories, by separate arrangement, under the North
Atlantic Treaty, and

Desiring to define the status of such Headquarters and of their
personnel within the North Atlantic area,

Have agreed
them

in

to this Protocol to the

London on 19th June,

Agreement signed between

1951, regarding the Status of their

Forces

Article

1

In this Protocol the expression
(a) "the
4

D-D (52)

26, supra, substitutes

in

London on

the words "third party" for the word "per-

MS-D(52) 1 (18 January 1952).
i Reference:
MS-D(52) 3 (18 January 1952) for previous
(24-26 March 1952) for discussion of present text.

son"
5

Agreement" means the Agreement signed

in par. 5(vii) of

text;

MS-R(52)

:
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19th June, 1951, between the Parties to the North Atlantic

Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces;
(b) "Supreme Headquarters" means Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers in Europe or any equivalent military Headquarters set
up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty and operating with
funds provided under an international budget;
(c) ''Allied Headquarters*' means any Supreme Headquarters and
any military Headquarters which is subordinate to a Supreme
Headquarters and which operates with funds provided under
the international budget of that Supreme Headquarters;
(d) "North Atlantic Council" means the Council established by
Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty or any of its subsidiary bodies authorised to act on its behalf.

Article 2
Subject to the following provisions, the Agreement shall apply to
Allied Headquarters in the territory of a Party to this Protocol in

North Atlantic area, and to the military and civilian personnel
of such Headquarters included in the definitions in sub-paragraphs
(a), (b) and (c) of x\rticle 3 of this Protocol, when in such territory

the

in connection with their official duties.

Article 3

For the purpose of applying the Agreement

to an Allied

Head-

quarters the expressions "force," "civilian component," and "depend-

wherever they occur in the Agreement, shall have the meanings
out below

ent,"
set

(a)

"force" means the personnel attached to the Allied Headquarters

who belong

to the land, sea or air

armed

services of

any Party to the North Atlantic Treaty;
(b) "civilian component" means (i) the civilian personnel attached
to the Allied Headquarters who are in the employ of an
armed service of a Party to the North Atlantic Treaty and
who are not stateless persons, nor nationals of any State which
is not a Party to the Treaty, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily
resident in, the State in which the Headquarters is located,
and (ii) such other categories of civilian personnel in the
employ of the Allied Headquarters as the North Atlantic
Council shall decide;
(c)

"dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or
civilian component, as defined in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b)
of this Article, or a child of such member depending on him
or her for support.
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Article

The

-t

and obligations which the Agreement gives

rights

poses upon the sending State or

its

authorities in respect of

to or imits

or their civilian components shall, in respect of an Allied

quarters and

its

forces

Head-

personnel, be vested in or attached to the appropriate

Supreme Headquarters and the authorities responsible under

it,

ex-

cept that
(a) the right

which

is

given by Article

VII

of the

Agreement

to

the military authorities of the sending State to exercise crimi-

nal and disciplinary jurisdiction shall not be exercised by an

Allied Headquarters but shall remain vested, in the case of
members of a force, in the military authorities of the State to

whose armed service they belong, or, in the case of members
of a civilian component, in the military authorities of the
State, if any, by whose armed service they are employed;
imposed upon the sending State or its authorities by Article II, by paragraphs 5(a) and 6(a) of Article
VII, by paragraphs 9 and 10 of Article VIII, and by Article
XIII, of the Agreement, shall attach both to the Allied Headquarters and to the State to which the force or civilian component concerned belongs;

(b) the obligations

(c)

for the purposes of paragraphs 2(a) and 5 of Article III, and

Article

XIV,

of the Agreement, the sending State shall be the

State to which the force or civilian component belongs;

paragraph 6 of Article VIII, the sending
State shall be the State to whose armed service the person
belongs whose act or omission has given rise to the claim or, in
the case of a member of a civilian component, the State by
whose armed service he is employed or, if there is no such
State, the Allied Headquarters of which he is a member.

(d) for the purposes of

Article

5

Every member of an Allied Headquarters shall have a personal
identity card issued by the Headquarters showing names, date and
place of birth, nationality, rank or grade, registration number, photograph and period of validity. This card must be presented on
demand.
Article 6

For the purposes of paragraph 10 of Article VII of the Agreement,
Allied Headquarters shall use their own military police.
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Article 7

The exemption from taxation accorded under Article X of the
Agreement to members of a force or civilian component in respect
of their salaries and emoluments shall apply, as regards members of
an Allied Headquarters to whom this Protocol applies and subject to
paragraph 4 of Article
of the Agreement, to salaries and emoluments paid to them as such members by the Allied Headquarters or
by the State to whose force or civilian component they belong.

X

Article 8

Each Supreme Headquarters

shall possess juridical personality;

have the capacity to conclude contracts and to acquire and
dispose of property. The receiving State may, however, make the
exercise of such capacity subject to special arrangements between
it and the Supreme Headquarters or any subordinate Allied Headquarters acting on behalf of the Supreme Headquarters.
it

shall

Article 9
1.

Subject to the provisions of Article

Supreme Headquarters may engage

VIII

of the Agreement, a

in legal proceedings as claimant

Supreme Headquarters or any subordinate Allied Headquarters authorised by it
may agree that the receiving State shall act on behalf of the Supreme
or defendant. However, the receiving State and the

Headquarters in any legal proceedings to which that Headquarters is
a party before the courts of the receiving State,
2. No measure of execution or measure directed to the seizure or
attachment of its property or funds shall be taken against any Allied
Headquarters.
Article 10
1.

To

enable

it

to operate its international budget, a

Supreme

Headquarters may hold currency of any kind and operate accounts
in any currency.

The Parties to this Protocol shall facilitate transfers of the
funds of a Supreme Headquarters from one country to another and
the conversion of any currency held by a Supreme Headquarters into
2.

any other currency.
Article 11

The

archives and other

documents of an Allied Headquarters kept in premises used by those Headquarters or in the possession
of any properly authorised member of the Headquarters shall be
inviolable, unless the Headquarters has waived this immunity. The
official
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however, at the request of the receiving State,
verify the nature of any documents to confirm that they are entitled
to inviolability under this Article.

Headquarters

shall,

Article 12

The whole

may

or any part of the present Protocol or of the Agreement

be applied, by decision of the North Atlantic Council, to any

military body (other than an Allied Headquarters) which

is

estab-

North Atlantic Treaty and operated with

lished pursuant to the

funds provided under an international budget.

Article 13
All differences relating to the interpretation or application of this

Protocol shall be settled by negotiation between the parties in dispute

Except where express
Protocol or in the Agreeby direct negotiation shall

without recourse to any outside jurisdiction.
provision

is

made

to the contrary in this

ment, differences which cannot be settled
be referred to the North Atlantic Council.

Article 14
1.

Articles

XV

and

XVII

to

XX

as regards this Protocol as if they

but so that the Protocol

may

of the Agreement shall apply

were an integral part thereof,

be reviewed, suspended, ratified, acceded

to, denounced or extended in accordance with those provisions independently from the Agreement.
2.

The

present Protocol

may

be supplemented by bilateral agree-

ment between the receiving State and a Supreme Headquarters, and
the authorities of a receiving State and a Supreme Headquarters may
agree to give effect, by administrative means in advance of ratification, to any provisions of this Protocol or of the Agreement as applied by it.
In witness whereof the undersigned plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Protocol.

Done

in

London

this

day of

,

1952, in the

English and French languages, both texts being equally authoritative,
in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives of the
Government of the United States of America. The Government of
the United States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof
to all the signatory and acceding States.

:
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D-D(52) 48(R)
Status of Forces

Agreement

—Memorandum by

on Interpretations relating
1952) 1

Memorandum by

to

the United States

Implementation

(16 February

the United States Delegation

In indicating in the Council Deputies' report to the Council its
willingness and ability to implement certain provisions of the Military Status Agreement, the United States wishes to make it clear
that action is based on provision of existing regulations and administrative arrangements which it has been possible to make, but that
additional legislation will not be put into effect prior to ratification
of the treaty.

make

to

its

In implementing the treaty, the United States wishes
position with regard to certain provisions clear, as

follows:

A. The United States interprets certain provisions as set forth
below and seeks the concurrence of other Deputies in these views
(1) The United States does not consider that the Agreement
(particularly Article XI, paragraph 4) affects in any way, directly
or indirectly, present or future operations of service PX's, commissaries or similar establishments. The United States wishes to
continue the existing arrangements with most countries and to
reserve the right to deal directly with individual NATO member
States on this subject. We do not consider that the absence of
specific reference to post exchanges constitutes a renunciation of
present understandings or the right to negotiate in the future on
this subject.

(2)

Article IX, paragraph

2.

It is the

United States interpreta-

tion that this provision neither precludes continuance of long-

standing practices or existing arrangements nor the possibility of
future bilateral negotiations on the subject.
(3)

Article IX, paragraph

of this provision

is

the receiving State
tion

and

that
is

to

3.

The United

States interpretation

means that the minimum obligation of
provide for the sending State accommodait

billeting similar to that provided for

its

own

forces, that

arrangements are necessary only where the receiving State
is to furnish accommodation at its expense, and that the sending
State without further agreement with the receiving State may
furnish, equip and add to facilities for its forces at its discretion.

bilateral

This document is merely a rearrangement of the items covered in
48 (8 February 1052), which has therefore been omitted.
i
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IX, paragraph 8. The United States considers that
provision has no affirmative effect on tax status and does not

(4)

this

Article

arrangements or the right to negotiate future arrangements concerning taxes.
B. The United States wishes to clarify its position as indicated in
alter existing

the report to the Council, as follows
(1)

Article

I,

paragraph

The Federal Government cannot

2.

bind the States in this subject but anticipate that their cooperation
will result practically in full implementation.
For practical purposes the Article is now
(2) Article VI.
effective, but legislation will

this

is

(3)

true in

be necessary to assure absolutely that

cases for the

all

Article IX, paragraph

United States as
6.

We

call

a receiving State.

attention to the special

problem created b}' the private ownership of transport S3^stems
in the United States.
(4) Article X, paragraph 1. On a reciprocal basis we are willing
to implement it at once so far as Federal taxes are concerned, but
cannot bind the States on this subject prior to ratification of the
treaty, although as a practical matter we expect their cooperation
in putting

it

into effect.

(5) Article

implement

XL

this

Although we have indicated our willingness to
provision and will try to do so, there may be some

delay in taking the necessary internal administrative steps, par-

paragraph 11.
Article XVI. The United States anticipates

ticularly with regard to
(6)

tical matter, this

comes into

that, as a prac-

procedure will be followed before the Agreement

force.

This will be implemented to the extent that it
Geneva Convention on Road Traffic when
that Convention becomes effective on the basis of reciprocity with
other parties to that Convention.
(7)

is

Article IV.

consistent with the

MS-D(52) 5
Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters

Governments and by
/.

C ornaments

SHAPE

(14 March

—Comments

by

1952 )*

by the Canadian Government.

Article 4

Paragraph

How

does this Article accord with the appointment of an arbitrator under paragraph 8 of Article VIII of the
1.

(d).

Agreement ?
i

Reference:

D-D (52)

27 (23 January 1952) for the text under discussion;

.
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Article 8
It is not clear to the

2.

Canadian authorities why Supreme Head-

quarters would actually require juridical personality to acquire prop-

nor why they should have to engage in legal proceedings as
claimant or defendant.
Article 9

erty,

Paragraph

3.

1.

[This repeats the comment

made

in par. 2 im-

mediately preceding.]

Paragraph

can be understood that a sending State would
have sovereign immunities but not, normally, a Supreme Headquarters. How is this to be reconciled ?
4.

Comments by

77.

It

2.

the

French Government.

Preamble
5.

In paragraph 4 of the Preamble, amend the text to read

:

u Have

agreed to the present Protocol."

Article
6.

Amend

the

first

line

to

read

:

1

"In the present Protocol the

expression."

Paragraph (b). We propose that it should be specified that a
Supreme Headquarters is not a recipient of funds provided under an
7.

international budget but has

own

This is the basis for
the juridical personality conferred on Supreme Headquarters by
Article 8. Accordingly, it is suggested that the words "of its own"
should be added at the end of paragraph (b)
its

budget.

Article 2
8.

Amend

to read: "in sub-paragraphs (a)

and

(b) of Article 3."

Article 3
9.

Inclusion or exclusion of nationals of the receiving State.

The

by the French Government in agreement
provided under Article 1 that, with regard to the

text originally proposed

with SHAPE
personal status of individuals, the Protocol did not extend to nationals of the receiving State, whether civilian or military personnel.
The French Government, which has no reason to depart from this
2

MS-R(52)
The items

March 1952) for discussion of the comments here made.
above document, MS-D(52) 5, have been rearranged by the
editor and paragraph numbers have been added.
5

(24-26

in the

.

:
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view, would, however, have no objection to the Protocol being applied, as in

State; but

D-D (52)

members of the force of the receiving
notes that the same text distinguishes between the cate-

it

gories of civilian

under
(b) under

(a)

27, to the

components

(i),

nationals of the receiving State are excluded;

(ii),

the absence of any restriction

sible to include them
in (i)

this

;

as follows:

even

if

means that

it is

pos-

they are not covered by the definition
the present wording of Article 3 were retained,

would lead

if

to the inclusion of

the application of Articles

X

and

new

XI

clauses providing for

of the

Agreement

(fiscal

and customs provisions)

A

priori,

it

does not appear advisable to lay

tions for military

and

down

different regula-

civilian personnel or, with respect to civilian

components, to distinguish between categories (i) and (ii) when
deciding whether or not nationals of the receiving State are covered
by the term "civilian component."

The

would
be acceptable, provided that they enjoy no privileged position as compared with their compatriots who are not members of SHAPE, or
inclusion of nationals or residents of the receiving State

SHAPE

with members of

who

nationals

are

of

other

NATO

countries.

The consequences
Article

of this will be indicated below in connection with

7.

10. Stateless

persons and nationals of

Agreement applies only
North Atlantic Treaty.

non-NATO

countries.

The

which are party to the
that the same restrictions on
par. 1(b) of the Agreement

to nationals of States
It is essential

nationality that appear in Article

I,

should be retained specificalty in Article

3,

par.

(c)(ii), of the

Protocol.
11. The arguments set out above lead to the conclusion that it
seems possible to combine (i) and (ii) in the form proposed in the
following draft. Accordingly, it is suggested that paragraph (b)
should be amended to read as follows
"civilian component'' means the civilian personnel on the establishment of the Allied Headquarters who come within the categories agreed by the North Atlantic Council and who are not
stateless persons, nor nationals of any State which is not a Party

to the

North Atlantic Treaty.
Article 4

12.

In the opening sentence, amend to read "of the Allied Head-

quarters and their personnel," instead of the words "of an Allied

Headquarters and

its

personnel."

:
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13.

Add

the following sentence as a

paragraph (a)
In the case of members of a
members of the force of a Party

new paragraph

at the

end of

:

component who are not
the Agreement, the authorities

civilian
to

of the receiving State shall exercise exclusive jurisdiction with

regard to offences committed on the territory of the receiving State
which are covered by the legislation of that State.

Article 7

With

14.

and emoluments, assuming

respect to taxation on salaries

that nationals or residents of the receiving State are not to be ex-

cluded from the definition of the civilian component, it is necessary
of the
to extend to them the provisions of paragraph 4 of Article

X

Agreement.
15.

As

a consequence of extending to the nationals of the receiving

member

State the status of a
of

an Allied Headquarters,

limiting the application to

X

of the force or of a civilian component

XI

and

it

is

necessary to include provisions

them of the exemptions defined

in Articles

of the Agreement.

suggested that the present Article 7 be numbered as
(a)(i), and that the following provisions should be added to the
16. It

is

Article as (a)
(a)

(i)
(ii)

(ii)

and

(b)

(tentative draft)

:

[Present Article 7].
For the purpose of applying Article

X of the Agreement

and paragraph (i) above, to Allied Headquarters, the
words "member of a force" in paragraph (b) of Article
of the Agreement shall be replaced by "member of a

X

force or of a civilian component."
(b)

The

provisions in paragraphs 5 and 6 of Article

Agreement

shall not

XI

of the

apply to nationals of the receiving-

State.

Article 8
17.

We

consider

it

necessary to return to the wording "so far as

necessary for the fulfilment of

its

task"; the limitations imposed later

in the Article refer only to the exercise of the capacity
extent.

Accordingly,

it

is

suggested to

amend

and not to

its

Article 8 to read as

follows

Each Supreme Headquarters

shall

have the capacity

to conclude

contracts and to acquire and dispose of property, so far as neces-

sary for the fulfilment of
ever,

make

its task.

The receiving State may, how-

the exercise of such capacity subject to special arrange-

ments between

it

and the Supreme Headquarters.

:
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Article 11
In accordance with customary practice in the case of diplomatic representatives, it is essential that the documents should be
18.

verified in the 'presence of the representative of the receiving State.

Accordingly,

it is

suggested that the

last sentence

be amended to read

as follows:

Furthermore, the Headquarters

shall, at the request of the receiv-

ing State, and in the presence of a representative of that State,
verify the nature of any documents to confirm that they are entitled to inviolability

under

this Article.

Article 13
It

19.

is

suggested

that

the

Parties" should be inserted in

words "between the Contracting
the first line, after the words "All

differences."

///.

Comments

of the Italian Government.

Article 10
In order to make clear the purpose of Article 10, add the following as paragraph 3
3. Such undertaking to facilitate the transfer or conversion of
Supreme Headquarters' funds does not imply any strict obligation
for the Governments to perform such transfer or conversion, but
20.

only to facilitate these operations.

IV. Comments of the Netherlands Government.

Article
21.

The

1

"Supreme Headquarters" and of
not satisfactory. The words "of that

definition in Article 1 of

"Allied Headquarters"

is

Supreme Headquarters"

end of the sentence under (c) give
the impression that each of the subordinate Headquarters operates
with funds provided under a budget of the Supreme Headquarters to
which it is subordinate. In practice, however, this is not the case,
since each subordinate Headquarters has a budget of its own, the
amount of which is not reflected by its Supreme Headquarters
at the

budget.

Article 2
22.

The words "and

their dependents" should be inserted after the

words "personnel of such Headquarters."

:
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Article 3
23.

At

the end of pargaraph (b), the following words should be

added
These categories shall not include
of any State which is not a Party

nor nationals
to the Treaty, nor nationals of

stateless persons,

nor persons who are ordinarily resident in the State in which the
Headquarters is located.

Article 4

Under

paragraph should be inserted paragraph 4 of Article III of the Agreement.
25. Paragraph (d). Under this paragraph should be inserted paragraph 7 of Article VIII of the Agreement.
24.

Paragraph

(b).

this

Article 9
26.

The scope

of paragraph

2, as it

stands now, seems too wide.

This paragraph should not affect the right of the receiving State to
the seizure of property or funds, connected with an offense, as recognized by paragraph 6(a) of Article VII and paragraph 4 of Article
XIII of the Agreement.
Article 10
27.

The

text of Article 10 is acceptable to the Netherlands Govern-

ment only if it is generally accepted that the words "shall facilitate''
give some latitude to Governments and cannot be interpreted as if
they meant "shall under all circumstances effectuate."
V.

C omments

by the United

Kingdom Government.
Article 2

suggested that the drafting of this Article would be improved by the following amendments:
28. It is

words "Subject to the following provisions," and
"apply" the words "as hereinafter provided."
(b) After the words "personnel of such Headquarters" insert
"and their dependents." Add the following words at the end

(a) Delete the

insert after

of the Article

:

"or, in the case of dependents, the official

duties of their spouse or parent."

Article 3
proposed that paragraph (b) should be redrafted to make
the restrictions as to nationality and residence apply to the persons
29. It is

in category (ii) as well as to those in category (i),

and

also to limit

:

:
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the application of category

(ii)

to persons "attached to the Allied

Headquarters," as in the case of category (i). The words "the State
in which the Headquarters is located" should be replaced by the

words "the receiving State."
Article 4
In the

30.

first

word "personnel," insert
whom the Agreement applies in

sentence after the

words "and their dependents

to

the
ac-

cordance with Article 2 of this Protocol."
31. In paragraph (a), amend the words following after "an Allied
Headquarters" to read as follows
but shall remain vested, in the case of members of a force and
.

.

.

their dependents, in the military authorities of the State to

armed

service the

civilian
ties

member

component and

of the State,

if

belongs, or, in the case of

whose

members

of a

their dependents, in the military authori-

any, by whose armed service the

member

is

employed.
32. In paragraph (b), delete the words "the State to which the
force or civilian component concerned belongs," and substitute the
following: "any State whose armed service, or any member or employee of whose armed service, or the dependent of such member or
employee, is concerned."
33. In paragraph (c), delete the words "the State to which the
force or civilian component concerned belongs," and substitute the
following
*

... in the case of members of a force and their dependents, the
State to whose armed service the member belongs, or, in the case
of members of a civilian component and their dependents, the
State, if any, by whose armed service the member is employed.
Article 7

For consistency of drafting with the remainder of the Agreement, the following amendments are suggested
(a) In both places in which the words "members of an Allied
34.

:

Headquarters" appear, substitute therefor the words: "personnel of an Allied Headquarters."
(b) Delete the words "to whom this Protocol applies," and substitute the words: "to whom the Agreement applies in accordance with Article 2 of this Protocol."

Article 12
35.

The

expression "military organisation"

tary body."

is

preferable to "mili-

:
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VI.

Comments

of the United States Goveimment.

Preamble

Amend paragraph

Preamble to read "Desiring to
define the status of such Headquarters and the personnel thereof
36.

within

.

.

3 of the

:

."

Article

1

In paragraph (c), the phrase "the international budget of that
Supreme Headquarters" should be changed to read "an international
37.

:

budget."

Article 3

In paragraph (b), amend the text to read
component" means civilian personnel who are not stateless persons, nor nationals of any State which is not a Party to
the Treaty, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily resident in, the State
in which the Headquarters concerned is located, and who are (i)
attached to the Allied Headquarters and in the employ of an armed
service of a Party to the North Atlantic Treaty, and (ii) in such
other categories of civilian personnel in the employ of the Allied
Headquarters as the North Atlantic Council shall decide.

38.

"civilian

Article 4
39.

Amend paragraph

paragraph

6 of Article

(d)

to read: "the obligations imposed by

VIII of

the

Agreement

shall attach to the

sending State which shall for this purpose be the State to whose

armed

services.

."

.

Article
40.

Add

at the

5

end of this Article the words "of appropriate

authorities."

Article

Amend
quarters may
41.

6

"Allied Headquarters shall use" to read
use."

add something

We

also suggest that

it

:

"Allied Head-

might be appropriate

to

to the effect that the receiving State shall take all

necessary measures to protect

property and personnel of Allied

Headquarters.

Article 7
42. Delete the

words "and subject

to

paragraph 4 of Article

X

of

the Agreement," and add, at the end of the paragraph, the words:

"except that this Article shall not exempt any

member

of a force or

:
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civilian

component from taxation imposed by

member

is

a State of

which such

a national."

Article 10
In paragraphs 1-2, the words "Supreme Headquarters" should
changed
to "Allied Headquarters" throughout, since subordinate
be
international Headquarters have their own budgets.
44. In paragraph 2, change "the Parties" to "Each Party," and
change "conversion of any currency" to read "conversion of its currency." At the end of this paragraph, add the words: "when necessary to meet the requirements of an Allied Headquarters."
43.

Article 11
45.

At

the end of the

first

sentence, change the

word "immunity"

to

"inviolability."

Other Comments
46.

The United

States continues strongly to desire that the Protocol

include, as one of its provisions, the principle set forth in

D-D (51)

217(H), as adopted by the Council Deputies.
47. The United States suggests that the Working Group consider
further the substance of deleted Article 11 of D-D(51) 300(H), concerning privileges and immunities to be granted certain senior international military officers. Although we found the Article as drafted

we

Protocol should define certain limited
privileges and immunities necessary to the performance of such
unsatisfactory,

officers' duties, as

the

feel that the

has been done for similar international

Agreement on the Status of

The United

States considers

officials in

NATO.
it

necessary that limited privileges

and immunities be granted to the Supreme Commander's Deputies,
his Chief of Staff, Commander-in-Chief, and a small number of staff
officers. Along the lines of Articles 12 and 17 of the Agreement on
the Status of

NATO, we

suggest that these individuals be designated

by agreement between the North Atlantic Council, the Supreme
Headquarters concerned, and the host State. The privileges granted
should not exceed those listed in Article 18 of the Agreement on the
Status of NATO. The United States would accept that listing as an
appropriate text for this Protocol.
48. In the matter of military post offices, the United States does
not consider it practical for Allied Headquarters to establish their
own postal services. We therefore suggest that the Protocol might
incorporate the following

The

receiving State shall authorise and assist the establishment
of military postal services which a Party to this Protocol may wish

:
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and welfare of the

an Allied Headquarters or of a force or civilian component. Assistance provided
shall be reimbursed in accordance with accepted international
to organise for the use

postal precedents

and agreements.

New
The United

49.

staff of

Article

States suggest that an Article along the following

lines be inserted in the Protocol

agreed in principle that, for the purpose of facilitating the
establishment, construction, maintenance and operation of Allied
It

is

Headquarters, these Headquarters should be relieved from taxes
and that, in accordance with this principle, the Parties to this
Protocol shall exercise their best efforts to provide such tax relief.
It is further agreed

and the property of an Allied Headquarters
shall be exempted from all customs duties and quantitative
restrictions on imports and exports of articles imported or
exported by an Allied Headquarters for its official use;
articles imported under such exemption shall not be disposed of, by way of either sale or gift, in the country into
which they are imported, except under conditions approved
by the Government of that country;

(a) that the assets

an Allied Headquarters shall be relieved from taxes of a host country on a basis no less
favourable than that provided for by such host country in
the case of any similar expenditures made under similar
circumstances in connexion with common defence efforts by
any other Party to the North Atlantic Treaty or by the

(b) that expenditures of

NATO.
VII. Comments by

SHAPE.
Article 3

The following

thought preferable to the definition
presently given in the draft Article 3(b)
50.

definition

is

:

component" means (i) the civilian personnel attached to
the Allied Headquarters who are in the employ of an armed service of a Party to the North Atlantic Treaty, and who are not
stateless persons, nor nationals of any State which is not a Party
to the Treaty, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily resident in, the
State in which the Headquarters is located; and, (ii) the civilian
"civilian
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graded staff listed as such in the establishment of an Allied
Headquarters, including nationals of and those normally resident
in the receiving State; and,

(iii)

such other categories of civilian

personnel in the

employ of an Allied Headquarters

Atlantic Council

may

The category

as the

North

decide.

of civilian personnel

the graded staff

whom

it is

desired to cover in

NATO

who may be

of any
nationincluding that of the receiving State. By graded staff is
meant the civilian permanent staff whose pay is based on an interthe Protocol

is

ality,

national scale of pay approved by the North Atlantic Council.

A

list

of categories at present allowed to

SHAPE

is

available;

approval of the Military Budget Committee. Subordinate Headquarters have similar graded staff lists which
have to receive the approval of both SHAPE and the Military
Budget Committee.
this list has received the

Article 10
51.

Paragraph

2.

SHAPE

already expressed in the

wishes to re-assert

Working Group,

its

firm opinion,

that no provision other

than that laid down in Article 8 of the Ottawa Agreement should
be made applicable to the NATO funds in its care. These funds are
not its property but belong to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization, exactly as do the funds provided for other subsidiary bodies
such as the FEB, DPB and for the infrastructure program. In this
respect, SHAPE is no more than a manager on behalf of the Organization. It cannot, therefore, be contemplated that restrictions such
as moratoria, measures to prevent the flight of capital, or any other
similar measures, should be permitted to paralyze or even to hinder
the

movement of funds necessary

for the operation of military Head-

quarters under any circumstances.

The

size of the

funds at the disposal of

the above considerations;

and,

SHAPE

furthermore,

it

does not affect
has already been

pointed out that transfers and conversions involve only relatively
small amounts which certainly would not be sufficient to have a
noticeable effect on the economy of the host country.
If it appeared that such transfers or conversions could, because of

economic or financial difficulties, have a damaging effect on the host
country's economy, paragraph 2 of Article 8 of the Ottawa Agreement contains the necessary safeguard. Furthermore, SHAPE under such circumstances would consider it a duty to operate in liaison
with the host country and would undertake as far as practicable to
give effect to any representation that would be made at the time.
In any case,
would consider as unsatisfactory any clause

SHAPE

:
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which does not expressly mention the obligation on the host country
to allow, under all circumstances, the transfers and conversions
which are essential for the operation of military Headquarters
established in the

common

interest of the Contracting Parties.

Excise Duties and Sales Taxes
noted that the question of whether Allied Headquarters
should pay excise duties and sales taxes on important purchases for
official use, paid for out of international funds, has not yet been
resolved. It was understood from the United States Representative
that this question was at present being studied elsewhere. In the
52. It is

absence of direction in this matter and the rejection of

suggested Article in the Protocol,

SHAPE

is

it

is

SHAPE'S

necessary to point out that

faced with meeting such excise duties and sales taxes

which are being demanded.

MS-D(52) 6
Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters

—Revised

Draft

(27 March 1952 J 1

Draft Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty

The

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington

on 4th April, 1949,
Considering that international military Headquarters may be established in their territories, by separate arrangement, under the
North Atlantic Treaty, and
Desiring to define the status of such Headquarters and of the
personnel thereof within the North Atlantic Treaty area,
Have agreed to the present Protocol to the Agreement signed
between them in London on 19th June, 1951, regarding the Status
of their Forces

Article

1

In the present Protocol the expression

Agreement" means the Agreement signed in London on
19th June, 1951, between the Parties to the North Atlantic

(a) "the

Treaty regarding the Status of their Forces;
i

Reference: D-D (52) 27 (23 January 1952) for previous text; MS-R(52)
May 1952) for discussion of the present text.

6 (2-3

;
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(b)

"Supreme Headquarters" means Supreme Headquarters, Allied
Powers in Europe, or any equivalent military Headquarters
set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty and having an
international budget;

(c)

"Allied Headquarters" means any Supreme Headquarters and
any military Headquarters which is subordinate to a Supreme

Headquarters and which operates with funds provided under
an international budget
(d) "North Atlantic Council" means the Council established by
Article 9 of the North Atlantic Treaty or any of its subsidiary
bodies authorised to act on its behalf.

Article 2
Subject to the following provisions, the Agreement shall apply to
Allied Headquarters in the territory of a Party to the present

Protocol in the North Atlantic area, and to the military and civilian
personnel of such Headquarters and their dependents included in the
definitions in sub-paragraphs (a), (b)

Protocol,

when such personnel

nection with their
official

official

and

(c)

of Article 3 of this

are present in such territory in con-

duties or, in the case of dependents, the

duties of their spouse or parent.

Article 3
an Allied Headquarters the expressions "force," "civilian component," and "dependent," wherever they occur in the Agreement, shall have the meanings

For the purpose

set

of applying the

Agreement

to

out below.
(a) "force"
ters

means the personnel attached

who belong

Headquararmed services of any

to the Allied

to the land, sea or air

Party to the North Atlantic Treaty;
(b) "civilian component" means civilian personnel who are not
stateless persons, nor nationals of any State which is not a
party to the Treaty, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily resident
in, the receiving State, and who are (i) attached to the Allied
Headquarters and in the employ of an armed service of a
Party to the North Atlantic Treaty or (ii) in such categories
of civilian personnel in the employ of the Allied Headquarters
as the
(c)

North Atlantic Council

shall decide;

"dependent" means* the spouse of a member of a force or
civilian component, as defined in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b)
of this Article, or a child of such member depending on him
or her for support.

;

;
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Article 4

The

rights

and obligations which the Agreement gives

to or im-

upon the sending State or its authorities in respect of its forces
or their civilian components shall, in respect of an Allied Headquarters and its personnel and their dependents to whom the Agreement applies in accordance with Article 2 of the present Protocol,
be vested in or attached to the appropriate Supreme Headquarters
and the authorities responsible under it, except that
(a) the right which is given by Article VII of the Agreement to
poses

the military authorities of the sending State to exercise criminal and disciplinary jurisdiction shall not be exercised by an

Allied Headquarters but shall remain vested in the military
authorities of the State, if any, to

person concerned

is

whose military law the

subject

imposed upon the sending State or its authorities by Article II, paragraph 4 of Article III, paragraphs
5(a) and 6(a) of Article VII, paragraphs 9 and 10 of Article
VIII, and Article XIII, of the Agreement, shall attach both
to the Allied Headquarters and to any State whose armed
2
service, [or any member or employee of whose armed service,]
or the dependent of such member or employee, is concerned;
(c) for the purposes of paragraphs 2(a) and 5 of Article III,
and Article XIV, of the Agreement, the sending State shall
be, in the cr.se of members of a force and their dependents,
the State to whose armed service the member belongs, or, in
the case of members of a civilian component and their dependents, the State, if any, by whose armed service the member is employed
(d) the obligations imposed on the sending State by virtue of
paragraphs 6 and 7 of Article VIII of the Agreement shall
attach to the State to whose armed service the person belongs
whose act or omission has given rise to the claim or, in the
case of a member of a civilian component, the State by whose
armed service he is employed or, if there is no such State, the
Allied Headquarters of which he is a member. Both the State,
if any, to which obligations attach under this paragraph and
the Allied Headquarters concerned shall have the rights of
the sending State in connection with the appointment of an
arbitrator under paragraph 8 of Article VIII.

(b) the obligations

2

The words

in

square brackets, evidently omitted by a typist's error, have

been supplied from the text of

MS-D(52) 6(R)

(5

May

1952).

62<>

Article

5

Every member of an Allied Headquarters shall have a personal
identity card issued by the Headquarters showing names, date and
place of birth, nationality, rank or grade, registration number, photograph and period of validity. This card must be presented on

demand.
Article 6

For the purposes of paragraph
ment, Allied Headquarters

may

10 of Article

use their

own

VII

of the Agree-

military police.

Article 7

The exemption from taxation accorded under Article X of the
Agreement to members of a force or civilian component in respect
1.

of their salaries and emoluments shall apply, as regards personnel
to

whom

the Agreement applies in accordance with Article 2 of this

them as such personnel
by the Allied Headquarters or by the State to whose force or civilian
component they belong, except that this Article shall not exempt
any member of a force or civilian component from taxation imposed
by a State of which such member is a national.
2. The provisions in paragraphs 5 and 6 of Article XI of the
Agreement shall not apply to nationals of the receiving State.
Protocol, to salaries and emoluments paid to

Article

8

For the purpose of facilitating the establishment, construction,
maintenance and operation of all Allied Headquarters, these Head1.

quarters shall be relieved, so far as practicable, from duties and
taxes, and each Party to the present Protocol shall enter into nego-

any Allied Headquarters operating in its territory for
the purpose of concluding an agreement to give effect to this protiation with

vision.

An

Allied Headquarters shall have the right granted to a force
under Article XI of the Agreement subject to the same conditions.
3. The expression "duties and taxes" in this Article does not in2.

clude charges for services rendered.

Article 9
land, buildings or installations acquired from the international funds of an Allied Headquarters and no longer required by
1.

Any
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the Headquarters shall be disposed of under arrangements approved

by the North Atlantic Council and the proceeds shall be distributed
among or credited to the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty in the
proportions in which they contribute to the capital costs of the
Headquarters.
2.

Any

land, buildings or installations provided for the use of an

Allied Headquarters by the receiving State without charge to the

Headquarters (other than a nominal charge) and no longer required
by the Headquarters shall be handed back to the receiving State,
and any increase or loss in the value of the property provided by
the receiving State resulting from its use by the Headquarters shall
be determined in accordance with the law of the receiving State and
distributed among or credited or debited to the Parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty in the proportions in which they contribute to the
capital costs of the Headquarters.

Article 10

it

Each Supreme Headquarters

shall possess juridical personality;

have the capacity

and

shall

dispose of property.

The

to conclude contracts

to acquire

receiving State may, however,

and

make the

exercise of such capacity subject to special arrangements between

it

and the Supreme Headquarters or any subordinate Allied Headquarters acting on behalf of the Supreme Headquarters.
Article 11
Subject to the provisions of Article VIII of the Agreement,
a Supreme Headquarters may engage in legal proceedings as claimant or defendant. However, the receiving State and the Supreme
1.

Headquarters or any subordinate Allied Headquarters authorised
by it may agree that the receiving State shall act on behalf of the
Supreme Headquarters in any legal proceedings to which that
Headquarters is a party before the courts of the receiving State.
2. No measure of execution or measure directed to the seizure or
attachment of its property or funds shall be taken against any
Allied Headquarters, except for the purposes of paragraph 6(a) of
Article VII and paragraph 4 of Article XIII of the Agreement.

Article 12
1.

To

enable

it

to

operate

its

international

budget, an Allied

Headquarters may hold currency of any kind and operate accounts
in any currency.
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The Parties to the present Protocol shall, at the
Supreme Headquarters, facilitate transfers of the funds
2.

request of a
of an Allied

Headquarters from one country to another and the conversion of
any currency held by an Allied Headquarters into any other currency, when necessary to meet the requirements of any Allied Headquarters.

Article 13

The

archives and other

documents of an Allied Headquarters kept in premises used by those Headquarters or in the possession
of any properly authorised member of the Headquarters shall be
inviolable, unless the Headquarters has waived this immunity. The
Headquarters shall, at the request of the receiving State and in the
presence of a representative of that State, verify the nature of any
documents to confirm that they are entitled to immunity under this
official

Article.

Article 14
1.

The whole

or any part of the present Protocol or of the Agree-

ment may be applied, by decision of the North Atlantic Council, to
any military organisation (other than an Allied Headquarters)
which is established pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty and
operates with funds provided under an international budget.
2.

If and

when

the European Defence

being, the present Protocol

may

Community comes

into

be applied to the personnel of the

European Defence Community and

their dependents attached to an

Allied Headquarters at such time and in such manner as

may

be

determined by the North Atlantic Council.

Article 15
All differences between the Parties to the present Protocol or

between any such Parties and any Allied Headquarters relating to
the interpretation or application of the Protocol shall be settled by
negotiation between the parties in dispute without recourse to any

Except where express provision is made to the
contrary in the present Protocol or in the Agreement, differences
which cannot be settled by direct negotiation shall be referred to
the North Atlantic Council.
outside jurisdiction.

Article 16

XV

XVII

XX

Agreement

apply
as regards the present Protocol as if they were an integral part
thereof, but so that the Protocol may be reviewed, suspended, rati1.

Articles

and

to

of the

shall

;
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denounced or extended in accordance with those
provisions independently from the Agreement.
2. The present Protocol may be supplemented by bilateral agreement between the receiving State and a Supreme Headquarters, and
the authorities of a receiving State and a Supreme Headquarters
may agree to give effect, by administrative means in advance of ratification, to any provisions of this Protocol or of the Agreement as
applied by it.
fied,

acceded

to,

MS-D(52) 6

(Revise)

Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
(5

May 1952 J

—Revised

Draft

1

Draft Protoool on the Status of Allied Headquarters
set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty

The

Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty signed in Washington

on 4th April, 1949,
Considering that international military Headquarters may be established in their territories, by separate arrangement, under the
North Atlantic Treaty, and
Desiring to define the status of such Headquarters and of the personnel thereof within the North Atlantic Treaty area,
Have agreed to the present Protocol to the Agreement signed in
London on 19th June, 1951, regarding the Status of their Forces:

Article

1

In the present Protocol the expression

Agreement" means the Agreement signed in London on
19th June, 1951, by the Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty

(a) "the

regarding the Status of their Forces;
(b) "Supreme Headquarters" means Supreme Headquarters Allied
Powers in Europe or any equivalent military Headquarters
set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty and having an
international budget
(c)

"Allied Headquarters" means any Supreme Headquarters and
any military Headquarters set up pursuant to the North
Atlantic Treaty which is subordinate to a Supreme Headquarters and which operates with funds provided under an
international budget;

i

Reference:

MS-D(52)

6

(27

March 1952)

for previous text;

9 (24 May 1952) for comments by Governments and
(4-5 June 1952) for discussion of the present text.

MS-D(52)

SACLANT; MS-R(52)

7
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(d) "North Atlantic Council"

Article 9

means the Council established by
of the North Atlantic Treaty or any of its sub-

sidiary bodies authorised to act on

its

behalf.

Article 2
Subject to the following provisions of this Protocol, the Agreement shall apply to Allied Headquarters in the territory of a Party
to the present Protocol in the North Atlantic Treaty area, and to
the military and civilian personnel of such Headquarters and their

dependents included in the definitions in sub-paragraphs (a), (b)
and (c) of Article 3 of this Protocol, when such personnel are
present in any such territory in connection with their official duties
or, in the case of dependents, the official duties of their spouse or
parent.

Article 3

For

Agreement

Headquarters the expressions "force," "civilian component," and "dependent," wherever they occur in the Agreement shall have the
meanings set out below:
(a) "force" means the personnel attached to the Allied Headquarters who belong to the land, sea or air armed services
of any Party to the North Atlantic Treaty;
(b) "civilian component" means civilian personnel who are not
stateless persons, nor nationals of any State which is not a

(c)

the purpose of applying the

to an Allied

Party to the Treaty, nor nationals of, nor ordinarily resident
in, the receiving State, and who are (i) attached to the Allied
Headquarters and in the employ of an armed service of a
Party to the North Atlantic Treaty or (ii) in such categories
of civilian personnel in the employ of the Allied Headquarters as the North Atlantic Council shall decide;
"dependent" means the spouse of a member of a force or
civilian component, as defined in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b)
of this Article, or a child of such member depending on him
or her for support.

Article 4

The

rights

and obligations which the Agreement gives

imposes upon the sending State or

its

to

or

authorities in respect of

its

components or dependents shall, in respect
of an Allied Headquarters and its personnel and their dependents
to whom the Agreement applies in accordance with Article 2 of
forces or their civilian

the present Protocol, be vested in or attached to the appropriate

:
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Supreme Headquarters and

the

authorities

responsible

under

it,

except that
(a) the right

the

given by Article VII of the Agreement to
authorities of the sending State to exercise

which

military

criminal

is

and disciplinary jurisdiction

in the military

authorities of the

military law the person concerned

shall

State,
is

if

remain vested
any, to whose

subject;

imposed upon the sending State or its authorities by Article II, paragraph 4 of Article III, paragraphs
5(a) and 6(a) of Article VII, paragraphs 9 and 10 of
Article VIII, and Article XIII, of the Agreement, shall
attach both to the Allied Headquarters and to any State
whose armed service, or any member or employee of whose
armed service, or the dependent of such member or employee,

(b) the obligations

is

(c)

concerned;

for the purposes of paragraphs 2(a)

and

5 of Article III,

and Article XIV, of the Agreement, the sending State shall
be, in the case of members of a force and their dependents,
the State to whose armed service the member belongs, or,
in the case of members of a civilian component and their
dependents, the State, if any, by whose armed service the
member is employed;
(d) the obligations imposed on the sending State by virtue of

paragraphs 6 and 7 of Article VIII of the Agreement shall
attach
(i) to

the State to whose

armed

service the person

act or omission, or the vehicle

has given
(ii)

in

rise to the

the case of a

whose

whose unauthorized

use,

claim belongs, or

member

of a civilian component, the

State by whose armed service he

is

employed, or

no such State under (i) or (ii), the Allied
Headquarters of which the person concerned is a member
or to which the vehicle concerned belongs.

(iii) if

there

is

Both the State, if any, to which obligations attach under this
paragraph and the Allied Headquarters concerned shall have the
rights of the sending State in connection with the appointment

of an arbitrator under paragraph 8 of Article VIII.

Article 5

Every member of an Allied Headquarters shall have a personal
identity card issued by the Headquarters shoAving names, date and
place of birth, nationality,

rank or grade, registration number,
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photograph and period of
on demand.

validity.

This card must be presented

Article 6

For the purposes of paragraph 10 of Article VII of the Agreement, Allied Headquarters may use their own military police.
Article 7

For the purposes of paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article VIII of
the Agreement:
(a) property owned by an Allied Headquarters or by a Party
to this Protocol and used by an Allied Headquarters shall
be deemed to be property owned by a Contracting Party
and used by its armed services;
(b) damage caused by a member of a force or civilian com1.

ponent as defined in Article 3 of this Protocol or by any
other employee of an Allied Headquarters shall be deemed
to be damage caused by a member or employee of the
armed services of a Contracting Party;
(c) the definition of the expression "owned by a Contracting
Party" in paragraph 3 of Article VIII shall apply in
respect of an Allied Headquarters.
2. The claims to which paragraph 5 of Article VIII of the Agreement applies shall include claims (other than contractual claims
and claims to which paragraphs 6 or 7 of that Article apply)
arising out of acts or omissions of any employees of an Allied
Headquarters, or out of any other act, omission or occurrence for
which an Allied Headquarters is legally responsible, and causing

damage

in the territory of a receiving State to third parties, other

than any of the Parties to this Protocol.

Article 8

An

Allied Headquarters shall be considered to be a force for the
purposes of paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 8 of Article IX and paragraph

4 of Article

XI

of the Agreement.

Article 9

The exemption from taxation accorded under Article X of the
Agreement to members of a force or civilian component in respect
1.

of their salaries and emoluments shall apply, as regards personnel
of an Allied Headquarters within the definitions in paragraphs
(a)

and

(b) (i)

of Article

3,

to salaries

and emoluments paid

to
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them

by that Party, except that this paragraph
shall not exempt any such member or employee from taxation
imposed by a State of which he is a national.
2. Employees of an Allied Headquarters of categories agreed by
the North Atlantic Council, shall be exempted from taxation on
the salaries and emoluments paid to them by the Allied Headquarters in their capacity as such employees. Any such Party to
the present Protocol may, however, conclude an arrangement with
the Allied Headquarters whereby such Party will employ and
assign to the Allied Headquarters all of its nationals (except, if
such Party so desires, any not ordinarily resident within its
territory) who are to serve on the staff of the Allied Headquarters
and pay the salaries and emoluments of such persons from its own
funds, at a scale fixed by it. The salaries and emoluments so paid
may be taxed by the Party concerned but shall be exempt from
taxation by any other Party. If such an arrangement is entered
into by any Party to the present Protocol and is subsequently
modified or terminated, Parties to the present Protocol shall no
longer be bound under the first sentence of this paragraph to
exempt from taxation the salaries and emoluments paid to their
as such personnel

nationals.

Article 10

For the purpose of facilitating the establishment, construction, maintenance and operation of Allied Headquarters, these
Headquarters shall be relieved, so far as practicable, from duties
and taxes, and each Party to the present Protocol shall enter into
1.

with any Allied Headquarters operating in its territory for the purpose of concluding an agreement to give effect
negotiation

to this provision.
2.

An

Allied Headquarters shall have the rights granted to a

force under Article

XI

of

the

Agreement subject

to

the

same

conditions.
3.

The

provisions in paragraphs 5 and 6 of Article

XI

of the

Agreement shall not apply to nationals of the receiving State.
4. The expression "duties and taxes" in this Article does not

in-

clude charges for services rendered.

Article 11

Except insofar as the North Atlantic Council may decide otherwise:
(a)

any assets acquired from the international funds of an Allied
Headquarters under its capital budget and no longer required
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by the Headquarters shall be disposed of under arrangements
approved by the North Atlantic Council and the proceeds
shall be distributed

among

North Atlantic Treaty

or credited to the Parties to the

in the proportions in

which they have

contributed to the capital costs of the Headquarters,
(b)

any land, buildings or fixed installations provided for the
use of an Allied Headquarters by the receiving State without charge to the Headquarters (other than a nominal
charge) and no longer required by the Headquarters shall
be handed back to the receiving State, and any increase or
loss in the value of the property provided by the receiving
State resulting from its use by the Headquarters shall be
determined by the North Atlantic Council and distributed
among or credited or debited to the Parties to the North
Atlantic Treaty in the proportions in which they have contributed to the capital costs of the Headquarters.

Article 12

Each Supreme Headquarters

shall possess juridical personality;

have the capacity to conclude contracts and to acquire and
dispose of property. The receiving State may, however, make the
exercise of such capacity subject to special arrangements between
it and the Supreme Headquarters or any subordinate Allied Headquarters acting on behalf of the Supreme Headquarters.
it

shall

Article 13
Subject to the provisions of Article VIII of the Agreement,
Supreme Headquarters may engage in legal proceedings as

1.

a

However, the receiving State and the
Supreme Headquarters or any subordinate Allied Headquarters
authorised by it may agree that the receiving State shall act on
behalf of the Supreme Headquarters in any legal proceedings to
which that Headquarters is a party before the courts of the receiv-

claimant

or

defendant.

ing State.
2.

No measure

of execution or measure directed to the seizure or

attachment of its property or funds shall be taken against any
Allied Headquarters, except for the purposes of paragraph 6(a) of
Article VII and Article XIII of the Agreement.

Article 14
1.

To

enable

it

to

operate

its

international

budget, an Allied

Headquarters may hold currency of any kind and operate accounts
in any currency.
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The Parties to the present Protocol shall, at the request of
Supreme Headquarters, facilitate transfers of the funds of an

2.

a

Allied Headquarters from one country to another and the conversion of any currency held by an Allied Headquarters into any
other currency,

when necessary

to

meet the requirements of any

Allied Headquarters.

Article 15

The

archives and other

documents of an Allied Headquarters kept in premises used by those Headquarters or in the
possession of any properly authorised member of the Headquarters
shall be inviolable, unless the Headquarters has waived this immunity. The Headquarters shall, at the request of the receiving
State and in the presence of a representative of that State, verify
the nature of any documents to confirm that they are entitled to
immunity under this Article.
official

Article 16

The whole

any part of the present Protocol or of the
Agreement may be applied, by decision of the North Atlantic
Council, to any military organisation (other than an Allied Headquarters) which is established pursuant to the North Atlantic
Treaty and operates with funds provided under an international
1.

or

budget.
2.

If and

when

the

European Defence Community comes

being, the present Protocol

may

into

be applied to the personnel of the

European Defence Community and

their dependents attached to an

Allied Headquarters at such time and in such

manner

as

may

be

determined by the North Atlantic Council.

Article 17
All differences between the Parties to the present Protocol or
between any such Parties and any Allied Headquarters relating to
the interpretation or application of the Protocol shall be settled
by negotiation between the parties in dispute without recourse

Except where express provision is
made to the contrary in the present Protocol or in the Agreement,
differences which cannot be settled by direct negotiation shall
be referred to the North Atlantic Council.
to

any outside jurisdiction.

Article 18
1.

Articles

XV and

XVII

to

regards the present Protocol as

XX of the Agreement
if

shall apply as

they were an integral part thereof,

:
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but so that the Protocol may be reviewed, suspended, ratified, acceded
to, denounced or extended in accordance with those provisions independently from the Agreement.
2. The present Protocol may be supplemented by bilateral agreement between the receiving State and a Supreme Headquarters, and

Supreme Headquarters may
agree to give effect, by administrative means in advance of ratification, to any provisions of this Protocol or of the Agreement as apthe authorities of a receiving State and a

plied by

it.

In witness whereof the undersigned Plenipotentiaries have signed
the present Protocol.

Done

in

day of

Paris this

,

1952, in the

English and French languages, both texts being equally authoritative,
in a single original which shall be deposited in the archives of the
Government of the United States of America. The Government of
the United States of America shall transmit certified copies thereof
to all the signatory and acceding States.

MS-D(52)

7

—

Agreement Memorandum by Italy on the Marking of Service Vehicles (24 April 1952 )*
1. The Agreement on the Status of Military Forces, in Article V,

Status of Forces

component
number,
shall carry, in addition to their registration
a distinctive
nationality mark.
2. The Italian Government feels that, while the enforcement of the
said Agreement throughout the NATO countries is still pending,
steps should be taken in order that motor vehicles' registration numbers and nationality marks be communicated as from now by Allied
Headquarters and by the sending States to the receiving States.
3. The measure recommended would serve the purpose of enabling
the traffic officers of the receiving State to identify NATO motor
vehicles and thereby
(a) cooperate with the Headquarters military police in order
par. 2, states that service vehicles of a force or civilian

that local traffic regulations be abided by;
(b) give

NATO

priority,
4.

The

that the

i

when

vehicles

all

possible

assistance

and

traffic

requested for military purposes.

Italian Delegation has therefore been directed to request

Juridical

Working Party,

See MS-R(52) 6 (2-3

May

ment have been added by the

1952).

editor.

in

referring to the

Pam graph

numbers

in the

Council

above docu-

:

;
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Deputies the proposal outlined above, advise them to endorse it and
transmit it to the Governments and to the proper miiltary authorities
for action.

D-D(52) 77(F)

—

Reorganization of NATO Transfer of Powers Vested in Chairman
of Council Deputies under Status Agreements (12 May 1952)

Agreement on
tion.

North Atlantic Treaty OrganizaNational Representatives and International Staff
the Status of the

AGREED MINUTE
The North Atlantic Council Deputies,
Considering that under the Agreement on

the Status of the North

Atlantic Treaty Organization, National Representatives and International Staff, signed at

functions are vested in

Ottawa on the 20th September, 1951, certain
the Chairman of the Council Deputies 1

And

considering that, in consequence of the reorganization of the
North Atlantic Treat}' Organization, the office of Chairman of the

Council Deputies will be abolished on the 4th April 1952;
Agree on behalf of their Governments that the said functions shall
from that date be exercised by the Secretary-General of the Organization, or in his absence by his Deputy, or by such other person as
the North Atlantic Council may decide.
Dated this fourth day of April, 1952.
[There follow the signatures of the Deputies for Belgium, Canada,
Denmark, France, Iceland, Italy, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, United Kingdom and United States.]

MS-D(52) 8
Status of Forces

Agreement

—Memorandum by

Delegation on Implementation (20

Memorandum by United

the United States

May 1952)
States Delegation

After discussion of D-D (52) 48 (R) with other members of the
Working Group, the United States is now prepared to restate its
position in Section A, paragraph 1, of that paper, as follows
3.

i For these functions, see the following Articles of the Agreement
Article
1(d); Article 5; Article 17; Article 20; Article 21, par. 2; Article 22. The
transfer of functions would appear also to be applicable to Article VIII, par.
2(b), of the Status of Forces Agreement.
;

;

:
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"The United States wishes

arrangements
with most countries on service post exchanges, commissaries or
similar establishments and to reserve the right to deal directly
with individual NATO member States on this subject. We do not
consider that anything in the Agreement constitutes a renunciation
of present understandings or the right to negotiate in the future
on this subject."
4.

Also, the United States

is

to continue the existing

now prepared

to

withdraw from

dis-

NATO

framework the points raised in
Section A, paragraph 3, of D-D (52) 48 (Revise) and to take these
questions up in bilateral negotiations as provided in Article IX,
paragraph 3, of the Military Status Agreement.
cussion in the multilateral

5.

We

are anxious to have an early expression of the

other countries on

D-D (52)

r

v

iews of the

48 (Revise), Section A, paragraph

1,

as

paragraph 2 and paragraph 4, and suggest that such
views might be communicated to us either directly or through the
NATO Secretariat by 26 May.
restated above,

6.

The United

States has indicated

its

intention to implement pro-

paragraph 1. As for all
provisional implementation on our part, this can be done only within
the framework of existing law. Within that framework, all visiting
NATO forces will be exempt from all visa, passport, and immigravisionally the first sentence of Article III,

tion requirements, except that

is

it

not possible entirely to avoid

immigration inspection required under the Internal Security Act of
1950, insofar as it provides for exclusion from admission to the
United States of any alien who is a member of any one of the following classes

"Aliens

who

seek to enter the United States, whether solely,

which would
or would endanger the wel-

principally, or incidentally, to engage in activities

be prejudicial to the public interest,
fare or safety of the United States
"Aliens with respect to whom there

is

reason to believe thai

such aliens would, after entry, be likely to (A) engage in activities which would be prohibited by the laws of the United States
relating to espionage,

public disorder, or in other

sabotage,

activity subversive to the national security; (B) engage in

activity a purpose of

which

is

any

the opposition to, or the control

or overthrow of, the Government of the United States by force,

means; or (C) organize, join,
affiliate with, or participate in the activities of any organization
which is registered or required to be registered under section 7
of the Subversive Activities Control Act of 1950."

violence, or other unconstitutional

7.

For the information of other

delegations,

we can now con firm
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our earlier expectations that the Agreement will be submitted to the
Senate in an effort to obtain its advice and consent, prerequisite to
ratification, during the present session.

MS-D(52) 9
Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters

Governments and by
I.

Comment* by

SACLANT

May 1952)

(24

—Comments

by

1

the Italia?! Delegation.

Article 10
1.

If the words "as far as practicable" are interpreted as meaning

"within the framework of existing legislation/' this would appear to
deprive paragraph 1 of this Article of its substance. This point

should be clarified by the Working Group.

Article 11

The

2.

Italian

Government could accept paragraph

(a), subject to

the insertion in this Article of a clause stipulating that the host

country should have first option in the purchase of items no longer
required by a Headquarters.
3. In paragraph (b), insert "temporarily" after the word "installations," or amend to read: "provided for the temporary use of."
Replace the word "use" by "occupation." After the word "determined," insert the words "in accordance with the law of the receiving
State," as in Article

Comments by

//.

9,

paragraph

the United

2,

of

Kingdom

MS-D(52)

6.

Delegation.

Article 4
In paragraph (d)(i), omit the words "or the vehicle whose
unauthorised use." If the user of the vehicle is a member of a force,
then the State to whose armed service he belongs should be responsible. The same applies where the user is a member of the civilian
component in the employ of an armed service of a State. In other
cases, subparagraph (iii) of Article 4, paragraph (d), applies.
4.

i

Reference:

MS-D(52) 6(R)

(5

May

1952) for text under consideration;

MS-R(52) 7 (4-5 June 1952) for discussion of text and of the comments
made above. The order of these comments has been slightly re-arranged by the
editor (the comments of the United States are found in an Addendum of
29 May 1952; those of Belgium and SACLANT, in an Addendum of 30 May
1952), and paragraph

numbers have been added.

:
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Article
5.

The words "paragraph 4

8

of Article

XI"

should read: "para-

XI

graph 4 of Article XIII." Paragraph 4 of Article
Article 10, paragraph 2.
///.

Comments by

We

budgets

covered by

the United States Delegation.

Article
6.

is

1

are not entirely content with the references to international
in Article

1.

We

feel that this

trary to the intention of the

lead to a result quite con-

Working Group

future financing arrangements and
result of infrastructure

may

it is

since

we cannot

foresee

already apparent that, as a

and other negotiations, many Headquarters

will be internationally financed.

We

prefer to delete these references

subparagraphs (b) and (c) and to insert the word "international"
before "military Headquarters" in (c). We are conscious that the
present wording was devised having in mind that certain headquarters were partly national and partly international. We do not, however, see any difficulty in establishing that the Protocol applies to the
international part and that the national part cannot be considered
international and thus incur rights and obligations under the
in

Protocol.

Article 7
7.

The

International

Court of Justice has given an advisory

opinion concerning reparations for injuries suffered in the service of
the United Nations in which the right of the United Nations to assert
international claims as a result of injury to its personnel is recog-

There seems to be some possibility of an analogy being drawn
between the Headquarters covered in the Protocol and the United
Nations, and we believe the record should state agreement that the
rights and obligations attached to a Headquarters by Article 4 of the
Protocol include the waiver of such claims by or against Headquarters. In this connection, we note that Article 7 of the draft
Protocol provides for waiver of claims as under Article VIII, paraGraph 1, and [we] believe that it would be in line with this for the
record to show that claims as under Article VIII, paragraph 4, are

nized.

also waived.

Article 8
8.

We

cover

feel that Article 8 of the Protocol as

drafted does not

points in which a headquarters should be considered a
under the Agreement, and [we] propose the following

all

"force"

now

amendment
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An

Allied Headquarters shall be considered to be a force for the

purposes of Article II, paragraph 2 of Article V, Article IX (or,
if others prefer, paragraphs 2, 3, 4, 5, 7 and 8 of Article IX), and
Article XIII.

For purely drafting

9.

reasons,

we suggest adding

to the provisions

"paragraph 10 of Article VII, and Article
XI." This would permit deletion of Article 6 and paragraph 2 of

cited in the above text

:

Article 10 of the present draft of the Protocol.
10.

We

suggest that this amended Article might be incorporated

into Article 3 of the Protocol.

Article

9

In paragraph 1, substitute "the armed service to which they
belong or by which they are employed'' for "that Party."
12. In paragraph 2 at the beginning of the second sentence, delete
11.

the

word "such."
Article 10

13.

The United

meeting on

States has noted the

comments made

at the last

We

do not find it necessary now to press for discussion of views beyond that which took
place at the earlier meetings of the Working Group. The United
States accepts the interpretations put on record by the French
Representative at our last meeting.
14. It seems to us that paragraph 8 of Article 10 goes a little bit
too far. We suggest that there should be added to the present text
the words: "unless such nationals belong to the armed services of a
Party other than the receiving State." With this addition the Protocol would be consistent with the Agreement itself.
its

interpretation of Article 10.

Article 11
In connection with subparagraph (b) of Article 11, the United
States would wish to put on record its view that, in agreeing on
15.

any principle for the distribution of the increase or loss in value
of land, buildings or fixed installations used by an Allied Headquarters, no precedent will be set for similar determinations in
other connections.

IV. Comments of the Belgian Delegation.

Article 9
16.

to in

add the following: "The exemption referred
the present Article shall be granted to members of a force

In paragraph

1,

:

:
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only

if

their

pay and allowances

are taxable in a State other than

the receiving State."

Members

Motive.

of a force attached to a Headquarters will not
be exempted from taxation on their pay if they are nationals of
the receiving State in implementation of Article 4 of the Convention.

Thus, a French soldier posted to a Headquarters in France would
pay French income tax. But a Belgian living or normally resident
in France, who, in his capacity as a Belgian soldier, is posted to
a Headquarters in France, would be exempt from Belgian income
It

tax.

would therefore not be right

to

exempt him from taxation

in France.
17.

Add

The

the following

new paragraph

to Article 9 of the Protocol

Headquarters shall provide the State concerned
with any necessary information in respect of taxation on emoluments paid by them (amount of emoluments, identity, civilian
status, dependents and last domicile of beneficiaries in their home
State). If requested, they shall render the said State any assistance
with respect to collection of the tax.
Allied

Article 10
In paragraph 1, for the words "so far as practicable," substitute the words: "in so far as is necessary for the normal performance of their duties.
18.

19.

Add

the following

new paragraph

The exemption from

duties

to Article 10:

and taxes considered or provided

and 2 of the present Article shall be granted
to Allied Headquarters only for their purchases, imports and
exports for the official and exclusive use of these Headquarters.
for in paragraphs

1

Article 14
20.

Add

the following to paragraph 2 of Article 14

Should implementation of the stipulations in the present paragraph be rendered difficult by certain provisions in their respective
currency regulations, consultations shall be held between the
Governments concerned and the Supreme Headquarters.
V.

Comments

of

S AOL ANT.
Article

21.

1

In paragraph (b), after the word "Europe" add: "and Head-

quarters of the

Supreme Allied Commander

Atlantic."

:
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Article 10

Change the numbering of paragraphs 2, 3 and 4, to paragraphs 3, 4 and 5, respectively. Add a new paragraph 2 as follows
2. The receiving State and an Allied Headquarters may by
agreement fix the categories and quantities of imported goods
which entitled persons may procure from the appropriate sales
22.

In the absence of agreement
covering this subject each Headquarters shall regulate such sales
by reasonable regulations.
agencies of Allied Headquarters.

Article 12
23. Delete the

whole present Article, and substitute new wording

as follows:

Each Supreme Headquarters

and dispose of real and personal propand defend legal proceedings. The receiv-

to acquire

contract;

(b)

erty;

to institute

(c)

shall possess the capacity: (a) to

make

ing State may, however,

the

exercise

subject to special arrangements between

it

such

of

capacity

and the Supreme Head-

quarters or any subordinate Allied Headquarters acting on behalf
of the

Supreme Headquarters.
Article 13

24.

Delete paragraph

since this subject matter

1,

is

included in

the suggested change of Article 12.

Article 14
25.

Change paragraph 2

to

paragraph 2, as follows:
2. In order that surplus or

become paragraph

3.

Add

a

new

funds may produce income, authority is granted an Allied Headquarters to
invest surplus portions of such funds in callable securities under
the general rules applicable to the investment of trust funds.

New

idle international

Article

Change the present numbering of Articles 16, 17 and 18, to
read as Articles 17, 18 and 19, respectively. Add a new Article 16,
26.

as follows:
16.

Any Supreme

bers of his

staff, to

Commander and
designated by him but

Allied

be

the principal

not to extend below

division level, shall, while present in the territory of

ber State of which such person

is

mem-

any mem-

not a national for the dis-
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charge of his duties, enjoy the following privileges and immunities
:

(a)

immunity from personal

(b) in respect of acts done in his

from
(c)

and detention;
official capacity, immunity

arrest

legal proces;

and documents;

inviolability of all papers

(d) such privileges

and immunities

as are accorded foreign

Governments, in so far as concerns customs duties and
internal revenue taxes imposed upon or by reason of
importation, and the procedures in connection therewith;
the registration of foreign agents; and the treatment of
official communications.

C-M(52) 30

—

Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
Final Draft and
Report of Chairman of Working Group (7 June 1952 J 1

Report by

tlie

Chairman of

the

Working Group

have the honor to submit to the council the attached draft
Protocol (Annex A) on the status of International Military Headquarters set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty, which has
been prepared by the Working Group on Military Status.
2. The purpose of the Protocol is to extend to international military Headquarters set up pursuant to the Treaty the provisions of
the Status of Forces Agreement signed in London on 19 June 1951,
which regulates the status of the national forces of one NATO member in the territory of another member. It also contains in Articles
8 to 13 certain additional provisions which have no parallel in the
Status of Forces Agreement but which the Working Group considers
to be desirable in regard to an international Headquarters.
3. The Protocol will apply automatically to SHAPE, SACLANT
and equivalent Headquarters and to other international Headquarters immediately subordinate to them see the definitions in Article 1
1.

I

:

(b)

and

(c).

Provision

is

made

in Article 14(1) for its extension,

by decision of the Council, to other international military Headquarters and organizations established pursuant to the Treaty. The
reason why the Working Group came to the conclusion that it was
advisable not to make the Protocol automatically applicable to Headi Reference:
MS-D(52) 6(R) (5 May 1952) for previous text; and for discussion of the present text: C-R(52) 14 (2 July 1952)
MS-D(52) 10 (2 July
1952)
MS-R(52) 8-9 (3 and 10 July 1952) C-M(52) 56 (25 July 1952).
;

:

;

:

.
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quarters other than those within the definitions in Article

1

(b)

and

below the level of the subordinate Headquarters referred
to in Article 1(c) some Headquarters are only partially international
and it is preferable to consider each case on its merits.
4. In the case of SHAPE and its subordinate Headquarters, according to the present set-up, the Protocol would apply automat(c) is that

ically to

SHAPE
Headquarters
Headquarters
Headquarters
Headquarters
Headquarters

Allied

Land Forces

Central Europe

Allied Air Forces Central Europe

Europe
Allied Forces Southern Europe

Flag

Officer Central

Allied Forces Northern Europe.

The Working Group recommends

that the Council should decide to

extend the Protocol under Article 14(1) to the following:
Headquarters Allied Air Forces Northern Europe
Headquarters Allied Naval Forces Northern Europe
Headquarters Allied Land Forces Southern Europe
Headquarters Allied Air Forces Southern Europe
Headquarters Allied Naval Forces Southern Europe.
form of resolution is attached for this purpose (Annex B). 2
Headquarters Allied Land Forces Norway and Headquarters Allied Land Forces Denmark are not included in this recommendation
because they are essentially national and not international and the
small international element attached to the latter can be treated as a
detachment of Headquarters Allied Forces Northern Europe.
5. The Working Group suggests that the Secretariat should be
asked to submit proposals on similar lines regarding the application
of the Protocol to the subordinate headquarters of SACLANT. The
only international military organization (other than Headquarters)
existing at present to which the Council will wish to consider extending the Protocol under Article 14(1) is the NATO Defense College
in Paris, and the Working Group suggests that rhe Standing Group
should be asked for its view on this point.
6. With two
exceptions, the text of the draft Protocol was
unanimously accepted by the Working Group. It represents a
carefully weighed balance of interests and to this end involved
concessions on the part of all concerned. The Working Group
expressed the hope that, bearing this in mind, all NATO Governments would accept the instrument without reservation in its
present form, though no representative on the Working Group was

A

.

2 Annex B has been omitted
C-M(52) 56 (25 July 1952).

;

its

text

is

identical with that of

Annex B

in

:
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commit his Government before it had had an opportunity
to examine the final text.
7. The two exceptions to the unanimous agreement of the Working Group on the text are Articles 7 and 8. Article 7 provides
for income tax exemptions to be granted to the members of international military Headquarters. Their members fall into three
able to

categories
(1) military

personnel

who belong

to

the

armed

services

the States Parties to the North Atlantic Treaty and
attached to the Headquarters for duty;

who

of
are

personnel employed by such armed services who
are attached to the Headquarters for duty; and
civilian
personnel directly employed by the Headquarters.
(3)
(2) civilian

The

two categories will be paid by the armed services of
which they are members or by which they are employed and
therefore can be assimilated for income tax purposes to the members
of the national forces and their civilian components, to whom the
Status of Forces Agreement itself applies. The third category
can be assimilated to the international staff of NATO and should
first

therefore be subject to the regime set out in Article

Agreement on the Status of
and International Staff, signed

The

NATO,
in

National

19 of the

Representatives

Ottawa on 20 September

difference is that States are free to tax their

own

1951.

nationals in

categories (1) and (2), but not those in category (3) unless they
make a special arrangement for that purpose under paragraph

The Canadian Representative in
Working Group stated that his Government had only accepted
Article 19 of the Ottawa Agreement with reluctance and he was
unable to accept paragraph 2 of Article 7 of the Protocol. The
remaining members of the Working Group said that their Governments could accept Article 7 (some of them reluctantly). On the
2 of Article 7 of the Protocol.

the

other hand, the alternative of deleting paragraph 2 and extending

paragraph 1 to apply to the third category of personnel referred
to above was unacceptable to the United States Government and,
on balance, the present text of Article 7 appeared to command the
greater measure of support. No compromise solution was found possible.
The Canadian Representative in the Working Group was
asked to inform his Government of the discussion on this Article and
to invite them to reconsider their attitude with a view to reaching
unanimous agreement.

The Netherlands and Belgian Representatives in the Working
Group stated that they were unable to give the agreement of their
Governments to paragraph 1 of Article 8. They proposed to sub8.

:
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Ottawa Agreement. This proposal was, however, unacceptable to the United States
Government because of the terms of the Mutual Security Act, and
the Netherlands and Belgian Representatives agreed to ask their
Governments to reconsider the matter. Several amendments were
made to the text of Article 8 in order to meet some of the objections
of those and other Governments to it.
stitute a

9.

paragraph on the

lines of Article 10 of the

The Working Group wishes

to the following points

to call the attention of the Council

which were raised

in the discussion

on the

Protocol
(a)

The Representative

Government urged that a
provision be included which would make it possible for
Supreme Headquarters to establish an integrated military
post

office

of the French

or postal service as an alternative to the national

military post

offices

proposed by

SHAPE. The Working

Group considered that either solution raised certain difficulties which made it inadvisable to attempt to cover this
subject in the present Protocol, and the Working Group
therefore recommends that it be left to bilateral arrangements, subject to later consideration on an international basis
appears necessary.

if that

was proposed that the Supreme Commander and the Commander-in-Chief directly subordinate to him be granted cer-

(b) It

personal privileges analogous to those accorded to
diplomatic personnel. This presented difficulties for certain
tain

Governments, and the Working Group agreed to leave

this

question to national arrangements.
10. The Working Group recommends that at the time of signature
of the Protocol the Council should adopt a resolution similar to that

adopted by the Council Deputies at the time of signature of the
Status of Forces Agreement, recommending Governments to apply
the Protocol provisionally so far as possible, pending ratification. A
form of resolution for this purpose is attached to this report
(Annex C). 3
11. When the Treaty establishing the European Defense Community comes into force, it will be necessary for the Council to determine the manner in which the Protocol shall apply to members of
the European Defense Force attached to international military Headquarters: see Article 24(2). It will also be necessary to draw up an
additional Protocol defining the status of the European Defense
3 Annex C has been omitted;
C-M(52) 56 (25 July 1952).

its

text

is

identical with that of

Annex C

in
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Forces in North Atlantic Treaty countries, since they will not fall
within the definition of "force" in Article I, par. 1(a) of the Status
of Forces Agreement. If the Council agrees, the Working Group
will in due course submit draft instruments for these purposes.

ANNEX A
Draft Protocol on the Status of International
Military Headquarters Set Up Pursuant
to the North Atlantic Treaty
[The text of the Protocol in this Annex is identical, except for two
minor variations noted in the footnote below, 4 with the English text
of the final printed version of the Protocol as signed in Paris on

28 August 1952].

MS-D(52) 10

—

Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
Statements by the
Canadian and Netherlands Representatives (2 July 1952 ) 1
I.

—Statement by the Canadian Representative
On

my

Government, I can report that Canada
can subscribe to the Protocol in its present form when it becomes
open for signature, without reservation in respect of paragraph 2 of
instruction

Article

from

7.

In reporting that the Protocol has been found acceptable by the

Canadian authorities concerned,

I

am

further directed to indicate

that:

Canadian citCanada as having been

(a) these authorities regard Canada's right to tax

izens resident or ordinarily resident in

maintained by the provisions of par. 2 of Article 7 permitting
a party to the Protocol to employ, pay and tax each member
of the quota of its nationals serving on the Allied Headquarters, whether or not the Canadian Government avails itself of
this provision

;

and

(b) the acquiescence of the

Canadian Government

to par. 2 of

These two variations: (1) In Article 8, par. 1, the words "and for their
and exclusive use" are not found in C-M(52) 30 and appear only in
the final text as signed; and (2) the draft Protocol above does not contain the
date of signature nor the actual signatures. The final text is reproduced at
page 43, supra.
i These statements are referred to in the Record of the Council meeting on
2 July 1952: C-R(52) 14, par. 20 (Canadian statement) and par. 25 (Netherlands statement). See also MS-R(52) 8-9 (3 and 10 July 1952).
4

official

—
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not to be regarded as creating a precedent for any
future arrangement concerning Canadian residents employed
Article 7

is

by an international organization.
Statement by the Netherlands Representative

//.

With regard

to Article 12, par. 1, 1 bring to the Council's attention

Budget Committee has
tabled a proposal for an exchange rate guarantee to be given by each
member country for funds held by NATO in one of their currencies.
The Working Group, which prepared the draft Protocol now before

that the Netherlands Representative in the

being a meeting of legal experts, passed rather hurriedly over this
matter, suggesting that it would be more appropriate for the Military
us,

Budget Committee

to look into

it.

In view of the quite considerable amounts involved in the existing
and anticipated military budgets, especially after the extension of
the scope of military budgets which is now under consideration and
may at some future date be agreed upon to a greater or lesser extent,
it would appear indispensable for the amounts held by NATO to be
protected by a system of guarantees.
I suggest that the Council agree to ask the

Budget Committee and

Military Budget Committee to elaborate such a system for the whole
of

NATO at an early
The

date.

provision of par. 2 of Article 12

may

in its practical applica-

some difficulties if it were left to the discretion of Allied
Headquarters to convert particular countries' contributions into
hard currencies. It would appear that the establishment of a procedure and general agreement on the question, to what extent such
conversion can take place under this Protocol, is highly desirable.
tion lead to

would suggest that, if an Allied Headquarters foresees that its
expenditure in hard currency may be greater in any budgetary period
than its hard currency revenue, the matter should be brought before
the Military Budget Committee. Should the Military Budget Committee agree to the hard currency expenditure involved, the proviI

sion of such currency should be the joint responsibility of the other

NATO

countries in proportion to their contributions to the

NATO

budget for the expenditure in question.

must reserve my position on the provision of Article 12 until
such time as an arrangement has been agreed upon by the Military
Budget Committee taking care of the two preoccupations of my GovI

ernment.

As soon

the withdrawal of

as this

my

is

the case, I will notify the Secretariat of

reservation and

it

will, I

assume, not be neces-

sary for the Council to consider the matter again.
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C-M(52) 56

—Report

Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
Chairman of the Working Group (25 July 1952)

of the

Report of the Chairman of the Working Group
have the honor to inform the Council that, in accordance with
the Council's decision at its meeting on 2 July, 1 the Working Group
on Military Status has re-examined the text of the draft Protocol
on International Military Headquarters contained in Document C-M
(52) 30 in the light of the comments of member Governments. These
comments related to Articles 7, 8 and 12 of the Protocol.
2. The Canadian Representative at the Working Group confirmed
that his Government did not intend to make any reservation regarding Article 7 and would amend the wording of the statement read
on their behalf to the Council on 2 July in order to clarify this intention. He informed the Working Group of the terms of the revised
statement, and the Working Group is satisfied that it is entirely
1.

I

consistent with the provisions of Article
3.

7.

The Netherlands Representative explained

was reluctant

to

Government
accept paragraph 2 of Article 7 for reasons which

are set out fully in the

Summary Records

that his

of the meeting of the

Working Group. The Belgian and other Representatives expressed
similar views on behalf of their Governments.

After considerable
discussion, the text of Article 7 in C-M (52) 30 was unanimously
agreed. The Working Group recommends, however, that the question
of exemption from income tax of the emoluments of the international
staff of NATO and of NATO military Headquarters should be the
subject of further study by experts and that the Brussels Treaty
Permanent Committee (which has studied the matter) should be
asked to make any useful documentation in its possession available

to

NATO.
The Working Group agreed that Article
C-M (52) 30 should be amended by the

4.

in

"and for their
in line

official

and exclusive

8 of the draft Protocol

addition of the words

benefit" after

"common defence"

5.

The Netherlands Representative explained to the Working
Group certain reservations of his Government on Article 12. The
5.

Secretariat has since been informed that these reservations are with-

drawn.
6.

i

The Working Group endorses

C-R(52)

14, par.

19-26 (2 July 1952)

the

recommendations of the

;

;

:
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Standing Group

set

Annex

out in the

A

to this

Report regarding

the application of the Protocol to the subordinate Headquarters of

SACLANT.

In fact, the Protocol will automatically apply to these
Headquarters under Article 1(c), since they are all immediately subordinate to SACLANT. The Working Group also agrees with the
Standing Group's recommendation that the Protocol should not be
applied to the NATO Defense College.
7. Accordingly, the Working Group recommends
(a) that the Council should approve the draft Protocol in C-M
(52) 30, with the amendment to Article 8 referred to in
paragraph 4 above, and fix a date for signature;
(b) that on the date of the signature of the Protocol the Council
should formally adopt the two resolutions at Annexes B and
C to this Report
(c) that the Protocol should not be applied to the NATO Defense College
(d) that the drafting of appropriate instruments to extend the

(e)

Status of Forces Agreement and the Protocol to cover the
European Defense Force and its members should be put in
hand; [and]
that arrangements should be made for further study by experts of the question of Exemption from income tax of the
emoluments of the international staff of NATO and of

NATO military Headquarters.
ANNEX B
Resolution on Application of the Protocol

The North Atlantic Council,
Having regard to paragraph

1

2

of Article 14 of the Protocol signed

August, 1952, on the Status of International
Military Headquarters set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty,
Decides that the Protocol shall apply to the following international
military Headquarters in addition to those within the definitions in
Article 1(b) and (c) of the Protocol:
Headquarters Allied Air Forces Northern Europe,
Headquarters Allied Naval Forces Northern Europe,
Headquarters Allied Land Forces Southern Europe,
Headquarters Allied Air Forces Southern Europe,
Headquarters Allied Naval Forces Southern Europe.
in Paris on the 28th

2

Adopted by the Council on 20 August 1952: C-R(52)

18, par. 7.

:
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ANNEX C
Resolution on Implementation of the Protocol^

The North Atlantic

Council,

Considering that some provisions of the Protocol on the Status of
International Military Headquarters set up pursuant to the North
Atlantic Treaty, can be implemented by administrative action without the necessity for legislation, and that such implementation would
be useful in the period before the Protocol is ratified,
Recommend that signatory States should give effect to the Protocol
provisionally, pending ratification, to the

maximum

extent possible.

ISM(52) 31
Draft Agreement between the United States and NATO on the Employment of United States Nationals by International Military

Headquarters (19 November 1952 ) 1

Agreement between the Government of the United
States and the North Atlantic Council concerning

Employment by

International Headquarters of
United /States Nationals

the

Since the Government of the United States desires to enter into
an arrangement with International Military Headquarters, to which
the Protocol to the Agreement between the Parties to the North

Atlantic Treaty on the Status of their Forces on International Military Headquarters Set Up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty,

signed at Paris on August 20, 1952, 2 applies, as provided in Article 7
of that Protocol, it is therefore agreed by the Government of the
United States and the North Atlantic Council, acting on behalf of

such Headquarters, as follows
1. Whenever any International Military Headquarters desires the
service of a

United States national,

it

will notify the

United States

(A) the nature of the position to be filled, (B) the qualifications
which an individual must possess to fill the position, and (C) the
salary which such individual would receive if employed by the
Headquarters. The Headquarters may notify the Government of the

of:

Adopted by the Council on 20 August 1952: C-R(52) 18, par. 8.
This Agreement is found attached to the Protocol on the Status of International Military Headquarters: 5 UST 870, TIAS 2978, 200 UNTS 340. Words
enclosed in square brackets are found only in the final Agreement as signed.
and not in the draft given in the International Staff Memorandum above.
2 This should read
August 28, 1952.
3
i

:
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United States of the name(s) of any individual (s)

it

deems accept-

able for the position.
2.

The Government

quarters a United States national from
is

may

of the United States

acceptable to the Headquarters.

assign to the

Government

its

The Government

Head-

service

who

of the United

States will provide security clearance for the individual concerned.
3.

The Government

of the United States will pay any and

all

and emoluments of United States nationals, who are employed by it and assigned to the Headquarters concerned, from its
own funds at rates determined by the Government of the United
salaries

States.
4.

International Military Headquarters will not pay any salaries

and emoluments of any citizens of the United States.
5. The amounts of salaries and emoluments which International
Military Headquarters would otherwise have paid United States nationals for each fiscal year will be deducted from the amount assessed
the Government of the United States in respect of the contribution
of the Government of the United States to such Headquarters for
the subsequent
6.

fiscal year..

[This Agreement has been executed in two originals, one to be

retained by the

Government of the United

States,

and one

to

remain

with the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.]
In witness whereof, This Agreement is executed at Paris on [this
twenty-fifth day of February, 1953] by The Right Honorable The
Lord Ismay, G.C.B., C.H., D.S.O., Secretary General of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization, on behalf of the North Atlantic Council, and William H. Draper, Jr., United States Permanent Representative to the North Atlantic Council, on behalf of the Government
of the United States.

C-M(53) 62

—

Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters Implementation of
Article 8: Tax Exemption for SHAPE and Subordinate Headquarters (5 May 1953)

Note by the Secretary -General and Vice- Chairman

On

31

December

memorandum

1952, the Chief of Staff,

to the Secretary-General

implementation of Article

8,

SHAPE,

addressed a

(Annex A), concerning

paragraph

1,

the

of the Protocol on the

Status of International Military Headquarters.
After preliminary examination by the International Staff, this

memorandum was submitted

Budget Committee for
The report of the Military Budget Commit-

examination and report.
tee is attached (Annex B).

to the Military

:
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The Council

asked to approve the recommendations contained
in paragraph 3(a), (b) and (c) of the Report at Annex B.
is

ANNEX A
Tax Exemption

Subject:

for

SHAPE

and Subordinate Head-

quarters

To

Secretary General

North Atlantic Treaty Organization
Palais de Chaillot,

Paris

Reference

:

Article

1.

Protocol on the Status of International Military Headquarters Set Up Pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty
8,

par.

1,

of reference provides that Allied Headquarters

shall be relieved, as far as practicable,

from duties and taxes affecting
common defense and for their

expenditures by them in the interest of

and exclusive

This Article provided further that each
party to the Protocol shall enter into negotiation with any Allied
Headquarters operating on its territory for the purpose of concluding an agreement to give effect to this provision.
2. According to this provision, SHAPE took the responsibility of
concluding an agreement with the French Government, covering also
other Allied Headquarters located in France. As long as the negotiations relating to the Protocol on the Status of NATO Military
Headquarters were still in course, the French Government could not
accept the principle of a far-reaching exemption that might jeopardize the French position pending a decision. However, by letter dated
20 August 1952 (copy here attached), the French Government agreed
that specific arrangements should be made for tax exemptions by
administrative ways pending a formal bilateral agreement between
SHAPE and the French Government.
3. As a result of this letter, a meeting was held on 9 September
official

benefit.

SHAPE

and French representatives to consider the matter.
It w as agreed that the answer of the French authorities would be
forwarded to SHAPE. By letter dated 30 October 1952, the French
Government agreed that SHAPE would enjoy exemption from the
business turnover tax in the same way as was provided for in the
1952 of
T

case of expenditure in the interest of

common

defense under the

Franco- American Agreement of 13 March and 13 June 1952. By
letter dated December 1952, the French authorities further agreed
that the exemption would be effective as of 1 November 1952. However, these letters pointed out that these privileges are subordinate
to the condition that other
city,

Governments accept

a clause of recipro-

offering exemption for similar taxes to international

quarters in other host countries.

Head-

:
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The purchases

SHAPE

being not limited to the host country,
it would be necessary to conduct negotiations with all NATO countries with the additional requirement that all these agreements would
have to be consistent with the reciprocity clause. Owing to political
aspects of a reciprocal tax relief between France and other countries
and also in view of the time which would be involved in negotiations,
SHAPE does not consider itself in a position to undertake such
4.

of

negotiations.

deemed essential therefore that the suggested reciprocity
clause be studied by a NATO committee of financial experts to recommend a practicable solution to implement Article 8 of the Protocol
It is

5.

in all

NATO countries.

Pending a solution, the practical agreements on the lines of the
French letter dated 30 October 1952 will be made with the French
authorities who have been requested, by letter, dated 20 December
6.

1952, to call a joint meeting for this purpose.

For the Supreme Allied Commander Europe
(Signed) Alfred M. Gruenther
General, U.S. Army
Chief of Staff

ANNEX B
Report of the

NATO Military Budget

Committee on Tax Exemption

for International Military Headquarters

The Military Budget Committee has examined document AGO
732 of 31 December 1952 from Chief of Staff of SHAPE to the Secre1.

tary General on the application of Article 8 of the Protocol on the

Status of

NATO Headquarters, submitted with a memorandum

dated

February 1953 by the Executive Secretary.
2. The Committee being aware of the several aspects to the problem of tax exemption for international military headquarters has
undertaken its examination from a strictly budgetary point of view

5

only.

On

3.

tions

this basis the

Committee submits the following recommenda-

:

(a)

Expenses incurred by
tories of

member

NATO

Military Agencies on the terri-

States should be exempted

from

all

taxes

or fees whatsoever. This would result in a noticeable reduction in the size of the international budget.
(b) In view of the fact that local administrations in areas where

international agencies are installed

may have

for that reason

to incur expenses for roads, sewer systems, etc.,

which would
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be out of proportion to their normal resources, local administrations may in such cases be reimbursed for such additional services. The nature and amount of such expenses
should be determined by each agency after negotiation with
the authorities concerned,
(c)

Exemptions from

fees

and taxes should be

dates of creation of the various

However,

if

this rule, 1

NATO

effective as of the

Military Agencies.

there should be difficulties in the application of

November 1952 should be considered

on which, in any

as the date

exemptions would take effect.
4. The Committee wishes to express its satisfaction with the results already obtained by SHAPE in regard to the agreement reached
with the French Government and, also, to express its appreciation of
the spirit of cooperation shown by that Government.
5. The Committee recommends that the Council invite SHAPE to
continue the negotiations with all Governments concerned on the
basis of the recommendations contained in paragraph 3 above.
case, the said

(Signed) G. Roggen

Chairman

NATO

Military Budget Committee

C-M(53) 74

—

Tax Exemption for
Protocol on the Status of Allied Headquarters
Allied Military Headquarters and Organizations (10 June 1953)
Note by the Deputy Secretary -General
After considering C-M(53) 62 (Tax Exemption for SHAPE
and Subordinate Headquarters) on 20 May, the Council agreed that
a note should be prepared by the Secretariat explaining the position
of Allied Military Headquarters in regard to tax exemption and
indicating the action required to be taken by the Council in this
1.

matter.
Article 8 of the Protocol on the Status of International Military
Headquarters set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty states:
2.

For the purpose of facilitating the establishment, construction, maintenance and operation of Allied Headquarters, these
"1.

Headquarters shall be relieved, so far as practicable, from duties
and taxes affecting expenditures by them in the interest of common defence and for their official and exclusive benefit, and each
Party to the present Protocol shall enter into negotiations with
any Allied Headquarters operating in its territory for lie purpose of concluding an agreement to give effect to this provision/'
t

:
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3.

Article 1(c) of the Protocol defines "Allied Headquarters" as:

"Any Supreme Headquarters and any

International Military

Headquarters set up pursuant to the North Atlantic Treaty
which is immediately subordinate to a Supreme Headquarters."
4.

In addition, Article 14 of the Protocol states
"The whole or any part of the present Protocol or of the Agree-

ment may be applied, by decision of the North Atlantic Council,
to any International Military Headquarters or Organisation (not
included in the definitions in paragraphs (b) and (c) of Article
1 of this Protocol) which is established pursuant to the North
Atlantic Treat}7 ."

The Council, acting

in accordance with the terms of Article 14,

has already agreed that the Protocol should apply to Headquarters
Allied Air Forces Northern Europe, Headquarters Allied Naval
Forces Northern Europe, Headquarters Allied Land Forces Southern

Europe, Headquarters Allied Air Forces Southern Europe, Headquarters Allied Naval Forces Southern Europe.

SHAPE

and the French Government have prepared an Agreement covering the other Allied Headquarters located in France which
allows these Headquarters exemption from most indirect taxes, particularly the business turnover tax and the so-called "transaction
tax." It is expected that this Agreement will be effective as of 1
November 1952. However, tw o points in the Agreement await ampli5.

r

fication

;

this is

why

it

has not yet been signed.

Moreover, the French Government is reluctant to make a definite
commitment respecting Allied Headquarters situated on its soil until
it has received an assurance that other Governments will allow Allied
Headquarters in their countries benefits similar to those which the
French Government is prepared to grant, more particularly with respect to tax exemptions.

Government has decided
the Agreement even before its

Nevertheless, out of courtesy, the French

most of the provisions of

to apply

signature.

Thus, since

1

November

1952,

SHAPE

has enjoyed the

tax exemptions specified in the Agreement.
6.

In order to facilitate and expedite the negotiations of

SHAPE

and other Supreme Headquarters with member Governments on the
question of the relief from duties and taxes affecting expenditures
made by them in the interests of common defense, the Council is
invited

:

(a) to impress

upon member Governments the importance, from

the point of view of international budgets, of not imposing

any taxes or duties on expenditures made

in the interest of

:
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common

defense and, consequently, to recommend member
Governments to grant to international military Headquart-

exemption from taxes and duties to the widest possible
extent. This principle should apply both to expenditures in
the country where the Headquarters in question is located
and to expenditures by such Headquarters in other member
ers

countries.
(b) to note with satisfaction the progress of the negotiations

made between

the French

SHAPE,

Government and

which

negotiations were based on the existing tax exemption agree-

ment between the French and United States Governments,
and to draw the attention of member Governments to the
fact that the French Government has already exempted
SHAPE expenditures from the business turnover tax since
1 November 1952. The French Government, however, will
continue to extend this privilege to SHAPE only if other
Governments give international military Headquarters situated in other host countries tax exemption under similar
conditions.

emphasize the desirability of ensuring that agreements
arrived at between member Governments and international
military Headquarters on tax relief on expenditures for
common defense should provide for a comprehensive system
of tax exemption and, as far as possible, cover the equivalent
taxes and duties.
(d) to ask allied military commanders, responsible for negotiations with host Governments on tax exemptions, to keep the

(c) to

following considerations in mind
(i)

exemptions from duties and taxes should be
of the dates of creation of the various
tional Military Headquarters.
difficulties in

(ii)

However,

the application of this rule,

effective as

NATO

Interna-

if

there should be

1

November 1952

should be considered as the date on which the said exemptions would take effect,
in view of the fact that local administrations in areas
where allied headquarters are installed may have for that
reason to incur expenses for roads, sewer systems, etc.,
which would be out of proportion to their normal resources, local administrations may in such cases be reimbursed for such additional services. The nature and

amount of such expenses should be determined by each
allied headquarters after negotiation

concerned.

with the authorities

